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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Leroy H.Smith, Jr

1. TECHNICAL EVALUATION SUMMARY

Twenty-three papers related to viscous flow in turbomachines were presented and discussed at the meeting. Nearly
half of these dealt with analysis of the flow over relatively simple isolated geometries, such as cascade blades with uniform
inlet conditions, but Mach numbers from zero into the transonic range were employed, and two-dimensional flow
separations were sometimes treated. All workers employed a boundary layer approach, and all were able to show good,
or reasonably good, agreement with experiment.

Four of the papers involved detailed studies of cascade flows with non-uniform inlet conditions, spacially
non-uniform (due to end walls) in three cases and temporally non-uniform (due to a moving upstream blade row) in the
fourth case. In all cases the effects of these non-uniformities were dramatic. Adequate analytical treatments for these
cases were not presented at this meeting, although it is believed that progress is being made elsewhere on so-called Navier-
Stokes solvers that can be expected to be applicable.

The remainder of the papers dealt with multi-blade-row flows. Some of these included attempts at analysis using
endwall boundary layer integral approaches, which appear to work reasonably well for the cases treated, but, in the
opinion of this evaluator, much more work is needed before they can be used with confidence on untested designs.

Since capabilities for the treatment of isolated goemetries with uniform inflow are now reasonably satisfactory, it is
recommended that researchers now focus more on multi-blade-row effects such as unsteady inflow, skewed annulus
boundary layers and flow mixing. The employment of large low-speed multistage turbomachines for this research is
recommended.

2. INTRODUCTION

For at least two reasons it was appropriate to hold a Specialists' Meeting on Viscous Effects in Turbomachines at this
time.

First, gas turbine manufacturers have by now largely learned how to avoid or cope with most of the major
development problems of earlier days - such as compressor stall - and currently there is great interest in efficiency
improvement, which can result from a more accurate treatment of viscous flows.

Second, computational fluid dynamics has received much attention in recent years in many different areas, so a
comparison of progress among workers is appropriate. This was foreseen at the 1977 Specialists' Meeting on Secondary
Flows in Turbomachines, where it was recommended that the same subject be considered at a future meeting when new
theoretical and experimental results are again available.

This general subject is an important one, aid future meetings at roughly five year intervals can be anticipated.

3. CONTENT OF TiHE MEETING

*In this section the twenty-three papers presented have been organised into six groups according to subject matter,
although the groupimg Is somewhat arbitrary. The numser in parentheses after each author's name is his paper number.

GrouplI: TsetmnofElxternal Flow.

SLe Balhor (I) presented calculations o -Je flow around aircraft wings; these showed good agreement with
experiment eve, whim the flow was tranmonic and the wing geometry was rather complex. The basic approach used for
the calculation hiotve an I*ci fteegream anlysis coupled with a boundery4syer integral i ilysis, the boundary
layer -l0 & thicknes beig represented by fictitious blowing and suction. The Prandtl boundary layer approach
to the treutmn of vbsou flow problems was thus verified for external flows, which Is a necessry condition for Its
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application to internal flows. This is fortunate because, as we shall see, all of the analysts who presented viscous flow
analyses at this meeting employed a boundary layer approach. Lambropoulos, Ktenidis and Papailiou (18) showed that
the flow around a spinner is best treated in the relative frame of reference because, in that frame, boundary layer skew is
found to be minimal.

Group 2: Treatment of Cascade and Passage Flows

Calvert (2) showed that the boundary layer approach also works well for some internal flows of interest, namely
transonic compressor cascades. Other workers generally supported this approach. Meauze and Delery (7) gave solutions
for channel flows with shocks, and Fourmaux (8) showed it was possible to find a displacement streamline that matched
input (from test) static pressures using an inviscid time-marching free stream solution. Werle (9) discussed more
specifically how the boundary layer can be treated when a two-dimensional separation is involved. Psarudakis (12)
showed us that good results for low Mach number two-dimensional cascades could be obtained by coupling a boundary
layer method with a Martensen-type calculation, and Janssens and Hirsch (3) got good results for highly loaded subsonic
two-dimensional cascades with separation present using a finite element free stream analysis iteratively with a boundary
layer analysis. Janssens and Hirsch (3) also pointed out the need to include curvature and rotation effects in turbulent
stresses when appropriate as did Aupoix and Cousteix (14), who also dealt with certain three-dimensional features of
boundary layer behaviour. Lewis and Porthouse (13) presents a novel method for treating airfoils in stall in which shed
vortices are convected away by the total flow field and are dispersed statistically. Although this method (13) provides
useful insight into stall phenomena, the long computational time involved limits its usefulness as a design tool.

Group 3: Unsteady Boundary Layers

Hodson (10) found that the wakes from an upstream blade row can cause a 50% loss increase at the mean diameter
of a high aspect ratio, lightly loaded turbine rotor, and his beautifully executed measurements showed that periodic
movements of the suction surface transition point are responsible for this. This important finding deserves further
attention.

Group 4: Three-Dimensional Flow in Cascades

Measurements by Moore (5) demonstrated how dominant are secondary flows in a low aspect ratio turbine cascade,
and Gregory-Smith and Graves (17), with a somewhat higher aspect ratio turbine cascade, also found secondary flows to
be quite significant in loss generation. Tests by Boletis and Sieverding (16) on a turbine nozzle annular cascade showed
that, with colateral inlet annulus boundary layers, endwall losses were confined to the endwall regions, i.e. a free stream
region with low losses existed near mid span. However, when the inlet hub boundary layer was skewed, as in a multistage
turbine, the hub secondary flow was enhanced to the extent that it penetrated the midspan region with high loss fluid.
Other researchers should take note of this.

Group 5: Multi-Blade-Row Analyses and Tests

All of the work in this category dealt with axial-flow compressors. de Ruyck and Hirsch (19) have further developed
their defect force models and are showing generally good agreement with experience, as are Leboeuf and Naviere (20)
with their secondary flow approach. The effects of casing roughness, porosity, and clearance were studied by Elrod and
Bettner (25), who found that roughness adversely affects stall margin but porosity (simulated by perforated plates)
enhances it. Fottner and Lichtfuss (4) gave laser measurements inside the first rotor of a three-stage transonic fan, the
design of which had been based on cascade analysis and experiments. Sandel (15) described a multistage through flow
analysis that is under development and which includes viscous effects.

Group 6: Multi-Blade-Row Experimental Data Sets

Again, only axial-flow compressor results were presented at this meeting. Lakshminarayana, Govindan and Murthy
(21), Ball, Reid and Schmidt (22), Dunker (23), and Dring, Joslyn and Wagner (24) presented data sets (two at high speed
and two at low speed) that provide insights and potential verification cases for future analyses.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The approach employed by all authors for the calculation of viscous flows embodied the Prandtl concept of an
inviscid free stream plus viscous boundary layers. The authors succeeded in showing that their analyses and their
data could be brought into good agreement with this approach for the relatively simple geometries (airfoils and
cascades) for which analysis and experiment were compared in detail.

(2) Wakes from an upstream stator were found by Hodson (10) to significantly affect the development of a turbine
rotor blade suction surface boundary layer. Over the majority of the rotor suction surface, the boundary layer was
found to oscillate between chari cteristic laminar and turbulent states in sympathy with the passage of the stator
wakes. As a result of this oscillating change of state, and because the free stream velocity is in anti-phase with the
fluctuations of free stream turbulence, the levels of velocity fluctuations within the boundary layer are much greater
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than those found in conventional laminar or turbulent unsteady boundary layers. This caused the profile loss to be
50% greater than was measured in a two-dimensional cascade of identical blade profiles with uniform inflow. This is
an important finding and other researchers should consider whether it affects their work.

(3) The secondary flows in high deflection turbine bladings were shown once again to be highly complex, and no good
way to analyze them was presented. As had been concluded at the 49th Specialists' Meeting on Secondary Flows in
Turbomachines in 1977, the classical Hawthorne approach was found (17) to be inadequate for these cases, although
one discusser felt that that approach might give reasonable results for the pitch-average transverse velocity
distribution as it often does on lower deflection compressor cascades. Skewing of the inlet hub boundary layer was
found (16) to significantly affect the secondary flow in an annular turbine nozzle cascade.

(4) Multi-blade-row endwall boundary layer integral analyses (19), (20), (25) have progressed to the point where
reasonable agreement with experiment can be expected in most cases, although flow details are often not correctly
deduced. This is, presumably, all that can be expected for some time to come because such complex features as
steps and gaps, clearances, leakages, unsteady effects, and local flow separation are prevalent.

5. EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The meeting well served its purpose of providing a forum for disseminating information on progress by research
workers in this very important field, and there was a significant amount of discussion among the authors and other
specialists present. As is usually the case, designers and manufacturers had relatively little to say, but we were listening
and will incorporate many of the results into our thinking and our work.

This evaluator recommends that the work u y Hodson (10) be given special attention, and that it be expanded at
Cambridge and elsewhere. Hodson showed that the proximity of an adjacent bladerow can be very important to the
development of blade boundary layers and therefore blade losses. This work brings into question whether boundary layer
methods that ignore free stream unsteadiness, (or at best respond only to isotropic turbulence) are adequate for use in
optimizing blade designs in multi-blade-row turbomachines. The type of research facility employed by Hodson, i.e. a large
scale low-speed machine running at Reynolds numbers typical of those encountered in aircraft engine low pressure
turbines, is ideally suited for this kind of research. Additional work should include experiments with more two- or three-
stage configurations.

An important subject that was not discussed at the meeting is the development of so-called Navier-Stokes computer
codes, or three-dimensional solvers that contain laminar and turbulent shear stress models that are active at the flow
boundaries and in wakes. Work on such codes is quietly going on at several places, and, as computer capacity and
availability increase, we can expect to see these codes in general use for turbomachinery design in a few years.
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PROGRES DA14S LE CALCUL DE L' INTERACTION

FLUIDS PARFAIT - FLUIDS VISQUEUX

J.C. LE BALLEUR

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches, Ktospatiales (ONERA)
29, Avenue de Ia Division Leclerc - 92320 Chitillon - FRANCE

Lee techniques numfriques d interaction fluide parfait - fluide visqueux sont
analysfes d'une mani~re tr~s globale, prdciaant lea grands objectifs de dkveloppement,
leura posaibiljits et leurs contraintes.

Se limitant ensuite aux mdthodes intdgrales coupides en Formulation Ddficitaire,
on prdsente quelques exemples-types de calcul d'dcoulements ddcollds obtenus en adrodyna-
mique externe, dans I'approximation potentielle du fluide-parfait.

On prdsente enfin des rdsuitats nouveaux obtenus en adrodynamique interne par
une mdthode intdgrale ddficitaire couplde aux dquatione d'Euler, sur une configuration de
canal transsonique bloqud, avec interaction onde de choc-couche limits turbulente, condui-
sant A un petit ddcollement. Le couplage eat rdalis6 par Is technique de relaxation mixte
prdcddenaient proposde, directe ou semi-inverse par zones, avec contr8le automatique local
de la sabilitd numdrique.

PROGRESS IN COMP7ATION OF VISCOUS INVISCID INTERACTION

SUMKARY

The numerical techniques based on viacous-inviacid interaction are surveyed with
a very global view, to get the main developments areas, the capacities and constraints.

Then restricting to the integral methods interacted with a Defect Formulation,
typical examples are presented for the calculation of separated flows in external afirody-
nsmics, using the approximation of a potential inviacid flow.

At last are presented new results achieved in internal aerodynamics, using a
defect integral method interacted with the full Euler equations. The calculated flow is
a choked transonic channel flow, with a turbulent shock wave-boundary layer interaction
which generates a very small separation. The coupling is converged with the previously
suggested zonal relaxation technique, Direct or Semi-inverse, including a local and auto-
matic control of the numerical stability.

1. INTRODUCTION

La valorisation pratique des progrls obtenus tea derniilres snes dane lea techniques nu-
mdriques du fluids parfait, toot en adrodynamique externe qu'interne, requiert une atten-
tion croissante & is prise en compte de la viscositd, notamment pour lee dcouiements des
rdgimes hors-adaptation.

Aux nombres de Reynolds dlevda des applications, l'un des objectifs principaux consists a
d~terminer dea dcoulementa qui peuvent encore Atre asaimilds A ceux d'un fluids parfait
dana leur plus grande Partie, slais dona lasquels lea conditions aux limites de glissement
(ou de Joukowaki), devenues insuffisantes, doivent 0-tre remplackes par des conditions
d'interaction avec Ie calcul des couches visquecees. Ce phdnowkne de conditionnemaut to-
tal du fluids parfait par des couches visqususes en interaction, dventuellement tr~a minces,
eat Is source de difficultds de calcul buon connues, I. plus souvent multiples dane un
amsm dcoulement, tell.. que lea bulbtz de ddcollement do bord d'attaque, de bord do fuite,
de charge-arribre d'intrados, do culot at de proche siliage, ainsi qua lea interactions
couche limite-onde de choc.

Lea techniques numdriques lea plus directes consistent A rdaoudre globalement des Equations
de Xavier-Stoks noyenndes (NS) conplitdes d'un mod~is de turbulence sur l'ensemable du
domains fluids, en utilisant des m~thods instationneires. Bien qua trla fructueuses
Cl, 2,41, ces techniques num~riques gllobales ne s'appuient pas cur Is physique des nombres
do Reynolds ilevis et des couches visqueuses minces. Riles sont de ce fait confrontdes,
dane is domaine e Vhrodynomique, A des difficultds de coOt nuin~rique at de discrd-
tiostiona fines des couches ou sous-couches visqueases, en l'aboence desquelles Is qualitd
de l'approche deviant illasoire.

Lee techniques nmdriqueo d'interaction so diffdrencient & priori sutsment per Is nature
indirecte des r~solution du problbme global NS prdcddent, et par l'incorporstion d'une
mdth'.de numdrique du type fluids parfait. Catte demuire assure le calcul de l'dcouleisent
rdel done lea r~gions a viscositd ndgligeable st comport* on dehors do celles-ci des modi-
ficationa do conditions sex limites ou d'dquations, de tellesaorta qua le caicul Pseudo-
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Fluide-Parfait obtenu (Prddicteur) puisas 8tre affectivement conditionn6 par un calcul
visqueux compidmentaire (correcteur). Cette simple dichoto mie du problbme global 6quivaut
A une simulation numdrique composite sans hidrarchisation des influence& du prddicteur
et du correcteur, souvent rdsolus sur des domaines de calcul superpos~s [3-41. Prddicteur
et correcteur sant notamment aesujettis h un couplage rdciproque (couplage fort). Voisine
de la physique des ph~nombnes, cette approche composite eat par nature plus apte qu'une
approche directe NS h la simulation pr~cise ou dconomique des nombres de Reynolds dlevds.
Elle eat en contre-partie plus complexe et ndcessite la maitrise simultande de troia alga-
rithmee numdriques diffdrents, rdsolvant respectivement Ie prddicteur, le correcteur, et
Ie couplage.

Historiquement, cette complexitd a d'abord conduit I aceacier largement lapproximation aux
techniques nundriques d'interactian, notamnt au niveau des Equations visqueuces rdsoluas
et du degrd de cauplage, lea premiere objectife ayant dtd ceux de calculs dconamiques, roe-
tivemant empiriquas, utilisable doe Ia pratique pour des applications ddtermindes. La bilan
suscit6 par Monnerie, Quinn[51 lore d'un rdcant Symposium AGARD pour l'Adrodynamique extarna
a cependant montrd (6] que cat objectif primaire a ddja& Ltt largement ddpaasd. Las noisbreux
rdsultats recueillie par exemple par Kline et Al. lore de Ia Confdrence AFOSR-Stanford 1981
(71, ainsi que par Cebeci lore d'un Symposium tr~e r~cent W8, confirment que lea progres
r~alisds, tant au niveau de lextrapolation des mdthodes de couche linite coupldes que
des algorithmae de couplage [3, 9], parmettent d'incorporer Ie traitement autamatique d'in-
teraction multiples au sein d'un mime dcoulement, d~collements minces ou interaction couche
limite- onde de choc, en bidimensionnel.

Au stade actuel, l'objectif des techniques numdriquae d'interaction n'est plus Equivalent
A Is recherche d'une solution "approximative" au problbme global US, et is facilitd offerte
pour introduire des approximations taste seulement l'une des options intdressantes. 11 eat
ainsi possible de rechercher des rdsolutions numdriques visqueusas ayant des discrdtisations
spatiales et des coOts minimaux, tout en conservant un minimum d'universslitd vie h via des
problines de d~collement et d'interaction choc-couche limite. Cet objectif peut atre atteint
par exemple en gdndralisant aux r~gimes turbulents d~collds ou hors-dquilibre lee m~thodes
int~grales issues des techniques de couches limits*, une fois ces mdthodes convenablament
coupldes & un 6coulemant de fluids parfait (10].

Rien k priori n'exclut cependant plus, en s'appuyant sur lea mimes algorithmes numdriques
d'interaction, d'envisager Is construction de solveurs indirects pour des Equations vis-
queuses momns restrictives, telles qua lee Equations de iNavier-Stokes paraboliades ou
complbtes. Des d~marches prdliminaires de cetta nature ont par exemple dtd donnies par
Dodge 111), Rubin, Khoala N1.

line analyse complbte des techniques nundriques d'interaction Etant ici hors de portde,
on se bornera d'abord A examiner bribvement lee contraintes at lea objectifs de ddvelop-
pement. Des analyses moins restreintes sont acceesibles par example dane lea r~f~rences
(3, 4, 9, 13, 14, 5, 81.Se limitant ansuite aux techniques num~riques & discrdtiaation
minimala, obtanuec au moyen de mdthodes intdgrales "D~ficitaires" rigourausement cou-
plEs, ou examine Ia qualitA trbs ramarquabla de la moddlisation dconomique qu'elles
fournissent. Calle-ci eat a priori meilleure qua celia donnde par des Equations de Prandtl
raccordde au fluide parfait,en raison d'une prise en compte approximative des gradients
de pression normaux. Il a en outra dtd Etabli £16, 17, 4, 15] qua cotta moddlisation at
capable da traitar Ie d~collement at linteraction choc-couche limite des r~gimes trans-at
supar-soniquas. at notaimment d'Eliminer l'dcueil dit de "coucha limite suparcritique",
observE done le pased par Crocco, Lees E21] an raison de l'inaptitude des Equations de
Prandtl raccordies & ddcrire la pdndtration des ondes de choc de ddcollement au Cain des
couches visquouses.

Outre des examples die rdaultats caractdristiques de l'Adrodynamique extarne, oil lapproxi-
motion potentialle du fluide parfait a ktd retenue, on prdsents la premiers rdsultats
obtenus en dcoulement interne par couplage evec lae Equations d'Euler complktes, cur une
configuration d'interaction couche limite-onde do choc dana un canal tranesonique.

2. OBJECTIFS ET COWIRAINTES DUS TECHNIQUES NUIRIQUIS 0'INTERACTION

2.1. Diffdrents objectifs at voice do "d*d----------- m!sn21tsq

Globalement, at inddpendament du r8le de valorisation directe des techniques axistantes
en fluids parfait, lea techniques numdriques d interaction so rogroupent sut trois objec-
tifa principaux

2.1.1. Solveure nlm~riSuee Ur zons ou sous9:-omanasI

En extension des solveurs nuadriques US directs, us premier objectif consists I restreindre

I. domino do calcul US au strict voisinage des zones visquouses, at I coupler lee conditions
sux limit*s avoc une solution do fluids parfait externo raccordia. Cotta approche, dite do
couplage par zones ou sous-domines, possbde quoiques analogies aec calls du calcul raccordt
"Equations do Pranldtl - Fluids Parfait", em ce qui concerns lea probl~mes analytiques do
raccordeont des conditions aux limites, ainei quo des multiples algorithms numoriques do
couplage possibles.

Toutofois, I& zone visquousa US no bdndficiant pas, I Is, diffdrence des solveurs d'dquations
do Prandtl, d'un. technique numdrique rapid* mnechant d'auiont an avail, Is principals Elf fi-
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cultd consiste A ne pas compromettre l'dconomie madde rdaultant d'un domaine de calcul MS
rdduit, en utilisant une relaxation A convergence lente au niveau de l'algorithaie do couplage
(18, 191. Bien quo l~e traitement rdel'de co problhmo rosto A acqudrir. des rdsultats ant Pu
4tre obtenus A l'ONERA [201 en faisant appel A olne rdsolution instationnairo, explicite et
simultanie, des sytbmes visquoux et non-visquoux, sensibleisent hyperboliquas au raccord. Lee
propridtds de cetto technique relbvent cependant encore davantage des m~thodes d'dvolution
et des solveurs NS directs que des mdthodos numbdriquos d interaction.

2.1.2. S1er-cniattLvoc a rox21imations de co~ches minces coupl~es

En extension des mdthodes do couche limite, l~e second objectif cansiste A ddveopper des
mdthodes numdriques dconomiques, incluant l~e troitemont du ddcollemont et de l'interaction
couche limite-onde do choc, capables do calculer globalement des 6coulements complexes A
interaction fortes et multiples sans autro donndsque la gdamdtrie, mais fonddes our une
certaine approximation du probl~mo MS. L'approximation la plus simple est celle des dquationa
de Prandtl raccorddes au fluids parfait, et constitue l'extension do Vidde ddvoloppde par
Crocco (21] en supersonique.

L'idde plus rdcente do "Formulation Ddficitaire" [3, 15, 101 du calcul visqueux , par rapport
A un dcoulement do fluide parfait superpoad (prddicreur), a permis d'dtablir Is supdrioritd
thdorique du concept do couplage par "vitesso do transpiration A la parai", it do prodiguer
notaimment un traitement gdndral do 1'interaction choc-couche limite qui faisait ddfaut au
modle do Crocco. La Formulation Ddficitaire permet en outro (10, 15] d'introduiro natural-
lement les mdthodes intdgrales du type couche limite, et do constater qu'elles sont on fait
mains restrictives quo le modble do Prandtl au niveau des 6quations, cot &vantage dtant
toutefois ponddrd par l'empirisme plus important introduit doe la modtlisation do forseture
des sytames d'dquations intdgrales. Enfin, le progrba sur loa dquations do Prandtl appartd
aux mdthodes intdgrales par I& "Formulation Ddficitaire", qui consiste A moddliser le gradient
do pression normal interne aux couches viaqueuses au mayen du champ do pression fluide-
parfait superpoad 110, 15], a pu 6galement 6tre utilisd sans difficultd dana des techniques
numdriques construites pour los dquations do Pratdtl, notamont par Carter (22], Werle (23),
Wilmoth (241.

Ainsi qu'il a dtd montionnd, la technique des dquations intdgralea ddficitaires, qui rdduit
le problbme visquoux A des dquations aux ddrivdea partielles "intoractivos" intorVenant ox-
clusivement sur lee fronti~tres o surfaces do discontiouitds du fluids parfait, of ire l'avan-
tago do minimiser Ia discrdtistion des problhmes do fortes interactions visquouses. Elle
eat do ce fait capable de minimiser l~a mdmoiro do stockage et 1e coOt d'ordinateur n~ces-
saires, au encore do maximiber Is. camtplexitt des #zoulements accessible, au calcul. Elle
constitue la promibre dtape naturelle do gdndralisation des mdthodes du iluide parfait.

Los techniques interactives do couche limite gdodralisde , ou do mithodes intdgrales ddfi-
citaires actuelles, possihdent conceptuellement une gdndralitd suffisante pour offrir do
nombreux ddveloppements non encore attoints, tant en bidimensiannol, qu'on tridimonsionnel
et en i istationnairo, en incluant la prdsonco do ddcollements non gdndralieds. Cette 6tapo
eat sans doute essentiellement conditionnde par Ia maitriso d'algorithmes numdriquos do
couplage rigoureux plus nombreux. Ella demande encore 6galement, done l~e cam des corps
fuselds tridimensionnels, un effort do comprdhension pour la moddlisation visqueuse du
problme des lignes do sdparation des nappes taurbilloonaires.

Conceptuelloment, loa limitations do ces maddlisations de couche mince interactive appa-
raissent essentielloment au nivoau des couches limites dpaisses so ddveloppant dane los
coins, en tridiiaensionnel, ainsi qu'au niveau dos nappes do sillages A goomdtries
complexes, enrouldes, intermittentos ,ou caniluentes avec los couches liuites. 11 faut
notor cependant quo le recours I des solvaure MS. approprids A de telles configurations,
suppose une dchelle de discrhtisation bien infdrioure aux structures tourbillonnaires,
soua poine do voir ddgdndrer le solveur NO en un simple solveur "Fluide-Parfait", c 'oat-
A-dire A un niveau d'approximation inclus dens les techniques do couches minces into-
ractivos.

2.1.3. Solveurs numdrigues composites

Canservant parmi les progrbs abtenusaen 2.1.2. ceux qui consistent h rdsoudrt lee problIbs
prddicteurs pseudaifluide-parfait ot correcteur visquoux our des doaines do calcul auper-
posds, A rdsoudre 1e correctour visqueux par dea techniques numdriquea mearchant itdrati-
vement d'amont en aval, h rdsoudre ani in le couplage pvddicteur-correcteur au 6ayen d'algo-
rithmes itdratifs, il set ddseruis concevable t9, 10, 15, 11, 12, 251 d'introduire au
niveau du correcteur les terses visquoux udgligds en 2.1.2. et do danner ainsi cc&* h
des solveurs numdriques MS indirect., ou mains au nivesu des dquations dites "Ms Couch. Mince".

Cette gindration do solveurs MS composites correspond 4 apdrer Ia dissociation prddicteur-
correcteur came un dclatement des Aquations, lea sous-systlfss d'Equations Equivalents
obtenus dtant rdsolue par des techniques nwiriques uleux conditiontides aux nowbres do
Reynolds Elevils.

Cantrairement A l'approche du couplaeo par sous-domaines 2.1.1., une Economia of on ailleur
conditionnemont numdrique sont ici accessible. au nivesu du prddicteur et du correcteor,
par Ile recours aux solveurs numdriques rapid.. do iluide parfait et do couches visqueuses
minces. La dii iiculti principale rests cependant do no pas compromettre cot avantage Au ni-
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veau d'une convergence lente ou mal contr8lde de 1'algorithm de couplage. En ce domaine,
lea progr~a rdaliads dane lea solvaursa pprochdo 2.1.2. devraient pouvoir stre mis a profit
diroctemant. Enf in, un avantage auppidmentaire pouvant rdaulter des solveurs NS composites
eat celui d'une ddgdndreacence mieux contr8lde des performances en cao d'application sur des
msillagea groaaierscette ddgdndroscence conduiaant aensiblement au niveau 2.1.2.. Un.
cofhmutation par zones du calcul, entre lea niveauc 2.1.3. Ct 2.1.2., peut d'ailleurs Atre
enviaagde aimplement.

2.2. Contraintea dea calcdls -

2.2.1. Echelles de diacrdtjaation

Comparativement aux contraintes habituels aen fluide parfait, une Achelle de diacrdtiaa-
tion plus rdduite eat gdndralement indispensable, au momns dons lea zones de forte inte-
raction visqueuse. Cette contrainte Porte d'abord dvidemnt cur le calcul vicqueux car-
recteur qui, A l'exception des mithodes intdgralea, doit rdsoudre ntmidriquement lea gradients
intenaca dana Ia direction normale aux couches et sous-couches, turbulentes ou viaqueuses,
tant pour lee grandeurs moyennes que pour la turbulence.

La contrainte de discrdtisation fine Ports dgalement d'autre part cur la direction tangen-
tialle aux couches visqueuses, dona lam zones de forte interaction. Celle-ci conditionne
aussi bien le prddicteur pseudo-fluids-parfait que le correcteur, laspect interactif de
la solution composite globale randant illusoire un sous-maillage unilatdral de l'un ou
l'autre calcul sclon cotta direction. L'dchelle de "diacrdtiaation minimale" eat cell. qui
eat capable de rdsoudre la perturbation apportde Cu fluide parfait externe par lea couches
visqueuses. En r~gime turbulent, I'fchelle de cette perturbation, ddduite de l'analyse
asymptotique (141 ou expdrimentale, eat de Vordre de l'dpaisseur de Ia couche viaqucuse
turbulente locale en amont du phtnombne. Cette dchelle d. discrdtisation "minimale" pour
rdaoudre lea probllmes visqueux d'interaction forte eat effectivement une dchelle auffi-
sante en cas d'utiliaation d'une withode intdgrale interactive.

Cette discrdtisation minimal., bien que momns contraignante que 1ldchelle ndcessaire au
correcteur viaqueux dena Ia direction normale, peut conctituer une contrainte important.
qui pdnalice 1e calcul du fluide parfait externe toutes lea foic que lea couches viaqueuses
en interaction sont trlc minces par rapport A ldchalle do l'dcoulement global. 11 en eat
ainsi par exemple en can de ddcollement on d'interaction couch. limite-onde d6 choc dona
lea r~gions de bord d'attaque. Une discrdtioation locale plus fine de l'dcoulement non-
viaqueux eat cependant le Prix minimal ndcessaire pour donner accbs au calcul dec r~gimes
de forte interaction visqueuse.

2.2.2. Moddlisation desla turbulence

11 eat clair que lea difficultdo et limitations rencontrfes pour moddliser I& turbulence
dona lea solveurs NS directs sont retrouvdes en totalitd dona lea solveurs indirects que
constituent lea techniques d'interaction. Lea probllmes suppldmentaires cpdcifiques I ccc
techniques apparaissent au nivoau des moddlisations aimplifides micec en jeu pour la fer-
mature des mdthodes intdgrales. Plus empiriquas A priori, cec fermetures exigent non aeu-
lement une moddlisation dos termes turbulenta, mais encore une moddliaation compldmentaire
portant our lee profila de vitesse moyenno des couches viaqueuses. En contre-partie de ce
double empiriame, une moddlisation trbs prdcise des souc-couches visqueuses, tant au
niveau des vitoases moyennea qua do la turbulence locale, n'est plus un facteur d~terminant
pour la prdcision globalo do coo m~thodes, qui rdsult. avant tout des grandeurs macros-
copiquos I l'dchelle de la couch. visquouso.

A cette dchalle, uno repreentation tras satiafaisante des profils de vitesce moyenne a
ptz Stro obtenue, tant en bidimensionnel et en instationnaire (15] qu'en tridircens ionnel (10],
grice h une extension do la reprdsentation composite do Coles (261, qui combine une loi
logarithmique do paroi et une loi de sillage "universello". L'extension comports un change-
mont do la loi do sillage et permit uno roprdsntation unique, couvrant le domaine complet
des paramltres de formes do couches limitos a sillagos, avec ou sans courant* do retour(10].
En tridimensionnol notament, le repreentation W est pas limitde aux petits d~collements
exempt@ de courant* do retour par rapport aux; lignes do couranta du fluids parfait oxterne.
Dana co repbre, Ildeoulomsnt transversal oat supposE I divorsement unilatdral, fig. 1, Ic
profil de vitesso visqueux f (J, C, , C3) Etant dicrit vectoriollement, I Etant
l'dpaisseur do Ia couch. viaquouse, Ca d C3 daux; parambtros de forms indipendants.
Les voctours unitairs a tj ,csat reapoctivement tangent ot normal au vecteur
vitoase fluids-parfait r

(014 f
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La description combine une composante logarithmique de cisaillement et une compo-
Sante ddficitaire plane de aillage W , r t n'dtant pas coplanaires. La "loi uni-
verselle de paroi" fournit Cf 1 dtC 1 aelon (2). La fonction delaillage F(P) eat celle
propoade en bidimensionnel (15]. Elle incorpore une relation relativeinent empirique

7 (C,,C,)pour disoc ier Ia couche de cisaillement principale de Is paroi en cao de ddcol-
ements intenses et contr8ler Ia vitesse de retour maximale ( eat nul pour lea dcou-
lements attachds ou lea ddcollementa naissants)

A titre de premi~re approximation, le frottemant paridtal peut fitre considdrd conme coli-
ndaire I I . Aux grands noubres de Reynolds, C1 ddcroit, et le profil polaire donnd
par (1) devient approximativement triangulaire. La reprdaentation (1) avec C1  0 fournit
enfin une moddlisation des profile de sillage, par moitida supdrieure ou infdrieure. Lea
mimges profile conviennent en dcoulement compressible ou instatiu)nnaire, lea profile de
densitd s'en ddduisant h partir de l'enthalpie totals, assimilable I celle de l'dcoulement
externe dona le cao adiabatique.

En suppldment de l& moddlisation du frottemsnt paridtal (2), lea mldthodes intdgralea de-
mandent la moddliation de grandeur. caractdrisant globalement Is turbulence de la couch.
visqueuae, telles que I& dissipation globale d'dnergie par unitd de longueur 0, ou le taux
d'entrainement turbulent E. Il eat aisd de ,constater 115] que 1& fermeture par lentraine-
ment, qui eat cyetdmatiquement utiliode dens lee exemples donnds ci-deasous, ce ddduit
directement des propridtds locales des profile de vitesses et de Ia turbulence au voici-
nage immddiat de I& fronti~re externe des couches visqueue.

Dana le caa des turbulences d'dquilibres, pour lesquelles un modlle algdbrique simple peut
suf fire A ddterminer lee contraintes de Reynolds, l& fermeture turbulent. des mdthodes
intdgrale pout en atrot ddduite directement en faisant appel I I& moddlisation des profile
de viteasec, tent pour l& dissipation globale que pour l'entjSinsmsnt. Dana l'hypothaee
d'un modlle de longueur de mdlange construit our l'dchelle 1. (i-p')f de la couche de
cisaillement principals, l'entrainement d'dquilibre et proportionnel hI&l courbure du
profil de vitesse en . e t peut Atre ddduit de (1), mime en prdsence de couranta
de retour. En incompressible bidimensionnel, l'entrainement et Ia dissipation d'dquilibre

for IP.? eexpriment ainsi approxiativement E15]{ w = f 2,22 _

I1o f,22p'

(4) =[, 0.15(1 - W). 0, lot

it est I'dpaisseur de ddplacement (incompressible). Lee terms correctife s AA
cant lids su coefficient de longueur de mdlange, de tells sorts qua A AI.A, .1
pour une couche limits simple. Los valeurs A,. 2 0 /. conviennent pour on sil-
lage simple. Lee ternm. A2 A, correspondent h des corrections en cas de turbulence
extirieure ou de courbure des lignes de courant importantes, pricisdes en (15].

La fermature torbulente des mdithodee intigrales, A priori plus empirique, conduit parado-
zalement I une robosteese accrue des performances pratiques vie A via des ficoulemsnte
turbulente complexes, qui s'explique par one restitution momse ddtaillde des phaftombnes.
11 serait cependant illosoire de penser qu'une moddlisation d'dquilibre poise suf fire I
ddcrire universellemant l'entrainement, I& connection entre l'dcoulemsnt mayan et Ia
turbulence syant dtd concentrde our cat unique scalaire par l'approche intfigrale. Une modd-
lisation hors-dquilibre de I& fermature intdgrale par l'entrainement turbulent conduit
I das effete similairee I ceox d'dquations do transport pour I& turbulence ou pour lee
tensions de Reynolds. Ella s'avbre ndcessaire et ddterminante pour lea rdisns do forte inte-
raction I ddcollement rapid. ou interaction couche limite-onde de choc. Dana lea exemples
bidimensionnels ci-dessous, on utilise un modble d'dcart hIl'dquilibre h deux 6quations
diffdrentielles auxilisires, ddtailld en E15, 10]. Le modble suppose quo l'dcart I l'dqui-
libre A (Z) do cisaillement turbulent Ci(z,)est inddpendaut do, . 11 suppose en outre
qpA () eat ddjermint par des dquations do transport simplifidas, rdgistant lee valeurs

i~t)~"(.). (*). des grandeurs turbulent@ moyanades our I 'dpaisseur do I& couche vie-
quouse. Lee dquations @*nt ddduites de cjles do Launder, Renjalic, Rodi. Rlles font appel
I des nivesux d'd uilib a do Vdmurgie Li6 (a) , do Is dissipation locale 'VI't) .at
du cisaillemeet If ,r qui poeuwot Stre exprimdes (15,101 en fonction do flW041
Le modal. s'derit:
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2.2.3 -Sin~ylaritds - influence aot - ?tdthodes inverses ou couldes

L'utilisation d'dquations do quantitd do scuvement simplifides pour le calcul des couches
visquousos minces, tell.. quo des Aquations do Prauldtl ou des iqustions intdgrales ddfi-
citsires, pout conduire I des singularitds done lea solutions. Sons rdalit# phypique,
coo singularitds d~pendent du type de conditions aux limits@ iiaposdes au probltme visqucux.
Elle* apparsissent notnment en thdorie do couch. limite ordinsire, c'est-h-dire en l'absen-
ce de couplage au fluid. parfait, avec preasion externe impoode. Des exemples typiquos sont
ici coux de Is singulariti do ddcollement en bidimensjonnel stationnatire, cii quo l'exia-
tence de solutions foibles sux systluss hyporboliques des dquations intdgrales inatation-
naires ou tridimonsionnelles.

1 1 a maintenant dth bien dtabli our lea examples prdc~dent., par voie anolytique ou ossais
numdriques, que ces singularitds no diagnostiquent pas la limits do validiti des Equations
simplifides utiliages, main essentiellement Is limite do validitd d'une rdsolution visqueuse
ddcouplhe du calcul do le prossion. Le couplago au calcul du fluide parfait peruet do ce
fait d'dliuiner lea singularitds. 11 permet do roataurer simultandsent done le calcul
visquoux Ia possibilitd d'une convection d'influence vors l'amont (nme aen l'sence de
courants de retour) par Ie biais du champ do prossion interactif externe, et do retrouver
ainsi une =oddlisation des domaines d'influence similsire A cells offerte par lea solveurs
NS.

Cette restitution de l'influonceamsont dons lea calculs visqucux siuplififis au moyen du
champ do pression no pout toutefois Atre oisurde oxclusivoment par I. fluids parfait dons
lea zones oO celui-ci eat localement aupersonique. Dans ce cas, l'influence amont (ou
psed-ellipiticitt du problime) doit rdsultor exclusivement do l'effet de "couplage fort",
et pout Atre effectivement restitude done la modbles dita "subcritiques". Ella pout aussi
parfois Stre dliminde, comma done I. cao des couches "supercritiques"' do Crocco-Loes (21],
Ie traiteaaent du dicolleuent suporsonique et de l'interaction choc-couche limits devenant
&lore impossible.

De la mfime manure quo pour lea singularitds des calculs visquoux ddcouplds, il a dtE Eta-
bli 116, 4] que 1. comportomant supercritique, physiquoment irrdalisto, ne constituent
pas uno propridtd intrinsbque des dquations visquouaos rdsoluoa, mas fait oussi intervenir
le modble de couplage mis en oeuvre. La conclusion ddterminante eat que Ie couplage par vi-
toss. de transpiration h Is paroi, ou Is 'lorualation Ddficitaire", procurent s$ mcdahles
toujoura "subcritiques", capables do rostituor pleinement lVinfluence amont on tranesonique
ou suporsonique. 1l en rdsult. en particulier quo 1e. ondes de choc prdsentes au soin de
l'Ecoulement non-visquoux couplE (prddictaur) &out toujours attdnudegavant d'attoindre lea
parois, le cas dchdant I lintdrieur mimes des couches viequeusou, et quo lea distributions
de pression paridtalos calculdes sont toujours continues.

11 eat clair quo Is suppression des singularitfs visqueusas par couplage suppose en pratique
quo lee calculs visqueux et non-visquowct puissant Atre rdsolus simultandment. Dans 1e cas
1. plus frdquent d'une technique numirique do couplage itdrative, foudde aur des calculs
visquoux at non-visqueux alternds, lea singularitds doivent dgalement stre Elimindes I
chaque ltdration. Le procdE habitual consist. I ddfinir de problkoes visqueux inverses,
dane losquols I& prossion deviant une grandeur calculde. La sdlection des conditions &ux
limites du problIhoa inverse eat un facteur ddterminant. Le choix do l'dpaisseur de ddpla-
cement pout an particulier conduire, en supersoniqut, I dos difficultdo ayant un lien direct
svec 1. problIuos des modbls "suparcritiquaa" [16, 91. En bidimensionnel, le choix optimal
eat toujours, somblo-t'il (93, celui do Ia vitesse do transpiration I la paroi ddfinie par
I. couplae.

2.2.4. Aggrithms nmdi use do co late fort

La dissociation du probliue global os sous-probllase pridictour at corroctetar visqueux
conduit o gdndral I des sous-problias nmdiques discrdtisds dont I& rdsolution couplde
direct* eat hors do pontds. Des algoritbues do rdsolution itirative doivent do ce fait atre
sit au point. Laspoct nmirique do ce problUms spicifique ot complae a parfois EtE occultd
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par l'idde de le restreindre au simple choix d'un enchainement des calculs prddicteurs et
correcteurs, ainai quo Ie sugghre per example V, itiration de point fixe appliqude I l'kpsis-
seur de diplacement en thdorie do couche limite. Cette approche n'est copeadsnt fondde que
si le couplage eat foible, c'est-A-dire Ai I& convergence do l'itdration n'est pas euigde.
11 a dtd dtabli en particulier (171 qua catte itdration, discrdtiste par des achdmas nu-
mdriques consistants, peut toujours Stre randue instable par l'utilisation de maillages
suffisamment fins, mim dana I. cao simple d'uno couche limite de plaque plane.

Outre 1. consistance de I& discrdtisation des dquations de couplage (qui exciut leg techni-
ques de liasage) et Is stabilitd des algorithms, la convergence des it~rations donnant
accba au couplage fort doit respecter la propagation de l'influence visqueuso vera l'amont,
notamment deans lea zones supersoniques. Dana cc& zones, une discrdtiaation totalement dd-
centrde Vera l'amont serait de ce fait inconaistence. Elle serait aussi incapable d'incor-
porer lea conditions aux linites A laval qui sont nfcesaairea b un calcul viaqueux. Lea
premiers elgorithnes de couplage prdaentant une gkodralitd suffisante, en dcoulement super-
sonique, ont 6t6 recherchdo par Werle, Vats& [27] dane des techniques pseudo-instationnaires,
fondes aur l'addition de ternes inatationnairea fictifs aux Equations de base, et deatindes
aux. problames de dicollements supersoniques multiples sur des rampes de compression super-
soniques auccessives.

La plupart des autres techiques numdriques de couplage disponibles sont des edthodes de
relaxation, ddtailldes en [3, 9]1 . Lea premikres mdithodes ici ont dtd simplement des tech-
niques de soua-relaxation uniforme et arbitraire, introduites dana l'itdration Bur l'dpais-
seur de ddplacement, et ajustdes par titonnemonte numdriques. Elles sont utilisablea en
l'absence de ddcollement, sur des maillages standard, assez Iches par rapport A lVEchelle
de couches visqueuses, notaimment via A via des probl~mes d'interaction choc-couche limite
ou de bord de fuite. Elles constituent encore l'un des rares acc~s au couplage fort en
instationnaire ou en tridimensionnel.

En dcoulement bidimensionnel stationnairo, une technique de relaxation vdritable, apportant
un contr8le automatique de Is etabiliti, a pQ 9tre obtenue [17] 1 pertir de Ia mame itdra-
tion de point fixe sur l'effet de ddplacement. L'analyse s'appuie sur une approximation
lindariade de la stabilitd de la solution du fluide-parfait via A vis de petites perturba-
tions des conditions eux limitey. Catte approximation donne accas aux coefficients d'am-
plification de l'itdration de couplage dans l'espace de Fourrier, et permet de d~terminer
une relaxation optimal.. En pratique, ls atabilitd numdrique peut fitre contr8lde par Ie
calcul en chaque noeud d'un coefficient do relaxation, fonction de Ia taille des mailles,
du nombre de Mach et d'un parambtre de form de la couche viaqueuse. Le contr8le de rela-
xation devient cependant impossible au ddcollement.

En pr~sence des zones d~coll~es, le ndcessaire recours A des mdthodes inverses pour Ali-
miner lea singulerites des calcula visqueux a d'abord conduit A rdaliser le couplage par
des itdrations de point fixe "inverses". Dana celles-ci Ia preasion r~sultant du calcul
visqueux eat imposde comme condition aux limites d'un calcul inverse de fluide parfait,
lequel ddlivre A son tour une condition aux limitea du calcul visqueux, Epaisseur de dd-
placement ou vitesse de transpiration. Dana lea cae aimples, Ia stabilitd numdrique de
l'itdration peut encore 4tre obtenue par une simple anus-relaxation uniforms et arbitrairo.
De mime que pour l'itdration de point fixe directe, une technique de relaxation inverse
v~ritable a pu itre ddfinie [173, en introduisant en chaque noeud un contr8le local du
coefficient de relaxation stabilisateur. Cette analyse ddmontre cependant quo Is atabi-
litd de Ia relaxation inverse n'est plus conditionnde par la taille locale des mailles,
mais par l'dtendue maximal. du domaine de calcul inverse qui, a'il eat suffisanniont im-
portant, pout rendre difficile ou incertaine la stabilisation par relaxation. Le recours
possible A une commsutation par zones entre la "relaxation directs" et Ia "relaxation
inverse" n'dlimine pas totalement la difficultd, et conduit A uno tras grande coisplexitd
du calcul non-visquoux, parfois prohibitive, notamment en tranasonique.

La difficultd pout 8tre surmontie par des mdthodea de relaxation plus complexes qua cellea
de point fixe "directes" ou "inverses". L'uno des voice est cello do techniques un peu plus
implicitos done I& direction parallkle I Ia frontibre do couplage, voir [3, 91. Des rd-
sultata ont dtd easentiellomont obtonus en aubsonique, avec des m~thode, du type Gauss-
3eidel propoades par Veidman [281, Moses, Kline C291. Des nithodes do type Newton ont pai
aussi Atre miaoa en oeuvre en incomprossible 1301.

L'autre voie eat cello des mdthodes do "relaxation semi-inverse" (17). Leur convergence A
priori plus lente, lide A un caractare explicito analogue A celui des mithodes directes
ou inverses, oat compenede par Ia posaibilitd d'utiliaer Ia mime technique avoc divers
aolveura do fluide parfait. Dane Is cas des solveurs par relaxation, lea convergence$ du
fluids parfait ot du couplage visqueux sont en outre simultand. La technique consists
a corriger itdrativement l'dpaisseur do diplacement ou bien la vitesac do transpiration,
A partir de l'erreur meaurde entra lea distributions de preasion d'un calcul fluide-parfait
direct et d'un calcul viaquoux inverse.

La mithode numirique originello do Le. Salleur [171 eat fonctionnalle en aubsonique coune on
supersoaique, et comports an chaque nooud tin contr8le do I& atabiliti du type sur-rolaxation.
Do nombroux risultats out aussi dtd obteue avac Ia mithod. plus rdcesmant ddfinie par
Carter [311, qui eat directanent uno form intdgrala do Is prdctdent. D3, 9]. En auporsoni-
qua, tin amnagemnt do Is mithod. originelle a Etd proposE par Wigton, Holt 1321. LA mithode
a par ailleurs dtE Etendue au problame des aillagas totalement diasymitriquga, ainai qua des
Ecouleuonts quasi-tridimnsionnels (15, 10]. Enfin, uma premibre tentative hauriatique a
dtd faite par Wigton. 'foshihara (33] pour rdalisar una mithod. semi-inverse en tridimen-
sionnal.



La mithode do relaxation semi-inverse originelle pout Itro facilemmnt comutie par zones
avac Is mithode do relaxation directs. Vonsemble des risultats ci-dessous correspondent
A une comuwtation autonstique lids tu parotre do forums do Is couch. visquoe's. I litd-
ration considdrdo ( //j 1.8 en turbulent).

3. EXEMPLES DE SOLVEURS PAR NETHODE INTEGRhLE DEFXCITAIRE EN AEROD'IUAMIQIJE EXTEXNI

Noyennant une adaptation des dpaisseurs intdgralea miss@ en jeu done lea Equations, ainsi
qu'un couplago fort avec un dcoulement do fluide parfait suporpood aux couches visquousee,
lea Equations intdgrales traditionnelles ddlivrent una approximation am. premier ordro de
Ia "Formulation Ddficitaire' propooeo pour lea Equations de Navier-Stokes [3, 15, 101. Kllos
ddlivrent l'affet do diplacoent. Un. moddlisation compldmnteire do second ordre eat gind-
raloment applique A l'offet do courbure des sillages.

3.1. Formulation Ddficitaire - Ndtodes in!tftgrales q2ochdes

Considdrant en bidimensionnel par exemple un contour - = 0 de courbure K Wx, ddfinissant
un ropbr. curviligne orthogonal tangent, on note Z gr lea composantes do la vitesse,,e

in dausitdi, f~is preasion, n~a~~e lea inconnues homologues dana un calcu prddicteur
suepoEd chap visqueux, 4 f#Rk6 Is mitrique, V lee torus do contraintes visqueuses.

Lo probl~me dynamique NS s'4crit

(7)1 LU 1 F . 1 r
(8)f IzC _Z

En addition des conditions d'adhdrence aux: patois, lea dqustions (9) correspondent I un
couplage analytique continu (matching) avac It champ lointain non-visquoux. La Formulation
Ddficitaire suppose quo le prddicteur vdrifi. lea Equations du fluids parfait, 1e systwe
(7) (8) (9) dtant ddcompos4 en un sytm. Equivalent

(10) J U fc)F f 2 A XH. 0

ax dj

(12) a

(13) Sillages d

Lee Equations ddficitaires (11) pilotent lea dcarta induits par Is viscositd, directament
our lee flux U, F, G, R. Lour intdgrtosln au travera des couches visqueusos, avec

1couplage (9), fournit des conditons aux limi as 'exactes" pour Ie fluide parfait, en
effet do diplacement (12), et en effet do courbure (13). La diffdrence avec Ia thdorie do
Ia couch. limit. rdside ici doe Ia pries en compte des variations selon S do ej

Si dana Is suite Is term visqusux V set aimplifid doe l'hypothbao didquationa NS-
couche-mince, et si de surcroit un ddvoloppoent en i (ichelle de Is couche visquouse)
eat appliquE, lea flux si~plifids sicerivent au premier ordre

(14) 0d~ 0i~ I
avec des simplifications sisilaires pour lea flux non-visquoux. Lliquation d~fisitaire do

quantiti do mouvement normal*, compte tenu do (9) ddginbre au premier ordre en p (a, a, 0)
-p (x. a, 0) , ce qui annul* leaffet de courbura (13), #ans tootofols annular I* gra-

dient de prossion normal. Lee Equations dificitaire intdgrales do continuitd et do quan-
tit& do uowuent longitudinale, ainsi quo I'Equation dificitaire do quentiti do wouvomat
on . V'at) (Equation doentrainsuant), sicerivent au premier ordre (~-p)

(15) L. a'~ i 4fJ ALI( n
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(16) / t 9  ~ I dg44,

Ce syst~fe d'dquations intigrales traditionnelles, qui peut Stre fermd par ia moddlisation
turbulente (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6), ddtermine en fait des dpaisseurs intdgraies "ddfici-
taires", c'est-&-dire mesurant l'dcart au fluids parfait compte tenu de la variation en
de Pe, wt 4 eq(~~ JeA(,,f ~,)di
(18)

( O,,) eqa(r~o th f (X6,;, e)~ - , 2 d

Cette difinition de ;,J,~ dliine dailleurs toute approximation our (15), qui eat iden-
tique A (12). Au second ordre, une moddlisation de i'dquation ddficitaire de quantitd de
fouvement normal. peut s'appuyer our ia courbure "induits" des lignes de courants non-
visqueuees, moyennde selon ,K*CzOt't) :

La valeur du modlle repose sur un couplae fort aux effets visqueux: de ia courburo induite,
K I pouvant Atre assimilde h I& courbure de ia surface de ddplacauent. Prbs d'un bard do
fuite, ia valeur du modle repose en outre our le respect de ia disasfitrie du sillale, tant
pour lea dpaisseurs If, 4t que pour lea courbures induites K(rt,t) W~ K'(r-.,I) , dont lee
s ignes sont gdniralement opposda.

3.2. Co~2!la :..!Reaxation directs Relaxation semi-inverse

Dane lea examples ci-dessous, seuls lee calculi instationnaires ou tridiminsionnels, encore
reetreit aigcoulemints sans ddcollement, font appel A un couplage par simple itdration

aurI itesue de transpiration wn (x, y, a, 0), avec sous-relexation uniforms et empirique
entre lea! itirations n it n+l. La convergence (sans lissage), en chaque noeud et & chaque
pas de temps, assure cependant l'accls au couplage fort, avec influence aont.

Dana lee calculs bidimensionnels ou quasi-tridimensionnels (flch. infinie), I& mdthods nu-
mdrique de couplage eat-toujours Is mithode de relaxation mixte, directe ou semi-inverse par
zones, dvoqude en 2.2.4. Pourvu qua le maillage soit adaptd I l'dchelle de Ia couche visqueuse
locale, ills afire I& capscitd do rdsoudre lam ddcolleuents ou interactions choc-couche ii-
sites multiples, at assure le contr~le sutomatique de Is etabilitd numdrique.

Dana le cam des profile, ella ditermine aussi 1. positionnement do la ligne moyenne des sil-
iles (lieu du minimurt do vitease Z. ), our laquelle eat adeptde itdrativement la coupure du
maiLlage en C utiLiad pour Is calcul du fluid. parfait. La m~thod. nmdrique, ddtailldo en
1151, inclut Ie calcul it Is couplage des eillages disasitriques. Lie fiquations intdgrales
(15) (16) (17) (5) (6) sant alors rdsolues pour loe moitids supdrieures et infdrieures du
sillage, ferades par moddlisation des dami-profils de viteese (1) (2) (3) (4), it coupides
sur Is ligni moyinni. En cas do sillages dicollds, Is calcul visquiux: local eat rdsolu en
probiLme inverse, Lee effete do ddpLacement it de courbure dtsnt alors donnis, puis couplds
itirativiment au fluid. parfait par relaxation semi-inverse (151.

Dana lee zones do calcul visqueux an probliusm direct, Is relaxation direct. de couplage
o'ecrit en chaque noeud

(21) 1 -c w -e 2 of W't S (U(e)j V."g~
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La vicesse normal*. eat celle issue du calcul vbaqueuzr. Le symbols - correspondAu cas
du tillage. R eat nul pour une couch. limits, at reprisente ierreur angulaire de posi-
tionnament du tillage I 1' itdration n, nulle I convergence. 4)pt eat Is coefficient de
relaxation optimal associd au coefficient d'amplification '&V de litdretion directs aux
nombres d'ondes aC , prdcisd en [15]. Dana lee zones de problIme visqueux inverse, I&
relaxation semi-inverse s'dcrit:

La vitesse 9 eat celle ddlivrde par 1. calcul viaqueux inverse, q~dtant I& vitesse d#-
duite du fluide parfait. On utilise oj,.4 st %~,.0 aux noeuds aubsoniques. c4.0 e a,0
aux noeuds aupersoniques. La dissymdtrie du sillage agit ici our le caicul des coefficients
d'amplification /.L~ , voir (153.

3.3. Solveur cransaonique-bidimensionnol

La rdsolution interactive des dquations intdgralea complbtos (15) (16) (17) (5) (6) (20),
fermtes en turbulent par (1) (2) (3) (4), conduit A un solveur pour lea dcoulements compres-
sibles portants avec ddcollements [151. En stationnaire, le couplage fort inciut lea cou-
ches linites laminaires-turbulentes avec transition douce, sinai quo los sillages dissy-
mdtriques, compte dtant tenu des effets de ddplacement, de courbure et de position du
sillage. Las bulbes do ddcollement, sinai quo d'importants ddcollements de bord de fuite
ont pu Atre rdsolus sur des profile d'ailos, senaibleount juaqu'l la portance maximal.
L'approximation do ldquation du potential compl~te a dtd utiliade par le fluido parfait,
rdsolu par diffdrences finies solon lea techniques do relaxation conservatives ou non-
conservatives do Chattot (34], 1& relaxation (21) (22) du couplage visqueux 6tant opirde
simultandment, do mime quo lea adaptations visqueusos du maillage.

La figure 2 montre l'aspoct du maillage A convergence pour un profil l4ACAD012 I basso
vitess et 16* d'incidence (portanco maximale). La figure 3 montre laspect des lignes do
courant du fluide parfait prddicteur et l'importance des effete do vitesse do transpiration
our Ie champ lointain, la valour nullo do l& fonction du courant, en pointilld, reconsti-
tuant indirectement Is surface do diplacement exacts. La description analytique (1) des
profile do vitosse visqueux correctours, reapectant In dissyusdtrie du tillage, peruet do
reconatituer Is solution composite prddicteur-correcteur globalem6t calculde. La figure 4
en donne lexemple pour un ddcollement do bord de fuite aur I& section RACM4412 k basse
vitesse, au maximum de portanco, our 1. cas-test de Ia Confdrence AFOSR-Stanford-1980-81
du "profil ddcrochd". La distribution de pression correspondante apparait figure 5.

Lea figures 6 et 7 illustrent lea rdoultats tranasoniques typiques obtenus pour des profils
supercritiquea, our leecas-test do Stanford-1980-81. La charge arribr*, avec ddcollemnt
dventuol, eat gdndraleimnt bien restitude. Lea maillages standard sont cependant encore
trop grossiers pour rdsoudre correctement I& zone d'interaction choc-cooche limite, Is pas
de discritisation itant souvent du mime ordre qua la zone d'interaction complate. Sur ces
meillages, In ddcollement induit par on choc n'est pas accessible so calcol. En l'absencs
de d~colleupsnt, un simple excis de recompression apr15 choc oat gindraloment observE lora-
que sont utilisdes lea techniques numdriques conservatives, & priori cependant lea plus
rigoursuss (figure 7).

3.4. Solveur incomaessible -- Profile multi-cori~s

La mime mdthods numdrique de calcul et do cot. .. Te dss couches linites ou aillages a dtd
mis an oeuvre pour lea profile multiples, en incompressible. Ela utiLise pour Is fluid*
parfait potential une m~thods de singularitis trks prdcise diveloppde par Ndron [35]. Lea
it~rations de couple sent effectudee apr15 d~termination do Is metric* d'influonce do
fluide parfait. La mithode eat valids tent qua lea couches limites st sillagas multiples
ne sont pas confluents dona I& zone utile de l'dcoulemont. La figure 9 illuatre lea dis-
tributions do pression obtenuss par Kdron en utilisant Is couplags visqusux, dens un cas
difficile comportant bec et valet, figure S. Des ddcollemonts importants sent cAlculi.
I lintrados du bee, & lintradoe du corps principal & forts charge arriare, & lextradoo
du volet I demi-ddcrochi. Le gdouitrie rdelle du bee, prdsentant one anlte vivo et one
caviti it lintradoa, a cependant dG Stre adoucie (exciusivemant dena Is rdgion d'eau morte,
bien en amont du recollement) pour rdaliser Is calcul, figure 8.

3.5. Culotsa- Volets apoilers

La solveur tranasonique a dtd anagE (36] poor moddlieer les problkwas do culot ou d.
spoilers, ceux-ci Etant aseitailds I des marches deacendantes, figure 10. Par simplicitd.
Is calcul potential nat rdalie our oe giomitrie approchde exempts de discontinuitis,
lerreur angulaire do gdonitrie dtant transformie an one vitesse do transpiration & Is
paroi 4quivalente, qui eat cumulde eve* cells induife par I* couple#* fort amx couches
visquousee. Dlea volume do contrdle globaux dvaluent Les sundpaississements brusque. des
couches visqueuses sux stations do diecontuitis, induteant ou non Is ddcollemant. La no-



collament eat calculi, qu'il intervienne aI&i paroi ou done le aillage. Lee figures 11,
12, 13 illuatrent lee rdsultats obtenus done I. cao d'un profil dpais ldglrement super-
critique, prdsentant una portanca ndgative induite par braquage de 10* d'un spoiler d'ex-
trados. L'dcoulement eat proche du ddcollement I l'articulstion du spoiler. Un dfcolle-
sent important eat indi A laval dui spoiler, un plateau de preasion Etant assez hien
prdvu, de mine qua 1. rajat dui racollement dona Ia sillage Epsa.

3.6. Ailes transsonisue!!Si en ilhesmm

tine extension du solveur transsonique sux Ecoulementa d~collks qussi-tridimensionnels tur-
bulenta a Egalemant EtE obtenue, prdsentement dons l'approxinstion symdtrique du sillage.
La mdthod. intdgrale visqueuse introduit Is moddliaation pleinement tridinensionnelle des
profile de viteass incluant lea courants da ratour (1). Ella rdsout en problbme inverse
la zones ddcolldes avac ou sans courant* de retour. La technique numdrique recta cependant
quasi-bidimensionnelle. La couplaga fort eat rdalisE par mne extension des mdthodes de re-
laxation directe at semi-inverse, done lesqualles l'effet de flbche des calculs visquaux
at non-visqueux viant modifier is contr8le local et automatique de Ia stabilitd numdrique.
Les figures 14, 15 montrent des rdsultats obtenus par Blsise (37] pour une sule 3uparcri-
tique sans ddcollenent. Si is comparaison A l'expdrience eat pau significative en raison
de Ia tridinenaionnalitf expdrimentale,la figure 15 indique qu'une diffdrence sensible
existe antre lea solutions bidimensionnelles at quagi-tridimensionnelles recaldes.

3.7. Profile transoniues-an-instationire

tine prexibre technique num6C que consistante, an instationnaire, pour rdsoudre la quations
intdgrales bidinensionnelles (15) (16) (17), ferm~es par (1) (2) (3) (4), avac couplage
fort A l'Ecoulement psaudo-fluide-parfait, a dtE ddfinie par La Balleur, Girodroux-Lavigna
(381, dana le cao des profile transooniques exempts do ddcollement. La ndthode rdsout I
chaque pas de temps lea quations intdgralas instationnairas en problbme direct par une
technique implicite merchant d'amont en aval. Ella utilise pour le fluide parfait une
mdthode implicite de petites perturbations tranasoniques pour l'Equation dui potantiel
inatationnaire, ddveloppde par Couston, Angelini. Le couplage eat obtenu par simple itE-
ration sous-relaxde de I& vitesse de transpiration ddterminde par le calcul viaquami: des
couches limites at dui sillage. i& convergence do l'itgration Etant exigde & chaque ps do
temps (couplage fort consistent). La figure 16 illuatre lea distributions do pression ins-
tstionnairea obtenues pour le prof il NACA64AO10 en rdgime supercritique, en oscillation
de tangusga 1 252 de cords, A Is frdquence r~duite, k - 0.40 basde air I& cord*, le premier
haruonique Etant anslysd an module at phase.

3.8. Voilures transsonue

Bien qua 1& Formulation Ddficitaire sinai qua lea Equations intdgrales puissent 8tre aied-
nent Ecrites en tridimensionnel, et fermdes par la moddlisation gdn~rale (1) (2) (3) (4),
l'extension en 3D dui solveur transsonique bidimensionnel, capable do calcular lea ddcolle-
ments, soulive encore des difficultds non rdsolues si niva des techniques numdriques
intimament lides qua ndcessitent le calcul visquoux at 1. couplage fort.

Dana lea cao non-ddcollds, des rdsultats tridimesionnels sont cependant ddjh acceasibles
par des techniques nuusdriques plus simples. Lea figures 17, 18 illustrent lea rdsultats
do la mdthode ddfinie par Lazareff, La Ballaur [39] pour lea voilures tranasoniques. La
couplage fort our Is voilure eat obtenu par simple itdration aous-relaxda do Ia viteass
do transpiration ddtarminde spris calcul des couches limites (aillage exclu). La mdthode
utilise 1* technique non-conservative de Chattot [34] pour l'Equstion du potentiel, et Is
adthode do couche linite de Cousteix (40]. La figure 17 visualise par sections 1* direction
du frottement I l'intradoa, oib leffet de charge arribre eat visible, pour la voilure
DFVLR-14 en suporcritique. La figure 18 visualise I& pression.

4. E.X W LE D'EXTUNSION A L'AEDDYNAMIQUE INTEN EN TRANSSONIQUE

Numdriquement, lensembl. des eamples de calcul prdcddents pout Atre diroctement Sig en
oeuvre pour dos icoulements internee, dui type canal am profile d'aubes notsinent, aussi
longtemps quaol'spprosimation potentialle de ldcoulemsnt externe eat utilisable, at qus
lee couches visqueusas multiples, ddcolldes ou non, no sont pas confluent... Si ndcessaire,
une moddlisation plus fine do l'entrainoent turbulent pour lee offets do turbulence ox-
tamne, do rotation ou do transition, pout Stre auvisagde.

L'aspect numdrique 1. plus nouveau eat sans doute Ie ndcessaire recours A i& rdsolution
des Equations d'Sular computes & l'apparition dui blocage, sinai quo Ilimportance accrue
do Is viscositi at des ddcolleusnts pour diterminer I. positionnefent at Is structure des
riseaux d'ondes do choc, A coutre-preasion dounda. La recours six Equations duEuler sou-
live d'abord des probhIuss nouvefux do conditions aux: linites, lids I I& prdsence d'une
vitease do transpiration" des parois dams Is Formulation Ddficitaire. D'autre part, Is

convergence relativement lents sur des maillagas fine des techniques pseudo-ineftationnsirOs

1 201 risolvant la dquations duEular rend asses pan perforwatas lee techniques numfiriques
de oupageexitantes, par relaxation, fodes sour tine succession do rdsolutions station-

noires du fluids parfait.



4.1. Conditioaa aux uinites s~jldmnta ires des dguationa d'Euler

La Formulation Ddficitaire des equations NS (10) (11) (12) (13) conduit pour le prddicteur
pseudo-fluide-parfait I une condition aux limites de vitesse normale non-nulle our lea
parois, Is donie de cette vitesse norsiale dtant suffisante pour determiner l'dcoulement
dana l'approximation potentielle. Dana 1s cas des equations d'Euler stationnaires, I&
viteese normale reste encore une condition aux: limites suffisante pour lea zones oa la
viscositd induit un effet de suction A is paroi. Dans lee zones d'injection au contraire,
des conditions aux limites suppldmentairea doivent Atre impoodes pour determiner lea niveaux
d'entropie et d'enthalpie. Cette difficulti est en particulier dvoqude par Johnston, Sockol
[40], Hurman, Bussing [411, Whitfield et al. [421.

Ce problbme ne constitus cependant qu'une difficultd apparente, donnant au contrairo une
merge d'adaptation accrue lorequ'un modble simple eat adlectionnd pour caiculer I. correc-
teur viequeux ddficitaire. Le problbme eat lid h la non-unicitd des solutions "Euler" ca-
pables de reprdsenter le fluide visqueux dane une solution composite faisant appel I un
problhme "correcteur visqueux" compldmentaire. Si i& Formulation Ddficitaire NS compl~te
eat rdsolue, lee conditions aux limites suppldmentaires du pseudo-fluide-parfait sont in-
ddtermindee, un choix quelconque de i'entropie du calcul prddicteur pouvant toujoursa tre
compened,par reolution dese quations ddficitairee compi~tes (11) au correcteur.

Si au contraire uric moddlisation simple eat appliqude au correcteur viequeux, Is choix de
l'cntropie I la paroi dane le calcul prddicteur doit 6tre optimied de faqoni A minimieer
lee approximations misee en jou. Au premier ordro par exemple, equations (14), l'entropie
no~i-viequeuse A ls paroi devra 8tro choisie de fagon A minimiser l'dcart des prossions vie-
queuses et non-visqueusos, do telie sorte que p (x. z, t,) 0: p (X, z, t).

Dane le cas dese quations intdgraiee ddficitaires, un critbre d'optimieation suppldmentairc
sera celui de la validitd de Is moddlisation adoptdo pour lee profile do vitesse ddfici-
taires (1) (2) (3). Dane los premiere rdsultate de calcul presentee ci-deseous, on a pro-
visoirement adoptd, faute d'une optimisation precise, et par analogie avec lea calculs dd-
veloppde dane l'approximation potentielle, une condition de derives normale nulle de l'en-
tropic I la paroi, cc qui eat seneiblement equivalent A uric extrapoiation cuivant Ia normale.

4.2. ExernpIe d'un canai traneconique avec interaction choc-couche limite

La mdthode, ddveloppde conjointement avoc D. Blaise, utilise exactement lee m~mee modules
numdriques de celcul viequeux et do couplage quo le colveur tranaconique bidimentionnel
ddcrit en 3.3., voir [15]. 11 rdsout leae quations intdgrales ddficitaires stationmairee (15)
(16) (17) avec deux equations do transport turbulent (5) (6), fermdei par I& moddliestion
des profile (1) (2) (3) (4). Lo couplage fort eat obtenu par lee mdthodes do relaxation di-
recteseot semi-inverses avec contr8lo automatique do Ia etabilitd numdrique. L'itdration de
couplago eat effectude en utilisant pour lea equations d'Euler des cycles d'environ 100 pas
de temps de Ia mdthod. pseudo-inetationnaire explicit. I enthalpie totals constante do
Veuillot, Viviand [4-4].

La configuration calculdo Oct cello d'un diffusour plan symdtrique h foible divergence
conduisant A un choc do recompression au voisinage do M - 1.3, expdrimentd par Ddlory (43),
et ayant servi do support I des calculs par soiveur NS (20). La figure 19 montro le do-
maine utilo du calcul applique A la moitid infdrieure du diffusour, ot 1e maillage fin
ndcessaire k la resolution de la zone amsont do l'interaction choc-couche limits en regime
turbulent. Compto tenu do Ia foible divergence de veins, In valour numdrique de la contre-
pression, suppoado uniform done I& section do sortie, a du faire l'objet d'un ajuatement
ddlicat par essais succosaife, afin do positionner au mioux l'onde do choc par rapport I
l'expdrienco. Un positionnement plus optimisd reato cependant possible.

Lea figures 20 et 21 fontront lea distributions do preasion obtenues I Ia paroi pour deux
calcula effoctuds, l'un avec un entrainoment turbulent d'Equilibre, fig. 20, l'autre avec
Ie mod~lo I deux equations, fig. 21, qui semible amfijiorer Ia comparaison h l'expdrience.
Les figures 22, 23 comparont aux insures lee grandeur* intdgrales d'Apaisseur de ddpla-
cement at de paraultre do form. La figure 25 montre lea lignes isobares du pseudo-
fluids-parfait, qui constituent uno approximation des lignos isobares viaqueuss. On note
en particulier Ia partie incurvds vera l'anont du pied do choc, aesocide I l'influsnce
amont visquouse, l'Etalement de Ia compression au niveou do I& paroi, I. gradient de
pression normal non-nul dane Ia couche visquouse au piad du choc. La figure 25 montre
lea lignes iso-Mach de La solution composite reconatitude avec lee profile do vitae
turbulents (1). Enfin, I& figure 26 montre qua lee lignes isochores do Ia solution mu-
mdrique composite prisentent une analogie Etroite avec cellos ddduitee de l'ezpdrience
par un interfdrogramam en teinte plate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Lea progrha des mdtbodes numiriques d'interaction permettent do rdaliser, tout en valo-
risant lea techniques do fluid* parfait existantes. des solveurs indirect. pour calculer
globalemant (ou simulsr) une large part des Ecoulemants complexes A grand nombre do eynolds,
en adrodynomique externe ou interne. Ces mitbodes off rent trois voice principal*@ at comple-
mentaires de ddveloppemants
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(i ) le couplage par zones ou sous-domaines, avec raccordement des conditions aux limites
sur lea contours, capable d'intdgrer localement des solveurs directs NS.

(ii ) lee techniques de couches minces interactives, avec recouvrement des domaines de
calcul visqueux et non-visqueux, fonddes sur le concept d'une approximation 2 la
"Formulation Ddficitaire", capables d'int~grer lea techniques de couche-limite et
d'offrir des solveurs dconomiques incluant le d6collement et l'interaction choc-

couche limits.

(iii) la gdndration de solveurs indirects NS composites, fondds our 1. ddcomposition en
aous-problbmes numdriques de type viequeux et non-visqueux couplds, avec recouvre-
ment des domaines de calcul, capable d'intdgrer lea mdthodes numdriquea de (ii) et
de rdsoudre le probltme NS par des techniques de relaxation.

Parmi lea solveure 6conomiques du niveau (ii), des rdaultate trbs performants peuvent Atre
obtenus par couplage fort d'dquations intdgralea ddficitaires aux techniques numdriques de
fluide parfait, avsc moddlisation des profile de vitesse visqueux et de l'entrainement tur-
bulent hors-dquilibra. Ce modble autoripe le calcul des interactions fortsmultiples, in-
cluant lea problmes de ddcollement, d'interaction choc-couche limite, de sillage ou de
culot. I1 conduit pour ce. probImes au solveur numdrique A discr~tisation minimale, per-
mettant donc de maximiser la complexitd des dcoulements accessibles au calcul.

Dane cette optique, des r6sultats nouveaux tr~a encourageants ont dtd obtenus par une
mthode intdgrale d~ficitaire couplde A des dquations d'Euler, pour le traitement des
kcoulements internee transsoniques bloquds, dons le cao d'une interaction choc-couche

limite avec Idger ddcollement.

REIERCIENENTS . L'auteur exprime ici so gratitude I tous ceux avec lesquels une partie
des rdaultats citds ont dtd rdalieds, et notament A D. Blaise pour sa collaboration

dana le calcul dea dcoulementa de canal transsonique.
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette,Fr
(1) Dans le cas de Ia r~solution des Equations d'Euler, vous avez fait une distinction entre les zones d'emission i

la paroi pour lesquelles ii faut se danner 3 valeurs A la paroi (vitesse normale, pression totale et temptratUre
totale) et les zones de succion pour lesquelles Ia vitesse narmale seule est suffisante. Comment expiiquez-vous
cette dissym~trie de traitement des zones d'Emission et de succion?

(2) Avec la m~thode de couplage semi-directe (non visqucux direct et visqueux inverse), il est possible de traiter
les cas de d~collement. Est-ce que cette mdthode perrnet Egalement le traitement des chocs en resserrant le
maillage au niveau de l'ande de choc?

Si oui, est-ce dgalement le cas pour un Ecoulement entre deux parois?

R16ponse d'Auteur
(1) La "Formulation DWficitaire" impose au momns une condition au lixnites "visqueuse" au fluide-parfait, celle

d'une vitesse normale non-nulle M~ermin~e par les Equations visqueuses. La dissym~trie de traitement des
conditions aux limites entre les zones d'injection et de succion, dans le cas des Equations d'Euler compl~tes,
r~sulte seulement de l'analyse du fluide parfait, le nombre de directions caract~ristiques dirigies vers l'int~rieur
du domaine de calcul 6tant identufiE au nambre de conditions aux limnites n~cessaires. Pour une vitesse de trans-
piration subsonique, une condition suffit en cas de succion, trois conditions 6tant n~cessaires en cas d'injection.
Les deux conditions suppldmentaires, qui correspondent i la possibilitE d'injecter un 6coulement stratifit en
dessous de la surface de d~placement, peuvent Wte mises A profit le cas 6ch~ant pour anidliorer Ia maddlisation
appliqude aux 6quations visqueuses de quantitd de mouvement.

(2) La technique nurn~rique de relaxation "semi-inverse" permet le couplage visqueux non-visqueux: en prdsence
de d~coflements en nombre quelconque, sur un nombre quelconque de parois ou d'obstacles; prdsents dans
1'6coulement. Elle petit de plus propager vers 'amont l'influence induite par les effets visqueux au scmn des
zones supersoniques. Par son principe, la m~thode est donc effectivement capable, sans autre donn~e que la
geom~tric et Ia pression "aval", de calculer des dcoulements S interaction choc-couche limite multiples,
induisant ou non des d~collements, pourvu que le maillage local soit assez fin. L'Echelle du ph~nom~ne est de
l'ordre de l'Epaisseur de Ia couche visqueuse en d~but d'interaction. Cette 6chelle peut 8tre obtenue si
nicessaire au moyen de resserrements locaux du maillage, adaptds A la position des chocs par it~rations. Pour
le couplage des Equations d'Euler compldtes, les premiers r~sultats obtenus ici sur un Ecoulement interne
sym~tnique r~solvent une interaction choc-couche limite sur une seule paroi, avec un maillage suffisant, dans le
cat d'un trts petit d~collement. L'application A priori possible, au calcul d'un canal dissym~trique n'a pas
encore Wt tent~e, mais ne demande aucune modification majeure du calcul.

K.Papailiou, Gr
(I) Could you comment on the Kutta condition you are using, when a separation is present near the trailing edge?

(2) Do you take into account the turbulent normal fluctuation terms in your turbulent model?

R16ponse d'Auteur
(I) La "Formulation Ddficitaire" et Ia moddlisation du gradient de pression normal d~terminent les conditions aux

lianites; appliqudes au fluide-parfait dans le proche sillage, le long d'une coupure. Celle-ci prend toujours origine
au point anguleux du bard de fuite, dont Ia courbure infinie est supposde Eliminer le contournement. La
direction d'Emission de Ia coupure au bard de finite est cependant d~terminde par Ie couplage, et diff~re
notablemnent de la bissectrice dui bard de fuite. En chaque noetid de couplage sur Ia coupure, 1'etfet de d~place-
ment introduit tin taut de vitesse normale, et l'effet de courbure tin taut de pression. L~e sauts (qui seraient nuls
en fluide parfait) sont assujettis A un couplage fort aux Equations de mouvement visqueuses tangentielles et
normales, respectant Ia dissym~trie du sifae. Pour l'effet de courbure, le coupiage "fort" utilise )a courbure
"induite" des surfaces de d~placement supdrietiret et infdrieures, dont let signet sont totivent oppos~s,
contrairement aux zones de sillage lointain. 11 en r~sulte que Ia valeur de Ia pression visquetise r~elle sur Ia
cotipure n'est pas toujourt A l'intdrieur de I'intervalle d~fini par let niveaux de pression du fluide parfait de part
et d'autre de Ia coupure, cet effet de couplage fort au bard de finite dtant conforme I l'expdrience.

Pat ailleuus, des probl~mes purement numdrique peuvent 8tre soulevds en fonction des techniques de r~tolution
de fluide parfait. Une condition "de type Kutta" peout parfait 6tre appliqude en un noeud de bard de fuite
distinct des noeuds de couplage, let conditions de saints correspondantes 6tant alors interpoldes dans let valeurs
caiculdes sux noetids de cotiplage. De m~ine tin traitement spdcial dun couplage numirique "Direct" ou "Semni-
Inverse" est g~niralement ndcesire aun noeud de bard de fuite.

(2) Le seul terine turbulent pris en compte est I& contrainte de cisaillement ti v qui agit stir Ie frottement,
1'entrainement et Is dissipation. Le calcul de I'Ecsrt A 1'Equilibre de Vvsfit suti intervenir tine moddlisation
de I'Energle cindtique turbulente. 11 est vrai quo leatbermet lids, sux contraintes normales du tenmeur de
Reynolds pounraient dventueflement avoir tine influence mar le bilan visqineux de quantitt de mouvement
normal, sin second ordre, et par cons~quent influer stir le Vraient de premlion normal qul d~finit l'effet de
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courbure du proche sillage. Aucun evaluation de cet effet n'a encore 6t6 tent~e dans les pr~sents calculs. Une

moddlisation serait sans doute r~alisable.

F. Leboeuf. Fr
Votre modele est-il plus perforniant dans le cas de d~collements d'6tendue limitde ou de d~collements complets sur
une paroi?

Rtponse d'Auteur
Les Equations intdgrales dificitaires avec du d~collement mod~lisent les Equations de Navier-Stokes (NS) de Couches
Minces. De ce fait, et sauf introduction de conditions aux limites suppldmentaires, le calcul des d~collements n'a de
sens qu si le recollement est lui aussi calculd, Eventuellement dans le sillage. L'Etendue g~om~trique du d~collement
est donc celle d'une bulbe. L'6paisseur du bulbe doit en principe rester moddrie pour justifier l'approximation NS -
Couche Mince, mais des 6paisseura de 20 de l'6chelle de r~fdrence du fluid parfait ne semblent pas excessives; en
pratique. De mnine la longueur du bulbe n'est pas significative d'une limite d'application.

La limitation intrins~que et la moddlisation appliqude aux profits de vitesse pour rdsoudre 1'Equation de quantit6
de mouvement longitudinale. "L'universabilitE" de ces profils est sans doute d'autant plus incertaines que la
param~tre de fonme est plus grand. Les bulbes secondaires ne sont par exemple pas represent~s. En outre, les grands
parametres de forme rendent aussi plus incertaine la mod~lisation "hors-6quilibre" appliqu~e i l'entrainement
turbulent, de la meine manifre que les mod~les de turbulence des solveurs NS. La tendance vers une pression
..plateau" aux grands param~tres de formne est cependant incluse dans les Equations, la. pression d'eau morte Etant
alors peu sensible au d~tail des vitesses de retour dans le voisinage de la paroi. Enfin, en Ecoulement interne, le
confinement doit conduire i des d~collements Etendus dans lesquels le parainatre de forme maximal reste mod&rE.

B. Lakshminarayana
(1) Most of the examples you showed are for external flows, where the method seems to work well. Many of the

assumptions you made in deriving the viscid/inviscid interaction equations are not valid for internal flows,
such as a cascade with thick boundary layer or when the shock-boundary layer interaction is present. Do you
think this method is good for internal flows as well? If so, do you have any examples to show it.

(2) In your formulations you neglected the turbulence quantities. Inclusion of these quantities (especially for the
near wake) may change the equations. What is the error introduced in neglecting these quantities?

R~ponse d'Auteur
(1) Au niveau des Equations int~grales d~f icitaires, rien ne distingue les dcoulements externes et internes. La

"Formulation DNficitaire" calculant l'6coulement visqueux r~el en terms d'Ecarts A un 6coulement de fluide
parfait fictif, superposE et couplE, ce demnier ddlivre toujours une approximation minimale des gradients
normaux exiatant dana les couches limites dpaisses, quelques soient lea hypothises simplificatrices des Equations
visqueuses "Ddficitaires" compldmentaires. En cas d'interaction choc-couche limite, la p~n~tration des ondes;
de choc dans N'paisseur de la couche limite, ainsi que leur att~nuation progressive qui conduit A une compres-
sion continue A la paroi, sont ainsi pris en compte par la composante "Fluide-Parfait-superpos6" du modtle.

La limitation vdritable est celle des relations alg~briques de fermeture appliqudes pour l'entraineinent turbulent,
ainsi que pour l'ne des dpaisseurs int~grales turbulentes. Cette fermeture, fondde sur une moddlisation des
profils de vitesse turbulents, peut a priori sembler restrictive. La diversitd des exemples d'applicationa, ainsi
que Ie dernier exeinple du calcul de l'mnteraction choc-couche limite dans un 6couleinent interne sym~trique,
montrent cependant que cette fermeture int~grale d~ficitaire, sans 6tre "universelle", se compare favorablement
aux modeles complexes pour une large garme d'applications dont le point commun est l'exlstence d'une
direction privildgiee pour Ie cisaillement (couches minces). Le calcul des d~collements de spoiler constitue un
exemple d'application avec; couches limites; 6paisses.

(2) La seconde partie de Ia question rejoint celle du Dr Papaiiou sur l'importance des diffdrents termes turbulents
dana lea Equations. Le mod~le de calcul 6tant une simplification des Equations "Navier6Stokes-Couches Minces"
seul Ie term. de cisailleinent principal V eat retenu. L'erreur introduite par cette simplification est difficile
i estinier compte tenu de l'incertitude attach~e A la moddlisation du terine de cisailleinent pri en compte.
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APPLICATION OF AN INVISCID-VISCOUS INTERACTION METHOD
TO TRAhSONIC CCMPR &SOR CASCADES

W J Calvert
Turbomachinery and Installations Department

National Gas Turbine Establishment
Pyestock, Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

SUMMARY

A recent AS4E paper by the author described an inviacid-viscous interaction method to predict the
blade-to-blade flow in axial compressors. This raper presents comparisons between the predictions from
the method and experimental data from a number of transonic linear cascades. The cascades cover a wide
range of duties, with inlet Mach numbers varying from 0.8 to 1.46 and flow deflections from 7 to 500.
Generally the predictions are in good agreement with the test data.

NOTATION

j AR aspect ratio of cascade, ie span at mid chord/chord

c blade chord

H transformed boundary layer shape parameter ( dy

M Mach number

p static pressure

PT total pressure

Re0  Reynolds number based on momentum thickness

s blade pitch, or surface distance

t blade maximum thickness

V flow velocity

x distance in chordwise direction

Q flow angle, degrees

boundary layer displacement thickness

Cblade stagger angle, degrees

8 boundary layer momentum thickness

*blade camber angle, degrees

P static density

0 loss coefficient based on upstream conditions = Tz - p

9 stream tube contraction (upstream/downstream)

Subscripts

conditions at upstream boundary

* conditions at downstream boundary

Des design value

fe free stream

an suction surface

1 INTRODICTION

The blade-to-blade flow in axial compressors for aircraft gas turbine engines in very complex. The
flow is generally transonic, sometimes with strong shock waves present, and the blade surface boundary
layers are likely to come oleose to separation or to separate. These phenomena make it difficult to
produce accurate predictions of the detailed flow and overall performance of compeor blade sections,
and in the past the designer has often been forced to rely on correlations of the performance of existing
profiles in order to estimate the performance of a new profile. Such empirical correlations provide
little or no help in developing better blade profiles.

With recent advances in numerical algorithms for inviacid end viecous flows and the techniques for
matching them together, it i now possible to produce inviacid-viacous solutions for the blade-to-blade
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flow around many types of compressor blade section. Reference 1 describes one such calculation method for
sections with leading edge normal shock waves, and this method has since been developed so that it can
cater for other types of compressor blade section as well. In the present work the method is applied to a
range of linear compressor cascades and the predictions are compared with experimental data in order to
determine the accuracy and limitations of the technique.

2 CAX4ULATIOM METHOD

The general form of the calculation method is described in Reference 1. It is basically a mixed
mode inviscid-viscous interaction technique for quasi-3 dimensional (Q3D) blade-to-blade flows, ie the
blade-to-blade flow surface is assumed to be axisymmetric, but the effects of rotation and of varying
radius and stream tube thickness in the axial direction are included. The inviscid calculation is based
on the improved Denton time marching technique

2
, and it is therefore capable of calculating transonic

flows, including the positions and strengths of shock waves. The viscous calculation is an integral
technique consisting of three parts to estimate laminar boundary layer development, transition point and
turbulent boundary layer development respectively.

The procedure used to match the inviscid and viscous parts of the calculation features a mixed mode
technique in order to handle both attached and separated boundary layer flows. On the pressure surface of
the blade and the first part of the suction surface where the boundary layers should be attached, a
forward mode of operation is used, in which the inviscid calculation determines the pressure distribution
for a given blade geometry and the viscous calculation estimates the boundary layer growth (and hence the
effective blade shape) corresponding to the inviscid pressure distribution. On the second part of the
suction surface where the boundary layer may be close to separation or completely separated, the forward
mode may become unstable. The method therefore switches to an inverse mode, in which the inviscid
calculation determines the effective blade geometry (and hence boundary layer displacement thickness) for
a given surface pressure distribution, and the viscous calculation estimates the surface pressure
distribution corresponding to the specified boundary layer displacement thickness. The displacement
surface model, as opposed to the surface transpiration model, is employed, and second order boundary layer
effects such as the variation in static pressure across the layer are ignored at present.

The above matching procedure was initially chosen for use with compressor sections operating with
leading edge normal shock waves. However, it is also applicable to other situations and the calculation
method has now been developed to allow other types of compressor blades to be studied. For example the
method can also handle high deflction transonic (but substantially shock free) blades such as the VI and
V2 cascades considered in Refereuce 3. The predicted results for V1 and V2 using the present method are
similar to those obtained by the technique used in Reference 3, as would be expected since they both use
an inviscid-viscous approach with the same viscous calculation.

After the inviscid-viscous interaction has converged, usually taken to be when the maximum error in
effective geometry between one cycle and the next is less than 0.05% of blade pitch, a compressible flow
mixing calculation

4 
is carried out to determine the mean flow conditions at the downstream plane. The

inviscid-viscous calculation generally takes about twice the number of tive steps required for an inviscid
solution. The viscous part of the calculation is relatively quick and so total computation times are
roughly twice those for inviscid solutions. Typically an inviscid-viscous solution with a 21 x 100
calculating grid would require 2 minutes CPU on the VAX 11/780 computer + 10 minutes CPU on the FPS 164
attached processor. These times are sufficiently short for the method to be used as a design tool.

3 STREAM TUBE THICKNESS DISTRIBUTIONt

A major and recurring problem in comparing the theoretical predictions with experimental results
from cascade tests is the distribution of stream tube thickness. In the experiment, flow conditions are
measured at planes upstream and downstream of the cascade and from these measurements a value of overall
stream tube contraction (2) can be calculated. However, there is generally no information available
regarding the variation of stream tube thickness between these two measuring planes, so soe" assumption
must be made. Transonic flows are likely to be very sensitive to small differences in flow area and so
the accuracy of this assumption will set a limit to the accuracy of the predictions, independent of the
imperfections in the calculation method. The same point applies to any variations of stream tube thick-
ness in the pitchwise direction - in this case the use of a Q3D calculation method means that a constant
value has to be assumed, though this can sometimes be far from the truth (see Reference 5 for example).

4 COMPARISONS WITH MEASURED CASCADE DATA

4.1 DFVLR W30-4 cascade
6 '

7

This cascade is derived from the blade section at 45% height of the rotor of a DFVLX transonic
compressor stage. It has a multiple circular arc profile and is designed for an inlet Mach number of 1.09
and a flow deflection of 12.50. Other geometric and aerodynamic design parameters are given in Table I.
The cascade was tested over a range of inlet Mach numbers, inlet flow angles, back pressures and stree
tube contractions. In addition to measurements of up and downstream flow conditions and blade surface
static pressures, the shock patterns were observed by a Schlieren system and at one condition near the
design point the flow field was also investigated using laser anemometry. For the theoretical predictions
of the flow, it was suggested7 that a linear variation of stream tube thickness should be taken between
the cascade leading edge and trailing edge planes with constant values up and downstream. This assumption
was made for all the predictions for this cnscede.

The predictions and test data for the condition near design point are compared in Figures 1 and 2.
Apart from a slight overestimation of the peak auction surface value there is a very clos, match between
the surface pressure coefficient distributions. Also, despite the shock smearing inherent in the time
marching calculation, the predicted blade-to-blade Mach number contours ere in remarkably good agreement
with those derived from the laser anemometry and surface pressure measurements (Figure 16 of Reference 6).
The predicted suction surface boundary layer growth is shown in the bottom half of Figure 1. Transition
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to a turbulent boundary layer occurs at 16% chord at a value of Re 8 of 300. The shock compression starts
at 40% chord and it causes a rapid rise in boundary layer shape factor and displacement thickness, though
no actual separation is predicted. The boundary layer then recovers before once again approaching
separation near the blade trailing edge. The blade therefore appears to be well matched to its duty. The
predicted overall performance in terms of static pressure rise and exit flow angle is in good agreement
with the test data (see Table II), but the predicted total loss is below the measured value.

In view of the fact that the blade surface boundary layers are predicted to remain attached in this
case, it might be expected that an inviscid solution would give a reasonable approximation to the measured
data. However, as can be seen from Figure I the inviscid solution has significantly higher loading and
the flow deflection is increased from 12.80 to 15.00; the predicted static pressure ratio across the
cascade is increased from 1.48 to 1.57. Thus even though the blade surface boundary layers remain
attached they have a significant effect on the overall performance of the cascade.

Reference 6 also presents test results for the ID30-4 cascade at four different values of inlet
flow angle and back pressure, the inlet Mach number being kept approximately constant at 1.02. Predic-
tions for these four conditions are compared with the measured surface pressure coefficients in Figure 3,
and the predicted Mach number contours at the two extreme points are shown in Figure 4 - the contours are
in good qualitative agreement with the Schlieren photographs given in Figure 12 of Reference 6. At high
positive incidence there is a normal shock wave well detached from the blade leading edge (Figure 4).
Considerable spillage of flow occurs from one blade passage to the next and there are very high local
incidence angles onto the blade leading edge - values of about 150 to the blade camber line are predicted.
This type of situation was discussed in Reference 3, and it was suggested that the likely result was
immediate separation of the auction surface boundary layer followed by reattachment as a turbulent layer
at some point downstream. The present inviscid-viscous method cannot resolve this detail using a finite
difference grid within practical limits, and so it fails to predict the correct suction surface boundary
layer development. Thus the boundary layer blockage over the rear part of the suction surface is under-
estimated, and the predicted surface pressure coefficients (Figure 3a) are much too low. Better agreement
with the test data can be achieved, as noted in Reference 3, by specifying suitable starting conditions
for the suction surface boundary layer calculation, but in this case a very high initial value of Re8 of
about 1000 would be required. A more detailed model of the leading edge flow is obviously needed to
investigate the matter further.

As the upstream incidence angle is reduced, the normal shock moves downstream and the flow spillage
is considerably reduced. The predictions from the inviscid-viscous technique for the rest of the
operating range are in much better agreement with the test data, both in terms of surface pressure
distribution (Figures 3b, c, d) and overall performance (Table II). At the design inlet flow angle of
58.50 (Figure 3b) the cascade still operates with a detached shock. The unique incidence condition occurs
at a flow angle of 570 (Figure 3c) and this value is accurately predicted. Further reductions in back
pressure then have no effect on the upstream conditions, but cause a supersonic acceleration within the
blade passage (Figures 3d and 4b). This is terminated by a normal shock which causes complete separation
of the suction surface boundary layer - at the trailing edge the boundary layer displacement thickness is
predicted to be 3.9% of chord with a shape factor of 6.5.

4.2 DFVU L030-6 cascade
6 '

7

This cascade corresponds to the blade section at 68 height of the same transonic rotor from which
W030-4 was derived. It again has a multiple circular arc profile and it is designed for an inlet Mach
number of 1.22 and a flow deflection of 7.9P (see Table I for other details). As for the IO30-4 cascade,
stream tube thickness was assumed to vary linearly between the cascade leading edge and trailing edge
planes. The predicted performance for a point near design conditions is generally in good agreement with
the test data (Figure 5 and Table II), though loss coefficient is again underestimated. The prediction
indicates that the suction surface boundary layer separates imediately downstream of the shock wave, but
soon reattaches and then remains attached over the rest of the surface. The displacement thickness at the
trailing edge is 1.1% of blade chord.

4.3 DDA cascade
8

This cascade which was tested by Detroit Diesel Allison is once again derived frc. the rotor of a
compressor stage. The stage was designed for a pressure ratio of 3.0/1 which results in a very arduous
duty for the blade sections. The cascade represents the sotion at 63% height and it is intended to turn
the flow from 66.850 to 34.460 at an inlet Mach number of 1.46. The duty is made slightly easier by a
spanwise height contraction of 50% and the blades are more closely spaced (a/c - 0.526) than would be
possible in a fan stage with lover hut/tip ratio. Other details are given in Table I. For prediction
purposes the stream tube height at mid span of the cascade was ssmed to be proportional to the local
spenvise height up to the blade trailing edge and then to reduce by a further ?1% of the upstream value to
match up with the value deduced from the flow measurements adal chord downstrem of the cascade.

The cascade was tested over a rang of back pressures, producing conditions which varied between
slight spilling of flow from one passage to the next and completely choked with a shock wave well back in
the blade passage. Predictions were done for the design value of inlet Mach number at three levels of
back prassure within this range, and the predicted surface pressure distributions are compared with the
teat data in Figure 6. At the highest back Messure (2.06), the shock wave is situated at inlet to the
blade pssage, as can be seen from the predicted Mach number contours in Figure 7: its interaction with
the suction surface boundary layer causes ismediate separation, and the boundary layer displacment thick-
nes increases by 12 times across the interaction. The boundary layer reettaches betweon 70 and 909
chord, but it separates again at the trailing edge and reaches a value of displacement thickess of 6% of
blade chord (12% of the blade pitch and 33 times the We-shock value). In view of these large viscous
offects, the agreement between the measured ad predicted surface pressure distributions (Figure ) is
very encouraging. The general form of the distributions and in particular the high loading nea the
trailing edge is woll modelled. Part of the differesoe in pressure levels on the pressure surface a the
rear of the suction surface is probably becamuse the calculation uderesti ate@ the drop in free stream
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total pressure by 4% of total presaure - the measured values are in fact greater ttan would be expected
due to a normal shock wave at the peak predicted Mach numbers. The predicted profile loss is in better
agreement with that deduced from the test data. The mean exit flow angle is also well predicted (see
Table II).

As the back pressure is reduced, the shock moves downstream into the passage and the two regions of
separated flow on the auction surface merge together. The predicted surface pressure distributions are in
good agreement with the test data (Figure 6b), despite the fact that the suction surface flow is now
completely supersonic. The calculation correctly predicts that the loss in free stream total pressure is
reduced, but it is still optimistic by about 2%. This reduction in shock loss is in line with the effect
noted in Reference I whereby a strong shock/boundar7 layer interaction reduces the size of the shock lose,
but at the expense of increased profile losses. In this case the suction surface boundary layer displace-
ment thickness is predicted to reach 8% of chord (15% of blade pitch) at the blade trailing edge.

The same trends continue with further reductions in beck pressure (Figure 6c) - the shock moes
rearwards and the interaction with the suction surface boundary layer becomes even stronger. The inter-
action between the passage shock and the pressure surface boundary layer is also becoming stronger and the
pressure surface boundary layer now produces 18% of the predicted profile loss, compared with 19% at the
highest back pressure. It is interesting that although the total predicted losses are roughly the sae
for all three levels of back pressure. the profile loss coefficient has increased from 0.0% at the
highest back pressure, to 0.098 at thia condition.

4.4 DFVLR SKO 2.7 supercritical cascade
7 '

9

Turning now to cascades with subsonic inlet flow, DFVLR SW 2.7 is a supercritical cascade with a
pitch/chord ratio of 0.821. It was designed to remove 36.70 of swirl from a flow with an inlet Mach
number of 0.80. Other data are given in Table I. The cascade was tasted at DFVLR over a range of inlet
Mach numbers, inlet flow angles and stream tube contractions. The tests indicated that the cascade
worked efficiently at the design inlet flow angle for Mach numbers up to about 0.77, but that the losses
increased rapidly if the Mach number was increased further. Since some of the measured stream tube
contraction was thought to occur upstream of the blades, it was considered that the design target of inlet
Mach number had been achieved.

For the predictions, it was assumed that the stream tube thickness varied linearly between a point
0.2 axial chords upstream of the cascade to a point 0.2 axial chords downstream. Solutions were then
produced at the design inlet flow angle for a number of values of Mach number. The solutions indicated
that the cascade would operate efficiently without significant shock waves or boundary layer separation up
to and including an inlet Mach number of 0.76, but that at higher values a shock formed on the suction
surface and produced a large boundary layer separation. The inviscid-viscous method thus estimated the
maximum useful operating Mach number to within about 0.01. The predicted blade surface Mach numbers at an
inlet Mach number of 0.76 are compared with the measured values at an inlet Mach number of 0.77 in
Figure 8. There is generally good agreement except that the predicted values on the first 25 of the
auction surface are rather low. The overall performance of the cascade is also well predicted (Table II),
the overestimation of loss coefficient being due to total pressure errors in the time marching solution at
the blade leading edge. At this condition the blade surface boundary layers are estimated to remain
attached throughout, although the suction surface layer comes very close to separation between 45 and 80%
chord. However, if the inlet Mach number in increased, the region of high diffusion starting at about 40%
chord on the suction surface (Figure 9) steepens up into a shock wave which then causes complete sepera-
tion of the boundary layer and hence high losses and reduced pressure recovery.

4.5 ONERA 115 stator cascade
10
'
11

The final test case is the OIEA 115 stator cascade. As for the previous example, it has a sub-
sonic inlet Mach number, but the pitch/chord ratio is much lower (0.29) since the cascade is required to
remove over 50c of flow swirl. Other geometric and aerodynamic data are given in Table 1. The cascade
was tested over a range of inlet Mach numbere and flow angles, but thankfully the flow was two-dimensional
overall and so it was obvious what assumption should be made about stresm tube thickness variation.
Boundary layer traverses were taken on the blade suction surface at inlet Mach numbers of 0.70 and 0.85
and at a range of inlet flow angles.

For an inlet flow angle of 510 there is excellent agreement between the measured and predicted
suction surface boundary layer development at both levels of inlet Mach number (Figures 10& and b). In
both case the bounda layer remains attached along the whole surface, but with such closely spaced
blades it still produces a blockage of 5 to 7% in the trailing edge region. When the inlet flow angle is
increased to 53 the agreement between measurement and prediction becomes significantly wore (Figures 10c
and d) - the measurements indicate that the boundary layer actually seperate over the rear part of the
surface, while the standard predictions show little change from those at the lower inlet flow angle. This
result in consistent with the predictions at higher than optimum incidence for the 1030- cascade (above)
and for the V2 cascade (Reference 3). The current invisaid-viacous method is unable to predict the lead-
ing edge f7 . in sufficient detail to set up the correct starting conditions for the turbulent boundary
layer, and hence it underestimates the suction surface boundary layer gowth. For the case at an inlet
Mach number of 0.7, an improved prediction is possible, as noted in Reference 3, if the euction surface
boundary layer calculation is assumed to start as a turbulent layer with a momentum thickness Reynolds
number of 300. The modified predictions of both boundary layer growth and blade surface pressure
distribution are then in good agreement with the test data (Figures 100 and 11). At ea inlet Maah amber
of 0.85 the above modification produces a prediotion which overestimates the actual boundary layer growth
(Figure W0d)1 it would thus appear that this may be a borderline cem.

5. CONCWDUS RAA

The inviscd-visoco blade-to-blade method desoribed in Reference I has bea applied to en
transoma compessor oscades and the predictims compared with teet data. Results for five of the
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cascades are discussed in this Paper - the results for the other two (V1 and V2 cascades) are similar to
those produced by an earlier inviscid-viscous method (see Reference 3) and so only the comparison of
overall parameters is included here (see Tables I and II). The cascades cover a wide range of geometries
and design flow conditions, as can be seen from Table 1. Pitch/chord ratio varies from 0.29 to 0.82 and
stagger angle from 140 to 560, while the design values of inlet Mach number vary from 0.80 to 1.46 with
flow deflections from 70 to over 500

. 
The test points considered correspond to a wide range of conditions

for both the inviscid and viscous parts of the flow. Both shock-free flows and flows with shock waves are
encountered, the shocic positions ranging from highly detached to well swallowed, while the predictions of
blade surface boundary layers vary from completely attached to highly separated. It is encouraging that
the same inviacid-viscous matching procedure can produce converged solutions for all the cases.

In most cases the solutions are in good agreement with the test data, in terms of both internal
flow details such as blade surface pressure distributions (see figures), and overall performance para-
meters such as static pressure ratio and exit flow angle (see Table II). Predicted overall lose levels
are less satisfactory, but they sight be improved by using finer calculating grids to improve the estima-
tion of shock loss by the inviacid part of the calculation. It is therefore considered that an inviscid-
viscous method is capable of modelling the main features of the flows in transonic compreasor cascades and
thus should be a useful tool for the designer of compressor blades.

The major area where the present method requires improvement is in treating blades operating at
high incidence. It appears that it cannot resolve the leading edge flow in sufficient detail to set up
the correct starting conditions for the boundary layer calculation, and hence it fails to predict the
measured increases in boundary layer thickness and profile loss. To some extent this situation can be
detected by examination of the inviscid flow, and revised starting conditions for the surface boundary
layer may then be specified. This provides a guide to the optimum incidence range of the cascade until a
better model of the leading edge flow can be developed.
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TABLE I

CASCADE GEOKETRIC AND AERODYNAMIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Cascade Chord 8/¢ C # t/¢ AR MIDes ODes oeDes

1030-4 90.0 o.621 48.5 14.9 0.05o 1.86 1.091 58.7 46.2

Lo3o-6 90.0 0.678 55.7 7.9 0.04o 1.86 1.224 62.0 54.o

DDA 76.3 0.526 52.3 40.9 0.036 0.69 1.460 66.9 34.5

SG 2.7 7o.o o.821 13.6 -.38 -0.08 2.40 0.799 36.7 0.0

ONERA 115 94.9 0.295 16.5 '-53 -0.04 1.27 -0.85 .52
°  

O.0

V1 80.O 0.450 26.0 54.0 0.070 3.75 0.850 50.0 0.0

V2 80.0 O.450 19.2 56.8 0.070 3.75 0.850 50.0 0.0

TABLE II

CASCADE OVERALL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Measured Predicted
Cascade 2 - - - - - - - - - -I4s  a*s a* pa/p1  N1 s. ~ c, P-/p,

L030-4 1.18 i.o8 58.5 45.4 1.45 0.083 1.08 58.6 45.8 1.48 0.052
;'1.23 1.0 63 45.5 1.36 0.1 1.01 62.2 45.2 1.42 0.087

1.10 1.03 58.5 45.3 1.49 0.057 1.02 58.5 46.6 1.47 0.046
1.10 1.o3 57.0 45.7 1.40 0.069 1.02 57.0 46.8 i1.4o 0.o42
1.08 1.02 56.8 47.3 1.34 o.o91 1.02 57.0 48.6 1.33 o.o69

W30-6 1.20 1.20 62.2 53.6 1.52 o.o82 1.2o 62.3 54.5 1.53 0.058

DDA 2.27 1.46 66.9 30.9 2.06 0.179 1.456 67.1 3o.8 2.03 .114
2.27 1.46 66.9 31.2 1.95 0.1 1.456 67.1 32.3 1.92 0.113
2.27 1.16 66.9 33.0 1.75 0.121 1.456 67.1 32.7 1.82 0.118

SKO 2.7 1.09 0.77 36.7 1.0 1.16 0.025 0.76 36.7 -0.1 1.15 0.037

CNERA 115" 1.0 0.72 51.2 0.2 1.275 0.031 0.70 51.0 0.9 1.254 0.035
1.0 0.85 51.2 0.5 1.4o4 .048 0.85 51.0 1.2 1.407 0.057

I1.0 0.70 53.0 0 1.256 0.050 0.70 53.0 0.9 1.266 o.o4
41.0 0.85 53.0 0.5 1.413 0.050 0.85 53.0 1.3 1.424 0.O50

1.23 0.80 54. 8.8 1.273 0150 0.80 54.5 7.8 1.24 0.87
9.1 1.273 0. 55

'1.15 0.0 495 2.2 1.278 0.0:8 0-80 49.5 0.6 1.270 0.055vz 1.1 08o .5 1.9 1.273 0.053

1.12 0.85 49.5 2.4 1.329 0.058 0.85 49.5 1.0 1.328 0.0671.5 1.314 0.088 )
J11.12 0.80 52.5 0.5 1.275 0.116 0.80 52.5 1.3 1.317 0.056

*Test results for (VERA 115 cascade correspond to tests with similar inlet conditions to those

reported in Reference 10.

ACesoadea V1 and V2 were tested both with solid side walls and with porous side walls and so

there are two sets of teat data.

0
4

aditioms at higher than optimm incidence (NB. Predicted results are for the standard
method).

k1__ _
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o Test - Prediction

a. m=I1..O. 63.O)=1. 23  1.4 =10.~j5.5.)

1.2 -1.2 - 0

F',-P 10-00 1.0 0

P - PI 0.8 - 000 0.8 00

0.6 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.6 0 0
0.40.
1.4 -c. M1:1.O3.O~j=57O, 0:1.10 1.4 d. M1=1.02,ccj:56.8?Q :1.08

1.2 1.2

1.0

0.6 0.6

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X /c x /c

Fig 3 L030-4 cascade blade pressure distributions
at different inlet flow angles M1:1.O

Fig 4 L030-4 cascade predicted Mach
number contours at M1-1.O
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette. Fr
Pour la grille d'aubes SKG 2.7 du DFVLR reprdsentd sur Ia figure 9 avec un dcoulement d'entree subsonique,
pourriez vous prdciser le maillage utilisd pour le bord d'attaque des aubes?

Author's Reply
No special treatment was used for the leading edge region of the SKG 2.7 cascade. In this region the calculating grid
for the inviscid solution had calculating planes at intervals of 1% axial chord in the axial direction and there were 21
points uniformly spaced across the blade pitch.

H-J.Lichtfuss, Ge
The difference between the viscous and inviscid blade pressure distributions, shown in Figure 1, results in different
loading and outlet flow angle, as mentioned. To see the influence of viscous effects it is necessary to compare
pressure distributions with the same loading. Within the inviscid calculation, this means to set a Kutta-Joukowsky
condition which fulfills this constraint. Maybe the discrepancy comes from the fact that all known time-marching
(inviscid) Euler calculations will give automatically the outlet flow angle without any explicit additional setting.
This phenomenon is not really understood in my eyes.

Author's Reply
The inviscid solution shown in Figure I was produced by assuming that the static pressures on the blade suction and
pressure surfaces were equal at the trailing edge. I agree that closer agreement with the inviscid-viscous blade
pressure distribution would be achieved by an inviscid solution with the outlet flow angle set equal to the inviscid-
viscous value: However, this inviscid solution would not satisfy the requirement for zero loading (equal static
pressure) at the blade trailing edge. Also, such a calculation is only possible if the outlet flow angle is known, either
from test data or from a calculation which includes viscous effects.

MJ.Werle, US
What transition criterion is used in the calculations?

Author's Reply
The transition treatment is based on that suggested by Dunham*. Bubble transition occurs if the pressure gradient
parameter falls below -0.09 and in that case the bubble length and the conditions at reattachment are determined
by empirical correlations. Otherwise, transition is deemed to take place instantaneously (i.e. neglecting considera-
tions of intermittency) when the momentum thickness Reynolds number reaches a critical value dependent on
pressure gradient parameter and turbulence level.

K.Papailiou, Gr
Concerning Figure 10, conditions M, = 0.85 and o = 538, 1 think that the reasons you evoke concerning the
discrepancy may not be true. We know that boundary layer behaviour is cumulative and we may observe that, in
this case, it is calculated correctly up to 50% of the chord. It seems, then, that the trouble doesn't come from the
leading edge region.

Author's Reply
I do not ageee that the standard prediction calculates boundary layer growth accurately up to 50% chord for the
ONERA 115 cascade at a, = 530, M, = 0.85; although the differences between test and prediction are fairly small,
they may be sufficient to account for the error at 75% surface distance since (as you say) the effects are cumulative.
I consider that the leading edge region is the most likely cause of the discrepancy between prediction and test
because it is the only part where there is a significant change in the blade surface pressure distribution.

J.Moore, US
I would like to ask about the calculations in Figure I showing results for the DFVLR cascade - L030-4. The
calculation gives a higher Mach number, just upstream of the shock on the suction surface, than the measurements.
But, in Table 11, the calculated loss coefficient for the cascade is lower than the measured value. Can you comment
on this apparent discrepancy?

Author's Reply
I agree that the over-estimation of the peak suction surface Mach number by the inviscid-viscous method would be
expected to give a predicted loss which is slightly too high. At present I cannot explain why the predicted loss is
lower than the measured value. It seems unlikely that the predicted shock lon (2.6%) is too low considering the
measured values of Mach number, and so the difference is presumably due either to erruo in the viscous calculation
or in the measured data.

Reference: Iunhom, J. - 'tedlctons of boundary layer tnuition o turbomanery blades". AGARD-AG-164, 1972.
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A VISCID INVISCID INTERACTION PROCEDURE FOR
TWO DIMENSIONAL CASCADES.

by
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SUM4ARY.

AA viscous inviscid interaction scheme) -been, developed 4-n--e,*4.to predict fluid
turning and loss coefficients for arbitrary cascade bladings of axial and centrifugal
turbomachines. The effects of the blade surface boundary layers, separation of these
boundary layers and the wake downstream of the trailing edge are taken into account by

O the wake displacement body method. The effective separation line between the inviscid
outer flow, separated boundary layers and the wake is iteratively searched using a free

Sstreamline method. A Kutta Joukowsky condition at the trailing edge corrects the outlet
flow angle and ensures zero loading on the wake. The outer potential flow Is solved in a
finite element Galerkin approximation and the boundary layer development is predicted
with an integral method. Corrections based on Richardson numbers are included for

o streamline curvature and Coriolis effects on turbulence. 117

NOMENCLATURE.

B blockage factor a flow angle, Monin Oboukhov factor
c blade chord y= Cp / Cv specific heat ratio
CD dissipation function r circulation
ACD correction on CD 6 boundary layer thickness
Cp, Cv  specific heat coefficients 6
h enthalpy f1 J (1- ) dn displacement th.
H12 -61/62 momentum shape factor 0 P6 w6 -
H23 - 63/62 energy shape factor 62- 6 ( w) momentum th.

rothalpy 2 )w6 P6 w6
1 mixing length 2 energy th.
M meridional coordinate 3 - (-

n normal 3 0 6 P6 W6
p static pressure potential function
r radius, gas constant (Cp - Cv) p density
R radius of curvature e tangential angular coordinate
Ri local Richardson number W rotor angular velocity
R i  mean Richardson number effective angular velocity
8 curvilinear coordinate
T temperature Subscripts:
u - wr rotational speed 0 without correction
v absolute velocity vector 1 inlet
w relative velocity vector 2 outlet

e at boundary layer edge

TE at trailing edge

1. INTRODUCTION.

Loss and turning information of the flow in turbomachines is largely based on
empirical data correlations from experimental research. The continuous trend to increase
the aerodynamic loading of the stages leads to designs where separated regions can occur.
Hence computational methods which are able to accurately predict the boundary layer
growth along the section of a blade and which can treat flows with separated regions,
become more and more important. With such procedures more efficient optimisations of the
blade and higher machine performances can be achieved.

Several methods have been developed to calculate the flow field around airfoils as
well as in cascades. To introduce vitcosity, a first approach consists in solving the
full Navier Stokes equations. An alternative approach is based on a viscous inviscid
interaction model, which involves separate calculations of the viscous shear layers over
the blade and in the wake and of the inviscid flow, together with a matching process to
build up the mutual interaction of these flows. This allows the use of already existing
boundary layer and Inviscid flow calculation methods. General overviews of existing
viscous inviscid procedures can be found in Hansen (19781 and in Le Bsailleur (19803.

Downstream of the separation point the classical boundary layer methods fail and
techniques are to be developed in order to extend the range of the calculated regions.
This can be achieved by adapting the boundary layer calculation itself as in Assassa
(19761, Barie [19781, Hansen [19781,11979] and to continue in the direct mode of
calculation, under more or less restrictive assumptions imposed on the used mathematical



model. The validity of these methods is however mostly limited to small separations.

Since the singular behaviour of the boundary layer equations in two dimensional
stationary flow is tied to the direct mode of calculation, it has most commonly been
removed by employing inverse calculations as described in Assassa [1976], Kwon and
Pletcher (19791. Over separated boundary layer regions, Calvert and Herbert [1980]
perform an inverse Integral boundary layer calculation, correspondirig to a prescribed
parabolic displacement surface. All these methods work under the assumption that the
boundary layer equations are still representative in separated flows regions. More
global inviscid treatments exist for separated flows. Applications, were some flow
boundaries are left free, are almost exclusively found in external aerodynamics and are
well-adapted to singularity methods, Jacob (1969], Geller (1972], and especially to panel
methods, Gross [1978], Henderson (1978]. Some applications to general free flow problems
were developed in finite element calculations, O'Carroll and Harrison (1975], O'Carroll
(1978], Morice [1977], [1979], Obee and De Witt [1980]. Up to now free streamline
techniques have not been used in finite element methods for turbomachinery performance
predictions.

In the present paper a viscous inviscid interaction procedure is described which
predicts the blade to blade flow through axial and centrifugal turbomachines, for fixed
or rotating blade rows. The aim of the method is to handle flow conditions where large
separated boundary layers occur, In order to predict outlet angles and loss coefficients.
The inviscid flow is calculated by the Galerkin finite element method in terms of a
potential function with biquadratic isoparametric elements. Streamtube thickness varia-
tions and radius variations are included. The boundary layer development and the
separation points are calculated with a compressible integral method with the inclusion
of Coriolis and curvature effects on the turbulence through the introduction of
Richardson numbers.
The influence of the viscous regions is introduced by the wake displacement body method,
where the displacement thickness is added to the blade surface. The effective flow
boundaries for the outer potential flow are treated as streamlines. Therefore an
efficient combination is made of both the surface transpiration and the solid displace-
ment surface models.
Separated boundary layer regions and the wake region downstream of the trailing edge are
treated as an inviscid problem by introducing the free streamline concept. The flow
within the viscous regions is however not calculated.
The outlet flow angle is corrected by introducing a Kutta Joukowsky condition at the
trailing edge on the calculated effective flow boundaries of the outer flow. Zero
loading is ensured at the trailing edge and anywhere downstream along the wake. Total
pressure loss coefficients are obtained with a mixing calculation, assuming fixed values
for the shape factor to obtain the momentum thickness in the separated regions.
Results are presented and discussed for axial bladings and compared with experimental
data. Different pressure distributions for the blade separated regions are examined in
order to calibrate the pressure evolution to be prescribed over the separated blade
region. Wide ranges of incidences are considered and the predicted total pressure loss
coefficients are compared with experimental values.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD.

2.1 Inviscid blade to blade flow equations.

The blade to blade flow in a turbomachine can be considered along an axisymmetric
streamsheet of a given thickness B and as irrotational in the absolute frame of
reference. The inviscid blade to blade flow is then governed by the potential equation,
written in cylindrical coordinates (m,a) ;

a aB A+_ BjB 3(p Br) (2.1)

where
m is the distance along a streamline in the meridional plane (r,z). The
blade to blade surface is assumed to be the surface of revolution obtained by
rotation of this meridional streamline
r(m) is the radius of the blade to blade surface
B(m) the blockage factor or the streamtube thickness as shown in Fig.2.1.

A solution of the meridional throughflow, Hirsch and Warzee (1978], provides the
functions r(m) and B(m) as well as the boundary conditions for the blade to blade flow.

Since no entropy can be created in an irrotational flow, the density is obtained by
the Isentropic relation

* " %R [I - '" (w2- + 2(2)
- 2 y r T t (we+we) ] (2.2)

where PtR and TtR are the relative stagnation density and temperature. The relative
velocities and w. are obtained from the potential function :

w - v A - W ve - r - -l _ -wr (2.3)

Since all the streamlines in the flow passage originate in a region of uniform flow,

the rothalpy is constant everywhere 2 2 2
X- h + -- h- h+ -- u Ve 24

T T T (2.4)
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It is clear that only three independent quantities can be specified for both upstream
(A-Al) and downstream (F-Fl) boundaries including periodicity, see Fig. 2.1. Hence
inlet Mach number and inlet angle together with the outlet Mach number or alternately the
outlet angle, completely determine the flow for a given geometrical configuration and
blockage. Applying in addition a Kutta Joukowsky condition, Which determines the
circulation,

r = s2 v.2 v., (2.5)

by estimating the outlet angle, only two independent quantities are left.

2.2 Boundary layer calculation with corrections for
streamline curvature and Coriolis force.

As we are mainly interested in the displacement thickness and other overall boundary
layer parameters a compressible integral method was selected to predict the development
of attached boundary layers. The Walz [1969] procedure is used, which is based upon the
integrrl boundary layer equations of momentum and energy. Separation is detected when
the energy shape factor falls below a given value.

Within this integral method, corrections for streamline curvature and Coriolis force
were introduced following the procedure of Van Den Braembussche and Zunino [1979],
11981], by adding a correction term to the dissipation factor in the energy integral
equation.

Observations on boundary layers over curved surfaces and in rotating systems strongly
confirm the sensitivity of turbulent boundary layers to normal pressure gradients.
Bradshaw [1973] mentioned the "surprisingly" large influences and observed that the
effects of curvature start to be appreciable, for ratios of boundary layer thickness to
surface curvature (6/R) larger than 1/300. Some important experiments investigated the
stabilizing and destabilizing effects on the turbulent properties, either for streamline
curvature, Schubauer and Klebanoff [1951], Patel [1968], So and Mellor [19723, Meroney
and Bradshaw (1975] or for Coriolis force effects, Johnston (1971], Johnston et al.
(1972], Moore (1973), Watanabe et al. (1979]. Stabilisation, occuring on the convex
curved side and on the suction side of rotating blades, reduces the mixing between the
fluid layers and the entrainment and thus leads to reduced Reynolds stress, wall shear
stress, eddy viscosity and mixing length. On concave walls and pressure sides,
destabilisation has precisely the opposite effects. The observed trend is that
essentially the momentum shape factor and the skin friction coefficient are modified,
while the momentum thickness is altered very little.

These stabilizing and destabilizing effects play an important role in turbomachinery
flows, particularly on the boundary layer development as well as on the whole flow
passage. The separation on the suction side and the formation of the jet-wake structure
within centrifugal impellers is entirely due to wall curvature and Coriolis force fields,
Dean [1971], Eckhardt (1976], Johnston and Eide [19761, Balje [1977]. High stabilisation
may even suppress turbulence totally and the transition from laminar to turbulent flow,
Johnston (1971], Johnston et al. (1972]. Strong stabilisation may lead to the formation
of large scale streamwise vortices of the Taylor G8rtler type, as investigated in the
concave wall measurements of So and Mellor (1972] and Meroney and Bradshaw (1975] and the
pressure side measurements of Johnston et al. [1972].

The presence of Coriolis force and streamline curvature does not generally require a
drastic change of the boundary layer calculation method itself. One normally accounts
for them by modifying some parameter, as Head's entrainment function or eddy viscosity.
Most common used is the well-known Monin Oboukhov relation, resulting from Bradshaw's
analysis (1967], (1973], which gives the modified mixing length I in terms of the mixing
length 10, calculated In the abscence of a normal pressure gradient

S- o (I - 2 R i ) (2.6)

The magnitude of the correction is defined by B which is an experimental constant for
which Bradshaw proposed values of 7 for stabilisation and 4 for destabilisation. The
local influence of centrifu ' and Cor~olis forces is most commonly expressed in terms of
non-dimensional Richardson n.iwaers, Rj

vIlR (2.7)

R , a..an RR - /an(2.6)

The radius of curvature is denoted by R while n stands for the effective velocity of
rotation, i.e. that part of the angular velocity w , which corresponds to the Coriolis
acceleration component normal to the considered streamline, see also Johnston and aide
[1976]. The signs of R and n are defined so that positive Richardson numbers correspond
to stabilisation, while destabilisation gives negative values. These Richardson numbers
are a measure of the relative importance of the local centrifugal and Coriolis forces, to
the inertia forces. In finite difference methods which use the mixing length model for
turbulence closure, the correction (2.6) can directly be introduced and many applications
can be mentioned In the literature, Bradshaw (1967], (19733, Johnston 119713, So and
Mellor (1972], Parsons and Hill (1973], Johnston and lide 119761, Watanabe et al.
(1979], Cebeci at al. (19791.
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Since the correction (2.6) is a function of the distance to the wall, this fact seems
to limit its application to differentiol methods only. Based on the same theoretical
considerations, a correction was derived at VKI which is applicable to integral methods
using the energy equation. First a curvature correction was derived by Papailliou et al.
[1970], [1972], (1973], afterwards Van Den Braembussche and Zunino [1979], (1981] derived
a similar correction for Coriolis force and combined the two. Good agreement is obtained
with experimental results, for a wide range of curvature and rotation numbers as
encountered in turbomachinery applications.

The method is based on the idea that, even though detailed information of the Reynolds
stress distribution perpendicular to the wall is lost by integration of the momentum
equation, a different Reynolds stress distribution still results in a different
dissipation factor in the energy equation. Introducing relation (2.6) and the definition
for the Richardson number, relation (2.7) or (2.8), Into the dissipation function
definition, leads to corrections of the following form

C
C D - R iC (A- a RiC B 1 (2.9)

- A' - 8 B' 1 (2.10)D iR iR

so that the corrected dissipation function CD becomes:

C D-C +AC +A(2.111
D "o D S

The functions A,B,Aland B' are, within a neglected dependence on 62 of 1%, functions of
H 1 2 only. The mean Richardson numbers appearing from this procedure are obtained by
integration over the boundary layer thickness:

- 6 - _06
R - R (2.12), (2.13)i C R R R w -

To be able to treat flows where high R values occur, up to .25, Van Den Braembussche
and Zunino left the concept of constant B values. They demonstrated why a must decrease
with increasing A. numbers and calibrated then e( 1) curves, one for R. >0 and one for
i<O values, however with the use of a global mean Richardson number in relation (2.9)

-* l I
R -6 (- + .4-L) (2.14)

since A' = 1.4A and B' 1.9B for a wide range of H12.

The corrections on the dissipation function are calculated here separately for
curvature and Coriolis effects and are then added. Based on a relevant number of
experimental comparisons, the two 8(R 1 ) functions were therefore calibrated again as
shown in Fig. 2.2.

To illustrate the performance of the present method, the predictions for the convex
side of the curved channel flows of So and Mellor [19721 are compared with the
experimental data, followed by the suction and pressure side boundary layer developments
on Moore's rotating diffusor (1973]. Results obtained with previously developed
procedures for turbulence correction, indicate that the most difficult flow cases to
treat are those associated with destabilisation and with strong Richardson numbers in
general.
To investigate a turbulent flow only affected by curvature , So and Mellor arranged the
cross section and radius of curvature in a first, high aspect ratio geometry, to result
in a zero convex side longitudinal pressure gradient. In the corresponding velocity
distribution of Fig. 2.3a the only apparent pressure drop at x-48" is due to the rapid
change in curvature at the entrance from the straight channel to the curved test section.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.3b the curvature Richardson number, eq. (2.12), is rather high
from there, with values of .075 at the entrance of the bend. Figs. 2.3c-2.3g show the
most important boundary layer parameters obtained with Ri number correction (continuous
lines) and without correction (dotted lines). Stabilisation causes the boundary layer
thickness to decrease, Fig. 2.3g, while the displacement thickness is increased, Fig.
2.3e and the momentum thickness is slightly decreased, Fig. 2.3f. This relaminarisation
of the turbulent boundary layer increases the momentum shape factor, Fig. 2.3c and
decreases the skin friction coefficient, Fig. 2.3d. As already mentioned, H , Cf and
also 51 and 6 are the most sensitive parameters, while 62 is changed only slightly. The
corresponding 8 values can be derived in Pig. 2.2 from the mean Rl numbers of Fig.
2.3b and vary around 1. Boundary layer separation is not reached at the end of this test
section. For the separating test, Fig. 2.4a, the results are analogous, besides the
fact that the mean &I number now does not decrease as much after the bend entrance as in
the constant pressure case, see Fig 2.4b. This enhances the corrections and causes the
boundary layer to separate. From Fig. 2.4d it is obvious that no evidence is found for
this separation without correction, while the shape factor does not increase enough, Fig
2.4 c. With the corrections introduced, the reduction in mixing is well predicted as 6
decreases, Fig 2.4g, while H12 increases strongly, Fig. 2.4c. Again a2 varies only
slightly, Fig. 2.4f.
Moore's rotating diffusor tests (19731 clearly show how Coriolis forces may bring a
boundary layer to separation as shown in Fig. 2.5, while they might prevent separation
altogether as shown in fig. 2.6. The experimental data for the suction side at large
mass flow do not agree very well, Figs. 2.5c-f. The same discrepancy was also found by
Johnston and Eide (1976] and Belie C19771 with differential methods and by Papailliou
(19791 and Van Den Braembuasche and Zunino (19611 with integral calculations, and is
probably due to secondary flows from the end wells which cause the flow to be three
dimensional in the diffusor. Nevertheless, separation is predicted at approximately the
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correct position, Fig. 2.5d. The stabilizing effects of The Coriolis forces are very
strong, although the mean Richardson number, eq. (2.13), is below 1t, see Fig. 2.5b.
Without corrections the boundary layer calculation proceeds to the end of the diffusor
without separation, Figs. 2.5c-f. The rapid growth of the momentum shape factor in the
vicinity of the separation, Fig. 2.5c, was not predicted by Johnston and Eide who used a
constant value of 6 for B.
Along the pressure side the agreement is much better, Figs. 2.6c-e. The qualitative
behavior of the skin friction coefficient which first decreases and then increases, is
well predicted in Fig. 2.6d. Johnston and Eide used a constant 8 factor of 6 and were
not able to predict this increase. As shows Fig. 2.6b the mean Richardson number varies
strongly. A non corrected boundary layer calculation predicts almost immediately
separation, Figs. 2.6d,e., which emphasises once more how important normal pressure
gradients are for the location and the occurence of flow separation.

2.3. The viscous inviscid interaction.

The interaction is modelled by the wake displacement body method, whereby the
displacement thickness of the viscous regions is added to the blade surface, so thit the
new "effective" wall shape induces streamline deflections in the inviscid solution,
compatible with the boundary layer thickness variation. This effective boundary concept
is identical for the viscous flow regions over the blade contour and in the downstream
wake. Separated flow regions and the decaying wakes call for additional iterations in
the viscous inviscid scheme. Fig. 2.7 shows the resulting effective blade to blade
calculation domain.

Within the wake displacement body method, basically two different techniques can be
applied to express the boundary conditions on the equivalent inviscid flow. In the
"solid displacement surface" method one calculates the inviscid flow around the thickened
blade BC'E-BlCI'El. The "surface transpiration" model injects along the blade walls
BC-BlCl, a fictitious mass flow, which is a function of the evolution of the displacement
thickness. Downstream of the trailing edge, the injected mass has to be removed along
sink lines CE-C1El, with an arbitrary distribution. As long as the boundary layers

remain relatively thin, either of these matching models is an equally valid representa-
tion of the displacement effect of the viscous layers.
One of the advantages of the finite element method is that mixed type boundary conditions
can be easily and axactly introduced along curved boundaries without losing accuracy.
Fictitious mass injection would thus be the most appropriate way to simulate the wall
boundary condition in this viscous inviscid interaction scheme, because the finite
element mesh could be kept unchanged, Deconinck and Hirsch (1979]. This method is
however only valid for small displacements of the effective flow boundaries of the outer
potential flow. Mesh redefinitions are thus necessarily introduced in the overall
iterations, since the present method is intended to treat flows where large separations
occur. But to avoid relative time-expensive finite element mesh redefinitions, when

small geometry changes have to be introduced, fictitious mass injection is also used and
coupled with the mesh redefinitions. A choice is made during the iterations, either to
displace the whole mesh to fit the effective flow boundaries, or to introduce a
fictitious mass flow distribution. In the latter case, mass injection is performed along
the mesh boundaries, which are not necessarily the blade walls BCD-BlCIDl, but the lines
BC'DI-BlCI'D' of the most recent mesh. Another particularity in the present approach is
that mass injection is performed up to downstream of the trailing edge (to points D' and
DI' in Fig. 2.7), over the largest part of the wake region. For the modelling of the
wake body C'D'E,Cl'Dl'El, (i) the effective flow boundaries C'D' and CI'Dl' are
calculated with the free streamline method and (ii) the lines D'E and Dl'El are
determined by the used suction law.

The modelling problem of separated flows and wakes consits in finding the effective
limiting streamline of the viscous region. Therefore a free streamline method has been
developed, where the viscous flow within these regions is however not calculated. In
order to find the unknown position of this line, the two following conditions are
imposed :

a. The separation line is a streamline. This condition is fulfilled in the
inviscid flow calculation.

b. The static pressure distribution is specified

p(a) _ pe(,) (2.15)

In an iterative search for the correct free streamline position, the pressure condition
is satisfied by gradually changing the position of the mesh points on this line. The
displacement thickness is corrected as a function of the local difference between the
value of the computed pressure p, obtained from the inviscid flow solution, and the
specified pressure pg. lenerally a constant pressure is imposed over the blade separated
flow regions of isolated airfoils. Experiments in cascade configurations however
indicate that the static pressure over the blades In separated boundary layer regions is
generally not constant. Within centrifugal and radial turbomachines the static pressure
evolution is moreover strongly affected by rotation. In a previous paper, Janssens and
Hirsch (19621, only two different pressure laws were investigated, namely a constant

pressure level and a distribution varying with the inverse of the arc length of the free
streamline. Further calibrations against experiments were found necessarily. The
following general expression is therefore introduced for the imposed pressure distribu-
tion over the separated blade regions, from the separation point (S) to the trailing edge
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pe(s) 2 +2 (PS P2
) e S T sS PS (2.16)

The arc length s of the free streamlines is measured from the leading edge. Index 2
corresponds to the uniform outlet station far behind the cascade, line FF1 in figure 2.7.
Large values of PB correspond to the already mentioned constant pressure level over the
blade region. In the wake downstream of the trailing edge the pressure varies linearly
from its trailing edge value to p2.

A Kutta Joukowsky condition is imposed which corrects the outlet flow angle and
ensures zero load on the wake. Various forms for the Kutta Joukowsky condition in
inviscid flow calculations are reviewed by Scholz (1977] and Hirsch and Denton (1981].
Most usually the Wilkinson (1967] trailing edge condition is followed whereby equal
pressures or velocities are imposed on opposite points on the contour near the trailing
edge. Here, the trailing edge closure condition is expressed by the requirement of equal
velocities in the trailing edge plane, at the calculated effective flow boundaries,
points C' and C11 in Fig. 2.7. This is achieved iteratively by correcting the mean
outlet tangential velocity component. Associated with the trailing edge closure , an
additional condition is required, which ensures that no loading is created over the wake.
This is realised by imposing on the potential function a constant value of the
periodicity constant, from the trailing edge on over the whole downstream flow extension.

2.4 Numerical solution.

The numerical procedure for the outer potential flow, based on finite elements, and
the computational details are extensively described by Hirsch and Warzee [1974], [1976].
Within the present method however the finite element mesh can be redefined and different
boundary conditions are applied

If the viscous regions become too important, the finite element mesh is redefined.

Then the usual wall boundary condition is imposed

Pwn = 0 (2.17)

When fictitious mass is injected, the finite element geometry of a previous iteration is
maintained and the wall displacement is replaced by a source-sink distribution according
to the expression :

- - - (p B (d 6 l) w) (2.18)

d 6 ~mesh wn a

6I - 6 - I  is the local displacement of the effective flow boundary to be
introduced at the considered iteration with respect to the already displaced mesh
distance 6 mesh . To preserve the mass flow of the outer potential flow one has to remove
the fictitious injected mass flow. This is done over a short extend of the last part of
the wake region D'E and DI'EI by a sink distribution with a mass rate of

Uf(s) - - p B (d 61) ws  I • f(s) (2.19)

where f(s) Is the used suction law. D' or DI'

The details of the interactive procedure are described in Janssens and Hirsch (1982]
and will not be repeated here.

The loss coefficients are computed from a compressible mixing law based on Scholz(1977]. The continuity and momentum integral laws are expressed between the real non
homogenous viscous flow at the trailing edge plane and the homogenous flow far
downstream, which contains the losses due to the boundary layer formation and separation
over the blade and due to the mixing in the wake. Since the real viscous flow pattern atthe trailing edge plane is not known, the corresponding integrals in the conservation
laws cannot be calculated directly. This is done through an equivalent discharge flow,
which is defined at the trailing edge plane and based on the inviscid flow solutions inthe outlet region and on the integral boundary layer properties at the trailing edge
plane. The equivalent discharge flow has the same mass flow, mean outlet angle and
density as the inviscid flow obtained with the viscous inviscid interaction solution, butthe velocity is corrected for the displacement effect of the viscous regions and its
energy loss is the same as in the real flow. The loss coefficient is then obtained as
the difference, referred to the inlet dynamic pressure (for compressors), of the total
relative pressures of the inviscid flow and the homogenous discharge flow far downstream
with the same rothalpy.

3. RSULTS.

Based on the theory described in the previous sections, a viscous Inviscid interactionmethod was developed and applied to a number of cascad, tests. This resulted also in a
numerical scheme wherein the different interactions are efficiently balanced. Based onexperimentally measured profile Mach number distributions and displacement thicknesses,outlet angles and loss coefficients, the calibrations were performed for the pressure
distributions to be imposed over blade separated flow regions.
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For the selection of experimental data it is extremely important to have accurate
knowledge of the measuring details especially concerning inlet and outlet flow conditions
and blockage factors. Although a considerable number of cascade tests are available in
the literature, only few include measurements of separated regions.

A first set of considered tests concerns a high cambered DCA blade experimented at the
VKI, Meauze, Starken and Van Den Braembussche [1976]. Blade Mach number distributions,
outlet angles and loss coefficients are available. At ONERA, Meauze [1978]a and (1978]b,
experiments were investigated for highly separated cascade flows. For the first blade,
Mach number distributions are reported, while for the other blade, boundary layer
thicknesses were measured for four incidences.

3.1 The DCA cascade.

The DCA cascade has 48 degrees of camber and the range of inlet flow angles varied
from 31.9 to 44.5 degrees. The inlet Mach number is .60. Sidewall suction has been
necessary to preserve the two dimensionality of the flow especially for the positive
Incidences.

For the same case results were reported in a previous paper, Janssens and Hirsch
(1982], without interaction on the separation point position and without turbulence
correction for curvature. No blockage was introduced (B=) for all the incidences. Loss
coefficients were estimated from the empirical relation from Lieblein [1965]

e COB BI 2= co o - wt suct. + press.
w o -- 2- with = C 2 TE +2TE (3.1)

'cos 82 coo a82

This estimation provides an underlimit of the profile losses. Over the separated blade
regions the free streamlines were fitted to a constant pressure law, equal to the
pressure at separation.

To accurately predict Mach number distributions the blockage factor is important.
Because the experimental values were variable a linearly varying blockage from .95 to .85
was taken corresponding respectively to the range of considered inlet angles from 31.9 to
48.5 degrees.

Figure 3.1 shows the results for one typical incidence. First the Mach number
evolution is drawn without viscous inviscid interaction, with and without trailing edge
condition. In a next figure the obtained distribution agrees fairly well with the
experiment and it can be clearly seen that a constant pressure level is far from
realistic here over the separated zone.

During calibration of the pressure law it was tried to either satisfy the Mach number
evolutions for each incidence and to predict the measured outlet angles and loss
coefficients for all incidences as good as possible. A large number of calculations
thereby demonstrated that the optimum value of the pressure law factor, PB in eq.
(2.16), changes with incidence. The tendency is that as separation moves upstream a
flatter pressure law is required. Based on the read in parameter PB a continuously
decreasing function with the separation point position was selected. So all the
incidences can be treated and also changes in the separation point position during
convergence for each individual incidence. The loss and turning evolutions are given in
figure 3.2. In the low incidence range the outlet angles are below the experimentally
values. These angles could be increased by increasing the displacement thickness at
trailing edge by choosing a more flatter pressure level in the separated region, but this
unavoidedly should result in unrealistic increased loss coefficients and Mach dis-
tributions in the vicinity of the trailing edge. Therefore it was preferred to pay more
attention on the loss coefficients and the Mach number distributions. To show the
increasing trend of loss and turning in the range of the higher incidences additional
cases were calculated up to 48.5 degrees of inlet angle.

3.2 ONERA blades.

The first case in this considered group of tests is a cascade geometry with a blade
chord length of 123.5 -m and a pitch of 33.58 mm. The Mach number distribution along the
blade. walls is given for an Inlet Mach number of .847 and inlet flow angle of 53.
degrees. Separation of the suction side boundary layer is predicted by the present
method at 230 of the chord. Along the other 77% blade length the separation line between
the viscous and inviscid regions was calculated with the free streamline method,
resulting in a Mach number distribution shown in Fig. 3.3. A nearly forizontal line
drawn from the indicated separation point position to the trailing edge should result
from a constant pressure law. This test case is particularly suited to demonstrate that
good results can be obtained with an exponentially evoluting pressure from the separation
point to the trailing edge. Compared with the results obtained in [1982] with a 1/s
pressure law the Mach number evolution is now predicted much better. Note here that
separation is predicted 5% of chord more upstream due to the curvature effects. The
isoMach lines and the final finite element mesh together with the effective blade contour
are shown in Fig. 3.4.

The developed viscous Inviscid interaction procedure has also been tested on the so
called '1150 blade with a chord length of 95.mm and mounted in cascade with a pitch of
28.m. For an inlet Mach number of .70 four inlet angles are considered namely 49., 51.,

I .7 nllllln m lm
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53. and 55. degrees. The obtained displacement thickness distributions along the blade
suction side are compared with the experiments in Fig. 3.5. As for the DCA cascade
these results were obtained with the same value of pressure law coefficient for the four
incidences. Although the results still differ considerably from the measured ones, the
displacement thicknesses are much more dispersed than those obtained with a 1/s pressure
law, see (1982). For the highest incidence the results indicate clearly that in cascade
flow the presence of a next blade avoids the highly separated boundary layer to grow as
much as would be expected from external flow experiences. The final mesh, isoMach lines
and Mach number distributions are shown in Fig. 3.6 for the highest incidence.

4. CONCLUSIONS.

An efficient viscous Inviscid procedure has been developed for blade to blade flows
taking into account even large separated boundary layer regions however without computing
the viscous separated components. The boundary layer calculation is corrected for
Coriolis and centrifugal effects on turbulence. A coupled prediction is obtained for the
losses and outlet flow angles. A calibration was derived for the pressure distribution
in the separated regions resulting in satisfactory comparisons with experimental data.
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DISCUSSION

R.I.Lewis, UK
Could I ask for clarification of the free streamline model? For a true free streamline the static pressure at the edge
of the shear layer is constant since velocity is zero in the separation zone. To sustain a pressure rise, as implied by
Equation 2.16 would thus require fluid motion in the separation zone. How important do the authors consider the
neglect of this recirculating motion in the present model? Perhaps more advanced Navier-Stokes solutions could be
used to check these simplifying assumptions.

Author's Reply
It is customary to assume a constant static pressure along a separation line on isolated airfoils. In cascades, however,
the interaction between the velocity variation along the free streamline and the requirements of mass flow conserva-
tion through the remaining inviscid region allows for non-constant static pressures along that streamline.

Actually, this assumption is also implied by the "inverse" methods for viscid-inviscid interactions whereby the
integral Von Karmin equation is solved with vanishing wall shear stress, solving for 62 = 62 (U.) through

d6__ 6 (H + 2)
dUe Ue

written for an incompressible flow.

No assumptions are made with regard to the flow behaviour in the separated region, since this region is excluded
from the calculation domain. But, we fully agree that full Navier-Stokes solutions would be an important help for
assessing the limits of validity of the simplified models used in the present work.

M.J.Werle, US
(1) Is the wake closure to zero thickness imposed or calculated.

(2) Are viscous mixing terms active in the wake closure region of your model.

Author's Reply
The wake closure is introduced in the computation as a simple way of stimulating the mixing of the physical wakes,
which are not computed explicitly.

This allows to consider the flow quantities at the downstream end of the computational domain as mixed out,
uniform, quantities and recover the full pitch spacing at the exit station.

Since the viscous regions are not computed, there is no physical viscous mechanism introduced in the wake
simulation.

K.Papailiou, Gr
(I) Comment: The formulation that you are using for the calculation of the Coriolis and curvature effects on

turbulence is the same as the one presented in References (I) and (2), appearing below, including the
dependance of 0 on the overall curvature and Coriolis Richardson numbers.

It would be interesting, as one of the references appears already in your reference list, to compare the values of
functions A and B that you are using (Equations (2.9) and (2.10) of your paper) with those appearing in
Reference (2) below. It should be noted also, that the curve (Ri) appearing in Reference (2), covers a wider
range of Richardson numbers, (covering the radial compressor applications also).
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Question: A separated shear layer sustains, usually, a very limited deceleration. This is, in fact, one of the reasons
for the difficulties encountered in calculating separated shear layers and for using an interaction procedure. In
Figure 3.1 of your paper, there appears an impressive deceleration after separation. Have you any experimental
evidence that this separation is there?

Author's Reply
The boundary layer code used in the interaction program is very sensitive to adverse pressure gradients and hence to
separation detection. The experimental data of Meauze (1978b) concerning the ONERA "15" cascade confirm, for
the higher Incidences, the early separation which is detected around 30-40% chord.
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Actually, from the point of view of the overall interaction procedure, since the imposed pressure law, Equation
(2.16), assures a continuity of the pressure variation, the exact position of the separation point S is not at all
critical and may not correspond always with a physical boundary layer separation. In this case, it is to be
interpreted as the starting point of the free streamline without implying necessarily that the physical separation
occurs at that point.
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SUMMARY

New blading concepts with respect to optimal profile shape take into account the
close interdependence betweentbe pressure distribution on profile suction and pressure
side and Cte~boundary-layer development (i.e.4W' losses) on these surfaces. For transo-
nic compressor bladings with minimal losses the shock and shock/boundary-layer interac-
tion losses have to be carefully considered. For supersonic inlet conditions these
losses have been reduced by using wedge-type prof le shapes in the supersonic part
of the profile. wedge-typeh?>On the other handItI.rdiffusion losses in the subsonic
region (rear part of the blade) can be reduced by reducing subsonic deflection of a
given vector triangle, resulting in a limited supersonic expansion,qGA-typeb Thus,
a very careful optimisation process has to be done for the partition of supersonic
and subsonic deflection. e
Detailed cascade tests-heve--bee*Xcarrieg out for the mid section of a rotor blade of
a three-stage transonic compressor. W"hj alysis of these tests and additional aser
anemometry measurements within the compressor showed good agreement between design
and test and proved the low loss design of the special profile types.

LIST OF SYMBOLS INDICES

1 cascade inlet

B stream tube height 2 cascade exit

c chord length comp compressible
crit critical

h local coordinate along blade height inc incompressible

La Laval Number I relativ to blade
A downstream of a compression

Ma Mach Number shock

p static pressure

Pt total pressure

r radius

s pitch

Tt  total temperature

t max. profile thickness

w relative velocity

x local coordinate along chord

a flow angle

a S stagger angle

8u camber angle
8
u44 supersonic expansion

11 local coordinate along pitch

I ratio of specific heat

w lose coefficient

Q axial velocitiy density ratio
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1. INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of advanced turbojet aero engines is considerably affected by the
aerodynamic characteristics of the turbo components. Using the latest knowledge regard-
ing the flow deflection behaviour of the cascades and as a result of better understand-
ing of the actual flow, the efficiency of these components has been considerably in-
creased in the last years. Future development will have the following objectives:

- high or even higher efficiency
- large working range, also taking into account inlet distortions
- lower manufacturing effort and cost, which means a reduction in size, weight, and

number of blades. This requirement can only be met by reducing the number of stages,
which means increasing the aerodynamic stage loading.

At these conditions the aerodynamic qualitiy of the blading is of great importance.
The objective of the blading design is to realize a given design velocity triangle
(result of through-flow calculation) with minimal losses and to have a sufficient work-
ing range at off-design conditions. Up to now the blading is designed with the aid
of empirical methods. Compressor bladings are mainly designed using profile families
which have been developed years ago. Cascade test results are the basis for the empiri-
cal design of such cascades, consisting of NACA 65, NGTE or DCA profile shapes (ref.l/2).
The profile shape is strongly influenced by the Mach Number level. As an example, Fig. 1
shows the radial Laval Number distribution for the cascades of a 3-stage transonic
compressor. The relativ Laval Number of the first rotor reaches La1 ' = 1.45 at the
tip and remains supersonic over a large region of the blade height. The inlet velo-
cities of the following cascades decrease to lower Laval Number values. The stator
cascades are subsonic, but the Laval Number sometimes exceeds the critical value, thus
producing local supersonic fields terminated by a compression shock. The profile type
to be chosen for optimal flow deflection is directly dependent on the Laval Number
level. The areas of application of some profile types are also indicated in Fig. 1.
At Laval Numbers higher than La ' - 1.2 special profile types (transonic profiles)
should be used to reduce the shck losses at these supersonic inlet conditions. Double
circular arc profiles have shown good results for the Laval Number region between
La ' = 0.8 and 1.1. For lower Laval Number values NACA 65 profile blades are widely
us d. But,as has been already mentioned, for Laval Numbers higher than the critical
value local supersonic fields with a terminating compression shock are experienced
with conventional blades. Thus the compression shock should be minimised and it had
been verified that it is possible to design cascades for supercritical inlet conditions
without any compression shock (supercritical profiles).

Within the last years it has been shown that the use of new concepts for the blad-
ings will increase their flow deflection behaviour, i.e. efficiency and working range.
These methodes are of the inverse type, i.e. they calculate the profile shape for a
given pressure distribution on suction and pressure surface. Thus, the pressure distri-
bution as an input for these design methods has to be optimised with respect to high
efficiency and sufficient safe working range.
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2. FLOW BEHAVIOUR OF TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR CASCADES, SHOCK CONFIGURATION

2.1 Flowfield in Transonic Compressor Cascades

Before going in more detail for some of the mechanism associated with deceleration
of supersonic flows in the next two paragraphs, a survey shall be given on the typical
manifestations of cascade flow fields incorporating more or less extended supersonic
areas. The presentation of different flow behaviours is best done by illustrating the
flow field through its shock waves, the sonic line and expansion fans. This is shown
in Fig. 2 for cascades having all types of inlet and outlet flow conditions, i.e.,
Mach Number and flow angle. For the aspired classification the most important parameter
will be the axial component of the in- and outlet flow Mach Number. This axial compo-
nent is in either case subsonic for the configurations I to VI and supersonic for the
configuration XI, whereas for the examples IX and X only the inlet flow has an axial
supersonic component combined with an axial subsonic downstream region. In contrast
to the last mentioned one the flow configurations VII and VIII represent an axial sub-
sonic inlet but an axial supersonic outlet.

Physically the axial component uniquely determines the number of independable flow
parameters of a geometrically given cascade. If we assume for this consideration a
constant total temperature as well as a constant total pressure the individual flow
conditions are only determined by Mach Number and flow angle. Now assuming an axial
supersonic outlet flow means, that no information from downstream can reach the cascade
so that the cascade exit condition is totally fixed by the cascade itself and its
inlet flow conditions. If on the other hand the axial inlet flow is supersonic, there
exists no influence of the cascade and of course much less of the exit into the up-
stream direction. Due to this, both upstream variables (Ma, 13) are for free choice
in this case. Assuming that the axial component of the inlt i subsonic there will
be only one inlet variable which can be chosen independently, because the other one
is then uniquely defined by the cascade itself (choking = cases II, III, V, VI, VII
and VIII) or by the setting of the downstream throttling device (case I and IV). Regard-
ing the last possibilty where the axial outlet velocity is subsonic means that now
one of the two outlet parameters can be chosen as desired because now the information
of the downstream throttle setting can be transmitted upstream and can so reach the
cascade itself. In summary we have two independent variables in cases where the flow
conditions at both ends are either axial subsonic (one inlet, one outlet) or supersonic
(two inlet), but there is only one choice in one of the mixed cases, i.e., if the exit
flow is axial supersonic and the inlet is axial subsonic, whereas in the contrary com-
bination of an axial supersonic inlet and an axial subsonic outlet there are three
(two at the inlet and one at the outlet) parameters to be chosen.

After this overall view we will now concentrate only on such behaviour which will
be typical for transonic compressors. From all the various kinds shown in Fig. 2 espe-
cially the configurations I and V are typical for design point conditions of transonic
compressor cascades. For some part load conditions at low back pressures also cases
II, III and VI may occur and for very high back pressures the configuration IV will
come in scene. First of all there is the subsonic configuration where in transonic
stages, due to the high subsonic inlet Mach Numbers, normally a supersonic pocket on
the profile suction surface will occur. These flow conditions are typical for rotor
hub sections and for all radial sections of the stators with the higher Mach Numbers
normally at the hub. The second flow configuration typical for transsonic compressors
is those shown as case V. Here the inlet flow is supersonic but the axial component
is far away from sonic. The outlet flow is throttled to subsonic or near sonic condi-
tions. These flow configurations are realized especially in the outer parts of the
first rotors of transonic compressors.

For part speed conditions when the throttling area is decreased the supersonic
conditions change to the configurations shown as case IV. Now the inlet flow is still
supersonic but not fixed by the cascade geometry but by the throttle area. Thus, the
oblique shock system at the inlet has moved upstream and the cascade supersonic inlet
conditions are strongly dependent on the downstream throttle settings. If in contrast
the relative back pressure is lowered in comparison to case V the subsonic exit flow
is accelerated up to supersonic conditions and the flow condition will be more similar
to those shown as case VI. Regarding part speed conditions for the subsonic design
(case I) results at increasing back pressure to lower inlet Mach Numbers and higher
incidences. Is the back pressure lowered in contrary, the inlet flow is accelerated
up to the limit at which the cascade chokes. This choking may be of the normal subsonic
type (case II) or for higher inlet angles of the supersonic type (unique incidence).
In both cases the inlet no longer can be influenced from behind. But if the decreasing
of back pressure prolongs the outlet flow is still further accelerated up to super-
sonic velocities comparable to cases III and VI.
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At last it shall be mentioned that for all choked supersonic inlet flows with an
axial subsonic component there may be one additional limiting situation if the cascade
passage is formed in such a manner, that there exists a remarkable throat area (minimum
area). Under all these circumstances one is always confronted with the so-called start-
ing problem. Due to the additional shock losses produced upstream of the throat its
area is relatively small, so that in spite of the supersonic inlet Mach Number a large
subsonic region across the whole passage is established and in the cascade throat the
flow is accelerated up to sonic condition. Therefore there is a subsonic choking of
the flow in spite of the supersonic inlet flow. This means, that the inlet is influenced
by the cascade geometry and the losses produced upstream of the throat. If it is possible
to swallow the intermediate subsonic flow due to short term increasing of inlet Mach
Number or of throat opening, and so to avoid most of the shock losses, another flow
configuration can be established, where now a supersonic choking (unique incidence)
is reached as it is shown in Fig. 2 (cases V - VII).

In Fig. 3 the normal flow condition of a transonic compressor section is shown
in some more detail. As can be seen in this figure there is an oblique shock wave (S-C)
moving upstream (axial) of the cascade. Near the leading edge of the blade (S-B) this
oblique shock changes to the center part of a bow wave, where the strong solution of
the shock polar comes into action. Finally at the cascade channel entrance the bow
wave forms a nearly normal shock (B-A) at this high back pressure condition. As long
as the outlet pressure cannot influence the inlet flow the unique incidence condition
still is fulfilled. In all real applications the shock losses due to the oblique part
of the entrance shock wave are negligible whereas the normal shock at the channel en-
trance produces entropy losses comparable to the usual profile losses at Mach Numbers
of Ma 1.3. At lower inlet flow Mach Numbers these shock losses become weaker but
they Ire strongly increasing at higher inlet flow velocities.

2.2 Basic considerations on shock losses

The total pressure loss of a normal shock is given by the recovery factor:

'A 1 _ 1 La 2Pt La2 $L

Pt 1- - 1.K+l La 2

In this equation La is the Laval Number immediately upstream of the shock. This local
Laval Number can be calculated for supersonic inlet flow as a function of the inlet
Laval Number and a supersonic expansion from the leading edge to the position of the
compression shock. This supersonic expansion results from the expansion around the
leading edge shape and the change of the contour angle between the inlet flow direction
(begin of supersonic expansion due to unique incidence condition, see ref. 3) and the
position of the shock. Fi 4 shows the recovery factor of a normal compression shock
as a function of supersonicexpansion for several values of the inlet Laval Number.
Thus, for given inlet Laval Number, the supersonic expansion should be minimized. This
will result in a sharp leading edge and a straight contour shape up to the compression
shock position. In this case the supersonic expansion can be neglected and the Laval
Number in front of the compression shock is nearly equal to the inlet value which is
the lowest possible value. Thus, the losses due to the compression shock will be mini-
mal.

2.3 Shock/boundary-layer interaction loss model

For supersonic cascade inlet conditions there is a shock system consisting of an
oblique shock which influences the region upstream of the cascade (for subsonic axial
velocity) and a normal shock within the blade passage. It has been experienced that
the oblique shock in front of the cascade produces very low losses, whereas the normal
shock within the blade passage produces considerably high losses for high shock Laval
Numbers. The strong increase of losses in transonic compressor cascades at high inlet
Mach Numbers cannot only be attributed to shock losses according to normal shock corre-
lations, but primarily to the shock/boundary-layer interaction which results in bound-
ary-layer separation due to the strong pressure gradient of the compression shock.
The very complicated flow conditions made it impossible up to now to calculate the
shock losses with analytical methods sufficiently accurate. Therefore, most of the
published methods are derived using very simple shock models and empirical shock loss
correlations (ref. 4). The first published correlation for shock lose prediction is
given in ref. 5 and is also used today with some modifications. One of these modified
correlations has been applied to the profile types of this paper with very good success
and contains two steps (see Fig. 5):

.1.
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a normal shock correlation for a shock Mach Number equal to the inlet Mach Number.
This could be done because the investigated profiles had been designed for zero
or nearly zero supersonic expansion in the supersonic part of the profile.

- the well known correlation of ref. 6 to take into account for compressibility effects
and shock/boundary-layer interaction.

The profile losses at supersonic inlet conditions are calculated by superposition of
the two correlations:

Ptl - Pt2 = La 1  1- L 1 + g inc 1,8 (Mal-Malcrit)+l
Ptl-l 1 X-1 1

1 x+l La 1 2

This correlation had been applied to relevant cascade measurements done at DFVLR on
supersonic profiles for transonic compressors. Fig. 6 shows the results of the correla-
tion in good agreement with the measurements.

3. TRANSONIC PROFILE DESIGN CONCEPTS

According to the above mentioned criteria for design of transonic compressor cas-
cades for minimal shock losses the objective of a blading design is to reduce the shock
Mach Number by minimizing the supersonic expansion. These ideal conditions cannot be
realized in every case (for instance sharp leading edge). A further consideration has
to be directed to the subsonic part of the cascade behind the compression shock. For
the case of a straight contour shape from the inlet to the shock position the whole
flow deflection has to be done by the rear part of the cascade. For a given flow deflec-
tion this can lead to an overloading with subsequent boundary-layer separation. There-
fore, the optimisation of transonic profiles should take into account this boundary-
layer behaviour, resulting in a small supersonic expansion in the supersonic part and
a tolerable diffusion in the subsonic part. Although compression shock losses will
be increased due to higher supersonic expansion, the total losses can be decreased
due to the elimination of boundary-layer separation. The design of such transonic pro-
files for a given velocity triangle has to take into account the following conditions:

- profile thickness according to structural considerations
- space/chord ratio for sufficient choke margin
- unique incidence condition to fix the suction surface direction with reapet to

the inlet flow direction (also taking into account supersonic expansion around
the leading edge)

- the splitting point between supersonic and subsonic part is given by a shock model
of a normal shock emanating from the leading edge of the adjacent blade and normal
to the suction surface of the considered blade. The profile contours at this point
have an identical tangent.

- deviation at the trailing edge according to empirical correlations for subsonic
cascades consisting of NACA 65 blades (see ref. 1).

3.1 Wedge-type profile shape

The consequent realisation of the above mentioned optimisation criteria for the
supersonic part of transonic profiles (lowest Laval Number in front of the compression
shock) leads to a straight suction surface from the leading edge to the shock position.
This wedge-type profile (NTU-1, Fig. 7) is composed of a straight camber line in the
supersonic region and a circular arc camber line in the subsonic region behind the
compression shock. The profile shape is given by a superposition of this camber line
and a thickness distribution consisting of the leading edge circle and a wedge shape
within the supersonic region and of a MACA 65 thickness distribution within the sub-
sonic part behind the compression shock.

3.2 Multiple circular arc type profile shape (NCA)

in order to reduce the aerodynamic loading of the subsonic part of the cascade,
this type of blades has a small amount of supersonic expansion from the leading edge
to the shock position. As has been mentioned, the supersonic expansion has to be chosen
with respect to avoiding separation of the boundary-layer at the shock position. The
camber line of these NCA-type blades (TU-2, NTU-3) is composed of two circular arcs.
The profile shape is given by a superposition of this camber line and a thickness di-
stribution in the supersonic part as explained above. For the subsonic part two diffe-
rent profile shapes have been investigateds

I m m mmi wn . ..... .. .. -'-
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- according to good experience for high subsonic flow conditions a NACA Ti thickness
distribution has been chosen (MTU-2)

- similar to the wedge-type profile shape, also a MACA 65 thickness distribution
has been used for the subsonic part (MTU-3).

3.3 Design of test cascades

Due to insufficient accuracy of available calculation methods for viscous transonic
cascade flows, the quality of the design methods and the deflection behaviour of the
designed profile shape has to be verified by cascade testing. The cascade geometry
chosen for the cascade tests was taken from the aerodynamic design at mid section of
rotor I of a 3-stage transonic compressor (ref. 7) with the aerodynamic data:

Section: mid r = 0.2565 m
Ma1 = 1.3 a1  = 27.1* 82 - 34.0* 9 - 1.21

t/c - 0.042 s/c - 0.7086

According to the above explained design concepts a wedge-type profile cascade as well
as MCA-type profile cascades were designed (FiQ. 8):

- The blading data for the wedge-type profile (MTU-1) are:
5u = 7.90 6 usa= 00 Bs = 31.00

- The blading data for the MCA-type profile are strongly effected by the supersonic
expansion 5 . This value has to be carefully chosen with respect to low choke
Mach Numberulgr the section investigated, but also with respect to radial distribu-
tion of this value. Thus, for the mid-section of rotor 1 blading 5 - 2.00 has
been chosen. uss
The blading data of MTU-2 type profile section are:

6u . 9.3o 6 uss 2.00 Rs . 31.46

The blading data of MTU-3 type profile section are:
8u - 8.80 a uss " 2.0 s - 31.70

4. ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

4.1 Cascade Test Results

The cascade investigations were performed in the transonic cascade wind tunnel
of DFVLR in Cologne. The details of this facility and all the measuring equipments
are summarized in ref. 8. In spite of the two-dimensional cascade model there exists
in a real tunnel a flow area contraction due to the growing boundary layers on the
tunnel side walls, see Fig. 9. This contraction which is identical to the axial velo-
city density ratio (AVDR)

Q- B1 /B 2 - (P2 w2 sin B2 )/(pI wl sin 81)

has to be incorporated in all investigations or must be controlled by boundary layer
suction during the tests. Within the present tests it was impossible to install such
a suction device because it was necessary to make Schlieren-pictures in order to see
the shock-system and to control and adjust the periodicity during the different thrott-
ling set-ups. Therefore all the measured data are not at a constant AVDR and some
scatter may be the result. To overcome this difficulty at least partly only measure-
ments where the AVDR is of the same magnitude are compared. A detailed documentation
of all test results is given in ref. 9.

Within the test program measurements were taken in front of the cascade (wall sta-
tics) and behind (wake traverses) as well as profile statics on the suction and pres-
sure side of the blade and in addition also Schlieren measurements are done as already
mentioned. For the analysis especially the downstream wake resulti are of interest
to compare the net turning and the associated losses with design and also to judge
the three different profile types against each other. The first is of interest to see
how far design and reality diverge whereas the second question may result in some alter-
native compressor profiling if the NTU-2 or XTU-3 blades shows some remarkable advan-
tage against the standard MTU-l compressor blade. Whereas in the test series a lot
of different back pressures are realized for the analysis only the highest static out-
let pressure is mainly recognized because this condition is nearest to the compressor
design configuration as the original Schlieren pictures clearly show.
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In Fig. 10 the inlet flow angle is shown as function of inlet Mach Number. In this
case only the low back pressure results are shown to be sure to show the started super-
sonic inlet conditions (unique incidence). In . the outlet flow angle now at
highest outlet static pressure is shown again as function of the inlet Mach Number.
In addition in both figures the compressor design values are shown yielding quite good
agreement with measurements especially if the difference in AVDR (design 9 = 1.21 test:

= 1.05 - 1.10) is taken into account which is of some influence on the outlet flow
angle. Fig. 12 shows the integrated total pressure loss for all three types of profile.
As can be seen the differences for all three configurations are very small. The MTU-2
profile seams to have some small advantages at higher Mach Numbers but care has to
be taken due to some scatter in AVDR and also the usual accuracy scatter of measured
values and of blade shape geometry may narrow the gap between the MTU-2 losses and
those of the two other profiles. F shows the wake traverses at highest back pres-
sure for the three profiles at near design conditions. As is in accordance with the
integrated losses also the wakes of the different MTU profiles show quite the same
total pressure loss distribution in the circumferential direction indicating no diffe-
rences in separation zones for these three profile types, especially at the shown design
Mach Number. In Fig. 14 the profile Mach Number distributions of the three profiles
is shown again for the same flow conditions as before.

4.2 Experience in a transonic compressor

To see whether the theoretical considerations and the cascade results could be
realized in a concrete machine, the first rotor of a three stage fan was analyzed in
more detail. This fan is sketched in Fig. 15. As can be seen the first two rotors are
designed with profiles of the MTU-1 type, as discussed in the foregoing sections. The
last rotor on the other hand uses double-circular-arc blades whereas all stators are
from the conventional BACA 65 series. The reduced performance characteristics of this
compressor is shown in Fig. 16 from which a satisfying distance from surge can be de-
duced over the whole working range of an associated military fighter engine. Additio-
nally this map shows a clear tendency to improved efficiency in the part speed regime
at a reduced speed of ninety percent.

To analyse the interior flow behaviour of this compressor different measuring de-
vices are used. In addition to standard up- and downstream set-ups several profiles
of all three stator rows are instrumented with total pressure and total temperature
probes at the leading edges (see Fig. 17) in order to get the radial information at
the stator entries. But to get also some information of the flow velocities within
a blade row it was necessary to use a Laser-2-Focus velocity anemometer (ref. 10).
This instrument yields detailed velocity vectors within a complete three-dimensional
blade passage of rotor 1 (ref. 11). All the axial and radial Laser measuring locations
are shown in Fig. 18. where also is indicated at how many circumferential positions
the flow is detected within one spacing. In i to 22 the interblade flow Laval
Numbers are shown at four different radial stations. For-all shown flow conditions
the compressor working point is fixed at design speed and a pressure ratio at the asso-
ciated engine working line. In addition to the sketched relative Laval Number at all
measuring stations the measured relative Laval Number and relative flow angle are indi-
cated numerically. In Fig. 19 the radial height is 19 0, i.e. near the hub. The flow
configuration clearly shows the near sonic subsonic inlet velocities but due to the
supercritical condition a limited supersonic pocket is formed at the front part of
the suction surface. This pocket is bounded downstream by a nearly normal shock reduc-
ing the supersonic flow again to subsonic velocity. At the more inward stations of
34,5 t radial height the inlet flow has reached a supersonic condition and the super-
sonic pocket increases up to infinity. Crossing the compressor radial mid section the
inlet flow velocity further increases and reaches a Laval Number of 1.22 at the shown
radial station of 60 S. As can be seen on Fig. 21 the front bow wave can be divided
into two parts. The upward running weak shock induced by the front suction surface
geometry which fixes the final cascade inlet condition (unique incidence) is continued
into the blade passage as a nearly normal shock. In the shown flow case there exists
a second acceleration to supersonic velocities within the cascade channel which finally
is terminated by a second normal shock yielding the final subsonic outlet conditions.
Finally Fig. 22 shows the flow conditions near the rotor tip (at a radiol height of
90 0). In this case the inlet Laval Number has further increased to La - 1.4 and
the bow wave has moved downstream nearer to the blade leading edge. Adhidtionally in
the shown configuration the back pressure is so low, that the deceleration to the down-
stream conditions is possible by means of several reflected oblique shock waves result-
ing from the blade passage part of the front bow wave. In this case the relative outlet
Laval Number is near sonic so that no velocity reduction to subsonic velocities will
occur downstream.

In addition to the detailed flow analysis within the blade passages it is possible
too, to use the measured velocities and flow directions in front and aft of the blades
to get the radial distribution of magnitude and angle of the flow velocity. In this
case the different values along the pitch are area averaged. In those radial positions
where only one single position is focused this value which is located near the middle
of the pitch is used. The relative Laval Numbers are shown in Fig. 23 whereas the rela-

] _ _
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tive flow angles are given in Fi. 24. In both figures also the theoretical values
used during the compressor design a sketched. To give an imagination of the rotor
loss in Fig. 25 the relative total pressure at the rotor exit is shown. This figure
clearly shows the radial and circumferential loss distribution of this rotor. Due to
the high Mach Number and the associated shock losses at the rotor tip the total-pres-
sure loss in this region is markedly increased in comparison to the low Mach Number
hub-region.

5. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of a detailed investigation of the flow conditions in a transonic
compressor cascade design criteria for the supersonic part of these profiles are de-
rived. The main design feature is to reduce the shock Mach Number by applying wedge-
type profiles. With respect to the loss behaviour of the subsonic part a moderate super-
sonic deflection has been investigated (MCA-type blades). The subsonic part of these
profiles consists of conventional NACA thickness distribution. According to these design
criteria three different cascades have been tested. Cascade tunnel results as well
as Laser-2-Focus measurements, in the first rotor of a three-stage transonic compressor
proved the low-loss design of these blades. A further improvement in loss reduction
at high inlet Mach Numbers will be possible by applying modern numerical methods. But
a real progress can only be made if the viscous effects are treated in a realistic
way.
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Fig. 10 Inlet flow angle at lowest back pressure (unique incidence condition)
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Fig. 25 Relative total pressure distribution at exit of first rotor
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DISCUSSION

Karadimas
(1) Have the presented profiles been defined by an inverse method or by geometrical direct methods?

(2) Are the profiles, optimised at a design point for minimum losses, also adequate for off-design operating
conditions? It is interesting to know if that is true, particularly near the stall line and in the low speed region.

Author's Reply
(1) The presented profiles were designed by a geometrical method.

(2) At the time the presented profiles were designed we were not able to calculate any off-design losses and also
today this may be difficult. So the stringent point of your question cannot be answered, whether a profile not
uniquely optimized for a single operation point can do better with regard to the whole range of operation.
On the other hand, cascade tests of the presented profiles show no special misbehaviour at the high incidence
side of the working range at supersonic inlet velocities, compared to other MCA profile tests.

For subsonic inlet velocities, cascade measurements showed a sufficient working range for the MTU I profile
type compared with DCA profiles, whereas for both other profde types (MTU-2, MTU-3) no subsonic tests are
available.

W.J.Calvert, UK
The measured shock patterns, particularly near the blade tip (Fig.22), are significantly different from the pattern
assumed in the design model (Fig.3). Would you comment on this difference?

Author's Reply
The shock wave pattern depends on the design point back pressure, which is fixed by the through flow calculation.
In the case of the tip region, the exit Mach number is about I and higher (and not subsonic). Therefore, the optimal
cascade configuration as described in the paper can only be rendered in the region with subsonic exit condition
(mid-span region).

Wennerstrom
Is there a value of relative inlet Mach number above which you would consider introducing negative camber rather
than a straight suction surface?

Author's Reply
As the cascade results have shown, there is no clear tendency for straight or convex supersonic part in the considered
Ma-number region. But if the inlet Mach number is further increased (Mal > 1.6) we would consider also the use
of a negative camber supersonic part as a physically possible method to reduce supersonic losses. But care has to be
taken with regard to off-design behaviour.

Van den Braembussche, Be
About Fig.25, are these measurements taken at the same conditions as previous figures and could you comment on
the fact that for the tip region (transonic) there are higher losses on pressure side than on the suction side? This is
not expected from the shock patterns of the previous figures.

Author's Reply
The results shown on Fig.25 concerning the relative total pressure distribution at exit of first rotor are evaluated
from the measurements which also had been used for the previous figures (i.e. at same conditions).

The losses on the pressure side are produced by friction losses, shock losses and shock/boundary layer interaction
losses. According to the actual shock configuration higher losses can be produced on pressure side than on suction
side. This is a non-usual result compared to subsonic cascade tests.

On the other hand one has also to consider the uncertainties of such evaluations:

- measuring plane (7) is not exactly located at blade trailing edge over the whole blade height.

- L2F measurements do not give information on total pressure. Therefore total temperature has been evaluated
from measured angle and velocity using Euler's equation and the static pressure measured at tip and hub exit of
first rotor.

It is necessary to continue these investigations with respect to the discussed problems.
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FLOW TRAJECTORIES, MIXING AND ENTROPY FLUXES

IN A TURBINE CASCADE

John Moore
Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia, 24061

USA

-#Flow in a turbine cascade studied by Langston, et al-atUnited Technologies Research Center's

considered. easurements have been made in a geometrically similar cascade with an axial chord of 235/m0 (compared with the 28179m used by Langston et al.) and the same span/chord and pitch/cord ratios. The
present five-blade cascade has an exit Reynolds number based on axial chord off -- ,compared with the
value'o-f - for the four-blade cascade of Langston et al. with the

IMeasurements of total pressure and flow direction downstream of the cascade complement the results of
Langston et al. which showed the flow development only within the cascade. The downstream flow is important)
howeveras approximately 50 % of the losses occur downstream of the trailing edge. Regions of high-loss
fluid are found and the origin of fluid in these regions is traced using the ethylene injection technique
with a flame ionisation detector. From a computational standpoint, there is interest not only in the
location of the ethylene at the downstream plane but also in the concentration levels and the diffusion
rates. From a practical standpoint, the most significant result from the present tests is that the highest
entropy fluxes downstream of this cascade (at x/c - 1.4) occur near midspan in a high-loss core and not
near the end walls.

NOMENCLATURE

c blade axial chord B mean camber line angle, measured from y axis
cf skin friction coefficient 6* displacement thickness of boundary layer
Ct total pressure loss coefficient, Eq. 3 63 mean kinetic energy thickness of boundary layer

CtA pitch-integrated entropy flux, Eq. 6 99 boundary layer thickness
-P momentum thickness of boundary layer

t pitch-wise-mass-averaged entropy, Eq. 8
0PtB P density

C span-integrated entropy flux, Eq. 9 flow angle, Fig. 2

C p span-wise-mass-averaged entropy, Eq. 11 ' flow angle, Fig. 2
ptD

H12 6*/e, shape factor Subscript

IJ indices for grid matrix, Fig. 6 stagnation

Pt total pressure 1 free stream at inlet
a entropy 2 downstream
T temperature
u,v,w velocity components, Fig. 2 Overbar
U free-stream velocity

1 2/  - average
u U measure of turbulence intensity - mass average

V velocity component normal to measuring
n plane, Fig. 2 Abbreviation

x,y,z cartesian coordinates, Fig. 1
AY blade pitch ppm parts per million by volume
AZ blade span (measured from bottom wall)

INTRODUCTION

One of the most extensively documented turbine cascade flows in the literature is that reported by
Langston at al. [1-3] at the United Technologies Research Center. Sufficient detail is given about the
inlet fiow and the flow development within the blade passages for the computational fluid dynamicist to use
this flow as a test case for the development of flow calculation methods [4-61. Yet, even with this cascade
flow, there are still questions alout some aspects of the flow and about the sources of the losses. It is
convenient therefore for a flow modeller to have his own cascade so that he can perform his own tests to
answer questions of interest to him. For this reason, a five-blade replica of the Langston cascade [1] was
built at VPI&SU (7].

This paper describes the results of measurements made in this VPI&SU low-speed turbine cascade to
answer such questions as:

(a) Now does the flow develop downstream of the trailing edge where more than half of the losses are
created ?

(b) Now are the losses distributed at a measurement plans 40 2 of an axial chord downstream of the
trailing edge (zic - 1.4) ?

(c) Uhat paths does fluid from the horseshoe vortices take in passing through the cascade ?
(d) Where does fluid need to enter the cascade in order to leave with low losses (at s/c - 1.4) ?

There are three sections. First, the cascade geometry and inlet flow are described. Questions (a)
and (b) are then addressed as measurements of the downstream flow development and lose distributions are
presented. In the last section, measurements of flow trajectories using an ethylene detection technique
allow answers to questions (c) and (d) to be suggested.

i | . . . . . . . . ... . ........ .~~ ~~~~~.... . .. .. . ... . .... .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
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It may interest flow modellers to know that the materials and equipment costs incurred in building
the VPI&SU cascade and in purchasing and comissioning the flame ionisation detection system for
ethylene were less than $4000.

S-BLADE REPLICA OF LANGSTON TURBINE CASCADE

Langston Blade and Cascade Geometries

The Langston blade geometry is that of a reaction-turbine rotor section; the airfoil mean camber line
angles are 81 - 43.990 and $2 - 25.980, respectively, giving a nominal turning angle of 1100 and a velocisy
ratio of approximately 1.6. In the tests reported by Langston et al. [1,2], the inlet air angle was 44.7
close to zero incidence.

The blade camber line is close to being a double parabolic arc; and, based on the length of the camber
line, the maximum blade thickness is approximately 16.7 Z and the leading and trailing edge radii are
approximately 3.8 % and 2.1 %, respectively. The trailing edge is quite thick, presumably to accommodate
cooling-air passages in the actual turbine.

The aspect ratio (span/axial chord) of the Langston cascade is low, 0.9888. But the pitch/axial chord
ratio is large, 0.9555, giving the Zweifel loading parameter (8] a value of 1.124. The axial chord is
281.3 mm.

VPI&SU Cascade Geometry

The ratio of the radii of the leading and trailing edges of the Langston blade is approximately 0.56.
This suggested the possibility of using one inch diameter stock for the leading edge and 9116 inch diameter
stock for the trailing edge of the scale model. With the cascade geometry and blade angles of Langston et
al., the corresponding axial chord length is then 235.2 m. The 5-blade cascade, shown in Fig. I, was

constructed to this scale with a pitch of 224.8 mm and a span of 234.4 am. The ratio of pitch/axial chord
is 0.956, the same as used by Langston, and the ratio of span/axial chord is 0.997, approximately 1 Z larger.
More details of the VPI&SU cascade are given in references 7 and 9.

Reynolds umber and Trip Wires

The Reynolds number for this cascade, based on the blade axial chord and an exit velocity of 37.5 m/s,
is 5.8 x 10. This is sufficiently low that the location of natural transition from a laminar to a turbulent
boundary layer along the blade profile could significantly affect the profile losses. With the present
method of blade construction, however, there are joints between the cylindrical leading-edge pieces and the
plexiglas side walls. These joints are filled with plasticene and smoothed, but it is quite likely that
they would influence transition, perhaps in a random manner. For this reason, a 0.020 inch diameter trip
wire was epoxied to the plexiglas side walls on the pressure and suction surfaces of all the blades,
approximately 3 mm downstream of the joints.

Upstream Boundary Layer

The inlet flow to the cascade was defined by performing boundary layer traverses with a hot-wire
anemometer 400 mm upstream of the leading edges of the middle blade and of the adjacent blade. The boundary

layer profiles were then integrated numerically to obtain the integral parameters displacement thickness
6*, momentum thickness 8, kinetic energy thickness 83, and shape factor R12 - 6*/8. The values obtained are
presented in Table 1. In addition, a measure of
the turbulence intensity was obtained from the
mean and root-mean-square values of the linear-
ized hot wire signal, and the wall shear stress
was measured using a Preston tube. These
results, together with the freestream velocity
UI - 23.5 ± 0.4 m/s. obtained with a Pitot probe, 400

define the inlet flow conditions for the present
tests. UPSTREAM

This inlet flow, with a boundary layer PLANE

thickness of 35-40 mm compared with a span of -Y

235.2 mm, was chosen to correspond approximately
with the Langston flow with a thick inlet bound-
ary layer, 33 mm compared with a span of 281.3 C=, >A

sm. It should be noted however that the ratio / EDJSAE

of inlet displacement thickness to span for the

present tests, which was approximately 0.023,
was nearly twice the value of 0.0134 in the

Langston test. Z

Table 1. Results of Boundary Layer Measurements
400 am Upstream of the Cascade (see Fig. 1) N7TREA.

Uptra o Usrem f2E DOWNSTREAM
Upstream ol Upstream of /MEASURING PLANE

Middle Blade Adjacent Blade

a 9 35. am 40. =m l
6* 5.03 m 5.71 m
a 3.75 mm 4.25 ao

83 6.71 am 7.58 am span 2 3 .

H12 1.34 1.34 ADJUSTABLE

cf 0.0028 0.0027 END PIECE

(fT'/) 0.71 X 0.71 z figure 1. Cascade geometry and measuremet planes.
free stream Linear dimensions in a.
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DOIISTREAM FLOI DVELOPMENT

Five-Hole Probe Measurements

Five-hole probe measurements were made at the slot down-
stream of the cascade at x/c - 1.4, as shown in Fig. 1. The
results are presented and analysed using the two planes depicted
in Fig. 2. The measurement plane ie parallel to the plane
containing the trailing edges of the blades; and a fictitious
cross-sectional plane for the projection of secondary velocities
and other data is defined to be perpendicular to the direction
of the mean camber line at the trailing edges. Data taken in
the measurement plane downstream of the cascade are projected
onto this cross-sectional plane.

A nominal flow direction downstream of the blade row is measuring plane
defined in the direction of the mean camber line at the trailing 

L

edges of the blades (B - 26*). The velocity component in this
direction, which is dehned to be the primary flow direction, l r
is termed u. Thus secondary flow velocity components v and w c ross -sectionol
are defined, which are contained within the cross-sectional plane for
plane. In the analysis of the five-hole probe data these three L projection of
velocity components were calculated together with the component - secondary flow
V, normal to the measuring plane, see Fig. 2 The flow angles, 0 velocities
0hand #, connected with the velocity components are also shown
in Fig. 2. n

Averaged Properties

The mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient is
defined as

AY AZ
$ I pVnCtdzdy

0 AZ/2 npt , (1) Figure 2. Representation of downstream
Pt AY AZ velocities using components v and w

f f pVn dzdy orthogonal to the velocity component u
0 AZ/2 in the direction of the mean camber

line at the trailing edge. V -
and the average normal velocity as velocity component normal to leasuring

plane.

2 AY AZ
n 0 Az/2 V (2)

where

P tl - Pt (3)
12

The integrations are performed in the measuring plane over one blade pitch, from y = 0 to AY, and for the
upper half of the plane from z - AZ/2 at midepan to z - AZ at the upper end wall.

The results were: (C p)x/c-l.2  0.064 ± 0.004

(C p)x/o.1.4  0.38 ± 0.03

(Vn)z/c-l.4  14.33 ± 0.15 /s.

The net increase in C - 0.32 may be compared with a value of 0.31-0.04 = 0.27 reported by Langeton,
at al. for their plane 12,Pflso at x/c - 1.4. The difference in the two results may be partly explained by
the lowe Reynolds number (based on axial chord and exit velocity)5of the present cascade tests, Re =

5.8 x 10 compared with the Langston cascade tests of Re - 10 x 10 . It would be expected that the lower
Reynolds number would result in a higher loss. Also, in the present cascade, the trip wires applied shortly
downstream of the leading edges of the blades will probably have shifted the point of transition, between a
laminar and a turbulent boundary layer, upstream. This would result in a higher skin friction around the
blade than for the case of natural transition without trip wires and consequently in higher losses, compared
to the result obtained by Langston, et al. Considering these two factors, the agreement between the losses
measured in the present cascade and those measured by Langseton, at al. is reasonable.

Contour Plots and Secondary Flow Plots

Figure 3 shows contours of constant C projected on the cross-sectional plane shown in Fig. 2 as seen
by an observer looking upstream. The corrlsponding view of the secondary flow velocities is seen in Fig. 4.
The highest values for C appear in the end-wall boundary la r and reach a value of approximately 2.7 at
the well. Values of C Ptgreater than 1.0 also occur in the midepan region, which will be termed the "high-
loss core" (for this .Isurement plane); this region has a significant area with C greater than 0.5. A
region of moderate loss (0.1 < C < 0.5) extends from the high-loss core to the Al well in a location
roughly downstream of the tralli edge. This represents fluid in the blade weke, which is bounded on both
sides by relatively low loss fluid (C - 0.1). The low-lose region extends from the edge of the end-wall
boundary layer, where there is a largit"low-loss core," to midepan where it appears as a thin sheet between
the high-loon core and the wake from the adjacent blade.
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The secondary flow patterns in Fig. 4 are dominated by the passage vortex which developed in the
blade row upstream and, at this measurement plane, is centered near the peak value of C (- 1.3) in the
high-loss core. Seen in the cross-sectional plane at x/c = 1.4, the passage vortex hasPi core of solid
body rotation with a diameter of the order of 10 of the span and streamwise vorticity of approximately
2000 rad/s; the maximum secondary velocities are of the order of 10 m/s in the passage vortex and these
may be compared with streamwise velocities of about 37.5 m/s.

Contours of Normal Velocity

Contours of constant normal velocity, V , are shown in Fig. 5. The values for these contours may be
compared with the average normal velocity, nV - 14.3 m/s. Large normal velocities occur near midspan;
these are associated with the passage vortex observed in Fig. 4. The velocities shown at the end wall
are not exactly zero because of the presence of the slog, which influenced the five-hole probe measurements
close to the wall.

end wall

Figure 3. Contours of total pressure loss
coefficient C at x/c - 1.4. Results
projected in Ee cross-sectional plane; 0.4
- projections downstream of blades in
direction of mean camber lines at trailingI
edges; suction - downstream of middle blade;
pressure - downstream of adjacent blade. 0 0.

0.2 0.2 0.2

0.4

00

I-n .8

01 .20 .
* mid-span

Figure 4. Secondary flow end wall
vectors in the cross-
sectional plane at x/c - 1.4.
- Projections downstream . ....

of blades in direction of
mean camber lines at trail-
ing edges; suction - down-
stream of middle blade;
pressure - downstream of V--
adjacent blade. ""e

0 10 20mm

mid-span
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end walt

&Z

0. 7 r

Figure 5. Contours of velocity

normal to the measuring plane
(V , m/s) at x/c = 1.4, here

n
presented in the cross-sectional
plane (see Fig. 2).

c, . AZ- blade span.

AZ
2 mid-span

50 -end wall
boundary layer

46- .

low-loss 
wake

blade region wFigure 6. Areas chosen forwake re n0.4 numerical integration of total

pressure losses at x/c - 1.4, see
27 Table 2. I, J - indices of the

50 x 50 grid matrix used to

21 define the areas.

0.4

7 
0.8

J 1 9 17 30 34 36 42 50

end wall

-- -. 0.5

Figure 7. Contours of normalized
entropy flux (area average = 1.0,

see Eq. 5) at x/c = 1.4.

mid -span
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Contributions to the Overall Losses

In the discussion of the total pressure losses shown in Fig. 3, four areas were distinguished - the
end-wall boundary layer, the high-loss core, the blade wake, and the low-loss region. These areas are shown
in Fig. 6, which gives the selected values of the indices I and J of the 50 x 50 grid matrix used to define
the areas. The contribution of each area to the mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient was found by
integrating the numerator of Eq. 1. The results are presented as percentages of contribution to the overall
losses and are shown in Table 2.

Approximately 58 Z of the losses are found in the high-loss core near midspan. By contrast the end-
wall boundary layer at this plane gives only about 12 % which is really surprisingly small. The area
attributed to the blade wake accounts for 21 % of the losses and the low-loss region contains 9 %.

Total Pressure Losses and Entropy Fluxes Table 2. Loss Contributions of

For flow of an ideal gas with small changes in total pressure Significant Regions to the Overall
compared with the absolute total pressure at the inlet and with Losses at x/c - 1.4.
small changes in total temperature T , the mass-averaged entropy
change is related to the mass-averaged total pressure loss coeffi-
cient by the approximation High-Loss Core 58.6 Z

2 Blade Wake 20.8 %
= U1I
s2 - Sl =2io Cpt (4) Low-Loss Region 8.6 %

For example, in the present test, C -0.38, U1 - 23.5 m/s, and To  298 K, thus 72 - sI . 0.35 J/kg K.
pt10

The mass-averaging of the total pressure losses in Eq. 2 may therefore be thought of as an integration
of entropy fluxes, pVn(s -s ), i.e.

1' AY 6Z

C 2T . 0 fZ/2 n 1(Is)
Cpt = AY Z

U1  I I Z pV dzdy

0 AZI2

The contributions to the overall losses shown in Table 2 represent contributions to the total flux of entropy

at this plane. It is interesting that the highest flux of entropy occurs near midspan in the high-loss core.
This is confirmed in Fig. 7, where contours of normalized entropy flux, defined as

Vn (S - l) PVnCpt 
(5)

Vn ( - a PVnCpt

are shown. With this definition, the mean entropy flux is unity. In the high-loss core, values greater

than four times the mean value are found, while in the end wall boundary layer the entropy fluxes rise to

only 2.6 times the mean value before falling to zero at the wall.

Pitch-Averaged Losses

Further information about the distribution of entropy flux at the downstream measurement plane may be

found by averaging the total pressure data in the pitch-wise direction. Two distributions in the spanwise

direction are considered, the distribution of entropy flux or Cp1A , and the distribution of pitch-wise-mass-

averaged entropy ok CptB. These are defined as

AY

S 0 VnCpt dy (6)

2 Y Z 10
Tz 0 AZ/2

such that 0.8

2 f C dz , (7)
pt A Z/2 ptA 06 1

and
AY

SPVnCpt dy 04

0 nt(8)
ptB AY

0 pVn dy 0.2

The spanwise distribution of entropy flux, repre- 0
sented as C , is shown in Fig. 8. The distribution 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 05
reaches a pl2* at midpan with higher levels than the
maximum values recorded in the end-wall boundary layers. end zZmid-

It may Ao be confirmed that the area under the curve wall span
yields Cpt - 0.38.

Pitch-wise-mass-averaged entropies, represented as
C., are shown in Fig. 9. The aixisum values of entropy,
cSIPesponding to the maximum values of C - 2.7, occur Figure S. Spanwise distribution of entropy
at the wall, while the uinissu average etfropies are flux, represented as CptA at x/c -1.4.
found near the edge of the end-wall boundary layer. The
entropies then rise to another maxim at fidspan.
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Pitchwise Distributions of Loss

The two corresponding distributions in the pitch- 30
wise direction are the distribution ci entropy flux or
C and the distribution of span-wise-mass-averaged
eropy or CptD" These are defined as 25

AZ
f oVnCpt dz
AZ/2 nt20,

AY AZ '(9) _I f AY PVn dzdy Tpt
AY 0 1AZ/2 15,n

such that
AY

f C dy , (10) 10
pt AY 0Cptc

and
AZ 05

AZ/2 VnCpt dzCptD  AZ/2pt Z (11) 0 ______________

f PV dz 10 0.9 08 0 7 0.6 0.5
AZ/2 Z/n

end 
mid-

These pitchwise distributions are shown in Fig. 10, wall span

and it can be seen that (at this plane) they are Figure 9. Pitch-wise-mass-averaged entropies,
remarkably similar in both shape and magnitude. This represented as C ,sat x/c 1.4.
similarity results from the-small variation of the pt , .
denominator of Eq. 11 (for C D) in the pitchwise
direction; and this in turn ? because the high and low
values of normal velocity, V , both occur at the same
pitchwise location, as seen Yn Fig. 5. 10

The significant cyclical variation in the losses
in the blade-to-blade direction, shown in Fig. 10, cptC
results mostly from the residual low-loss fluid which 08
stretches in the span-wise direction between the high- Cpt0
loss cores, as seen in Figs. 3 and 6. rPtC

MEASUREMENT OF FLOW TRAJECTORIES BY ETHYLENE DETECTION 
.6-

In the last section, measurements of total 
pressure 0 4

loss were described at an axial location 40 % of 
the

axial chord downstream of the trailing edge. These
results showed a large region of high-loss fluid near
midspan and a low-loss region extending from aidspan to
the edge of the endwall boundary layer. In this s-.-ion,
the sources of fluid in these regions are traced by 0
ethylene injection and detection [12]. Fluid from the 0. 02 04 06 08 10
horseshoe vortices is located at the blade exit and at y/ay
the downstream measuring plane and the flow trajectories
of this fluid through the cascade are inferred, suction pressure

A Gowumac model 12-800 flame ionisation detector
and model 40-700 electrometer were used as the basis of Figure 10. Distributions of entropy flux,
a detection system for ethylene. This system is des- repre ,0andespn-wise-mass-

cribed in references 13 and 14. averaged entropyt epreented as C , in the

Tracing Horseshoe Vortex Flow pitchwise direction at x/c - 1.4. ptD

Figure 11 shows a flow visualization of the limiting
streamlines on the end wall of the cascade. The visualization was achieved by rolling a mixture of diesel
oil and titanium dioxide onto an aluminum sheet which was taped to the bottom wall; the thin lines on the
picture were caused by the edges of the roller. The flow was then turned on for four minutes giving the
picture shown. The middle blade of the picture is the middle blade of the five-blade cascade; the present
studies were conducted in the flow between this blade and the adjacent blade on the suction side (i.e. the
blade in the top right hand corner).

In Fig. 11, the separation of the end wall boundary layer and the formation of the horseshoe vortices
near the blade leading edges are clearly defined by an accumulation of white titanium dioxide in a line
which stretches across the passage to the suction side of the next blade. This almost straight line is
associated with the pressure-side leg of the horseshoe vortex which reaches the suction side of the next
blade at about oldchord, just upstream of the throat. The other leg of the horseshoe vortex stretches
around the leading edge and flows down the suction side where it is clearly seen in the end wall corner
region until about the quarter chord position. At this point it appears to leave the end wall and move onto
the suction surface.

The separation lines are also drawn on Fig. 12 which shows a top view of the test passage and sampling
planes. The injection plane was at x/c - 0.09 just downstream of the leading edge and the two points P and
S were chosen for injecting ethylene into the pressure-side and suction-side legs of the horseshoe vortex.
The ethylene was injected at a rate of 150 cc/mn through 3.1 im dimter tubes located 2.0 Z of the blade
span (4.7 m) from the top wall. Fig. 13 shows a cross-section of the injection plane viewed from downstream
with the injection tubes drawn to scale. The injection was at a distance from the wall of approximately
12 Z of the inlet boundary layer thickness.

. . .
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ethylene ingection a ai e• •plane l/ ld

presp tioP nd tinsd S eso osso

, lines

atDwsra eauigPaevotx ikl aho lid frm ont/

sampling
2 ra ke

,.C I x/c = 0.96)

t downstreim

P an S ae shwn i Fig. 14 pldanb

(x/c = 1./.01

Fieure 1. Flow visualization of the limiting . Top view of test passage showing ethylene
itrhhe ceson the bottom d ail of the cascade. injection and sampling planes. o - injection points for

presrure-sede (P) and suctioF-side (S) les of horseshoe

Smplin t Downstrea easurng Plane vortex. - - - likely path of fluid mrrm point P;
likely path of fluid from point So

The floew was sampled isokinetically with
a probe of 1.0 sm inside diameter which was

traversed in the downstream measuring plane.
The resulting concentration contours for points top wall
P and S are shown if Figs. 14a and.14b,
respectively. These plots may be copared o% Op

aith the corresponding contour plot of total - -3-
pressure los e shown in Fig. 3 and reproduced 1*13 e
again in Fig. 15. The locations of the peak I "6
concentrations in Figs. 14a and l4b are marked 11 _ " 91ysrq

a n p nd S in Fig. 1. 12t 1 JOl 0  o8
Figure 1.5 shows that the peak concentra- l

tions of ethylene from both legs of the horse- 14
shoe vortex are found in essentially the sate P 09
location, at the downstrei measuring plane, i '03
at a point corresponding very closely with the I I

Thi nm total pressure lose (C_ 1.3) in thehigh-oss core. The maximem c centratio ofpea
ethylene fro the pressure-side lag of the F 1e
horseshoe vortex ia approxiately 45 pp o while suction mid-span pressure
the peak from the suction-side leg i 25 plet side side
The contours for the pressure-side leg in
Fig . 14& are quite symmetrical about the peak
with a reduction to one-half the peak concen- Fiue1. View of ethylene injection plane (x/c - 0.09)
tration occurring at a radius of about 5 2 of looking upstream. o - Injection points for pressure-
the span. The izingt is somenwhat more complete side (P) and suction-side (S) logo of horseshoe vortex.

for the suction-side leg and the distribution 1-14 - injection points for tracing low-loss fluid.
shows a tail at concentration levels below 10 - - - estimated locations of fluid with a downstream
ppm, as seen in Pig. lb. value of Cpt - 0.2.

Smelinr Near Trailing U de

A seven-pronged rake wa used for sampling just upstream of the blade exit at x/c - 0.96 (corresponding
to plane 9 of Langston at al. [l). This was constructed using 1.6 m diameter tubing soldered in the
configuration shown in Fig. 12. It was traversed vertically in the suction-side half of the passage.
Figures 16& and b show the concentration contours at this plane for injection points P and S, respectively.

The contour shapes are quite different for the two injection points. Figure 16a shows the ethylene
from the pressure-side log of the borseshoe vortex in a relatively syIetrical distribution about a peak
concentration of approximtely 55 ppm. There Is however a ridge of concentrations in excess of 20 ppm
etending towardsthe auction side near ispan. This whole distribution is quite similar to the aoke
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top wall top wall

: 10

inject ion injection
at at

point P point S)

0 0

Iu

bottom wall bottom wall

Figure 14a Figure 14b

Figure 14. Ethylene concentration contours at downstream measuring plane (x/c = 1.4). Concentrations in

ppm. Contours plotted in cross-sectional plane (see Fig. 2). Suction - downstream of middle blade;

pressure - downstreas of adjacent blade. Outline of high-loss core (see Fig. 6).

trace obtained by Stanitz st al. and presented

end wall as Fig. 10 in reference 15. There they showed

the formation of a passage vortex in a 90
degree rectangular elbow by injecting smoke

0on the plane wall at the elbow inlet. It

0.4 0. appears therefore that fluid from point P is

e 13 distributed throughout the passage vortex just
as the smoke in Stanitz' duct marked his

11 Ipassage vortex.
0. *0. By contrast, Fig. 16b shows an entirely

different distribution of ethylene. Here
there is a band of high concentrations, be-

0.2 0. tween 50 and 70 ppm, across the top. If the
interpretation of the results in Fig. 16a is
that fluid from the pressure-side leg of the

0. horseshoe vortex locates the centre of the
passage vortex at this plane, then the results
in Fig. 16b indicate that fluid from the
suction-side leg of the horseshoe vortex is6 being convected around the centre of the

passage vortex. Indeed it is already starting
another sweep around the centre. This could

explain the band of high concentrations. In

L I Fig. 12, we have drawn the likely paths of

mid-span fluid from point P and S between the measured
locations of maximum cncentration. These

5. Contouro of total pressure los coefficient paths are consistent wiLh the picture of fluid

at the d15 tr surin plane, x/c - 1.4. esults 
pt  

from point S being convected around fluid from

arojcteto the dor m erina plane (sc Fig 1.4. plint P which marks the passage vortex. In

projecte in the cross-sectial plane (see Wi1. 2). this top view, the path of fluid from point

a - locations of peak concentrations for injection at the S appears like a sine wave, oscillating about

points shown in Fig. 13. the path of fluid from point P.

______._____ _
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Consider the orientation of the rake
top wall in Fig. 12. A possible explanation of the

j band of high concentrations in Fig. 16b is
injection that the path of fluid from point S actually

at takes it past several prongs of the rake

point P each of which sees the same fluid with the
same high concentration.
Comparison with Results of Narchal and

Sieverding

Marchal and Sieverding (16] also invest-
igated the path of the suction-side leg ofthe leading edge vortex through a cascade
of turbine rotor blades. Using the light
sheet technique, they were able to illuminate
and photograph smoke patterns In a low

Reynolds number flow (5-7 x 10
4
, based on

exit velocity and axial chord). These

showed this counter vortex in the cascadesuction mid-span pressure outlet plane just ahead of the trailing
side side edge; there, the counter vortex was on the

midspan side of the passage vortex, clearly
Figure 16a rotating in the opposite sense to the

passage vortex.

In a second set of tests with a cascade
of turbine nozzle blades, Marchal and

top wall Sieverding used a 5-hole probe to measure
a flow of higher Reynolds number (1.9 x 105).

injection Again the counter vortex was seen to movejtowards midspan along the suction surface

at of the blade; and downstream of the blade

point S row, at x/c 1.28, the vorticity remaining
from the counter vortex appeared to combine
with trailing shed vorticity in the blade
wake.

Their results did not show the complete
excursion of the counter vortex around the

so passage vortex or the subsequent mixing of
the counter and passage vortices observed

-- in the present tests.

Ethylene Concentrations as a Quantitative

Measure of Turbulent Mixing

suction mid - span pressure It is possible that the probe used to
inject the ethylene into the horseshoeside side vortices at points P and S could have influ-

enced the flow and sixing downstream. As
a check, the 3.1 m diameter injection tube

Figure 1b at point S was replaced with a tube of 1.1

diameter, the concentration measurements
near the trailing edge were repeated, and
the concentration contours of Fig. 16c

top wall were obtained. Comparison of Figs. 16b
and 16c shows little difference between the

injection results; both figures show a band of high

at concentrations at the periphery of the
so______~ point S pasage vortex and both give a peak ocn

Ro tration of about 70 ppm; the shapes of the

contours are remarkably similar. (It should
be mentioned that the repeated measurements
were made several months later by a different
experimenter.)
Mixing Downstream of Blades

Some of the ethylene injected at point
S has already diffused to the location of
maximum concentration for point P by the
blade exit. tn Fig. 16b, vs find the con-
centration at this location is 27 ppm.
Let us therefore consider the change along

suction mid-span pressure a trajectory following the maximum concen-

side side tration for point P downstream of the blade.
Alonz this trajectory, the change for
ethylene from point S is from 27 to 25 ppm,

Figure 16c similar to the change for point P, from 55
to 45 ppm. But along a trajectory around

. Ithylene concentration contours near blade the edge of the pas&a vortex the concen-_/t - 0.9%. Concentrations in ppm. Injection tration of ethylene from point S falls from
probe dieters: Fig. 16a - 3.1 -m; Fit. 16b - 3.1 n; 70 to less then 25 ppm. It appears that
Fig. 16, - 1.1 m. fluid at the edges of the Passage vortex
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can mix out quite rapidly compared with fluid in its core. This explanation is consistent with the flow
path of the fluid from point S shown in Fig. 3; this carries fluid from point S close to the blade surface
at the trailing edge.

Tracing Fluid in the Low-Loss Region

In Fig. 6, a low-loss region was defined based on total pressure measurements at the downstream
measuring plane. The total pressure contours are reproduced in Fig. 15 and the low-lose region is essential-
ly that area with C < 0.2. As discussed above, it consists of a large low-loss core near the end-wall
boundary layer with Ktthin ridge extending to midapan between the high-loss core and the adjacent blade
wake. In this section we attempt to find the sources of this fluid in the ethylene injection plane shown
in Fig. 12.

To do this, we injected ethylene through a 2.4 = diameter tube at the 14 locations shown numbered in
Fig. 13. We then searched the downstream plane at x/c - 1.4 to find the peak concentrations; the locations
of these are marked with the corresponding numbers in Fig. 15. We have also estimated with the dotted
line in Fig. 13 the location in the injection plane of fluid with a downstream value of C equal to 0.2.
Thus the source of fluid in the low-loss region can be seen; it is found in the suction-sMe half of the
passage at the blade inlet where it accounts for approximately 27 % of the flow area. This is consistent
with the fact that fluid in the low-loss region represents about 36 Z of the mass flow through the cascade.

CONCLUSIONS

A 5-blade replica of the Langston turbine cascade (1] has been used to gain further information about
the flow development. The 5-hole probe measurements downstream of the cascade (at x/c - 1.4) complement
the results of Langston et al. [1], who only described the flow within the blade passage. The downstream
flow is important, however, as approximately 50 % of the losses for this cascade occur downstream of the
trailing edge. The tracer-gas technique using ethylene and a flame ionisation detector shows the paths of
fluid from horseshoe vortices through the cascade and shows where fluid with low losses downstream entered
the blade row.

The present tests were performed with an exit Reynolds number based on axial chord of 5.8 x 105,
compared with 10 x 105 for the Langston tests; the end-wall boundary layers at inlet were somewhat thicker
(6*/AZ - 0.023) than those used by Langston (6*/AZ - 0.0134).

(i) The net increase in total pressure lossgcoefficient for the present cascade, between x/c = -1.2
(upstream) and x/c = 1.4 (downstream), was AC - 0.32. This is in reasonable agreement with the corres-
ponding value of 0.27 reported by Langston etPil.; the difference may be explained by the lower Reynolds
number of the present tests and by our use of trip wires near the leading edges of the blades.

(ii) Downstream of the cascade, at x/c - 1.4, the distribution of total pressure losses showed
(a) a high-loss core near midapan with values of C greater than 1.0,
(b) a low-loss region (C < 0.1) extending from tRe edge of the end-wall boundary layer to midspan

where it appeared as a thin sRget between the high-lose cores,
(c) the blade wake, roughly downstream of the trailing edge and extending from the high-loss core to

the end wall, with 0.1 < C < 0.5,
(d) the end wall boungiry layer with values of Cpt rising to about 2.7 at the wall.

(iii) The contributions of each of these four areas to the mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient
(at x/c - 1.4) were 58 % for the high-loss core, 21 2 for the blade wake, 12 % for the end-wall boundary
layer, and 9 % for the low-loss region.

(iv) The pitch-averaged losses were lowest at the edge of the end-wall boundary layer, due to a large
"low-loss core," and then rose towards midspan. The entropy fluxes normal to the downstream measuring
plane were higher at midapan than in the end-wall boundary layer.

(v) Over 65 % of the ethylene injected near the blade inlet at locations of horseshoe vortex flow was
found downstream within the high-loss core. Flow from the pressure-side and auction-side legs of the
horseshoe vortex appeared to be distributed around the location of maximum total pressure loss (Cpt = 1.3)
in the high-loss core at the downstream plane.

(vi) Fluid from the pressure-side leg of the horseshoe vortex appeared to be distributed throughout the
passage vortex at the blade exit. The distribution was similar to the distribution of smoke observed by
Stanitz in a passage vortex in a rectangular elbow.

(vii) Ethylene injected at the location of the suction-side leg of the horseshoe vortex near the blade
inlet was convected around the centre of the passage vortex. Fluid at the edges of the passage vortex
seemed to mix more rapidly downstream of the trailing edge then fluid near its core.

(viii) Fluid with low losses (C < 
0.2) at the downstream plane represented about 36 Z of the mass flow

through the cascade. At the bladitinlet this flow accounted for approximately 27 Z of the flow area.

(ix) The observation that the size of the injection probes used for the counter vortex (3.1 m and 1.1 -
diameter) did not measurably influence the ethylene concentrations at the blade exit has possible
significance for flow modellers. It suggests that the ethylene concentrations presented here give a
quantitative measure of the integrated effects of convection and turbulent mixing between the injection
point and the sampling plan.. This data may therefore be useful in testing three-dimensional turbulent
flow calculation methods, especially in assessing turbulence models and numerical accuracy.

f
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DISCUSSION

R.Lewis, UK
If the entropy loss of 4.0 at the core of the vortex is twice that observable at the end wall after the cascade, where
does the additional entropy rise come from, (Fig.7)? Is this loss core in fact not simply the consequence of the
rolling up of low energy fluid admitted to the cascade from the annulus layer upstream, rather than an additional
loss casued by the blade row?

Author's Reply
Entropy is produced, not lost, in this irreversible flow with friction. Figure 7 shows contours of entropy flux
(PVn(s - si)) normalized such that the area-averaged entropy flux is unity. Entropy flux is a measure of entropy
flow per unit area and has the units J/Km2s; it is used here to show where the entropy is crossing the downstream
measuring plane at x/c = 1.4.

At the downstream measuring plane, x/c = 1.4, the mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient, C'pt = 0.38.
Table 2 gives the contribution due the high-loss core, at this plane as 58.6% or 6Cpt = 0.223. At the cascade inlet,
x/c = -1.2, Ept = 0.064. Thus the losses in the high-loss core are 3.5 times the losses (relative to the inlet free
stream) associated with the end-wall boundary layer at the cascade inlet. This is, of course, not surprising in view of
the irreversibility due to friction, especially in the end-wall and suction-surface boundary layers, and mixing in the
blade wake.

C.H.Sieverding, Be
Referring to Figure 6, 1 wonder whether the splitting of the total losses in various groups of losses should not be
modified by taking into account (a) that due to the spanwise angle variation the blade wake is not normal to the end
wall and (b) that the region qualified as "wake losses" should extend from the end wall to mid-span, which would
somewhat reduce the percentage of the high loss core with respect to the total losses.

Author's Reply
In this turbulent flow, significant mixing occurs and distinct boundaries are not found between the flow regions.
Fluid from one region mixes with fluid from adjacent regions. Choosing areas for numerical integration is therefore
somewhat arbitrary. Our purpose here was to obtain answers to such questions as what proportions of the losses are
found (at this plane) in the end-wall boundary layer and what proportions near midspan. A combination of
ethylene concentration and total pressure loss measurements could be used to quantify the losses for particular fluid
streams.

K.Papailiou, Gr
(I) I think that the two legs of the horseshoe vortex, having opposite vorticity, tend to cancel out. One, then,

would like to know what is the ratio of the horseshoe vorticity with respect to the one associated with the
passage vortex.

(2) If one mixes out the flow, starting from the trailing edge plane, and using momentum arguments, can one find
that the losses have been doubled?

Author's Reply
In this turbulent cascade flow, vorticity is convected, stretched and diffused. The extensive data of Langston et al.,
upon which the results of Reference I are based, may provide quantitative answers.

At the exit of the cascade, with the inlet boundary layers reported here and by Langston I I I, the suction-surface
boundary layer and the passage vortex combine to cause a significant region of low momentum fluid on the suction
side of the passage. Complete mixing of this flow with the relatively low-loss fluid on the pressure side of the
passage can more than double the losses, starting from the trailing edge plane.

F.Leboeuf, Fr
Concerning the losses you measure at the downstream station, what should be the respective influences of the two
lep of the horseshoe-vortex and of the passage vortex, which is associated with the deviation of the boundary layer
on the end-wall?

Author's Reply
A measure of the weak influence of the horseshoe vortices on the overall losses of this cascade was obtained in
References 7 and 9. There, an attempt was made to change the strength of the horseshoe vortices by changing the
shape of the leading edges of the blades. This altered the overall loses by an amount which was considered to be
within the experimental uncertainty of the measurements. Cam should be taken in extrapolating this finding to
other test conditions or other cascades.
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Karadimas
In my experience, for an aspect ratio of one, I've never seen such high losses near the mid section. Are you sure that

one part of those losses are not from a profile separation? Usually, for aspect ratio of one, the high losses are

approximately in the 25% span region. Does your profile have a good velocity distribution?

Author's Reply

The loading factor was 1. 12, so it's quite highly loaded. The boundary layer was attached in a two dimensional

sense at the exit on the suction surface, but I think that there may well have been some three dimensional separation
of the boundary layer on the suction surface associated with the roll-up of the passage vortex and associated with

the boundary layer development near midspan. But the boundary layer velocity profile in the through flow
direction was a well attached turbulent boundary layer.

I
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14EThODE DE COUPLAGE POUR LE CALCUL EN MODE INVERSE
DES ECOULENEUTS INTERNES TRANSSONIQUES AVEC ONDE DE CUOC

par

Georges MEAUZE et Jean DELERY

Office National d'Etudes at de Recherches Adroepatiales
B.P. n 72 - 92322 CHATILLON (France)

Risuui

L'approche couplage fluids parfait-fluide visqueux eat un substitut tras
6cononique A l r6solution des Squations de Nawier-Stokes complites, qui exige encore
des temps de calcul trio longs. La mithode propos ie procide par couplage entre un
domalne non visqueux, satisfaisant aux 6quations dtSuler, et des couches dissipa-
trices d6crites par une formulation aux diff6rencee finies du type couche lmite.
Elle permet le calcul d16couleaents internee transsoniques avec chocs Intenses et
dficollements itendus. La ithode eat eseentiellefent bas6e sur in algorithme inter-
actif Inverse-Inverse. Dans le cas present, crest la position du choc qui eat fix6e a
priori. Le niveau de pression aval, ainsi que lee pertes par effete dissipatife,
rfiultent du calcul interactif. Lea applications prisentfes concernent A la fois des
caonsu symttriques ot diasymftriques. La structure des champs calcul6s reflite fidi-
lement le rialitf expirimentale, en dipit du caractire simpliste du modile de turbu-
lence utills juaqu'l present.

Abstract

Viscid-inviscid coupling methods are a very economical substitute to the
solving of the full time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations which still demands long
computer time. The proposed method considers a coupling between an inviacid domain
which satisfies the Euler equations and dissipative regions which are depicted by a
finite difference boundary-layer type formulation. The method permits the calculation
of transonic internal flows comprising strong shock waves and extented separations.
The method is basically founded on an Inverse-Inverse interactive algorithm. In the
present case, one fixes the shock wave location : the interactive calculation gives
the recovery pressure level an well as the losses due to dissipative effects. The
presented applications are relative both to syumetrical and unsymetrical transonic
channel flows. The computed flows fields faithfully reproduce experiments in spite of
the rather crude turbulence model used up to now.

PRINCIPALES NOTATIONS UTILISEES

C1 coefficient de frottement pari6tal

F fonction d'smortissement de VAN DRIEST

H rapport d'Epatsseurs #= 16/0

peramitre de forms incompressible

longuour de mdlange de PRAMMfl

nombre de Hach I L frontier. de la couche alte

p pression statique

a, a composantes salon x et y de La vitease dans LU couche limits

coordonnse. do I& formulation conchs limite, x eat Ie long de La paroi, y est normale la
paroi

61isseur physique do I& couch. dissipative

6' paisseur do diplacoment

t 6psiseur do quantit6 douveit

e : mess. spicifique

o: icoiti moliculaire

7 frottmmi tamotiel

-t coefficient do relamation
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Les effete visquoux jcuent souvent un r~le essentiel done lee fcoulementa, aussi bien superso-
niques que trsnasoniques oa, quasi-inivitablement, so formont des ondes die choc plus on mone intenses.
Lea interactions fortes qui se rroduisent alors quand lea chocs percutent une paroi, entratnent un 6pais-
siasement rapide ties couches linites et peuvent =Aae provoquer leur dicollement, si les sauts die pression
d6pagsent un seui critique. Ces phinominee intiressent ausei bien l'airodynasique externe que l'ahrOdy-
namique interne. Ils soot spkclalement importanta done lea Scoulementa die canal, oOi lee interactions
viequeuses lisitent lee performances effectives A des niveaux souvent trio inffirieurs aux valeura thfiori-
quement rielisables en fluide parfait.

Les calculs d'ficoulements complexes, incluant plusicurs zones ti'interaction viaqueuse, peuvent
maintenant Itre effectufis en adoptant lune ou lVantre ties approches suivantes:

- la maniure Ia plus rigoureuse de risoudre is problime eat ti'utiliser lea 6%uations de Navier-Stokes
complates evec nodile de turbulence. Toutefois una description rialiste du champ nficessite des
maillages dont 1a tensitfi conduit I ties temps die caicul encore extrinement longs, mgue en faisant appal
A ties techniques multi-domaines [ll

- lea mithods de couplage (ou d'interactlon) viaqueux-non visqueux, off rent ties possibilitfis die calcul
beaucoup plus hconomiques. En effet, slos profitent ti'une double simplification en siparant i1icou-
lement en une partie non-visqueuse, rfigie par lea fiquations d'Euier (on encore plus simpiement par
l'iquation du potentiel si is fluide sat en outre irrotationnel), st en une partie viaqueuse I laquelle
soot appliquges des fiquations dun type concha limite. L'approche couplage coonalt actueilesent die
nombreux dfiveloppements et eat largemont utilisfie en afirodynamique externe oa eli. concurrence evanta-
geusement lee mithodes Wavier-Stokes 121.

L'empioi dlu couplngs fluids parfait-fluids viaqusux peut itre envisagE, soit sous l'aspect
"direct', soit sous l'aspect "Inverse".

Dana ls premier caB, l'objectif eat tie caicuier l'icoulsent correspondeant a un point tie
fonctionnenent tionn6, pour une giomitrie inposfie.

Dana la procitiure Inverse habituelle on recherche au contrairs une giomitrie optimal., en
a'inposant tout on partie tie iicouieuent sous form., par exemple, tie ripartitions tie pression 11 satie-
f airs is long des parois dlu canal. Ces ripartitiona soot souvont choisies tie manuare I rialiser leg
recompressions maximalos, compatibles avec l'abasnce tie dficoilemeot ties couches limites, c'est-a-dire
entrafeant des partes ainisales. Le point do fonctionnement rfisulte alors diu calcul. Uns tells mithode
eat utilisfie ciassiquesont pour dfifinir des profils ti'aubos 13].

Egalemant, uns technique tin type inverase parmet tie contrfiler lee caractiristiques do l'icou-
lement correspondeant A une configuration blen difinie d'ondes do choc, par exemple A n rfigins "critique"
oa is choc principal et aitug I i'entris tin diffussur d'une prise d'air, on dn canal interaubes ti'une
grille de. giomitrie fixfie.

Cette commnication propose une tello procfidure pour le calcul d'Scouloments internes tranasoo-
niques avec onties die choc. Son priocipo tie baso consists A mettre en oeuvre ties algorithnes tie coupiage
spicialevnt atiaptis an coaoi *0is position d'une ties zones d'interaction est choisio a priori. L'Scou-
boeot non-visqnuu eat calculfi i partir ties - 'onati'Euler ; lea couches dissipativos soot nodulisies
par lea &qu.tion do Prantl, risolues ici IV "d. irences finies. La mithode proposfie Sinfiraliso ls
travail do CVET 11.) qui otilisait notament tine mithotie intigrale pour caiculor lea couches lisits.

2 - PRESENTATION DE LA NETWODE

2.1 - Remargues prfliainkaires

ftappolona quo, done l'approche coupiage, i'icouiement considgri come non visqusux et loe
couches diseipativas (couches limit.. at sillages) soot calculgs tour A tour solon n cycle itiratif qni
doit itret conduit jusqu'l ce quo les deux toions (non visquoux et visquoux) satisfassent A ties
conditions tie competibilitG On tout point d'une eurface tie contr~le ( I ). Difffirentes surfaces ( F )
psuvont Stre adoptiss. Sans entrer doe one discussion des problines do fond dulicats, quo pose le choix
die ( X ), disoos on rtsum& qua le couplage sot le plus enuveot effectufi,

- soit I* long do la frontlire S de Ia couch. visquenee. Maio alors, si lea 6quations de Prandtl
(Siquations do Is concha limits an premior otr)soot utilielos pour calculor In zooe dissipative, 1i
s manifest. tils I* tranasoniquo ( Il 1,3 pour la plaque piano turbulent.) des conportonenta
.suparcritiques" qui entratnent doe graves difficuitis die miss en osuvre. Pour initialiser uno inter-
action, il fout alore inaginer dies "gouts" supercritique-eubcritiqne totalenent dipourvus doe signifi-
cation physique 151. Pour cotta raison, le coupiage eur S n'est plus guire utilisi

- soit It lo* de la surfece do~duiplaceent Cleoat In choix Is plus comuniment adopti, male il
conduit gobeet I depoiesdo -criticiti" qui soot toutefois reportfs. A des nombree do Hach pins
6levfiG ( He~ t 2 pour la plaque plane turbulent*);

-soit our Ia surface tiu cors 11-afne. L'icoulement non visqueni: eat aiore prolougS jusqulk la paroi
.6 iam effete Visquoux OS 1%rduleet per une condition tie vites do Fr:Lrationi Impef qui me
aubstitue I&i condition do glissemt ciasoique. Le coupiage AI&i peroi lim tocalement leg coupor-
tfoments supereritiques (6). Toutefols, 11 deviant diacutable en cia tie dicollements verticasment
$teaoti



La ofithode interactive exposfie ici utilie 1e 1opg cur la surface d dlaceent I'
L'fiquation de couplage exprime alors, pour le fluide parfait, lacndition de glismn c.r t Dana
ce cac, ( .1 ) eat donc une ligne do courant. Egalement, des grand. dficollements peuvent 6tre reprfisentfis
cans diii icultf de Principe. En revanche, lea probimues de criticit6i vont Itre rencontr~s a partir de
H =2, maui adaptations spficifiques de la mfithode de calcul de la couche Unmite, par prise en compte
des gradients de pression normaux [71.

Avant d'aborder La pr~sentation des algorithmes interactif a viaqueux/non visqueux adoptile, 11
convient de prficiser lea sithodes utilisies pour calculer lea parties non visqueuse at visqueuse de

2.2 - Calcul de l'Cicoulement de fluide parfait

WfCcoulement tranasonique de fluids parfait eat modfilisG par lea figutions d'Euler dont
l'emploi eat indispensable pour calculer des 6couleuents Internee bloqufs, oft des ondes de choc intenses
sont mucceptibles de se former. La mathode de rfisolution eat du type pseudo-ins tat ionnai re, c'ect-9-dire
que l'enthalpie d'arr~t eat suppoaaie constante en parmanence, condition qui nWest en realitai satisfaite
que loraque l1fatat stationnaire eat atteint. On giconomise ainsi Ia rfisolution de l'6quation de
l'ginergie ; en contra partie, la phase inctationnaire du calcul eat dgipourvue de signification physique.
La technique numirique eat du type diffirencec finies avec diccrftisation dana le plan physique et utili-
sation d'un schamna pradicteur-correcteur de Mac Cormack (pour plus de dfitails, voir la rff. [8]). Dana ma
version originals, la mfithode procilde en mode directs, c'est-A-dire qu'une condition de glissement eat
satisfaite our les parois dont la forime eat imposgie. ELla a 6tfi ftendue au mode iniverse [9] de maniare a
calculer des ficoulements matisfaimant A une loi de pression, imposge le long d'une fronti~re libre. Cette
deuxiiae procfidure permet de dfifinir Ia gfiometrie des lignes de courant extr~mes d'un canal devant r~a-
liser des r~partitions de pression parifitale souhait~es. En fait, le calcul pout Stre conduit en mode
inverse sur la totalit6 des parois ou en Partie ceuleament avec passage d~un mode & Venutre.

La rfrence [9) donne uns application de la procfidure inverse A Is reconstitution de l'Ecou-
lement de fluids parfait A lVintfirieur d'un canal transoonique, oft me produit une interaction choc-
couche limite tr~s Intense, la donnfes du calcul Eitant A r~partition expfirimental. de Ia pression panEf-
tale. Les rfiaultats obtenus reconstituent parfaitement I. champ at en perticulier l'effet do diplacement
de la couch. lisite, largement dficollfe, eat extr~mement bien reproduit. Une tells application prouve quo
le concept do d~placement demeure valable, amas pour des dicollements tree isportants, ce qui juatif is le
Principe de couplage adoptEi ici.

2.3 - Calcul dec couches limsites

Il eat maintenant bien connu que le calcul d'une couche limits en mode directe, cost-a-dire a
pression imposefe, devient instable A l'approche d'un point do d~colloment (*u de recollomont). Ce compor-
tement emt liE A l'exictence d'une aingularitfi so manifestant, quand Is frottement pariftal s'annule
[10]. On fivite toutefois ces dii ficultfim par ladoption d'une proEfdure inverse consistent A imposer une
grandeur ref l~tant l'Eivolution de la couche liaite :Efpaisseur do d~placement P5 ou coefficient de
frottement parifital C/ par example. La loi de preccion (ou de vitesme oxterne) devient alors le
rioultat du calcul.

La omithode utilis~e ici procide par rfisolution des Equations do coucho limit. locales, au moyan
d'une technique de diiffrences finie 11]1. La formulation adoptfie, inspirfio de cello employfie par CARTER
[12), considire come variables dipendantes, le rotationnel, at une fonction do courant, dite do -pertur-
bation', qui reprfisents le dffut do dfibit mssiquo dil A la couch. lisito. Lea Equations sont discr6-
tisfios colon un schfima fortomont implicit. qui conf~ro I la mfithod. uoo granda stabilitEi, amem en cam de
grand dficollesont. Le mode inverse pout proc~der moit A St coit A qf imposE. un calcul a Cj
donnEi eat tras utile pour lea applications du typo -conception', oft il s'agit, par exemplo, de d~finir
une compression f (x) conduisant au ralentissement maximal quo Is couch. limits Pout supporter sans
d~collar. A partir de la loi ()ainsi obtenue, Ia mfithods de fluids parfait inverse bri~vement
dicrite ci-dossus pormet ensuita de diterminer Is forme du canal qui rlalisera cette comprossion. Pour
la applicatpnis "couplago" oft l'effet do d~placement jouo un r8le primordial, c'est Eivideament I&
version A S dounna qui eat utiliale.

Pour la applications prfisentos, l'inthgration des Eiquations locales eat conduits colon Ine
procfidure do parabolisation compilto dana iesens amont-aval. En cao de dlcollenent, une tell. facon do
faire eat en toute riguour inexact. puisque, done in mono do ref lux, l'informaton so tranamet do l'sval
ve l'amont. En fait, llorrour entratnle eat trbs faible si lea vitesses do retour demeurent mod~r~ee.
La parabolisation eat alors of fectufeo en supposant nul le term. de anvoction correspondent (approxi-
mation FLARE [131).

Dana Is version actuelle do la mlthode, I. frottement turbulent apparent eat repr~sontE par un
nodile algdbrique sous L& form 1141

avec A =e

La longuouir do m~lange - et donnS. pers

Im0,085 S tat (4,82,l)
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La fonction d'amartisoment I eat oxprimlo sons Is form

oft Z eat le frottement local total, some des contributions laminaire at turbulente. Entro autreseaven-
tagos, l'introduction dane F du frottement total permet dl6viter Ia suppression complate de la composante
turbulent. qui so produirait au point de ddcollementeavec la formulation originelle de VAN DRIEST oil
c'est le frottement pariatal qui figure dana F.

11 convient de souligner ici, quo ce modAle alg~briquo a &t6 propoeg A l'nrigine pour calculer
des couches Unites soumises I des gradients do pression mod~rge. 11 n'a done pas Is prhtention de
s'sppliquer I des interactions tris fortes, oil Ia couche limite cubit tine distabilisation extrlmement
rapids sous l'effet dCon gradient de prossion positif intense. Ce nodile a fit6 surtout fit choisi en
raison do a simplicit6 do mise en oeuvre, la prfisente comunication 6tant davantage centr6e our le d~ve-
loppement d'une m~thode de calcul pratique quaoaur l'aapect modfilisotion physique dos phanomAnes. L'ams-
lioration do ce second point fait l'objet des dfiveloppoments en cours.

2.4 - Algorithmes do couplage

Selon lea domaines d'6coulement A calculer ou la nature des configurations A traitor, le
couplage eat effectug par l'une ou l'autre des procfidurea suivantes

a) fluide parfait direct-couch. limits directe

b) fluide parfait inverse-couch. limit. inverse

c) fluide parfait direct-couche .'saite Inverse.

Nouc allons maintenant examiner bri,%vement la nature do cec diffarents procidga, ainsi quo les
techniquos numfiriques sphcifiques A mettro on oeuvre pour scurer la convergence do l'algorithme do
couplage.

2.4.1 -Couplage en mode Direct-Direct

Concernant co mode, ous serons tras brefa fitant donng quo eon champ d'applicstion eat limitg
et qu'll no soul~ve pas do probiames particuliers. Il eat utilisfi pour calculer lea 6coulements avec
Interactions viaquouses dites *faibles", oft il nly a pas do risque de d~collement de l& couche unsite, no
qui eat le s on amont do l'onde de choc oft, pour toutec lee configurations calculfiec, l'gcoulemtent eat
accailfrg. Dana cec conditions, lee effete viaqueux jouent un rdle tres foible et Is calcul Interactif
n'apporte qu'une correction minima A un champ qui sersit puremont non visquoux. La boucle do calcul eat
sch~matisfie par Is diagramme ci-deseous. La convergence du procesaus, traduite par 1, invariance de I& loi
de pression pariatale ( X) , eat extramenent rapids trois A quatro cycles itfiratif a suffisont.

2.4.2 - Couplage en mode Inverse-Inverse

Cette technique eat appliqu~e ici pour lea situations oft l'origine do l'intetaction,
c'eat-a-dire 1. point cat Is presalon pariftale s met A croftre, eat fixhe a priori. Le cycle it~ratif
eat sch~matis6 par Ie diagrams ci-dessous:

portent dune distribution donna. 6'(x) , Is calcul de couch. limits inverse fournit une
ripartition de pressian Pe'x) . A partir do cello-cl, Is calcul Inverse de fluids parfait permet do
dlterminer 1. champ complet de l'Acoulement at, en particulier, 1. goutrie do Is ligne do courant sur
laquelie ect Impos&* is 101 ;2(X) . L'Gcart 44 entre cotta ligne ot I& perot matirielle repr~sente
une nouvelle estimation de l'Spasour do diplacement qui, spris sags relaxation, eat rfinjoctie dana It
cycle itiratif.
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Dana le cas trAsent, i& niceaaitfi d'une sous relaxation a'explique clairement at I'on conslire
dana 1. plan ( me ,j ), ( Me eat le nombre de Koch local 31 Ia frontilr* de Ia coucha limite) lea
"courbes de rfiponae' reapectives, du fluide parfait, et de Ia couchs limit. en un point du mailng. ds
calcul situ& or i surface de dlplacement J'Zr) (voir fig. I). Le point P dtintersection de cee deux
courbes eat Visage de l1itat convergli via&. Dlisignonas par 7grp (Fluide Parfait) at me, (Couche
Limit.) lea pentes de chacune des courbas de riponse en P. !loyennant one linliarisation no voisinage de P,
un raisonnenent simple montre que lVitlration de point fixe converge vera P, A condition qua 1. coef-
ficient de relaxation (d) molt tel qua

W < 2 p

74FP - '1CL

On pout donc assurer Is convergence de l'itirntion et Iloptimiaer en fivaluant w a no myan de
Is relation ci-demmus. Pour cela, I cheque cycle Itfirntlf, lea pentas MFp at MCL soot eatimlies de Is
maniure solvent.

Poor I. fluids parfait, on suppose qua l'&icouleusnt dane 1. canal iaeffectue par trenches
planes. Alarm, Ia conservation do dibit conduit & La relation (thlorlne d'Hugoniot)

M =dO ~ A- S'_

oai A dfisigns Is section droite locale do canal at 
11Fp i. nombre de Mach mayan dans cette section.

La pants 7RcL relative I la coucha limits sat 6valuta a partir de I'6quation int~grale de
Von Karman oft 1. frattement parifital eat nigligg ; Balt:

dx~me m*a~ e dX

49 repr~aente 116palaseur de quantitl da mauvamaent at l'an a pai : PZ me ____

Adoptant Ia relation apprachla f = H , oil Hi eit I. paraultre de form.
incompressible, 11 vicat

(MCI = _2 2.' cc H [ 2cf -( 42
SMe Ile

La valeur de H eat fournie par 1. calcul do concha Iliit., at Stant prii &gol A 0,4.

Ii serait probablament pr~f~rable d'utiliser localoment 1. coefficient de relaxation optimal
adopt& A cheque point do contr~le situ& out Ia surface de couplage. Toutafola, dona les applications
prlisentfies ci-apria, Is plus foible valeur trouvlie pour Wi a StA appliqu~e & tons lee points ds
calcul. Ella correspond d'ailleurs A Lat dernilra station aval do La r~gion subionique.

Le cycle itlratif do couplage "fort" eat initialis& en s doonant une r~partition ()
arhitraire depuie Is point d'absciiae X0 I choist camme origin* do Ilteraction. L'E6tat do l'Etow-
lament on amont do X0  r~sult. do couple$@ "faibla * pratiquA solon La mithod. Direct-Direct (volt
paragraphs 2.4.1 ci-desue). 11 et Evident quo I. processua itlratif ea cc~l~r& I lon part dun
.prfdicteor"' 6'(z) pas trop Sloignl do La solution converg~e. Four cola, lee corrfilations exp~rimenteles

peovont servir de guide (151. Mlanmoins, af in d'Eprouver I&e robustesse do L&afmthod., on calcol a At&
effectu& en ,srtant d'ons Evolution 0'(i) choieie volontairement pen r~alists. Los distributions succee-
sives do S (Z) tracies figure 2 montrent one convergence rapid* des cycles itlratifs. Cos rlgultati
sont relatifs I Is preatire des applications pr~sent~om paragraphs 3.2 ci-deemoui.

2.4.3 - Couplage en mode Direct -Inverse

La mlthode du type Inverse-Inver"e eat eses limitative en ce sons qu'elle no permit do troitor
au'un!i soul. interaction dont 1'orialne eat f li.. Clest par example 1. cam Woun prof ii avec on choc A
l'etrado on eel I d'un canal traosmonique "ti traversE par use miule one do choc. Dans a t ra-

lit&. bien *Or, le@ conaux lnteranbes sont dissymetiuies at @III "t toujours possible do cholsir l'ori-
gins do Iliateraction our one des parois, Is position do l'isterection or ln perol faieast faze d6pend
do tout I'Scouleusnt, c'est-A-dire do Is solution *Ile -ow. Son aowlacomin doit domc demmrvt libro, 11
no sere d~fini qul convergence do calcul.
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La mithode permettant do calculer l'interaction dite "libre" eat analogue, dana son Principe, a
calle utilisie pour lee icoulements tranasoniques autour de profile d'ailes [161. 11 s'agit d'une proc&-
dure Directe-Inverse dont l'algorithae d'itiration eat schhimatiai ci-deasous

Coch Limi/ Wvrs \~(r

Portent d'une distribution 6'T, on effectue :un calcul de fluide parfait en mode direct,
qui donne une ripartition de nombre de Mach i~(x) our Ia surface de diplacemant at, pari~lilement, un
calcul de couche limits Inverse conduicant A une lol M, (-) difffirente, aauf a convergence oft

Me (x)~ a Me(x). Procidant coma Is fait CARTER [ 17], A partir de l'aerreur A Me= i 1() - Me (x) une
correction 45"' eat fivalule au foyan de I& formula I ci-desaus. L'expthrience montre que Ie calcul
converge sane relaxation, A condition toutefoic d'opfirer un lissage convenable de Ia nouvelle loi S *(x)
obtenue, eurtout done la rfigion correspondent A des nombres de Kach tris ligiremant superconiques.

3 - APPLICATIONS DE LA METRODE ET COMPARAISONS A L'EXPERIENCE

3.1 - Conditions exp~rireentales

La ofithode de couplage a 6t* appliquge cur des configurations dont certaines ant fait l'objat
d'expgriencea trio ditaillies 118). Celles-ci oat 6t6 of fectufies doe un canal tranasonique, bidinn
eionnel (soufflerie S8Ch de 1'ONERA) reprfisent6 schfimatiquesent figure 3. La soufflerie eat alimentie an
continu avec de I'air atmosphirique dissichf, la conditions ginfratricec ftant lea suivantea
prescion jzj - 95 k Pa, taapgratura Tj - 300 Kt. La vein. d'essai a une envergura de 120 mm at uns
hauteur A l'entrfie de 100 an. Ella eat 6quiple de blocs tuy~re, ou bien de bosses, interchangeable. do
manilre I produire des ficoulements iglrement cupersoniques. Un deuxigms col de section riglable, dispoai
en aval du canal, crfi. une onde de choc par of fat de blocage. 11 permet 6galemnt d'isoler l'ficoulement
analys6 des perturbations engendries dans lee canalisations aval. Las interactions choc-couche limite
Gtudiles ae produisant cur lee parois haute at besse du canel, un Pau avant Ia fin do la partie diver-
genta cupersonique, de manigre A cc qua l'onde de choc soit bien stable.

Lea couches dissipativec en Interaction ont fit& exploriea tric soigneusement au moyen d'un
vflocisitre lacer bidirectionnel. Il a 6tfi ainsi possible de dfiterminer lee profile de vitecce de 1a
couche limit. avec une grende pricision, mime dana lea zones d6collhes. Les ripartitions de praccion
.erifitale ont 6galemant 6tf macurgies.

3.2 - Applications A des canaux symitriques

Quand le canal eat symitrique, il suff it de calculer li6coulement dens une des moit du
canal. La domain. de calcul at alors limitG par 1a paroi our laquells linteraction cc produit at 1t
plan de symtrie, qui so comport. come unse peroi sans couch. limit., oft une condition de gliccesent sat
appliqufie. Pour toutec lea configurations envisaggss, uan calcul oat d'abord effectuG pour 1. canal entia-
r;ment morcS en superaoniqua. Las effetc viaqueux, qui s traduisent par une interaction du type

sfible", sont pric en compte par Ia procidurs Directs-Direct. dficrite plus haut (voir paragraphs 2.4.2
ci-desaus). Ce calcul fournit lea conditions initialec A labacis -to, choisie comse oriin. do
l'interaction avec choc. La processuc eat amorc# come indiquG plus haut, ls couplage utilisent alors le
mode Inverse-Inverae.

La premir interaction calculi. a lieu doe n e tuylrescymitrique * conque pour produire um
6coulesent supersonique uniform do nombre de Mach nominal fgal a 1,4. La dibut de 1 interaction eat
choisi I une abscissa oa le nombre do Mach 40 IsL fronti~re do la couch. limits eat 6gal A 1,28, ce
qui eat un peu en dogi do la limit. eipfirimentale do dicollement neissant an pied do choc [191. Lea
lignes isobar.* du fluide parfait obtenues apris convergence sont reprisenties figure 4. La ripartition
du nombre de Mach Me oat tradie figure 5 at cellos des grandeur. relatives &IsL couch* limite : "

9 , Cf et Hi~ (paramitre do form incompressible) figures 6a at 6b. Le calcul mat en 6vidence
un trio lIftr dicolloment, qui eat dasilloura & Is limits do ce qui at expirimntalement dicolable. 11
nly a pa. pour ce cac do comparaison avec des ensures, lee conditions initialec du calcul ma Correa-
pondent pa. axactement I un. configuration expfirimentale.

Le deuxilme example eat relatif I use tuyire, toujours cymitrique, dont I. nombro do Mach
nominal eat do 1,6. L'intsraction eat initialicis A use station oa /Le. - 1.44 ce qui dolt conduire Is
formation dun dicolloent franc. Ici, lea condition. do calcul coincident avec us ceo alyei oxpirimen-
talament. La figure 7 donne le traci des isobarec de l16couloment do fluids parfait st lea figures 8 at 9
lea distributions de M, , X' , 0 , Cl at & . Livolution calculi. do Cf confirm 1a
formation d'un dicolloment ases Standa. Come 1* montre Is figure 6, 1e calcul conduit I mne compression
trop forte, coneiquenco do Ilutiliection d'un sodle o turbulence trop "cimplicte". Maioina, lalluro
ginfirals du phinomine eat correctomant reproduite per I. colcul.
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Le dernier example do canal symitrique, correspond a un. Interaction encore plus intense pour
laquelle /1 - 1,55. Eli. *a produit dons is alme tuyire que l'exeuple prficident. Lea risultata de ce
calcul sont Yong. figure. 10 A 12 (aucune exprience n'Stait diaponible pour ce cas). On reuarquera
l'importance accrue de l'interaction, qui entrain. un large dicollement de la couche limits. La champ des
isobares (voir fig. 10) met on Svidenco use "langue supersonique", incluso dons 1. champ myal aubsonique.
Ce phinomane eat souvent observ& dans lea interactions choc-couche limits en tranasonique SleeS [20],
sans que son caractare de giniralitg puise 4tre 6tabli.

3.3 - Application I un canal dsysitrigue

La psroi inffirioure du canal comporte ici une "bosse" do 286 =m do long cur 12 =e d'ipaisaeur.
La parot aupfirieure eat roctiligne. Las conditions exphirimentales cont telles quo, our la paroi inf 6-
rioure, l. dibut de l'interaction en produit pour un nombre do Mach Me, - 1.37. 11 y a alora dficollenent
de Ia couch. limite avec formation d'une zone dicollie tris gitendue, en raison du contour do la peroi.

Apris l'itape prfiliminaire en mode Direct-Direct, le calcul eat of fectuG en faisant coincider
l'origine do 1' interaction cur la paroi infieure avec l'expfirience. La mode inverse-Inverse eat utilisfi
1. long do la paroi bass et le mode Direct-Inverse our La paroi haute, oai la zone d'interaction doit
demeurer libre (voir paragraph. 2.4.3 ci-dessus). La figure 13 montre lea distributions do prescion our
lea perois haute et basse, A l'initialisation du calcul, et apric convergence. On notera le diplacement
vors l'amont du dibut do l'interaction -haute mineS quo Ia disparition des oscillations pr~sentos mu
d~part. La figure 14 donne le tracG des isobaroc du champ non visqueux. Las comparaicons thiorie- expa-
rience sent prgisentfies figures 15 a1 18. La calcul conduit A une tram bonno simulation de 116coulement
tranasonique at des deux interactions dent il eat le siage. L'accord quantitatif oat raisonnable malgrS
Ilinadaptation du modale do turbulence utilisfi ici. Celui-ci cureatime lea forces visquouces
(c'st-a-dire la tension de cisailloment turbulonto), d'oa uno trop grand. "raideur" do la couche
limit. ; ceci as traduit par uno surestimation des recompressions, et use sous-estimation do l'6pmissis-

ement t do Ia dstabilisation do 
Ia couch. limit..

4- CONCLUSION

L'approche couplage fluid. parfait-fluid. visqueux permet une prfivision tram r~alist. des Gcou-
lements internee supersoniquec et/ou transmoniques, siages d'intoractions visquouses fortes. La mfithode
proposfie procide par couplago entre un fluide non viequeux, satiefafeant les E-quations d'Euler, et des
couches disaipatives dficrites par lea fiquations de Prandtl qui sent rfisoluec ici colon us sch~ma aux
diff~rences finies. Los conditions de couplage coot oxprimies our la surface do diplacement. Des exemples
d'Eicoulements transsoniques avec chocs intenaos et dficollements mont traitis. La mithode at essential-
lement basis our us algerithme interactif en mode Inverse-Inverse qui permet de choimir l'origine do
"1l'interaction", c'eat-&-dire en gros Ia position du choc. La niveau de preasion aval, ainci quo lea
pertos par effete dimaipatif a rfimultent du calcul itiratif. La ofithode inclut Sgalement us algorithme
Direct-Inverse (ou Sem -Inverse) pour traitor le cas gfinfral des canaux diccyemitriques. En effet il W'est
possible d'adopter le mode Inverso-Inverse que cur use eule paroi.

Lea applications effectuies montrent quo La mithode possade do bonnes qualitis de convergence
et conatitue de ce fait us "outil" Gconomique pour calculer des 6coulements internee complexes comportmnt
des interactions avec dicollement 6tendu. La structure des champs calculis ref late fidilement La rfialit&
expirisantale ; nfianmoine l'accord quantitmtif n'est pas encore pleinement satiafaisant en raison du
carmctire trop rustique du modale do turbulence utilichi dons lm version actuelle do Ia mithode. La modfi-
lisation do I& turbulence dons lea interactions choc-couche limit. eat en fait us problame trio comploxo
qui oct encore loin d'Itre totalement rimolu. La. fitudec do base en ceurs, A l'ONERA en particulier [21],
devraient toutefoic permettre des program aubstantiels dons us proche avenir.
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DISCUSSION

WiJCalvert, UK
For the symmetrical calculation with Meo = 1.44 (Fig.7-9), you attribute the discrepancy between the measured
and predicted Mach numbers to the turbulence model in the viscous calculation. Since the calculated distribution
of 6 * agrees well with the test data, surely the inviscid part of the calculation must also be somewhat in error.

R6ponse d'Auteur
L'6coulement en aval de l'interaction dtant transsonique, le niveau des pressions et des nomnbres de Mach est
extrdmement sensible i une ltg~re variation de la section offerte au fluide et donc de I'6paisseur de d~placement.

En particulier, comme le sugg6re M. Dunham, l'effet des couches limites paridtales et tr6s important sur cette r6parti-
tion de pression.

K.Papailiou, Gr
(1) The amount of aritificial viscosity influences the width of the calculated shock wave. Does this situation

influence the final boundary layer calculation results?

(2) On which factor do you attribute the discrepancy between calculation and experiment? The luck of using
Navier-Stokes equations or the turbulent model used?

RL'ponse d'Auteur
(1) Effectivement la viscosit6 artificielle a un effet sur l'dpaisseur du choc, qui reste cependant mod6rde de l'ordre

de 3 A 4 mailles. Par contre l'effet devient tout A fait n6gligeable au niveau de l'interaction avec la couche-
limite grAce i l'ttalement de la rdpartition de pression. Je rappelle en outre que d'une faqon g~ndrale, la viscositd
artificielle a un effet sur l'entropie presque exclusivement, et pratiquement aucun sur la pression statique.

(2) Je reste convaincu que les icarts avec 1'expdrience sont dus A la trop grande simplicit6 du schema de turbulence
utilisde et cela pour 3 raisons:

-les auteurs de la Rdf. [Ill ont effectuds un calcul Navier Stokes avec le mitmei sch6ma de turbulence. pour
une configuration tout A fait analogue A la premidre prdsentde ici. 11 apparait que les rdsultats sont tout i
fait comparables et en particulier que Ia gradient de pression transversal dans la couche visqueuse et tr~s
faible.

- je rappelle un calcul prdsentd en [91 qui consiste A imposer la r~partition de pression exp6iimentale au fluid
parfait en mode inverse. L'dvolution de l'dpaisseur de dtplacement que I'on en d~duit est parfaitement
comparable A celle mesurte.

- si l'on introduit comme dornhe, la r~partition de 6* expdrimentale POUr Ie calcul de couche liniite inverse
on retrouve l'dcart sur 1'6volution de nombre de Mach; Si l'on effectue le mdme type de calcul avec un
schdma de turbulence plus dlabord, l'dcart diminue considdrablement.

J.Dunham, UK
I wonder if the discrepancy between measurrd and calculated Mach numbers after the shock may perhaps be due to
shock-induced separations on the side walls?

Rttlonse d'Auteur
Je suis tout A fait d'accord. Malhieureusement les mesures effectutes ne permettent pas de chiffrer 1'effet tit au
d~veloppernent des couches limites pari~tales.
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METHODE D'ANALYSE EXPERIMENTALE

DE L'INTERACTION CHOC-COUCHE LIMITE EN GRILLES D'AUBES

par

Antoine FOURMAUX

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Agrospatiales

29, avenue de la Division Leclerc
B.P. n* 72

92322 CHATILLON Cedex

RESUME

Dans les grilles d'aubes, la faible apaisseur physique des couches limites,

due aux dimensions gan~ralement rtduites des maquettes, rend d6licates les mesures

permettant d'accider aux grandeurs caractAristiques de Ia couche visqueuse. Afin

d'avoir une estimation de l'effet de dtplacement et d'gvaluer l'importance de linter-

action entre lea chocs et lea couches limites, on utilise une mfthode de calcul

pseudo-instationnaire en mode inverse pour reconstituer par le calcul l'6coulement

dans le canal inter-aubes A partir du relev6 de la pression statique sur le profil.

On prdsente dans l'exposd le principe et lea limites de cette mdthode d'ana-
lyse, ainsi que des comparaisons entre lea rdsultats du calcul et des mesures fines

effectutes dans le canal. On aborde en outre laspect purement exprimental

techniques utilistes pour rdgler et contr8ler ltcoulement, et techniques de mesure.

ABSTRACT

The small physical thickness of cascades boundary layers, due to the usually
small dimensions of the test models, makes it difficult to measure the characteristic
parameters of the viscous layer. In order to estimate the displacement effect and to

evaluate the importance of the shock-boundary layer interactions, a time-marching

computation method is used in inverse mode to reconstitute the flow in the channel

from static pressure plot on the blade.

In the paper, the principle and the limits of this method of analysis are
presented, as well as comparisons between the calculation results and detailed measu-
rements carried out within the channel. Furthermore, the purely experimental aspect is
taken up : techniques used to adjust and control the flow, and measurement

techniques.

I - INTRODUCTION

Des progrAs considlrables dens lee recherches de profile optimisbs deatinis aux roues de
compresseurs axiaux ant 6ti rendus possibles ce dernilres annges par Is dhveloppement des mfthodes de

calcul.

Maio le recours I l'explrience reste indispensable pour vlrifier le bien-fondA des diff6-
rentes approches utilis6eo, surtout lorsque l'on souhaite reprisenter par le calcul Is comportement du
fluids visqueux.

Afin d'ttabllr des comparaisona significatives entre lea r6sultats des calculs et les assures,
lea "lthodes explrimentales s sont done rues coutraintes do fournir des informations de plus en plus
ditaillies at dlicates A obtenir.

A is fin d'una campagne d'essais, on s trouva devant un volume parfols itportant de donnes,
dent il convient on premier lieu do vrifier la coh6rance globale. Ensuite tout traitouent d'une partie
do ce donnfes prmtttant do riduire lea =sures nlcessaires sere Is bionveu, car il parsmttrs de
diminuer I la fl is dure at Is coOt des campagnes ultlriuros.

Cat article prisente un. aithode perettant ds reconstituer l'lcoulesnt dons un canal inter-
aubes d'uns grills supersonique I partir du simple relev& do la pression statique our l'extrados et
l'intradoo du profil. Des comparaisons "at faites ntre Is champ do premmion recontituS et Is champ de
pression r~el, explor& gflce I sue sonde A 5 trans miniature. On yetra auss comnt il sat possible
d'estimer l'effet do diplacement de I& couche visqusus at d'yvaluer liioportane do l'interactiu
choc-couch. limits.
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2 - ASPECTS EXPERIMENTAUX DU PROBLEME

2.1 - Revue des principales difficultfis exp~rimentales

DAs que Ilon souhaite obtenir des informations tris dataillfies sur l'fcoulement dens une
grille d'aubes, des difficultfis exparimenteles apparaissent. Le centre de ces dtFficultss eat Is petite
taille des maquettes couratement utilisfies.

La taille de Is mequette est pratiquement impoaae par Is soufflerie disponihie :Ia puissance
de l'inatallation dfitermine lea dimenaions de ia veine d'essai, compte tenu des conditiona ganaratrices
de l'fcoulement A r~aliser. On dait noter R!galement qu'un n~mbre d'aubes minimal eat indispenaable pour
asaurer correcteaent la p~riadicitg de la grille.

Lea cons~quences cant de deux ordres

- difficult6 d'instrumentetion des profile

lee aubes de campresseurs, surtaut en t~te de pale, soot lee plus ainces passibles. L'6paisseur saxd-
male d'un prafil de grille eat de queiques millim~tres, elors que l'Epaisseur aux bards d'attaque et
de fuite est inffirieure au millim~tre. Des techniques nouvellee, camme l'usinage par filectro-6rosion,
ant permis d'am~liarer Is rfelisation et l'instrumentation des profile die grille. Toutefots lee
r~gians de bard d'atteque et de fuite restent trap minces pour 6tre 6quipfies de faqon satisfaisente en
prises de pression stetique;

- difficultfi de mesure dens lea cansux inter-eubes

le canal inter-aubes est exigu, et d'acces maleisS. 11 eqt epparu n~cessaire, pour y faire des
mesures, de d~velopper une instrumentation taujaurs mieux adaptfie :sonde 5 trous miniature, et
systae de d~placement dens le volume A explorer. De plus, dens une grille supersonique, certaines
zones de l'ficoulement soot trenseaniques, et is sonde dolt avoir une bonne r~panse aux alentours de
M - 1.

2.2 - Prfisentation de Is grille et des conditions d'essals

La grille fitudise (fig. 1) est camposfie de 6 aubes syant les caractfiristiques suivantes

*corde C -122,2 mas

& paisseurs :bard d'sttaque 0,7 see
bard de fuite 1,0 mm
maximale 3,6 mm

*encombrement axial Cx - 72,5 m
*envergure 1 - 100,0 mm
*angle d'adaptation (angle entre
Is r,,rmale su front de grille et
Is d:rection de l'6coulement) 60*

Le pes de Is grille vaut 58 mm (pas reletif 0,475).

Fig. I1- Vije dol / /*
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Les esas ant eu lieu dana Ia souffleria de grille plane de l'ONERA A Chalais-Meudon, dficrite
pour l'essentiel en [1]. Par rapport A cette rfrence, quelques modifications visant 41 amfiliorer la
pfiriodicitfi de l'ficoulement et le contr8le des couches limites latfrales ant fitg effectu~es aur
1' installation.

Conditions d'essais

ficoulement ginfirateur : M. - 1,5
=IL 80 000 Pa

Ti 300 K

Rapport de pression statique ~i4, 2,04 pour leaeat d~tailil pr~sentfi ici. La taux de
convergence amont-aval des nappes de courant eat obtenu naturallement A partir du d6collemsent des
couches Itnites des parota latirales de Is soufflerie. Ce dficollement eat contr8ll par un diapositif
d'eapiratton, et Ia masure des aillages parmet de a'asaurer qua le taux de convergence at constant sur
une partie auffisante de l'envergura. Ici, le taux de convergence -C=Ot A
vaut 0,80 (indice 1 6coulement amont,

tndice 2 6coulement aval mayan).

2.3 - Meaures effectufes

Pour cet essai, otl le maximum d'informations fitatt souhaitE, lea acaures suivantes ant kt6
faites:

- meaures de la preasion atatique sur l'axtrados at lintrados des profila fiquipfis (intrados :20
prises, extradoe 19 prises), pour plusieura positions en anvargure, autour do plan mfidian de is
veine;

- masura A ia sonde miniature 5 trous 0 1,5 mm (fig. 2)

*contr8le do nombre de Hach A l'amont de Is grille,
*meaure du sillage sulvant l'anvergure :contr8le de Ia pfriodicit6 at du taux de convergence,
*meaure dana le canal (fig. 3):
7 axes d'axploration parallls au front de grille,
2 axes d'axploration inclinla de 30* par rapport au front de grille.

Da plus, une visualisation par anduit visquaux aur 1'axtrados at l'intrados a fit6 rfialisfie.

z
(mm)

Fig. 2 - Sonde 5 trous.
a) Vuegnrapt
b) Deai du ner, vue defaece
0i DOWi du net, vjue larale.

Cz 72,S mm

X iCX *(MM)
1 0,255 9 -7
2 0,470 9 -24
3 01537

// 2 345 6 7 Fig. 3- Axesd'xpoatAon onde 5 tmuu. .--

0 s



3 - PRESENTATION DE LA NETHODE UTILISEE

L~e principa de base eat le suivant :on connaft Ia repartition de la pression atatique ouir lea
parois d'un canal inter-auhes (extrados d'une auba, intrados de Vaube supgrieure). et on impose cette
r~partition comae donnge d'un calcul de floide parfait, ou, en d'autra termea, on cherche le canal qui,
en fluide parfait, donnerait Is r4partition expfirimentale de preasion aur lea parois.

Pour cela on utillse on programme de calcul rgaolvant leg Equations d'Euler par une mfithode
pseudo-instationnaire inverse 121 13]. Au dgbut du calcul, leg frontiares do maillage dons le canal
(fig. 4 a) sont naturellement l'extrados at l'intrados de i'aube, at Is r~partition ~~(c~) eat
tmpos~e aur celles-ci (fig. 5).

Au tours do calcul le maillage se d~forme (fig. 4b) at on admet, dona la veraion employfie, que
Ia preasion se conserve sur des droites parallales so front de grille, ou, aotraaent dit, on aooposa
qua ?b'jI./j=O entre Is frontiare de dfipart (extrados 00 intrados) et Ia frontiare finale (ajaulant
l'ef fat de d~splacement des couches visquauses). Catta approximation eat valable qoand le d~placement eat
relativamant foible, 00 quand Ie gradient bir. eat foible (6 fi tant l'abaciase corviligne do
profil o n dficolleiaent isobare correspond A .~-~ 0 , par example). Une meilleore approximation
consisterait A aupposer qua c'ast suivant I& normaleaus profil que Ia pression atatique se conserve. Ce
point prgcis a d'aillaurs At6 dfivelopp6 dana las versions ult~rieures do programme de calcul.

Ce schAma conserve fividemsent le dfibit passant dana la grille at Ia difffgrence antre leg
parois" issues do calcul inverae at lea parois r~elles do canal raprAaente ILspaisaeur de d~placement
dOaux couches visqoeosea, dficollgiea oo non. Par contra, la quanttiti de mouvement do fluida rfiel ne peot

pas 9tre rastitufia par le calcul inverae.

4a 4

Fig. 4 - (a) Maillag. initial
(bi Maillage finail.

0,2 impact du choc oblique

PI3'

Fig. 5 - Rdpwtitlo do pro asan aw I %a.



Pour mener ce calcul au mteux, quelques aufinageinents se sont rivfilgs ndcessaires

a) traitement au bard d'attaque;

en rfialit6 dans la grille ii existe un char de bard d'attaque, dfitach& et courbe. 11 n'est pas
possible de prendre en colupte ce genre de choc dans le programme de calcul de canal en fluide
parfait. Aussi on utilise l'artifice suivant :l'aube eat ligarement allongfie pour que le choc
oblique obtenu de cette faqon sit le same point d'iispact aur l'extradoa que le choc de bard d'attaque
r~el (fig. 6);

b) traitement au bard de fuite

dans is rigion du bard de fuite, is minceur du profil ne permet ps d'implanter de prises de
pression statique. La r~partition de pression A partir de la derniare prise juaqu'au bard de fuite,
ainsi que le niveau de pression A l'aval de is grille cant extrapois a partir des mesurec de sillage
proche.

\~ \\ j5 Ch.. riet

SChar fictif k'.

- Front do grill*

Fig. 6 - Traitemnent so bord d'attaque.

La donnfie de Is pression pour le calcul eat reprfisentge figure 5. On note cur cette figure lea
fiaches indiquant les abacisses A partir desquelies is pression eat effectivement imposfie (avant ces
points, is gfiomftrie du canal eat respect~e);

c) 6volution de Is convergence des nappes de courant A travers is grille

le taux de convergence -C c ,Va / V, eat obtenu par l'intfigration oval aur un ps du d~hit
passant dana Is grille. Par cantre son fivalution dans le canal nWest ps mesurfie :on eat done
contraint d'introduire dans le ralcul une loi arbitraire. Lea expiriences ant confirmfi que is partie
amont supersonique de 1'Sicoulement eat trils aenaiblement bidimensionnelle ('C - 1) et que c'est donc
A partir du choc que l'effet de convergence se fait aentir. fl'autre part, lea mesures de aillage
indiquent que le taux de convergence n'Sivalue pratiquement pas elon l'sxe x, A l'aval de Is grille.

Plusieurs ralcula ant 6tf sengs pour fivsluer l'influence de ce paraeatre u is ant montrE que
lsllure gfindrale du champ des isobares eat assez peu modifide.

4 - RESIULTATS

4.1 - Reconstitution du champ de pressian

Lea figures 4a et 4b montrent l'Sivalution du maillage au caurs du calcol.

Figure 4a inaillage de ddpart, et gionitrie du prafil.
Figure 4b maillage apres convergence du calcul.

La figure 7 reprfisente 1e champ des isobarea dane le canal interaubes. On pout constater
aisiment que Ie rhoc principal de recompreasion provaque le dicollement de Is couch. limit. aver [a
formation d'un A aussi bien A l'extradoa qu'a l'intrados ; ce A eat plus accentoi I ['extrados oft le
nombre de Mach a l'amont do char eat plus filevg.

4.2 - Comparaison entre le calcul inverse ot lea sondages done 1. canal

11 eat possible, A partir deo risultats du calcul, de tracer lea fivolutiona de la preasion
statique our les diftirenta axes d'oxploratian do Ia sonde et de lea comparer aux mssures expgrimentales
(fig. 8). Cotte comparason eat taut A fait satiataisante, soot done Is partie amont du canal.

Dons cotte rigion, I. disaccord a probablemont pour origin. le traitomont au bord d'attaque
Ie choc riol, por#;u par Ia sonde ongondro un 6coulement difftirent do licoulemont calculi o4) 11 y a un
choc oblique de foible intenoit6.

11 taut aussi remarquer que 10 calcul inverse rot late les riaultats d'un aoul essai, tandis
quo chacune des explorations proviont d'un autre oasi. La roproductibilitg do l'Acouleuont eat ginG-
ralemont bion amour#*, "ais 11 pout arrivor qo'uno ligaro dirivo dos riglagon (vannag., aapiration,
tuyaro...) induis. des modifications minimas do l'icoulomont.

Coupto tonu de cotta remarque, on voit (fig. Bc, d, a, h, i) quo lo position expiriuentale do
choc oat bian reotitulo par 10 calcul, aioat quo certain* ditails de l'icoulement, tells la lamair.
riacciliration &pram 1s choc (fig. 8d, I on particuliar).
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Fig. 7 - Reconstitution de I16ouletnent (isobares).

D'autrea comparaisons apparaissent our lee figures 9a et 9b. On y a reportS lea maures faites
en 3r./C., - 0,795 et 0,898, c'est-&-dire dans l& partie aval du canal, pris du bord de fuite. La chute
de la preasion d'arrlt .J-i/ ..L , associge A la stabilisation de Is pression atatique, indique
clairement la pr~aence de couches viaqueuaea dont l'6paiaseur de d~placement V~ eat importante. flans le
calcul inverse, Is difffirence entre le prof il de l'aube et la fronti~re finale du maillage dolt corres-
pondre au 8*. La dfitermination de 8' A partir de l'expdirience eat imprficiae I cauae du nombre rfiduit
de points de masure done la zone viaqueuse, mais il eat facile de constater que, qualitativanent l'effet
de diplacement eat bien rendu par le calcul.

L'enaeuble de caB rfisultats montre donc que la connaissance pr~cise de la r~partition expfiri-
mentale de preasion sur lea garcia du canal garnet de reconatituer trla convenablement le champ des tao-
bares dana le canal inaie. En outre, une estimation de l'dgaisseur de dlplacement paut Itre obtenue ; par
centre pour fivaluer lea autree caractfir18tiqUea globales de la conchs visquause. at par 13 remionter aux
pertain, i1 faudrait faire appel A un calcul de couche limits en mode inverse (dont la donn~e eat 81P ).
On obtiandrait alora una Gvolution de l'lgaiaseur de quantitfi de ineuvament dfipendant des conditions it-
tiales qu'il faudrait ajuster pour assurer Is coupatibilitS entre Ia rlpartition do pression expiri-
mactale at La rlpartition de vitesse issue du calcul de couche limite.

4.3 - Cohlrenca globale des risultats

La calcul inverse paut Atre considlrA comas un mode de traitenent de donnfies da soufflerie.
Cam donnias -preasion statique our de arcia- sent glut~t fiables. Un bon accord etre lea rfsultata du
calcul at lea asures faites I Ia sonde prouva qua l'enaemble des risultats eat cohlirent, at fontra an
particulier Is bon fonctionnesent do In sonde dana La domains dilicat des 6couleuants tranasoniques. Ce
dernier point eat important car I l'aval do la grille, 11 ou il nly a pas do rocoupomant possible, Is
assure des aillages as fait auesi an Scoulement tranasonique.

5 - CONCLUSION

La simple connaiseanco do I& rdpartition expfirimentale do Is prassion atatique our un prof ii
do grille plane do comprassur axial, associle A quelquaa aures do sillaga, a parma do reconstituer
1. champ do pression dane 1s canal intor-aubes. Pour cola on a utilisi une aithode Inverse do calcul do
fluid* parfait 1.I preasion iuposle aur lea frontiros du domains do calcul provoque Ia dlplacomont do

cornderniltes at donna uno bone estimation de Ilf fat do dlplacement OsNdclaat e oce
1 mtoo.

La comparaison etre Is@ rioultats du calcul inverse at des assures fines dane I* canal Inter-
subes montre u. accord satisfaisant compte tons des amnagmata nlceasaires i1 La alsoe en oouvre do
calcul.

Buftin La cohirsace globals des risultats obtonue dona cot coo oa iee couches limit.. sont
d'Ipaesar trio impotante st intireassnte, car *11e tend A justifier l'approximation fluid* parfait-
fluids visquosn pour Is celcul de l'Gcoulemnt en grille d'aubas aw~c interaction choc-couche limits.
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DISCUSSION

W.J.Calvert, UK
(I) The separation of the boundary layer on the pressure surface is calculated to be the same as/or worse than

the separation on the suction surface. Does this situation surprise you and do boundary layer calculations
support it?

(2) Was the condition show (P2/Pa = 2.04) the optimum operating condition for this cascade?

R~ponse d'Auteur
(1) Les rdsultats de ce calcul donnent une estimation du d6placement dd i la couche limite. Ndanmoins, on ne

peut pas pr6tendre obtenir la precision n6cessaire pour effectuer correctement des calculs de couche limite
en mode inverse, oO la donnee serait cette estimation de i'6paisseur de d6placement.

(2) Tout d'abord cette grille n'a pas dte conque pour 6tre performante (D'ailleurs ses performances sont tr6s
modestes). Ensuite, le rapport de pression de 2,04 a dtd choisi pour distinguer sur l'extrados i'impact du choc
oblique et l'impact du choc principal de recompression. Ce n'est pas le point "optimal" que l'on a obtenue
pour une contrepression plus dlevde.

C.H.Sieverding, Be
You should be congratulated for your effort in miniaturizing your five-hole probe. I wonder, however, whether in
your particular application a three-hole probe would not have been more appropriate in view of the higher blockage
effect of the five-hole probe. The angle in a plane normal to the blade surface will be anyway in error when the
probe approaches the blade surface.

Rkponse d'Auteur
11 est certain qu'une sonde trois-trous de meme encombrement vertical que notre sonde i 5 trous donnerait un
effet de blocage moindre. N6anmoins, dans de nombreuses r6gions explorees, les informations donnees par la sonde
5 trous 6taient necessaires, ou du moins utiles, et nous avons jugd priffrable de faire l'ensemble des mesures avec la
meme sonde, dtalonn~e finement dans un domaine vaste de vitesse et d'angles.

D'autre part les problemes li~s A la proximite de la paroi auraient effectivement etd les mdmes avec une sonde 3 trous
qu'avec une sonde 5 trous.
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COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE BLADE BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

by
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tEast Hartford, CT 06108, U.S.A.

0
S SUMMARY

" ulerous sites on compressor and turbine blades are susceptible to the phenomenon

of boundary layer separation. In such situations it is found that the boundary layer is

incapable of negotiating a local adverse pressure gradient, which is subsequently

relieved as it breaks away from the surface and induces a strong interaction with the

s inviscid stream. Since losses and heating due to such occurrences can be significant, a

need continues to exist for efficient, and reliable prediction techniques for this class

of problemv. A review lw 4b9presented of the results of a muitlyear, multiphase

program ai~ied at developing and assessing finite difference techniques for a wide range

of separation induced problems. Results --ill b*,'given for leading edge bubbles, tran-

sonic shock induced separations, cove side bubbles, and trailing-edge, induced wake

bubbles. Both the analytical technique and collaborating experimental studies will be

discussed and directions for future research identified. -

INTRODUCTION

The overall problem area addressed here is that of small bubble boundary layer

separation as it occurs on gas turbine compressor and turbine blades. These occur at

numerous sites of local adverse pressure gradient and are generally unavoidable,

undesirable, and unpredictable. Figure I presents a schematic of the principle poten-

tial blade separation sites - these being. (1) the leading edge overspeed region which

often promotes premature boundary layer transition; (2) suction surface shock wave

impingements that weaken the boundary layer's ability to overcome the trailing edge

pressure rise; (3) the off-design cove region pressure rise that promotes separation and

high reattachment heating on turbine blades; and (4) the blunt trailing edge induced

wake recirculation that contributes to blade loss and turning deviation. These separa-

tions are unavoidable in the sense that other design needs take precedence (e.g.,

trailing edge bluntness for structural integrity), undesirable in the sense that they

almost certainly lead to increases in loss and heating, and unpredictable in that, to

date, no fully reliable and practical means has emerged to account for the extent and

impact of such events. The problem of describing and predicting separation has, of

course, been the subject of intense study by so many investigators that it is impossible

to provide a complete historical perspective. Numerous conferences (Refs. 1 through 4,

for example) have been focused entirely on this problem, and progress has definitely

been made since Prandtl's initial interest in the area. Amid wide divergence of

opinions and approaches, there does emerge a rather general picture which will be taken

as the starting point for the present paper. It now appears that, for the small separa-

tion bubble regime of interest here, the physics can be represented by a multi-tiered

interacting viscous layer approach. The principle ingredients of such an interaction

theory involve a turning and separating bottom tier of flow represented by boundary

layer like equations strongly disturbing the local inviscid flow structure through a

displacement thickness surge which in turn communicates a mild disturbance to the global

inviscid flow structure. Such an approach includes the asymptotic rational laminar and

turbulent triple deck models (see Refs. 5 through 9, for example) as well as the reason-

able (as distinguished from rational) interacting boundary layer models (see Refs. 10

through 16, for example). Within this framework, there are several remaining issues to

be resolved: first, there remain strong questions about just what role normal pressure

gradients play in the viscous region of separating turbulent boundary layers; second,

it is not yet fully clear how flow detachment modifies the local turbulence model;

third, a model has not yet emerged for satisfactorily representing and solving cases

with transition in a separation bubble; fourth, the trailing edge separation bubble

provides an anamolous situation, especially with respect to wake closure; and finally,

there still remains a question as to the appropriateness of the displacement interaction

concept for turbulent separated flows. Given the significant impact separated flow has

on all aerodynamic configurations in general, and turbomachinery blade components in

particular, the United Technologies Research Center launched a program four years ago

with the goal to clarify these issues and provide reliable prediction techniques for the

small separation bubble problem. A comprehensive combined analytical/experimental
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program is underway to systematically address the five main issues presented above -
using benchmark data sets to guide and assess advanced interacting viscous layer models
and their solution techniques. Results to date of this study will be presented here,
principally showing that (1) strong evidence exists that the interacting displacement
concept can be generalized to a wide range of applications, including those where normal
pressure gradients are significant, (2) transition in the shear layer can be accommo-
dated straightforwardly, (3) trailing edge separation and wake closure provide an
interesting flow structure that can be addressed by the present approach.

ANALYTICAL/EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The overall approach employed here focuses on the most prevalent aspect of all the
separation bubble problems described above - that of their smallness. They appear to
have the common structure of small chordwise lengths and width, thin viscous shear
layers, turbulence, and relatively local (but additive) impact on the overall blade flow
field. Thus, a basis is provided for comprehending all such elements within a local
viscous interaction concept wherein the global inviscidly dominated flow over a blade
element is locally perturbed by its interaction with a thin viscous layer. Within this
structure, each such separation site can be addressed separately for its special
features and a combined analytical/experimental program focused on refining the appro-
priate aspects of each model element.

Theoretical Model

Using this framework, the interaction process is thus taken as depicted in Figure 2
as containing an inviscid far-field that senses a small perturbation, an incoming thin
viscous boundary layer that undergoes a strong interaction over a relatively short chord
length, and a well behaved downstream classical viscous layer. Our interest here is in
strong interaction regions in which the viscous flow influences the near field of the
inviscid flow through rapid displacement thickness growth. Thus the approach falls
quite naturally into a multi-scale (multi-layered?) configuration wherein a thin viscous
layer interacts strongly with a local inviscid structure, which itself communicates
weakly with the basic airfoil inviscid flow field.

The viscous region itself is taken to be represented by a thin layer generalization
of the boundary layer equations to accommodate two critical aspects of the problem.
First, a shear layer coordinate system as depicted in Figure 3 is introduced to relieve
untenable constraints inherent to surface coordinates (see Ref. 1O for further discus-
sion) and second, allowance is made for variations of the streamwise pressure gradient
across the viscous layer as induced by the convective process. This latter issue is of
fundamental importance to a wide class of flows, especially those involving transonic
shock waves which penetrate deeply into a viscous layer as depicted in Figure 4 (see
Ref. 3 for further discussion of this approach).

Within this framework, a very general representation of the viscous flow can be
presented for the adiabatic case in terms of a turbulent version of the Levy-Lees depen-
dent variables t, n (see Ref. 10) as

Continuity:
Vq +F + 2&Ft " 0 (1)

Momentum:

( IF ) n - VF'1 + 0 (eP - F
2
) - 2&FP & 0 (2)

Boundary Conditions:

F(C,O) = V(&,O) - 0 (3a)

F * Fi(E,n) as n * (3b)

where F and V are transformed versions of the longitudinal and normal velocities respec-
tively, 8 is the static enthalpy. & is a kinematic and/or eddy viscosity function, and
Fi(&,n) is the inviscid longitudinal velocity component. Here, B is the classical
boundary layer pressure gradient parameter written as

J 29 dU e

Us dE

In Ref. 9, Davis introduced yet a simplier version of Eq. (2) that could have a
significant impact on future developments in computational techniques for this
problem.
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and P is a function defined to account for inviscidly induced pressure gradients effects
across the viscous layer. This is defined as

3Pi(s'n) api (s,0) (4b)

The coordinates C and n are defined in terms of the longitudinal and normal shear
layer distances of Figure 3 as

fsPeueTU e d s  
(5a)

0

1/2

n e 1- dn (Sb)

s1/2 f Pe
-t

where Re is a running turbulent Reynolds number defined in terms of the relevant dimen-
sional boundary layer edge values as

* U* L
Re U

e  
e ref (50

with the relevant viscosity being a running average value defined as

f* * * U* d*
S o e e s (Sd)
Pe U. s

and u* is a turbulent eddy viscosity level related to the edge value of the fluid
viscosity as

PT - (1 + e) p (5e)

and e is directly related to a well defined wake like eddy viscosity level (see Ref. 10
for detailed discussion). The use of this transformation is a turbulent generalization
of the Blasius laminar flat plate variable that serves to virtually freeze lateral
growth of the boundary layer. Its origin is embedded in similarity concepts and it
comprehends Prandtl's coordinates for self similar turbulent wakes (see Ref. 17 for
discussion).

Interaction effects are accounted for through the displacement thickness growth -
here generalized to account for variations in the inviscid flow structure in the overlap
region between the viscous layer and local perturbed inviscid field. Thus, as discussed
in Rets. 14 and 15, the displacement thickness, 6*, is defined as

1.. - f Pvpvdn (6)

81 0

where the subscript i designates the inviscid flow above the displacement surface and
the v subscript designates the viscous flow solution. The interacting inviscid flow is
taken merely as that flowing past the original body plus the displacement thickness
(i.e., the displacement body of Figures 2, 3 and 4).

Although, the principle focus of the current effort is the representation of strong
interaction effects, these cannot be totally accounted for without proper addressing of
weak interaction effects. Account can be made of such effects by merely modifying the
base flow field within which strong interaction occurs. Thus (as discussed in Ref. 16)
the general inviscid flow field representation can be written as a base flow plus a
small local perturbation so that, for example, the local velocity may be written a

u Ue b Ue t (7)
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where Ueb includes the basic inviscid flow up to a representative weak interaction
level, while Uel includes local perturbation effect. Thus, for example, in sUbsoniL
closed bubble configurations Vatsa and Carter (Ref. 16) found that once a proper base
flow with weak interaction effects was established, they were able to provide a very
accurate representation of the perturbation field with a Cauchy integral representation.
Extension of this concept for transonic or supersonic applications appears quite
straightforward.

Results of application of the above analytical representation to several separation
bubble flows is presented in the next section of this paper.

Experimental Study

The overall interaction model contains several elements that yet require guidance
from definitive experimental studies. The most important of these is the displacement
concept itself, which while seemingly complete and attractive from an analytical stand-
point, yet requires extensive experimental verification and assessment across the range
of controlling parameters relevant to turbomachinery application. To achieve this, the
data base must include accurate measurement of the local velocity field and provide a
high degree of profile resolution. These are of critical concern if the degree of
importance of lateral variation of inviscid properties and the validity of the displace-
ment concept are to be established. Additionally, concern must be given the proper
representation of the transition and turbulence effects in separated regions - a area
where the accuracy of measurement of the time variant aspects of the flow structure is
of crucial concern. Finally, the issue of three dimensional contamination of two dimen-
sional experiments is of fundamental importance due to its ability to completely neu-
tralize the utility of benchmark data bases for assessment of state-of-the-art two
dimensional analytical models.

In an attempt to address these issues, an experimental program has been established
at UTRC aimed at providing (1) high resolution using large scale, (2) high accuracy and
turbulence information through laser velocimeter techniques, and (3) representative two
dimensionality through use of active endwall flow control. Detail results of several
such experimental programs are presented below.

RESULTS

Both experimental and theoretical results have been obtained demonstrating a broad
range of capabilities and applications. Four specific areas have been addressed; that
of spearation at leading edges, transonic shock-wave roots, trailing edges, and the
blade cove side.

Analytical Studies

The first case considered is that of leading edge separation. For this case the
flow detaches from the surface in the leading edge over-speed/recompression region in a
laminar state. The resulting free shear layer is unstable and undergoes rapid transi-
tion to a turbulent state - which, in turn, promotes a rapid reattachment to the surface
in a region of adverse pressure gradient. Carter and Vatsa (Ref. 16) have applied their
finite difference viscous interaction scheme to this problem and results of a comparison
with the experimental data of Gaater (Ref. 18) are given in Figure 5. Here the pressure
distribution is seen to be very accurately predicted when an instantaneous transition is
triggered at s-1.0 with both the experimental separation and reattachment positions
equally well predicted. These results clearly show that the interacting boundary layer
approach is fully capable of representing this complicated flow phenomenon to within the
limits of the transition model. Additional (see Ref. 16) numerical studies were
performed to assess the sensitivity of the analytical model to the choice of transition
site and length, with good evidence given to support use of an instantaneous transition
model and leading to the conclusion that further research should now be focused on
defining a basis for setting the transition site.

As a demonstration of the generality of this approach, solutions have also been
obtained for transitional flow separation in a diffuser channel (Ref. 19). These
results are presented in Figure 6, where the computed displacement thickness growth
along the flat wall of an 8% diffuser wail for an inlet velocity of 40 ft/sec and an
initial laminar boundary layer thickness of approximately 1/2 inch. The undisturbed
inviscid flow was first determined using the procedure of Caspar et al (Ref. 20) with
the inviscid/viacous perturbation solution obtained thereafter. For this case, the
transition site was set at x-2.25 ft with the converged solution having separation at
x1 .93 followed by rapid growth in 6* up to transition where S* starts to diminish
rapidly toward reattachment at x-2.35 ft. A family of numerical experiments were
performed to ascertain the influence of the transition site location on the stability



and convergence properties of the technique. Whereas the flow structure, and in
particular, the separation length was found to be extremely sensitive to the transition
model, no hint of numerical instabilities were encountered. At this time an experi-
mental program has been initiated to obtain a data base for assessing the accuracy of
the results and for establishing a basis for predicting the transition site location.

For the case of transonic flow, the test case studied here was that of flow over a
circular-arc bump placed on a flat plate in a M0.875 airstream. For this case,
Bachalo and Johnson (Ref. 21) have provided the experimental data base using a large
radius axisymmetric model to eliminate end effects. As shown in Fig. 7 separation was
observed at x=0.65 just aft of the shock while reattachment occurred on the flat portion
of the model at x-l.13. For this case solutions were obtained by Carter (Ref. 22) for
the first order interacting viscous layer equations coupled to a transonic full poten-
tial technique. The sensitivity of their solutions to the details of the turbulence
model is shown in Figure 7 where variations in the constant, 6, of the outer region
turbulence model are seen to produce a significant influence on the pressure level in
the separation region. Also shown in Figure 7 are the results of a second numerical
study wherein the inviscid pressure level generated by the flow over the displacement
surface was computed. The excellent comparison of these results with the experimentally
measured pressures in Figure 7, clearly provide strong evidence that even in this
complicated flow where the shockwave deeply penetrates the boundary layer (as depicted
in Figure 4) the displacement-interaction concept is still valid. It is only necessary
now to accommodate such effects in the viscous layer equations as outlined above and in
Ref. 15.

For the case of trailing edge flows, one of the principle questions raised in the
past 5 years concerns the applicability of the interacting thin viscous layer concept to
the separation case. Chow and Melnik (Ref. 23), Brown and Stewartson (Ref. 24) and
Stewartson (Ref. 25) and others have studied this flow and found well behaved inter-
acting flow structure up to the case where zero shear friction (stall?) just appears at
the trailing edge point. Unfortunately, numerical complications prevented "post-stall"
studies and the postulate was put forward that perhaps this signaled the occurrence of a
break-down of the applicability of the interaction structure. Smith (Ref. 26) has
revisited this issue in an intense analytical and numerical study focused on clarifica-
tion of this critically important issue. The vehicle employed was the laminar triple-
deck theory, a formally rational asymptotic model contained within the interacting
boundary layer equations. Smith's (Ref. 26) results give strong evidence that this
approach is not limited by a "stall" singularity. Figure 8 shows the computed stream-
lines for one such case wherein a family of separated trailing edge solutions were
obtained starting with the symmetric case of Werle and Verdon (Ref. 29) and preceeding
systematically to the unsymmetric case by collapsing the underside of the airfoil toward
the upper half. The most notable feature of these solutions was the extremely abrupt
streamline turning that accompanied wake closure at the trailing edge point. Smith gave
strong numerical and analytical evidence to support this structure and provides insight
as to why several pervious numerical studies have had difficulty passing the "trailing-
edge stall" point. Most importantly, through this clarification, Smith has shown that
the interacting boundary layer structure does not encounter a catastrophic termination
at "stall" and thus its application to separated trailing edge flows violates no known
fundamental theorems. Subsequently, Verdon and Vatsa (Ref. 27) have provided a compre-
hensive analytical model for lifting trailing edge flows using interacting boundary
layer concepts and have presented laminar solutions up to and including separation with
wake curvature influences accounted for.

Separation of flow off relatively blunt trailing edge geometries is of concern to
-the turbomachinery community where structural considerations prevail and rounded
trailing edge thicknesses on the order of the incoming boundary layer thickness are
quite common. For this problem, a series of studies have been conducted by Werle,
Verdon and Vatsa (Refs. II, 27-29) aimed at developing and assessing a viable analyt-
ical/numerical approach to this class of problems. For this case, the shear layer
coordinate concept presented in Figure 3 plays a critical role as does the application
of the turbulent version of the Levy-Lees coordinates discussed earlier. Using these
and, where appropriate, a modified version of the turbulence model presented by Cebeci,
et. al. (Ref. 30), a series of trailing edge geometries have been studied, the most
severe of which is that of flow off a circular trailing edge with an inlet turbulent
boundary layer as thick as the trailing edge. Comparisons of the analytical displace-
ment surface predictions of Verdon and Vatsa (Ref. 27) with the recent data of Paterson
(see Ref. 31) are given in Figure 9. Here the vertical scale has been greatly expanded
for clarity causing a rather unavoidable distortion of the circular trailing edge
geometry to a steep ellipse. These results clearly show the rather global effect caused
by the dramatic necking-down of the displacement body as it fills in the void in the
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near wake region aft of the body. Although the comparisons of Figure 9 are encouraging,

it was found in Ref. 27 that the pressure distribution comparisons were not as good -

displaying a hypersensitivity to subtle variations in the displacement surface shape.

Research continues on improvement of the analytical technique with present attention

being focused on enhancements to the turbulence model for such small separation

bubbles.

A thrust has also been initiated to provide a fundamental analytical basis for

representing the stall flow phenomenon. To this end, Smith (Ref. 26) has postulated a
systematic process wherein the small bubble configuration could grow to the massive

situation typical of stall (see Figure 10) as the angle of attack is increased. In Ref.

32, convincing evidence is presented by Smith concerning final closure of his inter-

acting viscous layer concept introduced in Ref. 33. The isolated airfoil problem is

approached as the infinite gap limit of the cascade flow structure of Figure 1I - the

advantage being that the cascade provides a formally correct model at all finite cascade

gap spacings. A critical element of this model is the discovery of the important role

played by algebraically decaying boundary layer solutions in the recirculation/reinges-

tion process. It is shown there that a complete model for the massive separation case

can be formulated in terms of interacting viscous layers between large inviscid irrota-

tional and rotational regions.

Experimental Studies

A large effort has been initiated to provide benchmark data sets for trailing edge

flows typical of those encountered in turbomachinery applications. Here the major

difference from external aerodynamic configurations is the degree of bluntness - with

compressor and turbine environments both employing boundary layer to thickness ratio's

of order one. Thus, information is needed for understanding and modeling flows in which

separation occurs into a wake bubble where the ratio of the incoming boundary layer

thickness to trailing edge thickness varies from approximately 0.5 (turbines) up to 2 or

more (compressors) - a regime for which very little data is available. A program has

been established at UTRC for a systematic study of this problem area with initial

efforts focused on the flow off a circular trailing edge. Paterson (Refs. 31 and 
3
4)

presents the first such results employing the test configurations typified by that of

Figure 12. Here a thick symmetric flat plate model was placed in a symmetric open jet

wind tunnel to first produce a turbulent boundary layer trailing edge thickness to
plate thickness ratio of 1.5, thus providing a large scale simulation wherein fine

spatial resolution can be assured. The program has included detailed surface flow

visualization, measurement of surface pressures, flowfield total and static pressure

probing, extensive hot wire and laser velocimetry definition of mean and fluctuating

velocity fields, and in the case of the turbine blade program (Ref. 34) surface heat

transfer studies. Results are shown in Figures 13-15 for the case of symmetric flow
with an incoming boundary layer thickness to the plate thickness ratio of 1.5 and a

velocity of approximately 100 ft/sec. Paterson encountered large scale periodic

unsteadiness in the near wake region due to unsymmetric vortex shedding at a Strouhal

frequency of 0.18. This caused difficulty in measuring the centerline pressure level so

that the wake levels shown in Figure 13 must be considered tentative at this time. This
issue is discussed in more detail in Ref. 34 where studies were conducted in an effort

to establish error bounds for such massively fluctuating flow fields - indicating levels

of up to 10% error in the near wake regions. Nonetheless, a meaningful mean flow struc-

ture was otherwise definable for assessment of the analytical models based on the time
averaged governing equations. Of immediate interest in the pressure distribution of

Figure 13 was the rather large region over which the trailing edge flow had significant

impact. Not surprisingly, it was found that the upstream plate surface pressure began

to depart significantly from its flat plate value 6-7 plate thickness's upstream whereas

the downstream extent was approximately 2-3 plate thicknesses for an overall region of

interest on the order of 10 plate thicknesses. The attendant displacement body shape

was shown in Figure 9 to have undergone a rapid large reduction across the trailing edge

region (approximately 60%) therein promoting the global disturbance to the surface pres-

sure levels. The pressure is seen to drop monitonically along the surface up to the

trailing edge circle juncture point, whereafter it starts to rise in anticipation of the

trailing edge stagnation point. This adverse pressure environment precipitates quick

separation at an azimuth angle of approximately 76" with a subsequent pressure plateau
up to the trailing edge point. The pressure drops rapidly aft of the trailing edge to a

minimum value at x/t-0.4 with a subsequent rise back to the freestream state. As

indicated in Figure 14, the wake bubble itself is approximately one thickness long and

on the order of 1/2 thickness wide with the total viscous layer undergoing some degree

of deflection out to y/t of 1.0 for the entire region. The velocity profiles in the

strong interaction separation region were found to display a subscale structure not
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unlike that postulated in triple deck asymptotic theories for laminar separation. This

Structure is clearly seen in Figure 15 where the velocity profiles in the separation

region of Figure 14 are presented on a common axis system. Note that the flow above the

height of the original surface, undergoes very little change in the axial direction

acting more like a rotational inviscid region, while the majority of the viscous induced

profile alterations absorbed occur in the lower portion of the layer as flow entrainment

serves to fill in the bottom of the layer. Such mean flow behavior gives considerable

encouragement to analytical modeling thrusts. Additional studies of such trailing edge

flows are continuing (Ref. 34) with emphasis on establising benchmark data bases for

developing and assessing analytical techniques for representing the aerodynamics and

heat transfer characteristics of such flows.

The second class of problems being addressed in the experimental program is that of

surface separations as depicted in Figure 1, with programs focused on the leading edge,

shock wave induced, and cove type separation bubbles currently underway at UTRC.

Initial emphasis has been placed on cove type bubbles where the boundary layer is

turbulent through the entire low speed interaction region. For this case the UTRC

Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel previously used extensively for attached boundary layer

studies (Refs. 35-36) has been configured to produce a two dimensional separation bubble

on a flat surface (see Patrick and Paterson, Ref. 37 for details). Figure 16 presents a

schematic of this closed circuit wind tunnel which has a test section approximately 9

feet long, 34 inches wide and 12 inches high. The flow is continuously filtered (to

allow use of LV seeding), cooled (to maintain constant stagnation conditions) and its

turbulence level controlled (using inlet screens and square-bar grids) for delivery to

the t.st section. For the current study, a region of controlled diffusion followed by a

region of acceleration was used to generate a closed separation bubble on the upper test

plate - making extensive use of boundary layer bleed slots to keep the flow attached on
the diffuser and side walls. Data acquired along the tunnel centerline plane provide an

accurate benchmark data base for assessment of codes that solve the two dimensional time

averaged governing equations. Extensive flow visualization (e.g., three dimensional

tuft arrays and smoke) was employed to establish the level of centerline two dimension-

ality. Additionally, off centerline surface pressures and field values of transverse

velocities were measured, both giving strong evidence that the measured field repre-

sented a benchmark two dimensional test case.

The resulting smoke streamline trices and attendant surface pressure levels are

shown in Figure 17. Here it is seen that the separation bubble length is approximately

20 inches with a height of 3 inches. The impact of boundary layer bleed employed to

maintain forward flow at the upper wall is evident, and it is anticipated that calcula-

tions will be performed using an outer streamline shape that enters the field at a

height of 4 inches. Note that while a significant degree of turbulence was observed in

these tests, none the less, clearly discernable time averaged streamlines where quite

distinctive and Yell defined. The only exception to this was near reattachment, where

as indicated by the dashed lines near the 40 inch station, the exact flow structure was
difficult to define. The surface pressure distribution under the separation bubble is

also given in Figure 17 (see Ref. 37 for other flow quantities) where it is seen that a

distinctive plateau occurs over the entire length of the bubble, with the expected rise

in pressure through reattachment before the flow accelerates to its downstream state.

These pressure measurements in addition to their companion mean and fluctuating velocity

fields are now being employed for assessing analytical models of separation phenomenon.

CONDLUDING REMARKS

The overall problem being addressed is that of separated flow in an effort to

better understand the fundamental mechanisms controlling this phenomenon and ultimately

improve the design analysis of turbomachinery components. To this end a combined

analytical and experimental program has been conducted to extend and refine the inter-

acting boundary layer concept for use in a wide class of blade type separated flows.

From these results it was concluded that virtually all such effects as mid-bubble tran-

sition, shock wave penetration, trailing edge separation, and blunt base effects can be

comprehended within such an analytical framework. Initiation of a program to establish

benchmark experimental data bases for guiding and assessing such modeling has begun and

will play a major role in the next critical phase of effort.
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DISCUSSION

K.Papailiou, Gr
(1) Are you using as S-direction the real flow direction or the inviscid flow one?
(2) Is the normal static pressure distribution of the inviscid flow different from the viscous one in other than the

turbulent normal fluctuation terms?

(3) What is the importance of the curvature terms in the equations?

Author's Reply
(I) The S-direction used in these coordinates attempts to align as closely as possible with the true (vs inviscid)

flow direction.

(2) The normal pressure variation identified in this work is that due to convective terms - not the turbulent
normal fluctuation terms.

(3) For the high Reynolds numbers of interest in turbomachinery, the curvature effects do not appear to be
significant.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF UNSTEADY BOUNDARY LAYERS ON THE
ROTOR OF AN AXIAL-PLOW TURBINE

H.P. Hodson
Whittle Laboratory

Department of Engineering
University of Cambridge, U.K.

O SUMMARY

The Werodynamic efficiency of an axial-flow turbine is significantly less than that
predicted by measurements made on equivalent cascades which operate with steady inflow.

_ This difference is strongly dependeqt upon the rotor-stator axial spacing. An experimental
investigation thee- herors -, orducted into the effects of rotor-stator interactions
upon the efficiency of a large scale, low speed turbine. -AeQomparison is made between

-thFperformance of the mid-span section of the rotor blades an of a rectilinear cascade
of identical geometry. Both wind tunnels were operated at a Reynolds number of 3e15 x 10'

This paper presents measurements of tkwblade surface boundary layers and their
associated profile losses. The profile loss of the turbine rotor at mid-span was
approximately 50 pereem"',higher than that of the rectilinear cascade. The mean yelocity
profiles of the boundary layers indicate that this difference is mainly due to -th higher
growth rate of the suction surface boundary layer on the turbine rotor. Theitime-resolved
boundary layer measurements indicate that the increased growth rate is caused by<Che
interaction of the wakes of the upstream nozzle row with the blade surface boundary layers.
This results in a localized transition of the otherwise laminar boundary layers. nPhe -
u undary layers thus alternate between characteristically laminar and turbulent states
ring one wake passing cycle.

NOMENCLATURE

A Calibration constant W Frequency
C Chord i Reduced frequency parameter
E Voltage A Amplitude of
H Shape factor Subscripts
h Enthalpy

k Calibration constant 0 Stagnation

n Calibration constant I Inlet

p Static pressure 2 Exit

P0 Stagnation pressure - Free stream
r Radius m Mean
Re Reynolds Number ps Pressure surface
rms Root-mean-square s Stator
a Surface distance ss Suction surface
t Time turb Turbulent
u,U Velocity x Axial
Um  Mean blade velocity y Tangential

x Axial distance Superscripts
y Tangential distance,distance from Mean

surface
Y Profile loss coefficient Phase locked average
c Random component

5,, 99% boundary layer thickness , Isentropic
6* Boundary layer displacement

thickness
e Boundary layer momentum

thickness, angle

INTRODUCTION
It Is well known that rotor-stator interactions result in a loss of aerodynamic

efficiency in axial flow turbines. One of the first studies of this was carried out
by Lopatitskii et al [1]. They found that, depending upon the blade geometry and
Reynolds number, the rotor profile loss in a single-stage machine was between two and
four times greater than that for the same cascade operating with steady inlet conditions.
They also showed that the increased profile loss was largely responsible for the "lost"
efficiency. Kirillov et al [2) found that the most important parameter in determining
the profile loss was the ratio of the maximum velocity deficit in the wake to the
convection speed of the wake. The results of references [13, [2] and [3] show that the
increase in profile loss was greatest for the low Reynolds Number, high reaction designs.

Because the loss of efficiency is mainly caused by an increase in the rotor profile
loss, this paper is concerned with the development of rotor blade surface boundary
layers. The ideas presented are essentially two-dimensional, but it is acknowledged
that secondary flow and tip leakage effects will contribute to the loss of efficiency.
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The development of a boundary layer under the influence of an unsteady outer stream
was first analysed by Lighthill [4], who considered the response of a two dimensional
laminar boundary layer to a purely time dependent oscillation of low amplitude in the
free stream. Hill and Stenning [5] found by experiment that a laminar boundary layer,
of the type analysed by Lighthill, behaves linearly even for quite large amplitudes of
the free stream oscillations. Karlsson [6] showed that the same was true for turbulent
boundary layers. Patel uonidered the influence of a convected disturbance on laminar[7]
and turbulent [8] boundary layers. Again, the change in mean values, when compared with
those for a steady outer stream, showed no change. Despard and Miller [9], however,
found that the mean separation point will move upstream of the steady state position as
a result of unsteadiness in the outer flow. Therefore, where separation does exist,
the unsteadiness may result in either a more severe gross separation as in reference [10]
or, should reattachment occur, a greater length of the blade surface being covered by a
turbulent boundary layer [11]. This does not, of course, explain the results of many
investigators.

The linear behaviour ofconventional,unsteady, laminar and turbulent layers suggests
that the mechanism for the increased loss lies elsewhere. Obremski and Fejer [12] found
that the transition Reynolds number for a boundary layer subject to an oscillating outer
stream was dependent upon an unsteady Reynolds number which was based upon the amplitude
and frequency of the oscillation. Obremski and Morkovin [13] provide a quasi-steady
stability model in an attempt to expalin the results of reference [12]. Walker [14] found
that the transition occurred on the stator blade of an axial flow compressor, much earlier
than he would have expected. The transition was unsteady, and was coupled to the passage
of the rotor wakes over the blade surface. Walker presented a stability model, based
upon that of reference [13], to explain his observations. In doing so,he assumed that
the dominant factor in the process was the fluctuations of the mean velocity.

It is well known that free-stream turbulence reduces the Reynolds number for transition.
Presumably with this in mind, Pfeil et al [15] rotated a cascade of cylindrical bars in
front of a flat plate boundary layer, thus simulating the effect of rotor wakes upon stator
blade boundary layers. They found that the Reynolds number for transition was much
lower than that predicted by the measurements of reference [12]. The transition was
unsteady, the boundary layer being turbulent in the vicinity of the wakes and laminar
between them. The authors of reference [15] conclude that the stochastic fluctuations
within the wake are probably the cause of the differences between their own observations
and those of reference [12].

Evans [16], like Walker [141, found that the stator blade boundary layer of an axial
flow compressor oscillated between a characteristically laminar and turbulent condition in
sympathy with the passing of the rotor wakes. Larguier et al [17] used surface mounted
thermal anemometers to demonstrate the existence of unsteady transition of the type found
by Evans [16] and Dring et al [18] have reported similar results for the rotor of an axial
flow turbine. Unfortunately, none of these publications make a comparison with
measurements made on the same cascade operating with steady inflow, so the magnitude of the
effect of the unsteady transition process is unknown.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Two of the wind tunnels at the Whittle Laboratory of Cambridge University were used
for the experiments in this paper. The first is a low speed, single-stage axial-flow
turbine. The results from this will be compared with those from a linear cascade wind
tunnel with a blade geometry identical to that of the mid-span of the turbine rotor.

The scale of both wind tunnels makes them particularly suitable for making detailed
flow measurements, including boundary layer traverses. The flow is incompressible and
both wind tunnels were operated at a Reynolds number of 3.15 x 10' (based upon rotor
mid-span exit conditions).

Linear Cascade

The steady state operation of the rotor mid-span was determined using a linear cascade
of identical geometry. The cascade is shown in Figure 1. The seven blades have an
aspect ratio of 3.0 and the centre blade was provided with static pressure tappings at
its mid-span.

A traverse mechanism was fitted with a 3-hole cobra probe at one half of an axial
chord downstream of the exit plane of the cascade. The inlet total pressure was measured
using a conventional pitot tube.

The turbulence level at inlet to the cascade was 0.5 percent.

Single Stage Axial Flow Turbine

The Cambridge No. 2 rotating cascade wind tunnel (see Figure 2), in the configuration
of a single stage turbine, was first investigated by Hunter [19] who reported on the
secondary flow in the turbine as well as establishing the operating point. In a subsequent
investigation, Denton and Usui [20] used a tracer gas technique in the turbine to determine
the directions of fluid migration both at the mid-span and near the end walls.

The turbine was designed to be a free-vortex machine with zero swirl at the exit.
Although a 50 percent reaction design of this type is conservative, the uniform and axial
velocity at inlet to the stage [19] requires that the pressure gradients satisfy the
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conditions of radial equilibrium with no curvature in the meridional plane. References
[19] and [20] have shown this to be the case.

The stage consists of 36 stator blades followed by 51 rotor blades, with aspect
ratios of 1.5 and 2.0 respectively. The hub/tip ratio is 0.7. The thickness
distributions of the blades are given in reference [21]. They are fitted to parabolic
camber lines with maximum thicknesses at 40 percent chord. The measurements described
in this paper were all performed at the design condition of zero exit swirl. Further
information can be found in Table I.

The importance of the reduced frequency parameter w is well known in connection with
the development of unsteady boundary layers (see, for example,references [4] - [9]).
In the case of axial-flow turbomachines, it is useful to define an "average" reduced
frequency parameter WCx( )

x

which,on substitution of the appropriate values for the Cambridge Turbine (see Table I),
is equal to 8.9 at the passing frequency of the stator blades. The flow over the
turbine rotor blades is, therefore, unsteady in the true sense (i.e. o - 1) at a reduced
frequency which is typical of those found in modern axial turbines.

Fast Response Instrumentation

The blade-surface boundary layers of both the linear cascade and the turbine rotor
were traversed with a hot-wire anemometer. DISA 55P15 boundary layer probes were used
to make the measurements.

The hot wires were calibrated in a low turbulence wind tunnel. A least-squares-error
criterion was used to decide upon the best fit for the general form of King's law

E' - A2 = kun (2)

through the calibration points.

When a heated element is positioned close to a solid surface, an increase in heat
transfer occurs. Equation (2) should therefore be modified when traversing boundary layers.
In view of its simplicity, the "still air" correction technique of Cox [22] was employed.
This involved the measurement of the heat transfer from the wire to the blade-surface in
still air at the various locations encountered in the experiment. Equation (2) was then
altered to give

E- A2 - [E2(y) _ E2(_)] kun (3)

where the constants A, k and n have the same values as in equation (2) and the term in
the square bvackets represents the increased heat transfer.

The rotor-relative stagnation pressure loss was measured using a fast response pitot
supplied by Gaeltec Ltd., of the U.K. The pitot's sensor consisted of a small length of
1.5 mm bore steel tubing inside which a strain-gauge type pressure transducer was mounted.
The cut-off frequency of the sensor was greater than 10 kHz. A reference pressure, for
the rear of the diaphragm, was provided by a conventional pitot which was located upstream
of the rotor blades at the same radius as the fast response pitot. Allowance was made
for the non-linear response of the conventional pitot by measuring the voltage offset
with the fast response pitot exposed to the same flow as the conventional pitot, upstream
of the rotor blades. Centrifugal loading of the diaphragm was also taken into account
by this method.

In order to determine the mass averaged loss coefficient, it is necessary to measure
the rotor-relative exit velocity distribution. This was achieved using a two-dimensional
adaptation of the single sensor technique of Whitfield et al [23]. The radial velocity
was known to be small [20]. A DISA 45 degree hot wire sensor (type 55P12) was positioned
so that the probe support axis was approximately aligned with the mean flow direction as
shown in Figure 3. The corrected cosine law of Champagne et al [2A) was then used to
describe the response of the wire to changes in the flow direction.

In making the fast response measurements on the turbine rotor, phase-locked averaging
[25] over 100 revolutions was used to enhance the periodic variations within the signals.
If 8 denotes the rotor position corresponding to the jth point in the nth sample of data,
the J nth raw signal

u(j,n); j = 1,J (4)

can be represented as the sum of the ensembled mean

100

and the random component u'(jn), viz,

u(j,n) : (j) + u'(j,n) (6)
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The time mean of the signal is then given by
J
X n(i)

j:1
U (7)

J

The ensembled root mean square __u, _-__)

__________(8)

is particularly useful since it can be used to identify regions of the flow where random
fluctuations are present. The mean root-mean-square

i (9)J

is also useful in this respect.

Rotor-Relative Traverse Mechanism

The computer-controlled mechanism is shown in Figure 4. It provides movement, with
a resolution of 1.8 um, in a circumferential direction over two and a half blade passages,
both within and downstream of the rotating blade row. Information is transferred between
the rotating and stationary frames of reference in the form of electrical signals via
a high quality 24-way slip ring unit.

It should be noted that the traverse mechanism provides movement in the circumferential
direction only. This direction is not, in general, perpendicular to the blade surface.
Therefore, as a probe traverses a blade surface boundary layer, it will have a component
of displacement parallel to the surface. As a consequence, an error will be introduced
into the measurements if the free-stream velocity and/or the boundary layer profiles are
not constant over the surface length of the traverse. On the suction surface, this
error was apparently negligible and the boundary layer profiles are therefore presented
"as measured" with the exception that the distances have been corrected so that they are
normal to the blade surface. On the pressure surface, the high velocity gradients near
the trailing edge required that the error be corrected. This is discussed in the
appropriate section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Linear Cascade

The non-dimensional isentropic blade-surface velocity, as defined by

U* - (10)VPC I - P 2

is plotted againatthe distance along the blade surfaces in Figure 5. This shows that the
blade is aft loaded, with continuous acceleration on the pressure surface and only a small
amount of diffusion at the rear of the suction surface.

Figure 6 presents the distributions of the displacement thickness 6* the momentum
thickness 6, and the shape factor H, for the suction surface boundary layer. Some of the
velocity profiles are shown in Figure 7. The results show that over the leading half
of the suction surface, the boundary layer is quite thin with a shape factor which is
typical of an accelerated laminar boundary layer. As the boundary layer encounters the
constant pressure region, the rate of growth increases and the shape factor approaches
the value for the Blasius profile, i.e. H = 2.59. Beyond the pressure plateau, the
unfavourable pressure gradient is severe enough to cause the laminar boundary layer to
separate at 78 percent of the surface distance. The separated layer does not reattach
(see Figure 7). Instead, the free shear layer was found to contain an instability which
coupled with the pressure surface boundary layer fluid to form a laminar vortex street with
a Strouhal Number, based upon trailing edge thickness and the mean exit velocity, of 0.25.

Figure 8 presents the integral thicknesses for the pressure surface boundary layer.
This shows that as a result of the continuous acceleration, the integral thicknesses remain
virtually constant, with the shape factor being typical of a laminar boundary layer which
has developed under the influence of a favourable pressure gradient.

The results of the blade-surface static pressure measurements were used as input data
for the boundary layer prediction scheme of Cebeci and Carr [26). Figure 6 shows the
suction surface predictions superimposed upon the measured values. The agreement is
excellent except in the region of the separation, where the analysis was provided with
relatively few data points in a region of rapidly changing boundary layer parameters.
The prediction does not extend beyond the point of separation because of the singularity
which then exists in the boundary layer equations. Figure 8 shows the pressure surface
predictions. The reason for the poor prediction on the pressure surface is not understood
although the hot-wire output signals and surface-flow visualisation [27]showed that Grtler
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vortices, one of the causes of discrepancies between measured and predicted boundary layers,
did not exist.

The mass-flow weighted loss coefficient, as defined by

Ux(P01 - P02)

Y : - (11)c 0 (P91 - P2)

is plotted in Figure 9 for the linear cascade. Although only one blade pitch is shown,
the periodicity of the cascade was excellent, with only the first and last of the seven
blades showing any evidence of end effects. The plot shows that the wake is asymmetric,
being much broader on the suction side. This is presumably a result of the separation
which occurs on the suction surface.

The mass-averaged loss coefficient of the linear cascade was equal to 0.0180.
This compares, very favourably, with the value of 0.0182 which was calculated using the
measured momentum losses at the trailing edges of the blade surfaces and equation (12).

[ PVcosi) + p.cos(------u2
[''~~I S]P5 2

The low profile loss of these blades is a direct result of the large areas of favourable
pressure gradients, the low Mach and Reynolds numbers and the small amount of suction
surface diffusion.

Turbine Rotor

The rotor-stator axial clearance was equal to 75 percent of the stator axial chord.
At this separation, the level of unsteadiness in the rotor inflow which is due to potential
interactions of the rotating and stationary blade rows will be insignificant when compared
with the unsteadiness which is generated by the relative motion of the stator wakes.

The stator wakes were traversed by mounting the fast response pitot and hot-wires
on the rotor. The traverse plane was located at 43 percent of the stator axial chord
downstream of the stator trailing edges. It is assumed that the potential influence
of the rotor blades does not extend as far upstream as the traverse plane. The results
of the traverse are presented in Table II. They show that there is an incidence variation
of approximately 7.5 degrees and a velocity deficit in the wake which is equal to 10.5
percent of the mean velocity in the rotating frame of reference.

The free-stream velocities, adjacent to the blade surface, were measured during the
blade-surface boundary layer traverses. The mean values are shown in Figure 10,
aiperimposed upon the linear cascade velocity distribution. These measurements confiem
that the inviscid flow at the rotor mid-span radius is two dimensional.

The blade surface boundary layers have been traversed using a hot-wire anemometer.
The discussion and conclusions presented are essentially two dimensional since it is known
[28] that radial migration is negligible within the suction surface boundary layer and
that only a small amount of radial outflow occurs on the pressure surface.

Suction Surface Boundary Layer

The time-averaged values of the boundary layer integral parameters 6*,8 and H
have been calculated from the time averaged velocity profiles. They are presented,
for the suction surface, in Figure 11.

Initially, the momentum and displacement thicknesses of the suction surface boundary
layer are more typical of the laminar rather than the turbulent values. However, beyond
the start of the pressure plateu, the momentum loss increases at a higher rate than in
either the laminar or the turbulent layers. At the trailing edge, the momentum thickness
is approximately 60 percent greater than that of the laminar boundary layer on the linear
cascade. There is no separation.

The shape factor is, perhaps, the best single indicator of the state of the boundary
layer. Figure 11 shows that over much of the blade surface, the shape factor has a
value which is mid-way between the limits of the laminar and fully turbulent boundary
layers. In fact, the shape factor indicates that the boundary-layer is becoming
increasingly laminar between 25 and 50%s and that between 55 and 80%s, it undergoes
"transition" so that the shape factor at the trailing edge is typical of a fully turbulent
boundary layer in a decelerating flow. It is assumed that the "transition" process
begins soon after peak suction. If this is so, the continued increase in shape factor
beyond this point must be attributed to the effect of the small deceleration which occurs
in this region.

Figure 12 shows the time averaged velocity and rms profiles of several of the blade
surface boundary layers. The velocity profiles clearly skow the effects of the initially
favourable pressure gradient and the transition to a more turbulent form following peak
suction. The increasingly turbulent form of the boundary layers is also reflected in
the rms profiles. These show that the boundary layer at 55% has a higher turbulent
content than that which occurs at 25%s, although neither of these profiles are as full as
those normally associated with a turbulent boundary layer. On the other hand, the rms

A
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profiles at 82 and 96%s are much more representative of those normally associated with a
turbulent boundary layer although the reduction in turbulent content between 82 and 96%s
is not consistent with the occurrence of the surface diffusion. It should, perhaps,
be pointed out that the rms is only a measure of the local turbulence intensity. It is
not equal to it. This is because the hot-wire sensors had a sensitivity to span-wise
velocity fluctuations which was much less than their sensitivity to streamwise or
surface-normal fluctuations.

Figure 13 presents the profiles of the amplitude and the phase lag (relative to the
free-stream) for the velocity fluctuations which occur at the blade passing frequency.
The amplitude profiles show that the position of maximum amplitude is located within the
boundary layer and that the maximum level is typically 2 to 5 times greater than that
which occurs in the free-stream. This relative increase in the magnitude of the velocity
fluctuations is much greater than the 8 percent increase which usually occurs in unsteady
fully laminar (e.g. Hill and Stenning [5]) or fully turbulent boundary layers (e.g.
Karlsson [6]). Closer to the surface, there is a minimum in the amplitude profiles.
The phase profiles of Figure 13 show that in most of the boundary layer, the velocity
fluctuations lag those in the free stream, in some cases, by up to 180 degrees. However,
close to the surface, there is usually a rapid phase advance which is coincident with
the amplitude minimum.

Using the velocity and rms traces of Figure 14, it is possible to explain the
observations made in the above paragraph concerning the phase and amplitude profiles of
the boundary layer which occurs at 55%s. The velocity traces clearly show the increasing
amplitude and phase lag in the upper half of the boundary layer. They also show that
between 25 and 10% &gq, the velocity signal becomes inverted. The start of this inversion
can be seen in the velocity trace at 25% 699, where the peaks have become folded back.
This inversion of the velocity signal is coincident with the rapid phase advance and
amplitude minimum which has already been noted in Figure 13.

Figure 14 also shows that the turbulent fluctuations which are generated within the
boundary layer affect the rms levels at y = 699. At 75% 6 99, the rms fluctuations have
further increased and at 50 and 25% 6%9, the rms wave-form is squarer with double peaks.
At 10% 699 the wave form is less square and the double peaks are less pronounced. The
reason for this occurrence of the double peaks in the rms signals is not fully understood.
However, it is known that in fully turbulent, unsteady boundary layers (e.g. Cousteix et
al [29]),the local rms will fluctuate at the same frequency as the mean velocity. Therefore,
it is possible that as a result of the large amplitude of the velocity fluctuations, there
will be an additional periodic production of turbulence which is out of phase with the
free-stream induced turbulence. Such a production could result in the observed
distortion of the rms wave-form.

In Figure 14, it can also be seen that in the upper half of the boundary layer, the
velocity and rms fluctuations are in antiphase whereas very close to the wall, they are
in phase. The change in the relative phase of the velocity and the rms fluctuations
is very similar to that observed by Pfeil et al [15] in time-dependent transitional boundary
layers. The change results from an oscillation of the boundary layer between
characteristically laminar and turbulent profiles, as illustrated in Figure 15.

The relatively large amplitudes of the velocity fluctuations within the boundary layer
at 55%s are due, only in part, to the oscillatory changes of state. It has already been
noted that the free-stream velocity and the rms are in anti-phase. Therefore, if it is
assumed that the change of state is controlled by the changing levels of the free stream
turbulence, it is probable that the periodic velocity fluctuations near the free-stream will
be in phase with those generated by a change of state. As a result, they will enhance
those variations.

In addition to the velocity and rms traces, Figure 14, also presents the velocity
profiles at four equally spaced time levels within the cycle of the free-stream oscillation.
The profiles shown represent an average for the 12 periods shown in the adjacent velocity
traces. These "instantaneous" profiles show that the boundary layer is truly unsteady,
that is, that the profiles do not resemble the quasi-steady profiles in Figure 15. Indeed
the increased phase lag of the velocity fluctuations is clearly evident. This large phase
lag is thought to be caused by inertial effects, since it is known [28] that on the
suction surface, the free-stream velocity fluctuations are much more significant than the
static pressure fluctuations.

Figure 16 presents the unsteady velocity and rms traces for the boundary layer at
96%s. The velocity traces show that the large phase shift and the amplitude minimum which
occur in the outer portion of the boundary layer (Figure 13) are a result of a gradual
inversion of the velocity signal. The velocity trace at 75% 699 clearly shows the double
peaks which are associated with this inversion. As a result of the inversion, the velocity
and the rms fluctuatiorm are in phase with each other within the main body of the boundary
layer. Very close to the wall, however, the velocity trace appears to be about to invert
again.

Figure 16 also shows a set of instantaneous velocity profiles for the boundary layer
which occurs at 96%. A comparison of these profiles with those of Figure 14 shows that
the boundary layer at 96Zs is much more unsteady, in the true sense, than the boundary
layer at 55%s. This is most surprising, because, as the time-averaged results of Figure 11

indicate, this boundary layer is supposed to be fully turbulent. It therefore appears that
the boundary layer "remembers" its unsteady history much better than its time-averaged
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develcpment and that because of this, there is an oscillatory motion of a large portion
of the boundary layer fluid, relative to the mean boundary layer motion and parallel
to the surface, over the entire length of the suction surface.

Pressure Surface Boundary Layer

It has been noted that the traverse mechanism only provided curcumferential
movement and that because of this, the pressure surface traverse results are not presented
in the "as measured" form. Instead, the pressure surface boundary layer profiles have
been determined by spatial interpolation between the various traverse planes. This method
was successful, largely because the integral parameters 6",6 and H and the velocity
gradient are almost constant over the length of the surface.

The calculated values of 6*,8 and H are shown in Figure 17 for the pressure surface
boundary layer. The data points indicate the approximate positions of the traverses.
The linear cascade (laminar) results are also shown. The predicted, fully turbulent,
shape factors are shown to assist the interpretation of the results, because even though
the predicted values of 6* and 8 will be in error, the shape factor will be approximately
correct.

The results indicate that the rotor pressure surface boundary layer is transitional,
and that relaminaraization is gradually taking place. Full "transition", such as
that which occurs on the suction surface, does not take place. This is presumably because
the levels of unsteadiness (periodic and random) are much lower in the free-stream (see
Figure 18) and because there is a continuous acceleration of the boundary layer over the
entire length of the surface.

Figure 17 shows that the measured values of the displacement and momentum thicknesses

are almost the same as those on the linear cascade. In particular, the total momentum
losses are identical, which means that the pressure surface makes no contribution to the
increase in profile loss which is associated with the wake generated unsteadiness. This
is a little surprising because the boundary layer is known to be transitional. It is
therefore thought that the small increase in momentum loss,which should accompany a
partial change of state, is offset by a thinning of the boundary layer. This would be
caused either by three dimensional effects, or by the mixina of the boundary layer fluid
with the wake fluid and its subsequent migration away from the pressure surface (see below)

A typical set of results for the pressure surface boundary layer is shown in
Figure 18. Unlike the velocity profiles, which have been determined by interpolation
the rms and velocity traces are presented "as measured". The free-stream fluctuations
are smaller than those which occur on the suction surface. These traces also show teat
in the free stream, the periodic fluctuations of the velocity and the turbulence in phase
with each other. The outer portion of the boundary layer is therefore subjected to two
opposing, unsteady shear forces. These are periodic variations of the turbulent and the
mean shear stresses. The latter tends to increase the velocity in the boundary layer
at the same time as the former tries to reduce it. The net result is that the
fluctuations within the boundary layer are proportionately much less than those which
occur on the suction surface.

Figure 18 also shows that the velocity wave-form becomes distorted near the surface.
This distortion must, in part, be due to the cancellation effect which has just been
described, but it must also be due to the fact that on the pressure surface, the pressure
fluctuations are not insignificant when compared to the free stream velocity fluctuations
[28], which means that near the wall, the pressure fluctuations will tend to dominp'-e the
flow, thereby resulting in the complex periodic wave forms of Figure 18.

Rotor-Relative Exit Flow

The rotor-relative exit flow was determined by traversing at one half of the rotor
axial chord downstream of the rotor trailing edges. This is the same location as that
used for the exit traverse of the linear cascade.

The mass flow averaged rotor-relative loss coefficient is given in Table III together
with various predicted values. The agreement between the measured loss and that obtained
using the measured momentum losses of blade surface boundary layers is excellent, which
suggests that there is very little mixing loss as the stator wakes are convected through
the rotor blade row. A comparison of these results with those from the linear cascade
shows that the profile loss of the rotor is approximately 50 percent greater than that
of the linear cascade. The boundary layer results have shown that this increase is due
to the transitional and turbulent nature of the suction surface boundary layer.

The mass-flow weighted exit-profile of the rotor-relative loss coefficient is shown
in Figure 19. A comparison of this profile with that of the linear cascade shows that
the rotor wake is more symmetrical, narrower and deeper than that of the linear cascade.
These differences are a result of the differences in wake structure (there is no separation)
and total loss.

Figure 19 also shows that the profile loss of the rotor is not zero between the wakes.
Instead, it is positive on the suction side of the wake and negative on the pressure side.
This can be explained using the model of Meyer [30]. If the stator wakes are considered
to be "negative" jets superimposed on the free stream (see Figure 20), then it is obvious
that migration of the stator wake fluid occurs, relative to the free-stream fluid, in a
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direction which is aligned with the centre line of the wake. This will occur even when
a stator wake has been cut by a rotor blade and as a result, high loss fluid will tend
to accumulate on the suction surface. Adachi and Murakami [31] have observed a similar
phenomena in an axial-flow compressor.

The expected time-histories of the velocities at positions on the blade surfaces
which have experienced the passage of a wake are also shown in Figure 20. The similarity
between these traces and the free-stream velocity traces of Figures 14, 16 and 18 is
self evident although, in contrast to the model, the pressure surface fluctuations are
less than those on the suction surface, presumably because the turbine rotor is not
a flat plate.

It is possible that as the wake migrates towards the suction surface, it entrains
the pressure-surface boundary layer fluid, thereby reducing the thickness of the boundary
layer on that surface. Similarly, the suction surface boundary layer would be thickened.
It is impossible to determine the extent to which this happens but in view of the small
pitchwise gradient of the loss coefficient and the radial out-flow which is known to
occur in the pressure surface boundary layer [28], it is thought that this entrainment is
not responsible for the small amount of thinning which has occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

The aerodynamic performance of the mid-span section of a turbine rotor has been
compared with that of an equivalent linear cascade operating with steady inflow. The
profile loss of the rotor was found to be 50 percent greater than that of the linear
cascade. This increase is a result of differences in the blade surface boundary layers.

On the linear cascade, the blade-surface boundary layers were laminar, with a
separation point located near the rear of the suction surface.

Over the majority of the rotor suction surface, the boundary layer oscillates between
characteristically laminar and turbulent states in sympathy with the passage of the stator
wakes. As a result of this oscillatory change of state and because the free-stream
velocity is in anti-phase with the fluctuations of free-stream turbulence, the levels of
the velocity fluctuations within the boundary layer are much greater than those found
in conventional laminar [5] or turbulent [6] unsteady boundary layers. Towards the rear
of the rotor suction surface, the boundary layer becomes mainly turbulent, but even here,
there are extremely large velocity fluctuations. As a result of the increased momentum
transfer wh'ch occurs in the transitional boundary layer, there is no separation.

On the pressure surface of the rotor, the boundary layer is also transitional, but
because of the reduced levels of unsteadiness and the favourable acceleration over the
entire surface, this boundary layer was much less unsteady and the changes of state
were less well defined. Full transition did not take place.

Early transition, induced by sinusoidal variations of the free-stream velocity has
been observed by, for example, Obremski and Fejer [12]. However, the transition
Reynolds number, predicted by their results for the turbine rotor, is much greater than
the chord-based Reynolds number. Pfeil et al [15], whose results are similar to those
presented here, made a similar observation. This suggests that the unsteady transitional
behaviour is caused by the periodic variations of the free stream turbulence, which were
absent from the work of Obremski and Fejer. It is, however, quite probable that the
amplification of the velocity fluctuations induced by the free-stream turbulence is
dependent upon the amplitude and frequency of the mean velocity fluctuations, as well as
the local pressure gradient, in the manner observed by Obremski and Fejer.

The results of references [1], [2) and [3] show that the "lost" efficiency is greatest
in machines of high reaction and low Reynolds number. Such designs favour the presence
of laminar boundary layers over a large portion of the blade surfaces. It is not
surprising, therefore, that these blades show the greatest increase in profile loss as
a result of wake induced transition.
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TABLE I Physical Description

Stator Rotor

Reynolds Number 4.20 x 10' 3.15 x 10'

Speed (r.p.m) 530

Axial Velocity (m/s) 17.95 -

Stage Loading, Ah 0 /Um2 - 1.0

Flow Coefficient U xU 0.495

Inlet Angle (deg) 0.0 0.0

Exit Angle (deg) 65.0 - 65.0

Stagger (deg) 44.5 - 44.5

Chord (mm) 152.4 114.5

Pitch-Chord ratio 0.742 0.697
Aspect ratio 1.5 2.0

Blade number 36 51

Mean Radius (metre) 0.647 0.647

TABLE II Stator Wake Parameters at 43% Cxs

Downstream of the Stator Trailing Edges

Loss Coefficient 0.0140
3*/pitch 0.0080
/pitch 0.0071 Absolute Frameof Reference

6"/0 1.27

(U max - Umln)/U 0.021

Mean Incidence (deg) 2.1

Maximum/Minimum Incidence (deg) + 4.o/ - 3.5

(Urea x  U Umin)/9 0.105

D.o41 Rotor-Relative
0.095 Frame of Reference

max

U/U2 0.44T

TABLE III Loss Coefficients.t

Linear Cascade, Measured Direct 0.0180

Linear Cascade, Measured Boundary
Layers 0.0182

Turbine Rotor, Measured Direct 0.0270
Turbine Rotor, Measured Boundary

Layers 0.0260

Turbine Rotor, Predicted Turbulent 0.0297
Suction Surface + Measured
Pressure Surface
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DISCUSSION

G.Winterfeld, Ge
If one compares Fig. 16 (for the suction side) with Fig. 18 (for the pressure side) there is only a very small effect of
the unsteady flow on the hot wire signal at the pressure side. One would expect that the passing wakes are registered
on the pressure side with a similar intensity as on the suction side. Could the author please comment?

Author's Reply
There are several reasons as to why the suction surface boundary layers are more unsteady than those of the pressure
surface. Firstly, the amplitude of the free-stream velocity and pressure fluctuations are much less on the pressure
surface than on the suction surface. Secondly, the relative phases of the fluctuations in the free-stream turbulence
intensity and velocity are such that on the suction surface, the boundary layer unsteadiness is enhanced, while on
the pressure surface, it is suppressed.

tC
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AERODYNAMIC COMPUTATION METHOD OF AIRFOIL CASCADES

SUBJECTED TO VISCOUS FLOW

by

P. Psarudakis

Istituto di Macchine, UniversitA di Pisa
Via Diotisalvi 2

56100 Pisa - ItalyIN*

-,UMKARY

<'4 A computational method for the determination of aerodynamic characteristics of airfoil cascades sub-
jected to viscous flow is presented. uehmethod is based on the determination of the flux perturbation
directly due to the local continuous stream velocity over every single cascaderairfoil. Particular atten-
tion is given to the development of a method suitable to decrease automatic~ecomputation time and, at the

Ssame time, to make possible versatile application to physical phenomena simulation. Various comparisons
with theoretical and experimental values carried out by other authors confirm the validity of the present
method. -

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C pressure coefficient based on the inlet flow V flow kinematic viscosity
characteristics p flow density

Cf - T/I p U
2 

, skin friction coefficient
a X + iY , complex coordinate (fig. 3)

d airfoils spacing along the cascade Y axis .
(P

2 - PO) 2

V 1( 2 P~)~ IWII , total pressure loss
H - 0 /0 , shape factor coefficient

H - 6 )/ , Head shape factor b) relaxation factor to displacement thickness

I! I! influence coefficients of the j-th definition (expressione 20)

3 J segment vorticity (expression 2)

k streamline curvature

Lt  airfoil total contour length Subscripts

N polygonal s' gments number 0 indisturbate asymptotic flow

P static pressure I cascade asymptotic inlet flow

P total pressure 2 cascade asymptotic outlet flow

q source density 2P cascade asymptotic outlet potential flow

Qj source intensity on the j-th polygonal node polygonal node or segment number

a curvilinear coordinate a on the boundary layer or wake edge
u , U internal, external to boundary layer or

wake, velocity component parallel to SEP separation point

polygonal segment or main streamline TE trailing edge

w induced complex conjugate velocity TOT total

W potential, or symptotic complex conjugate V wake
velocity

B angle between cascade Y axis and IWI velocity

y vortex density

r. vortex intensity on the j-th polygonal node3

6 boundary layer or wake thickness

) (1 - -I!-) dn , displacement thickness

,6

e -j - (I -u-) dn , momentum thickness
f U V
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years with the continuous increase of computers speed and storage capacity many
new methods to be applied in automatical turbomachine calculations have been developed. Many of them are

referred to inviscid, potential, flow (see, i.e., References [1 - 5]) and may be used in design and/or
study of: a) profile aerodynamic characteristics; b) nuber of blades; c) peripheral speed; d) limits of
noise; a) number of staggers; etc..

However for operating range, performance and optimization of machines, informations are required on:
a) Reynolds number effect; b) pressure losses; c) efficiency; d) stalling incidences, etc..
Therefore in an effort to define such further requirements, methods which try to resolve the full Navier-

Stokes equations have also been developed (see, i.e., References [6 - 8]). In the present time such meth-
ods need very large computing time and therefore they may be very expensive. For this reason, developments

are increasing to improve methods which, making use of empirical relations of the existing boundary layer

phenomena around airfoil (see, i.e., References [9, 10]), correct, by iterative processes, the previous
inviscid calculation (see, i.e. References [11- 16]).

Because it is approximately possible: a) correlate three and two- dimensional flow characteristics
[17]; b) transform by conformal mapping a radial cascade to a rectilinear cascade; c) lead compressible K.)
flow field mathematical representations to incompressible flow field mathematical representatios 131, in
this paper the rectilinear cascades in incompressible viscous flow are considered.

The effects of the flow viscosity are considered after determination of the flux streamlines pertur-

bation, due to the boundary layer existing around every single cascade's airfoil.

In the development of the present method particular attention has been paid to: a) decrease automat-

izal computation time; b) be possible to apply such method without limitations to geometrical cascade

characteristics; c) use the computer program to further simulation studies of physical phenomena.

2 - INVISCID SOLUTION

It is known that inpotential flow, the local flux velocity on the airfoils contour may be reresented
by continuous distributed vorticity y(s), fig. 1.

Here the method developed by the author in Ref. [I] is
considered.
Following this method each cascade's airfoil contour is

)approximate by N consecutive segments. The first and
the last of such segments contain the airfoil trailing

edge. The numbering of the segments is in a clockwise
_W.0 versus, fig. 2.

On every j-th segment a linear variation of the

--.. vorticity between the values r. and rj+ 1 that assumes
on the segment nodes is considered.

Therefore in the complex plane X - X + iY of the cas-
Fig. 1 - Inviscid representation of the local cade, fig. 3, it results that the complex conjugate

flow velocity on the airfoil contour, velocity, induced by the cascade infinite segments j in

a point C, is

1 J Ij+1

Segment J
with

J.1 Se gment X h i* 1 0 1 o . e ( d )S

I0 -e 4n d

sh(7r dd f (2)

1
Semnt1 1 - -- B cth(w )d

Pig. 2 - Geometrical schematization of each
cascade's airfoil, and

y j+1 -j (3)

Being 0o the direction angle of the indisturbated velocity IlI, fig. 7, in every point [ its complex

i
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conjugate value is

Wo -- i IWo! exp( i 6o )  (4)

Assuming that in the middle point of each i-th airfoil segment, the velocity

N
Iwil - IWo + L- w (5)

j-1I

is parellel to these N segments and by the Kutta condition expressed by

rI + rN+1 - 0 (6) y

Therefore the local flow velocity on each = X + iY

cascade's airfoil contour is immediately known

and it is possible to calculate the flow char-
acteristics on every point of the considered /
cascade.

Fig. 3 -Cascade plane and reference axis.

3 - VISCOUS EFFECT

- In the present method the viscous effects are computed using the Prandtl stationary boundary layer

Slified equations and boundary layer integral methods.

As known, from the airfoil stagnation point, along the upper and lower surface, respectively, the
boundary layer may be: a) laminar stable; b) laminar instable; c) transitional from laminar to turbulent;
d) turbulent; e) separated from the airfoil contour. Behind the airfoil it forms the viscous wake.

Here the above structures of the boundary layer are represented as follows:

3. 1 - Laminar boundary layer

The velocity profile in the laminar boundary layer is that of van Karman, Pohlhausen.

The momentum thickness is computed by Walz method; so it is

5

6
2(S) - 0.470 v U' (E)d(S 

(a)J e (7)
e f

a
0

with so the stagnation point position.

The approximate test to verify when the laminar boundary layer is stable or instable is due to
Schlichting [9] and it is represented in fig. 4.

3.2 - Transition

The transition phenomenon from laminar to turbulent boundary layer is very complex and depends on
many parameters.

By any way, following also a Schlichting simple method, this transition is assumd to exist when the
difference between the Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness, Re , and that based on the momen-
tum thickness at the instability point, ( ')inst' in relation to

aL
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M [ e2 dUds (8)
s-9iflst f d

ainst

results in the upper side of the curve in fig. 5.

IWABE z- -- -

-s -6 -4 -2 4 2 4 = 0

06~

Fig. 4 - Laminar instability criterion. Fig. 5 -Transition criterion.

As know at the transition point the displacement thickness decrease. Here its value is computed as-

suming the nmentum thickness continuity and the bounary layer thickness equilibrium.

3.3 - Turbulent boundary layer

After Smith [103 who bas examinate 5 turbulent boundary layer methods, the better is that of Trucken-

drodt (see also pages 574- 579 of Ref. [9]).

After Scholz 13] one of the best engineering turbulent boundary layer is that of Head's entrainment
method [18]. This method has also been applied to interference airfoils [12].

Therefore the turbulent boundary layer is assumed to be represented by the integral momentum equation

and Head's entrainment equation which, respectively, are

de_ f 0 U a
ds 2 (2+H)- -

e. (9)

d(- (*) 6 *Lie
do UI da

with

He 3.3 + 1.535 (H1 - 0.7)2.1

(10)

F(H*) - 0.0306 (H* - 3)-0.653

and with

Cf 0.46 1-0.678H %-o.268

(11)

the Ludwieg -Tillman relation of the local skin- friction coefficient.

3.4 - Separation and wake

Laminar separation is assued to occur when during the laminar bounidary layer computation results
Cf.. 0.
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By experimental investigations of other authors it is known (see, i.e., [19, 201) that if the Reynolds
number is greater than a critical value, following a laminar separation the boundary layer may reattach
immediately or after a separated flow region, that is a bubble, and continue to flow downstream as turbu-

lent.

Here this phenomenon has also been applied, considering coincident the laminar separation and the

reattach.d points.

In turbulent boundary layer the separation point is more difficult to be fixed. Many authors corre-

late such point to the shape factor value, H. In this paper it is assumed the criterion of Simpson [21).

Following this criterion it is

HSEP ' 2H*/(He
- 

1) (12)

Therefore with the assumed Head relation between H* and H , equation (10 - a), results

H S 2.8 (13)SEP

From the separated point to the trailing edge, the shape factor, H , is assumed to be frozen at the
costant value HSEP. In this case it is also assumed Cf = 0. So, because it is known that the pressure remain
constant in the flow separated region, from the equation (9 - a) results

e(s) 0 SEP  (14)

At the trailing edge the boundary layers coming from the upper and lower airfoil surfaces, are mixed

and flow doownstream as a viscous wake.

In the present method, the wakes of the cascade airfoil are modeled by the same turbulent boundary

layer representation of Head.

4 - INVISCID FLOW PERTURBATION DUE TO VISCOUS EFFECTS

The effect of the boundary layer displacement thickness, 6*, around the cascade airfoils is perturb-

ing the inviscid flow which exists if this boundary layer is assent.

At least there are two simple methods of defining, iteratively, the perturbed inviscid flow: the

displacement surface method and the surface transpiration method.

In the first method the airfoil countour and, some times, its wake thickness are changed by summing

the displacement thickness which results from the previous inviscid calculation. So that the inviscid
calculation is repeated to this new fictitious contour,

In the second method, along the airfoil contour and its wake mean streamline, a normal velocity is

assumed to give the displacement thickness perturbation effect to the inviscid flow around the real con-

tour.

Many numerical applications of other authors to isolate and interference airfoils (see, i.e. [14- 16])
confirm the quasi- insensibility of the obtained results with the first or with the second method used.

But in automatical calculation the second method needs much less computing time. Therefore the above sec-

ond method is here used.

Because a distributed normal velocity to a discontinuity contour is identical to a sources distribu-
tion along this contour, on the cascade airfoil surfaces and wakes a continuous distribution of sources
q(s) , is joint to the y(s) vorticity (see fig. 1) as it is illustrate in fig. 6.

q10|] '~ ~~ \ \ I Ill I

s(s

Fig. 6 - Viscid representation of the local flow velocity on the

airfoil contour and wake.

,I _________
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Following therefore the schematization made for the inviscid solution, on every j-th segment it is
assumed a linear variation of the sources between the values Qj and Qj+i that they assume on the segment
nodes.

The intensity of the sources on the j-th polygonal node, fig. 2, is

Q. - d(U S*) Ids (14)

where Ue is the component of the flow velocity, parallel to the airfoil contour and on its boundary layer

edge.

With this distribution of sources the incremental complex conjugate velocity, induced by the cascade
segments j in a point r, fig. 3, is

A' (c) = [Q. (11 - I Q) + I] (15)
J 21r . j j+ J

with the i and I1 expressed by the (2).

Consequently the (5) is modified to the

N N

IWl I j- Awj+ L Aw (16)

Besides, the wake mean streamline of each cascade's airfoil is assumed to flow from the airfoil trail-
ing edge and it is represented by consecutive linear segments.
On each of these segments, linear distributions of vortices and sources, as on the airfoil contour, are
considered.

The source intensities

qw(Sw) = d (Ue 6t)w/dsw (17)

represent the viscous wake displacement thickness effects.

The vortex intensities

yw(sw) -k U (8 + ) (18)
w w w w w w

with k the wake mean streamline curvature, represent the viscous curvature effects.
w

For the imposition (6) and because at the trailing edge k may be very high, along each airfoil con-
tour it is distributed the incremental vorticity

Ay(,) - [1-2 + -- r + [ 2 -2 - ]ar. (19)

with t the total length airfoil contour and with the quantities Art and Ar. to verify: the equation (18)
at the airfoil trailing edges and the imposition that the pressures on the upper and lower boundary edges
at the airfoil trailing edges are the same.

Therefore the above distributions induce a velocity which is simd to that in equation (16).

5 - COMPUTINC ALGORITHM

An iterative procedure of the inviscid flow perturbation due to the viscous effects is applied to pro

vide the convergence of the boundary layer displacement thickness as follow:

a) the inviscid potential flow solution is obtained;

b) the streelines flowing from the cascade airfoil trailing edges are defined;

c) by mans of the boundary layer solution, described in the preceding pages, the displacement thickness
is computed;
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d) the sources along the airfoil surfaces and the sources and vortices along the wakes are defined;

e) the unknown Art and Aru are computed and the incremental vorticity expresed by the relation (19) is
considered;

f) the unknown vortex intensities r. are computed assuming the local flow in the middle of each j-th seg-

ment to have on this a normal component equal to (Qj + Q j+) / 2;

g) the above procedure is repeated from voice c), until a prescripted convergence of the displacement thick-

ness 6S is reached.

To accelerate the convergence it has been found useful the relaxation to the displacement thickness

6*.. wd* + (l W)a*
new old (20)

with w < 1

Further, to decrease the computing time the following expedients have been used:

a) the system of the N+1 linear equations r. is solved inverting the influence matrix only the first time

by standard Gauss - Jordan method; I

b) the numerical integration of equation (2 - b) is provided by simple trapezoidal rule. During this inte-

gration when the induced point belongs to the inducent segment, the equation (2 - b) is substituted by

the relation [I]

2 2 1/2,Te [(ro -1-1 io
2! -21 o - 2- '- I cth(- dxI Oa 3d) 5 d Ad ed (21,£ 1 (21)

with 0 < 4 102

c) the nur.rical integration of the differential equations system (9) is obtained by the first order Euler

pred,'ztor - corrector technique;

d) i. the 6* calculation, far from the flow separated points, the velocities Ue are assumed to be those one
the airfoil surfaces;

e) the curvature effects of the airfoil surfaces are neglected.

6 - CASCADE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

When the convergence is reached the flow field in the cascade airfoils is everywhere known.

In the infinite upstream and in the infinite downstream of the cascade, the complex conjugate veloci-

ties result

W, W 4rTOT QTOT

1 o 2di 2d

W = W TOT %Od 
(22)

2o-- di 2 7d

with TO and QTOT the integrals of the vortices and sources along the airfoil contour and wake.

Far downstream the flow is completely mixed. Therefore it results [3, 22, 23]

2( - I w w t.

p2 - I _ si ~ A )2 c 2 in21 l-A)

w

'WI jW11 sinS 1, + 2C.

21 sinS' 1 22 2 rlAB (23)

C P sin 02 P, I1 w 2 sin (I A )2
w0 0

1 2 2

2 I 01W 1 2 L -' -J p2
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wi th

A - ( ) 
/

(dsinB )
w w TE 2P (4(24)

B~ - (e) d dsin~~

and ~ ~ ~ w1 TEp an 2 teage epeetdi i.7

ad1 2P and 82 the angles represented in fig. 7.

Fig. 7 - Asymptotical flow directions.

The pressure coefficient along the airfoil contours is calculated by the relation

P(S)-p r1 [. w/ 2
-. P -PI [ ll2(25)

p 1W Wi

The forces and moments on each airfoil are obtained integrating the (25) on the airfoil contour.

7 - APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS COMPARISON

In fig. 8 there are presented three inviscid solutions obtained by the method of Ref. (I1 which is the
the base of the present developed one. Those solutions where reached describing the cascade airfoils by
N - 50 segments. As can be seen, those inviscid solutions are better than an other theoretical one but do
not agree very well with the experimental values near the airfoil trailing edges where the boundary layers
are thick.

Applicating the present method to the same cascade NACA 8410 airfoils, with the same schematization,
N - 50 and the wake main streamline descripted by 15 straight elements, in figures, respectively, 9,1Oand
11 it may be denoted: the importance of a better simulation of the cascade in a real viscous flow and the
present method accuracy.
In such figures and the following there are also represented the main cascade characteristics which may be
computed by this method. Unfortunately it has not been possible a comparison of the boundary layer obtained
characteristics and so the accuracy of the method has been conducted only through comparisons of the pre-
dicted pressure coefficient values along the cascade airfoil contours.

At least, in fig. 12 it is represented the solution of the above cascade airfoils in separated flow
near the trailing edges. The comparison of those obtained results with experimental values continuous to
be satisfactory.

In figures 13 and 14 there are illustrated the obtained results of a cascade NACA 0010 airfoils. The
comparison of such results with experimental values confirm, again, the validity of the present method.

The above results are obtained with a program written in FORTRAN IV for an IBM 360/168 series machine.

The convergence is reached after less than 4 cycles.

The runningtimes are: 1.67 seconds for the beginning of the calculations; 8.43 seconds for each itera-
tive cycle and 18.97 seconds for the computing cascade characteristics.

8 - CONCLUSIONS

The present method is an efficient computable one, specially for attached flow, which provides in
short computing tim, many cascade airfoil characteristics in incompressible viscous flow.
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The computing algorithm allows to modify or substitute any single computing step method without chang
ing the main program philosophy structure. Therefor it is possible to use this program for better or fur-
ther cascade airfoils physical phenomena simulation.

The ratio computing time / number of cases to study, decreases as this number of cases, that is the
considered cascade airfoils operational conditions, increase.

Although the results of the local pressure coefficients along the airfoil contours reasonably agree
with the experimental ones and confirm the method validity, they may be more optimizated. Also, further
comparisons between the obtained results and the experimental values of the airfoils' boundary layer and
wake characteristics, may be useful for optimizing the boundary layer integral methods.
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette, Fr
To what extent can the curvature of the airfoils be neglected, especially in the case of turbine airfoils for which
the curvature is important?

Author's Reply
The airfoil curvature is high near the airfoil leading edge. In that region the boundary layer is very thin. Therefore,
along the airfoil contour its curvature effect may be neglected.

At the trailing edge of the cascade airfoils the wake curvatures are very high and at the same time the boundary
layer at that point is also high. So the wake curvature of the cascade airfoils cannot be neglected. This is the reason
for using the incremental vorticity represented by Equation (19) of my paper.

Also, as it is written in my paper, the computing algorithm allows the modification or substitution of any single
computing step method without changing the main program philosophy structure. Therefore, it is possible to see
the airfoil curvature effect on the development boundary layer and on the pressure coefficient, which, as shown in
the paper, agree well with the experimental values, even though the effect of the airfoil contour curvature has been
neglected.

H-J.Lichtfuss, Ge
You have shown some remarkable agreement between computation and experiment. My question is: Have you also
calculated the overall loss and the outlet flow angle and have you compared them to experimental values?

Author's Reply
Yes. In all my calculations and in all the results I illustrated in my paper, you can find the values of the outlet flow
angle, 02, and the total-pressure-loss coefficient, '.- I have not been able to make as good comparisons as those
values made to the pressure coefficients. I only can say that the total-pressure-loss coefficients agree with some
results presented by Schlichting and Scholz in References, respectively [9] and [3] of my paper.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STALLING FLOWS

BY AN INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD

0by
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Professor of Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics
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and
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SUMMARY

f -DAn integral equation method is presented for solution of the Navier St6kes equations
for stalling aerofoil, cascade or bluff body flows. Vorticity created at the aerofoil
or body surface at each time step of a numerical procedure, is diffused into the main-
stream and convected by the local velocity vector. Viscous diffusion is simulated by a
model akin to Brownian motion whereby all shed vorticity elements are given random
displacements at each time step. Solutions are shown for boundary layers, bluff bodies,
aerofoils and a first attempt at a cascade. 4-
Notation

C Circulation vs  Surface velocity

CL Lift coefficient w,0,w Velocity (and vector velocity)

CD Drag coefficient at infinity

i Integer x,y Cartesian coordinates

I Unit vector y(s) Surface vorticity

j Integer ArN Free vorticity element shed

K(sn,sm) Coupling coefficient of surface at Nth time step

vorticity element r Point vortex

I Aerofoil chord E Small distance

L(N,m) Coupling coefficient of free 0 Profile slope, polar

vorticity element shed at coordinate

Nth time step V Kinematic viscosity

M,n Integers P Density

Mi Random number w Vorticity vector

N,n Integers

Ni Random number

p Static pressure, probability Suffixes
function

P0 Stagnation pressure a At time t

P Probability function b At time t + At

Pi Random number i]

q Velocity vector Integers
Qi Random number n

r,6 Polar coordinates 0 Stagnation conditions

Re Reynolds Number p Sharp edged separation point

s Distance along a surface t At time t

t Time At infinity
At Finite time step

ut Velocity components in

vJ (x,y) plane

U(5m,5n)l Velocity components at sm due to

V( m,Sn) a unit vortex at Sn

uaN 1
vaN1 Drift velocity components.

va,vb Drift velocity vectors
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1.0 Introduction

Since the early days of aviation it has been well understood that vortex motions
exercise a crucial influence upon the behaviour of aerofoils or other rotor-dynamic
devices. Traditionally vortex motions within the boundary layers have been regarded as
fundamentally different in origin and nature from vortex motions associated with the
fluid machine taken as a whole including, for example, bound vorticity giving rise to
lift and trailing vorticity systems associated with form drag. In the last two decades
these separate branches of study have advanced possibly to their individual limits and
as far as it may be reasonable to take them, bearing in mind that in reality we may not
be entitled in many cases to consider them in isolation. As will appear from this paper,
all vortex motions originate from the same source.

During this same period, encouraged by rapid developments in computing, many
research workers have therefore applied themselves to the numerical analysis of complete
flows by appealing directly to the Navier Stokes equations which in vector form may be
expressed

+ q = - + vV (1)

P

Reading from left to right we are reminded that unsteadiness and convections in the
flow are inextricably bound up with pressure gradients and shear stresses brought about
through viscosity. A form more suitable to the present application is as follows.

- x w = . vV (2)

Most attempts to solve these equations have grown from the first generation
computer finite difference or other field mesh schemes, suitable for treating flows
within closed regions such as ducts. Only recently have there been major attempts to
solve the Navier Stokes equations for predominantly external flows with particular
interest in separated flow regimes. In most of these studies of bluff body or stalling
flows viscous diffusion has been ignored, requiring therefore human specification of
the separation point locations and criteria. Furthermore, so far as the authors are
aware, work in this field has been limited to bodies of restricted shape, such as
circular cylinders, flat plates and wedges, for which simple classical models can be
devised. Mair and Maull(l) reported on much of this work as surveyed in 1971 by
'Euromech 17' in relation to vortex shedding from bluff bodies. Bearman and Graham(2 )
more recently reported on 'Euromech 119' which updated this review to 1979. Notable
too are the contributions of Chorin(3) (4) who developed almost identical techniques t-
Porthouse(5) for simulation of viscous diffusion, a method similar to Brownian motion
which will be explained here in Appendix I.

Lewis( 6) established an integral equation method for inviscid separated flows past
bodies of two-dimensional but otherwise arbitrary shape, reviewed in section (2.0). The
major special contributions of this and the authors' subsequent work as compared with
other workers have been (a) to avoid the restrictions of classical boundary modelling
and to maintain the maximum generality possible and (b) to account for all terms in the
Navier Stokes equations including both the unsteady and viscous terms. In other words,
a direct simulation of real (but two-dimensional) flows for arbitrary body shapes has
been attempted. As explained in reference (7) and section (4.2), a further important
step in our work has been the abandonment of all separation criterion to permit the flow
to determine this directly. Although the computations, which will be illustrated later
in the paper, are convincing qualitatively and accurate to the first order quantitively,
the authors at this stage claim only to have laid the foundations of a generalised
method. The future, to a large extent, lies with further refinement but, more important
than that, with the development of computers and high speed graphical presentation.

2.0 The production of vorticity

The dichotomy between boundary layer and "potential" flows mentioned in the
Introduction as a device for simplifying complex flows, leads to confusion regarding the
origin and nature of vorticity in fluid flows. For example classical potential flow
modelling requires the invention of the concept of bound vorticity which in reality is
impossible on a non-rotating body, since the surface velocity in a real flow is zero at
all points. Also it is commonly believed that boundary layer vorticity is generated by
viscous shear stresses whereas in reality it is created by the mainstream or potential
flow, the action of viscosity being merely that of diffusion of the vorticity.

These points, which are fundamental to the present method, are best illustrated by
consideration of an inviscid potential flow in more detail. Martensen's(8 ) surface
vorticity method offers the most direct model of potential flows since it describes
precisely the real fluid mechanisms involved as illustrated by Figure (1). As we know,
the real flow close to a wall consists of a vorticity (boundary) layer sandwiched
between the surface and the outer flow. In passing through this region along as' the
local velocity changes from zero immediately adjacent to the wall to the value vs of the
potential flow at the edge of the layer, Figure (1)a. The surface vorticity inviscid
potential flow method, Figure (1)b, adopts a direct simulation of this in which the
boundary layer is reduced to an infinitely thin vorticity sheet of strength y(s) in
contact with the wall. In these circumstances the velocity along as' changes discontinu-
ously from zero at the wall to the value vs - y(s) just outside the vorticity sheet.
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Surface element m

(a) Boundary layer in a real flow

'orticity sheet Vorticity element n

eFIGURE 2. Surface Vorticity Modelling

In normal potential flow terminology
(b) Surface vortacity model Vs is called the "surface vorticity"whereas in reality the true surface

vorticity is zero. Applying this condition
y(s)ds of zero velocity parallel to the wall
b surface, Martensen reduced the incompress-

baible inviscid aerofoil steady flow problem

to the following well known integral
/-'-a ~ dequation for y(SmJ.

I.-*(sn)K(SnSm'dSny Sm - ,i. 3)

()Vorticity eleet otcyelmnn

(c) ortcityeleentwhere w,, is a uniform stream and i isa
unit vector parallel to the surfaci ats -

FIGURE 1. Surface Vorticity Modelling K(snSm3 is a coupling coefficient
which represents the surface velocity

induced at Sm due to a unit vortex located at Sn and is given by

K(nS)  -Cxm-Xn)(ldYm/dS) (Ym-Yn)(dX3 /ds)()
K(~m='f m(XXn) + (ymYn )2 4

Fortunately equation (3) is readily soluble as a set of linear equations by the
introduction of the trapezoidal rule, whereupon we have

M dxm  dy.nY('snr)K(Snc mMrn = - wtos, + r-dctsinhe i (5)

As illustrated by Figure (2), this is achieved by dividing the body profile into M
discrete elements of length dan and treating the flow as that induced by discrete vortex
elements of strength Y(Sn)Asn located at the centre of each element. The coupling
coefficient K(sm,sm), which represents the velocity parallel to the vail at m due to
element m has the special form, as shown by Lews (6),

'~ m 'm ) - - } 4-rr m  ()

where the local profile radius of curvature rm may be evaluated from the slopes of
neighbouring elements as follows.

1 a 1 mdY1 n ym. i

Without further elaboration of the subsequent numerical reduction procedures,

sufficient has been said to illustrate this powerful numerical method which directlysimulates vorticity production in potential flows. In steady flow v and thus y(s) is
bound to the surface. In reality however the surface vorticity sheet drifts along the
surface like the real boundary layer, but in this case with velocity Ts)/2. Since

cofiin Lms) hc ersnste eoij rle otewl tmdet
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y(s) varies with s it is thus clear that a mechanism exists, even in the absence of
viscosity, for the production or destruction of vorticity along the body surface. This
mechanism is revealed if we establish the rate of vorticity creation at s as follows.
If we define dy as the net vorticity per unit length created at point s in time dt, then
the net vorticity flux through abcd, Figure (1)c, will be

dyds = {J(vs+dvs)(y(s)+dy(s))-vs y(s)1dt

Bearing in mind that vs = y(s) we have finally a vorticity production equation

= j_{vs__ d (
dt ds 2 2 d8

Thus we see that the local pressure gradient in a potential flow causes vorticity
to be either created (falling pressure) or destroyed (rising pressure). In a real flow
the same principle is true when applied to the bulk vorticity of the boundary layer in
the strip ds. Viscosity then fulfills the function of vorticity diffusion resulting in
a continuous redistribution of the vorticity created by the pressure gradients of the
outer flow. Additional to this are the equally important convective motions within the
viscous shear layer which also redistribute the vorticity and in some circumstances may
lead to instability of the strong shear layers and ultimately to turbulent flow.

3.0 Brief outline of the numerical method for separated flows

Before proceeding with further analytical details, it would be helpful to indicate
the general computing scheme adopted here for simulating bluff body or stalling flows.
With reference to Figure (3) and equation (2), the strategy is to march forward in a
series of small time steps At satisfying various terms of the Navier Stokes equations in
sequence for each time step. 10 .0

I No. oStep No. 10
] I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4

(i) Potential flow calculation 1.3 1.3

h *h

(ii) Vorticity shedding 0 - 0 05 0 ,5

(iii? Convection of all sep
Stepo.20No.30.-

vorticity elements O 0 2 5

i7*0 '117 - 30

[(iv) Diffusion A ,
0"5 I.0 1.5 0 0"5 10 I5

Fme SalMine(v) Calculation of body forces
and surfac rsure -- Z .

1(vi) Advance by time At step4.

I 3 4 5 6

A J ce :reembiK theory

FIGURE 3. General Computational 0 • 1 CO-2-2

Scheme 0.
FIGURE 4. Separation from sharp-edged

plate
An early example of the application of this procedure, excluding viscous diffusion,

to the flow past a sharp edged plate, is given in Figure (4). By reflecting the flow
below the x axis, symmetry was enforced, preventing the establishment of a vortex
street. In this instance one vorticity element was shed from the sharp edge of the
plate for each time step with a magnitude dependent upon the surface vorticity created
close to the edge during the preceding potential flow calculation at step (i of the
computational sequence. During step (iii) each vorticity element in the field was
allowed to drift with the local convective velocity, contributions to which are made by
(a) the uniform stream (b) the surface vorticity on the plate and (c) all vortices
already released into the flow. In Figure (4) the drift paths of each vortex are
indicated in magnitude and direction by the tails which are in fact streak lines. Due
to the recirculating flow to the rear of the plate the bounding streamline of the
separated flow regime does not compare too closely to that of a free streamline flow
apart from the region close to the plate. On the other hand the velocity on the up-
stream face of the plate, which is rensonably protected from the wake effects, does
progress with time towards a distribution which is in quite good agreement with free
streamline theory. The predicted drag coefficient after 60 time steps was 2.27 which
may be compared with an experimental value of 1.98 given by Hoerner(5).
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Three particular defects were inherent in this early work as follows:

i) Due to the enforced symmetry and
lack of viscous diffusion, no
mechanisms were available for d,,ft path
stabilising the total vorticity
content of the wake which
increases indefinitely. In ^
later work, without enforced
symmetry, wakes were found to C
break down into vortex streets a
thus enabling vorticity to
escape downstream. Further (a) drift path by forward difference ort b
vorticity leakage arises from
viscous diffusion.

(ii) The convection process
adopted here involved forward
marching over time step At oc= +
from a to b, Figure (5)a, 2+ab
following the convection
velocity Va applicable at b A
point a. This leads to
errors which were later a
eliminated by means of a
central differencing approach drift path
illustrated in Figure (5)b.
The convection velocities (b) drift path by centraldifference a to c
Vb are recalculated for the
new locations b. A revised
drift path is then adopted FIGURE 5. Vortex Convection Schemes
based upon the vector average
drift velocity (va+Vb)/2
resulting in an improved
estimate of the final vortex
element location at point c.

(iii) Due to (ii) above and the errors of the discretisation, it is inevitable that some
vorticity elements will accidentally be drawn excessively close to or even across
the solid boundaries. This gives rise to serious numerical errors but means for
dealing with this problem have been developed which are outlined in Appendix II.

4.0 The dispersion of vorticity

The vorticity produced at the body surface is dispersed in three ways, namely
i) separation from sharp corners, (ii) convection and (iii) viscous diffusion. The

joint actions of convection and viscous diffusion can of course give rise in certain
circumstances to separations from smooth surfaces too. Models for separation more
generally will therefore be dealt with in the following sections (4.1) and (4.2). In
sections (4.3) and (4.4) we shall summarise the equations required to compute the
convective and viscous diffusion motions.

4.1 Vorticity sheet separation

Separation from a sharp corner is the easiest situation to handle, Figure 6(a),
since one may make the very reasonable assumption that the vorticity element p just
prior to the separation point is projected into space in the local surface direction at
its surface drift velocity y(p)/2. The solution depicted in Figure (4) was computed
on this basis, all the free vorticity elements having been initially projected from the
separation point.

The main defect of this model as it stands is its inability to provide for other
possible separations, for example from the wall (x axis) just prior to the rear
stagnation point or from the rear surface of the plate. This ptoblem was highlighted
when the case of flow past a circular cylinder was first considered, Figure (6)b. In
this situation there is no clear separation point and it was initially decided to fix
one artificially at location A at the ends of the transverse diameter. Even with this
assumption there remains the problem of selecting a trajectory for the separating
vortex, since the path of the convective flow is far less certain for smooth surface
separations. The final practice adopted in this phase of the work is to offset the
separated element, which will be of strength

Ar - Y(spJ-At - I{y(s p lAt (9)

by a small distance c. Unless the corrections proposed in Appendix II are introduced,
serious errors in the Martensen potential flow solution will occur if c(Asp. The same
is true for any free vorticity element which may later draw close to the surface. To
avoid this in early phase. of the work, an envelope was prescribed around the surface,
Figure 16)b. Any vorticity element which strayed within this envelope was artificially
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FIGURE 7. Vortex street predictions(c) Leading edge separation for Re = 20,000

placed just onto it before repeating

JL L ° the next potential flow calculation.

On this basis very reasonable
predictions of von Karman vortex

00 00 00000000o o streets were made(5), one of which is
illustrated in Figure (7). Even with
fixed separation points a plausible
vortex street was established with

(d) Full surface separation reasonable CD and CL predictions and
with a Strouhal Number here of
0.23±0.01 at Re = 20,000.

FIGURE 6. Separation Models

4.2 A direct simulation of vorticity shedding

In proceeding later to the calculation of stalling aerofoils, on the other hand,
there was no way of determining or guessing the location of separation points and the
authors sought a method for the numerical simulation to determine them automatically.
A clue came from an earlier computer experiment, Figure (6)c, in which the separation
point of a circular cylinder accidentally moved to the first pivotal point at the nose
of the cylinder. The useful outcome of this accident was the observation that the shed

i vortex sheet as it developed tended to remain fairly close to the surface (A to B)
until it reached the vicinity of the expected separation point B, whereupon the sheet
naturally detached itself fho the surface.

J Arguing from this, the realisation dawned that Martensen's surface vorticity sheet
is not in reality bound to the surface but is free to drift with the flow. In other
words all vorticity in a fluid is free once created. Putting this notion to the test,
the authors imuediately moved over to a totally different scheme for vorticity shedding
applicabl, to all bodies which directly simulates the real flow. This technique is
illustrated in Figure (6)d. After the potential flow calculation at time t, all
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vorticity elements y(s)As are shed into the fluid by displacing each element normal to
the surface by a small distance E. The value for e, which can be argued from the viscous
diffusion theory of section (4.4) is given by

4vAtJ (10)

In considering boundary layer growth, Chorin(4 ) made a similar assumption to this
and boundary layer calculations by Porthouse(5 ), mentioned in section (4.4) were like-
wise based on a similar premise. Body separation flow problems have however not been
treated this way to the best of the authors' knowledge. This represents a major step
forward in the simulation method since in effect the procedure directly simulates the
growth in time of the body boundary layer in which vorticity is created, shed, diffused
and convected from every body surface element for each time step. Unfortunately the
computer storage and execution times required to cope with this scheme put the method
almost out of reach of a time sharing mainframe computer. However with the advent of
16 and 32 bit single user computers during the next few years and with the aid of vector
processors it should be possible to investigate problems with greater resolution and
with rapid turnover times.

4.3 Convection velocities

The potential flow as described by eqn.(3) is inadequate for the separated flow
regimes illustrated above and we must add in the additional influence of all vortices
shed during the preceding time steps, whereupon we obtain

M dxm  dym . . Z
Y(S ) ,S) s - w {--oss + -sn I+ I ArNL(N,m) (11)n= n m N=1

Arm is the vorticity element shed at the Nth time step and L(N,m) is a coupling
coefficient identical in form to equ.(4), which determines the interference velocity
at body point m due to a unit vortex located at the position of rN.

Since the additional free vortex terms on the r.h.s. of this equation change for
each time step, the recommended procedure for solution of the equations is matrix
inversion. The l.h.s. matrix may be evaluated once and for all at the outset of a
computation. Furthermore the solution for the uniform stream may also be evaluated once
and for all. At each subsequent time step all that remains is multiplication of the
inverted matrix with the new right hand side terms due to ArN.

In addition to the convective influence of Arm at the body surface, each shed
vorticity element is free to drift under the collective convective influence of all
vorticity elements and uniform streams in the flow.

Now the velocity components u,v at m due to a unit clockwise vortex located at n
are given by

(Y -Y
u = U(smS n ) 2w{(xmXn)V+(ymn),}

(12)
- (Xm-xn)

, s ) =
v = V(Sm n 211(xmXn)1+(ymYn)}

Thus the convection velocity components of vorticity element Arm will be compounded
as follows

M Z
uaN X y (Sn)AS nU( s n ) + arN U(s mS n ) + U.

n~m (13)
N Z

VaN As nV(Sm n ) + n 1 Ar nV(SmSn) + V

n~m

During the convection calculation, equs.(13) must be evaluated for each vortex in
turn, after which the revxied locations at time t + At are calculable. Following the
simplified forward difference scheme of Figure (5)a, from

Xb 'Xa + uaNAt

(14)

If the convective velocities ubN,vbN are now recalculated from equs.(13), following
the central difference model of Figure (5)b we then have the more accurate estimate of
the free vortex location at time t + At from

I __
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xc = xa + '(UaN +UbN)At

(15)
Yc = Xa + i(VAN + VbN)At

4.4 Vorticity transfer through viscous diffusion

A full exposition of the theory of viscous diffusion is given in Appendix I and
only a brief outline of principle and application will be given here. Our reference
point is the classical solution for a diffusing point vortex. As proved in the Appendix,
if the vortex is replaced by a large number of vortex elements (say 100) all initially
located at the origin of the (r,8) plane, the diffusion of vorticity during time At may
be accurately modelled if each element is subjected to r,6 displacements given by

r = {4vAttn(1/Nif}0

(16)

e = 2nMi

Ni and Mi are random numbers in the range 0 - 1. After a given time step At this
process can be repeated for further time steps by shaking each individual element without
further subdivision. In the limit of an infinite number of elements this model, which is
similar to Brownian motion, approaches the exact solution for two-dimensional viscous
diffusion.

If applied to a
wall shear layer,for
example a Blasius
boundary layer,
Figure (8), this model

5 produces reasonable
results bearing invorticity 
mind the sparsenesselements 4 Blasius --- , of vorticity elements

/enforced by practical
........... scomputational constr-

.~numerical aints. The laminar
-' 2n low Reynold's number

solution shown in
Figure (8) is among

1 .the better results
obtained so far due

0 to the relatively low
0 u/U 1.0 convection. At higher

Reynold's numbers
considerable reduction
in time step At and
thus increase in the

FIGURE 8. Simulation of a Blasius Boundary Layer for Re = 500 ,umber of vorticity
elements is required
to maintain similar
resolution of the

flow. In principle however, given sufficient computing speed and capacity, it ought to
be possible to resolve the diffusion/convection processes for a complete body with fair
representation of the surface boundary layers as well as adequate prediction of the far
flow.

The application of this method to stalling or bluff body flows is quite simple.
Following convection, each vorticity element is given a so-called "random walk" according
to equations (16). If an element accidentally walks across a solid boundary, the normal
treatment is to assign it strength zero or remove it from the field. A very simple
technique has been devised to detect whether each vortex lies within or without the body
and this is outlined in Appendix II. Many examples of this method have been given else-
where in refs.5-7. The aim in the concluding section (6.0) of this paper will be to
explore its application in some detail to the behaviour of a well known aerofoil taken
through a wide range of angles of attack. With this in mind it is necessary to elaborate
in the next section on the calculation of CL and CD which presents special problems in
time dependent and viscous separated flow.

5.0 Calculation of surface pressure, lift and drag

The Navier Stokes equation (1) may be expressed in the alternative form

*p 0 -vv)x (17)Sat

In this compact form the local gradient of stagnation pressure is seen to derive
from two sources, one due to the combined effect of convection and diffusion upon the
transport of vorticity and the other due to local unsteady flow.
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To focus attention on the first of these, we can identify (q - vV) as a flux operator
which is equivalent to a velocity vector 0 normal to both w and the local gradient of
stagnation pressure Vpo. v is compounded of both convection and diffusion velocities
which will generally lie in different directions. The Navier Stokes equation may thus
be written yet more succinctly.

Vp 
0
P at

The convective inputs into can include both free and forced motions (e.g., a
moving turbine blade row might be a typical forcing motion). The diffusive components
could include viscous diffusion in a continuous medium as here, pseudo-Brownian motion as
an equivalent model for discretised vorticity as adopted in this numerical scheme, or
even Brownian motion itself (e.g., tiny insects experience buffeting due to Brownian
motion in addition to viscous drag). All that is required to determine Vpo is to
evaluate the terms on the right hand side of equation (18) during time dt.

A If we apply this to our numerical
V scheme a procedure quickly emerges.

Thus very close to the body surface
due to the predominating influence of
viscosity, the flux velocity v will
be normal to the surface. For a given
surface element As, Figure (9)a, the
term v x a then represents the normal
velocity flux emanating from the body
surface. Since the surface vorticity
per unit length is y(s), we could

time t express a numerical equivalent to
Ss -- v x for the time step At as follows

x A(y(s)As) (19)At
Now the numerical procedure

adopted involves shedding the whole
of the surface vorticity y(s)As into
the fluid, Figure (9)b, during time
At and thus the Navier Stokes equation
(18) applied to surface element As

(b) time t+At becomes

APo _ (s)As (20)

p At

FIGURE 9. Shedding of a vortex element

We take note that j is now zero on the body surface so that the term aq/at vanishes.
This observation also leads directly to the pressure gradient Ap along the surface since
equation (20) reduces to

= - y(s)As (21)
p At

which agrees with equation (8).

Beginning at the leading edge the pressure at s' could thus be integrated through

a

or in numerical form

n
pn-Pe" - i l y(si)Asi (22)i-i

Unfortunately the simplicity of this result is marred by a problem which arises
during the random walk, since vorticity elements may in some cases diffuse back into the
aerofoil. These must also be accounted for if we wish to ensure the "closure" of the
pressure distribution

a ds - 0 (23)

As explained in Appendix II any such element which strays inside the body will
invalidate the Martensen analysis which requires zero internal circulation. Such
vortices are therefore snuffed out. However Kelvin's circulation theorem must be obeyed
and therefore the "bound" circulation of the contour is incremented by the strength of
this vortex element. It should be mentioned that this condition forms one equation of
the Martensen analysis which takes the form

=1I
-. .. .- , .. .. '- -
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M N S
I y(sn ) Sm I Ari + I Arj (24)

n=1 i=1 j=1

where Ar i are the N shed vortex elements remaining in the field and AIj are vortex
elements which have been snuffed out.

The procedure described in Appendix II for checking whether each free vortex element
lies either inside or outside the body also reveals the particular surface element
crossed by those that stray inside. Such surface elements have their pressure gradients
modified according to

Ar
Ap := Ap, + (25)

Another problem mentioned in Appendix II arises when a vortex element drifts so
close to the surface that its coupling coefficient L(N,n) is in serious error. A
technique is explained whereby its influence at this surface location is adjusted to
satisfy Kelvin's theorem, a procedure which makes such elements "civilised" in their
interaction with the contour and one which has been a trade secret of this work,removing
what was previously a major difficulty in the use of vortex singularities.

Finally, having determined the static pressure distribution we are in a position to
evaluate lift and drag coefficients from the formulae

CL = 1 I psineds

(26)

CD = 1 pcoseds

where R is a leading dimension of the body such as aerofoil chord and e is the local
profile slope.

6.0 The Stalling of Aerofoils and Cascades

The computer program to simulate flow separation from bluff bodies has been run with
aerofoil NACA 0012 at a range of angles of attack. The Reynolds Number based upon chord
and mainstream flow speed was 100,000. Figures (10) and (11) show the types of flow
obtained at different angles of attack. For each angle, the variation of lift and drag
with time has been obtained. A particular difficulty is that the Brownian motion of the
vorticity, used to simulate diffusion, has an associated uncertainty principle which may
be expressed

sampling error in
time x pressure constant

Thus the curves appear "noisy" when plotted at short time intervals, but since the
relation between pressure and vortex flux is linear, it is permissible to average the
flux over longer times to reduce the noise in the lift and drag variations. Figures
(12) and (13) show some results with lift and drag evaluated every tenth time step. From
these time-dependent results, average values of lift and drag may then be estimated.
Figures (14) and (15) show the predicted "ariation of lift and drag with angle of attack,
together with experimental results from Critzos, Heyson and Boswinkle.

Z,3.,

S 5. ..

FIGURE 10. Aerofoil NACA 0012 at 30* FIGURE 11. Aerofoil NACA 0012 at 60*
angle of attack angle of attack
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4t 4

3 'C

C0 10 20 30 Tim to1 20 Tim 30

FIGURE 12. Time variation of lift and FIGURE 13. Time variation of lift and drag
drag at 30* angle of attack at 60* angle of attack

3- 6C~lO.,o' .. d

A14. oF Alued

FIGURE 14. Predicted lift for aerofoil
NACA 0012 at a range of
angles of attack

00 30P 600 900

9d. Aft& .1 Atod.

FIGURE 15. Predicted drag for aerofoil
NACA 0012

Iu~ 
I6 

AI

FIGURE 16. Angle of resultIng force

FIGURE 17. Magnitude of resulting force
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Due to restrictions imposed by computing resources, data have been computed at 5*
intervals up to 400 but at 100 intervals thereafter. Since it is not possible to compute
each angle of attack for as long a time as one might desire, there is an error associated
with the estimated values of lift and drag, which is indicated on the graphs. The
direction of the force acting on the aerofoil is shown in Figure (16), and roughly
speaking, this force acts normal to the chord of the aerofoil. The magnitude of the
force (CL2 

+ CD')

is shown in Figure (17). This is the most revealing graph, and it must be commented
that though the general trend is the same, there is still some difference between theory
and experiment which cannot be wholly attributed to the differing Reynolds Numbers.

Porthouse and Lewis
(5 ) 

explain boundary layer flow separation in terms of the piling
up of vorticity. This is indeed seen in the stalling aerofoil simulations, so the
phenomenology of flow separation is certainly being reproduced here. Vorticity also
separates at the trailing edge, and in the unstalled case, this gives rise to the Kutta-
Joukowski condition. (Note that in this computer program, the aerofoil is just another
polygon, and no special assumptions are made about the "trailing edge"). At high angles
of attack, the two streams of vorticity from the leading and trailing edges interact to
form an irregular vortex street which is similar to observations from high speed
cinematography (Goldstein, Dover edition, Plate 9).

However, we are attempting to simulate two very different scales of motion with
just one method. Chorin proposed the random vortex method as the method best able to do
this by virtue of its phenomenology, and indeed it does reproduce flow separation
remarkably well. Nevertheless, because of the relatively coarse discretisation, we
could hardly expect the method running on existing computers to predict the precise
stalling angle for each Reynolds Number.

ka 1.2

A vortex-in-cell method, as proposed by

Christiansen, may do better, since it is possible
"._ -to use about 10,000 vortices, and the errors due to

their random motion will be reduced. However, it is
also possible that we have already reached the limit
of what can be done with a two-dimensional theory,
and that although the method is qualitatively good,
quantitative discrepancies between experiment and
the computer simulations could be due to three-

.- Idimensional effects. The flow behind the aerofoil
'."is turbulent, and the stretching of vortex filaments

dimensional method is able to simulate this.

-, - Despite these reservations, it is still profit-
-'- , I I able to explore a variety of problems with this

method. For example Figure (18) shows a three-bladed
rotor which has been unwrapped onto the cascade
plane. Initially, with the high angle of attack
chosen here, all three blades stall in the same way.
Another feature of Chorin's method is that the flowId .,20 - is continually being provoked into instability by

It the random motion of the vortices, and so eventually

-" the stalling of the blades takes on a very different
.form. A large vortex, or soliton, moves along the

I. cascade upstream of it. This vortex must lose some

* ..-' ** -" - I i
+ 

. vorticity through the blade passages, but it is
replenished as it passes each blade. We are looking

I "- '-. at a possible mechanism for rotating stall, although
- - _ the angle of attack here is large. Rotating stall

* is usually associated with the first stage of
instability as a compressor is throttled. Unfort-
unately available computer time and capacity has

-. I limited this study to the case of deep stall only.
Investigations of the cascade at different angles

S I' of attack and with more than three blades must await

. 1 the acquisition of more p,'werful computing
"; . ~ "" "I, facilities.

' ---

I ----- -

FIGURE 18. Stalled flow through
a three-bladed rotor
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APPENDIX I

Simulation of viscous diffusion

The viscous diffusion of a vortex of initial strength r located at the origin of
the (r,0) plane is described by the equation

= V{-a
2  

+ 1 ar} Al

which has the solution

4iT -
( r /4vt)

The form of this solution over several time steps is illustrated in Figure Al.

• 08 t=1. . . . .

06t o:- N icI /"

experiment

.04 06 

02 - :4

0.2

(a) 0 2 04 06 08
• * e 

"
,

2 / 
4v~t

12 -Theory.variance.Avt.

• "" : •Numerical
-I • __ ' :..• 10 experiment
.. ." ..

2 .

0 ! 2 3
(b) Time

FIGURE Al. Diffusion of a point vortex FIGURE A2. Diffusion of a point vortex

To arrive at a suitable numerical simulation of this well known flow we could begin
by treating the vortex as a collection of say 100 elements each of strength 0.01 all
free to move independently but initially all located at the origin. After time t the
requirement of the simulation would be that the elements are scattered throughout the
(r,e) plane, Figure Al, in such a way that the density distribution agrees with
equation A2. Thus the scattering technique should result in a uniform distribution
circumferentially but a radial distribution which is dense near to the origin, falling
away as r increases.

The clue to the achievement of this is then to regard equation A2 as a vorticity
density distribution curve which must be delivered by the simulation process. Put
another way we could say that after time t the probability of finding a vorticity element
in the region (r,r+Ar) and (9,608) is given by

-JrT /4vt)t ArrAe A3

To proceed further, equation A3 may be integrated over the ranges 8 - 0 to 2w and
radius - 0 to r, resulting in

P *I -e (r/4vt) A4

.
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In this form P gives us the probability that our vorticity elements lie somewhere
within the circle of radius r. At this point we should observe that equation A4 agrees
with the normal distribution curve of statistical theory. The value of P is, therefore,
equally likely to be anywhere in the interval(0,1) and could be selected by a random
number generator for example. The radial location of each of the vorticity elements
can thus be obtained if we invert equation A4 into

= {4vttn(-L)} A5

The required procedure is thus to give a random number Pi in the range (0,1) to
each element of the vortex. The elements are then displaced radially by the correspond-
ing value of ri. Circumferential displacements can be arranged by selecting a second
set of random numbers Qi in the range (0,1) whereupon for the ith element

Oi = 2uQi A6

The excellent agreement of this simulation with the exact solution is illustrated
by Figure A2 in which vortex strength with radius r and variance versus time are
compared.

Although it would be desirable to break all shed vorticity elements of a stalling
or bluff body flow into a large number of sub-elements, in practice computing speed and
capacity rules this out. Thus the practice of the authors is to apply equations A5 and
A6 to each element in its entirety, once shed, at every time step. On average that
individual element will then diffuse correctly when taken with all other elements over
a period of time.

APPENDIX II

Drift of a vortex element close to a surface

The circulation C around a body contour due to an external vortex, Figure Bl, is
zero, namely

c = f Ads = 0 al

On the other hand if a vortex element AF were accidentally to drift inside the body
due either to numerical errors in the convection process or to the random walk diffusion
process, the circulation around the body contour would become

c = jAds = ArN 82

Thus we have a simple device to check the location of each vortex if we express
this in numerical form, namely

M
C = AN I L(N,p) B3

p=1

In this expression L(N,p) is given by equation (4) where N represents the (x,y)
location of the vortex element and p the location of the surface vorticity elements.

If C is zero the vortex element lies outside
the body. If non zero the element may lie
inside and C should equal Ar.

However if a vortex element draws into close
proximity c to the body, the coupling coeffic-
ient which represents the surface velocity due
to AFN at the nearest body point p will be in
error. Thus as £/Asp-0 so L(N,p)-. Thus for
situations in which say c/Asp<1.0 the Martensen
solution will be subject to errors due to
"leakage flux", since there would be an implied
incernal circulation due to this numerical
defect. The Martensen method is very sensitive
to this type of numerical error which can be
diminatedby insisting that C is made equal to
zero. This can be accomplished artificially
by replacing the coupling coefficient L(N,p)

P P+1 by the value

L(N,p)-C - I L(N,n) B4
n;1
n p

P The computing sequence is as follows:
FIGURE 81. Circulation due to a

vorticity element close
to a surface

*mm, _ = , _ - im m mm m mmai n a •-. ....
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(a) Evaluate C.

(b) If JCI>fldFN1 the vortex element is inside the body and should be
snuffed out.

(c) If IC<jjdrNI the vortex element is outside the body and K(N,p)
must be evaluated by equation B4.
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DISCUSSION

F.Leboeuf, Fr
(1) Do you allow the vorticities to collapse together?

(2) How do you define the strength of the vortices which are shed at the wall?

Author's Reply
Vortices are allowed to recombine if they come into close proximity. This occurs occasionally during the diffusion
process. They are also recombined after travelling some distance downstream in the wake in order to reduce the
amount of data carried in arrays or on file.

The strength of vortices shed from the wall must be that given by the preceding Martensen calculation.

Martinon
Since you use a random process, you have to reach statistical convergence. Are your present results very sensitive to
the number of vortices you follow, and would there be an optimum (compromise between statistical error and
computational time) number?

Author's Reply
The question of the appropriate number of vortices is an important one which needs more attention. The boundary
layer calculation, shown in Figure 8, containing 500 vortices, is probably near to the best compromise between
accuracy and density. Ideally we should undertake controlled studies to determine this matter but these must await
availability of more suitable computing resources. With the resources available to us we have tried to push ahead
through a variety of cases which would stretch both the method and ourselves in developing the model during the
four and a half years since this project began.

C.H.Sieverdng, Be
(I) The Strouhal number of the flow behind a cylinder varies with the Reynolds number. Is your method able

to calculate this Strouhal number-Reynolds number relation, and would you please comment on the
difference of the vortex shedding process from cylinders for laminar and turbulent boundary layers.

(2) M. Dyment from the Institute of Fluid Mechanics in Lille has made very detailed measurements of the vortex
frequency in the near wake region. He shows that the Stroulal number varies significantly in this region with
increasing downstream distance up to a distance of approximately the diameter of the cylinder through
successive collapsing of the vortices to vortex structures of bigger dimensions. Is your method able to predict
such a behaviour?

Author's Reply
Yes, the method, having a viscous diffusion model, can deliver Strouhal number versus Reynolds number. At high
Reynolds number, each newly shed separation vortex sheet is more likely to undergo a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
before it would otherwise roll up into a von Kirmin vortex. At low Reynolds number, diffusion of the shed
vorticity shear layer damps down the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability tendency so that a full von Kirmin vortex street is
set up with periodicity, the case illustrated in the paper.

I am unfamiliar with Dyment's work and will need to follow this up. I would be grateful for more information on
this problem. It is possible that the third dimension of flow is involved in these cases.

K.Papalllou, Gr
Can you, with your calculation, arrive at a steady state (of course, for the parts of the flow that we know should
achieve a steady state)?

Author's Reply
In principle, yes. For example, we have calculated the NACA 0012 airfoil below stall since submission of the text of
this paper. Due to the discretisations inherent in this method and the shedding of discrete vortices rather than
distributed vorticity, the solutions am subject to "noise". If the number of elements could be substantially
increased we could obtain better results for unstalled flows. At present the method handles wake flows better than
it copes with flows dominated by viscous effects, due to insufficient resolution.

Heiaemmnn
Applying a singularity method like the one of Martensen to calculate cascade blade surface pressure distributions and
cascade data may sometimes lead to rm ts which do not agree reasonably well with experiments. This may be due
to the fact that the real physical flow behaviour is not taken into account for the computation, i.e. most of all the
vortex shedding from the trailing edges. Therefore, I would like to know whether you we able to =e the shedding
frequency a an input value for such a surface Pressure distribution calculation.

- - --'- __ _ _ __--_ _ _ _ _
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Author's Reply
The standard Martensen method is, of course, a pure potential flow model. As such, it is a good and versatile one.
Like all potential flow methods though, it suffers from certain restrictions, notably simplistic trailing edge modelling.
This contribution to the discussion and some others have indicated the need now to focus more attention upon
models of the real trailing edge flow in what we think are installed, steady state aerofoil or cascade flows. Dr Werle's
steady flow calculations implied the presence of a vortex core hanging on to the suction surface trailing edge region.
Our film seems to suggest that such a vortex builds up and detaches in a periodic manner. Dr Dunker's L.D. plots
imply periodicity in a "steady state" transonic rotor wake. Can it be that even installed blade rows can produce
measurably periodic wakes, even with very thin trailing edges?

In direct response to the questioner's last point, I think that it would be possible to modify the standard Martensen
to shed upper and lower surface vorticity sheets in real time steps, abandoning the usual Wilkinson type of Kutta
condition. This would be well worth exploring to see whether the above questionings of periodic wakes have
foundation.

C.L.Ball, US
Bypassing the issue of computational time, would you comment on the potential of this method for calculating the
stalling characteristics of compressor type blade rows to include three dimensional effects and transonic flows?

- It is my understanding from yourdiscussion that the method allows for rotating stall to develop naturally. Is
this correct?

- Since the method was developed primarily for windmills, is the blade solidity limited to low values?

Author's Reply
The method is ripe for analysis of two-dimensional stalling behaviour of cascades. There is no problem here other
than computing capacity and speed of execution. Figure 18 illustrates typical output. In this case up to 3 hours
of IBM 370 c.p.u. time was required. For the future, this work demands a dedicated mini-computer with good
graphics and probably video output for recording results. Three-dimensional and transonic flows are not possible
by this method. In principle, three-dimensional flow is possible although there is no formulation as yet and
computer requirements exceed facilities that are available. I do not think that transonic flows will ever be treated
by surface singularities.

You are correct in your assumption that the method calculates rotating stall naturally. There is no human inter-
ference with these calculations. Blade solidity and profile are completely arbitrary.

Ph.Ramnette, Fr
For a separated flow, how do you calculate the separation line?

Author's Reply
The separated vortex sheet is completely self generating and determines its own shape. We have tried to account
for all known fluid influences in the theory, namely, potential flow (creating vorticity at the boundary), viscous
diffusion, and vorticity convection. All vorticity in the flow is free to convect and diffuse. Separations, therefore,
determine themselves according to the known laws of two-dimensional nature.

The authors wish to express their thanks for a very helpful probing discussion.

.i
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CALCULS DE COUCHE LimII'E TRIDImENSIOUNELLE DANS UN COI4PRESSEUR

par

B. AUPOIX et J. COUSTEIX

ONERA/CERT
2 avenue E. Belin

31055 TOULOUSE Cedex (FRANCE)

RESUME

L'Otude des 6quations de transport pour les tensions turbulentes en rep~re tournant
ou sur paroi courbe a permis de mettre en 6vidence deux types d'effets :dune part, une
stabilisation ou d~stabilisation de Ia turbulence due A la courbure longitudinele ou A
la composante du vocteur rotation parall~le A la paroi ;d'autre part, un effet tridimen-
sionnel quand la composante du vectour rotation eat normale A Ia paroi.

L'effet stabilisant ou d~stabilisant, ainsi qua celui de la turbulence extdrieure,
ont 6t6 introduits dans un sch~ma de longueur do m~lange qui a ansuite Lsto amployEi pour
construire des families do profils do vitesse de couche limits en similitude. L'analyse
de ces families do profila a fourni lea relations de fermeture pour une m~thode int~grale
de calcul de couches limites tridimensionnelles.

SYMBOLES

a I i -q 0,15 -constants- exqrimentale

Cf = Tcoefficient de frottmnt pari~tal

H i - -I ;H* 61 parnobtres deform

longueur do mfilange

p fluctuation do presaio

prassion instantande

~q2 (U2+ -2 + ;2) 6nergie cingtique deturbulence

R rayon de courbure de Ia paroi

R ncarare de Richardson U ,-2w

U vitoaso instantanle, vitesse moyenne

U, v, w comosantes du vecteur vitesse

U2 , W-2tensions turbulentes

Ut - (-V)1/2 vitmos de frottow t

-vectezr" gradient do vitesse

x y a coonicumlies (y aelon la rnule A ia peroi)

6 paisseur do couhe limits

1 P U -P Ij Saiaser do dftacawnt lomgitudinie

all a "a0 (-%-e ) dy fpaisseu do quantit6 do w..went longitxdinale

9 tarn do diasimation do i'Snargie cintique do butnisnog

V 
~visonitf 

citiqum
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P masse voluakique

T = - lvw vecteur" tension turbulente

X 0,41 constants de KARMN

a, Wi module et omposantes du vecteur rotation

Xe veleur de X a la fronti~re extdrieure de la oudie limits

Xp valeur de X a ls paroi

x valeur instantande de X

R moyenne densemble de X

INTRODUCTION

L'accroissement des performances des compresseurs 5' accompagne d'un accroissement de
la charge adrodynamique des aubages. Les gradients de pression importants ls long des
aubes peuvent conduire au ddcolleisent des couches limites paridtales. Ce d~collement doit
cependant Otre 6vit6 car il entralne dimportantes pertes de rendement. Cleat pourquoi ii.
est ndcessaire de disposer de m~thodes de calcul de couche limite persiettant de prddire
finement l'dvolution de la couche limite sur laubage et son dficollement fventuel.

Deux types de xsdthodes sont couramment utilis~es pour pr~dire le ddveloppement d'une
couche limite. Los mdthodes locales rdsolvent les 6quations do couche limite (6quations
de continuitd, de quantit6 de mouvement... ) sur un maillage A llintdrieur de la couche
limite. Les m~thodes globales utilisent lee 6guations de couche lizaite intdgr~es depuis
is paroi jusqu'A la frontidre extdrieure de is couche limite. Les mdthodes locales donnent
une description plus fine de la couche limite. Par contre, elles sont lourdes A mettre en
oeuvre et coflteuses en temps. Les mdthodes intdgrales sont plus simples a mettre en oeuvre,
rapides et pr~cises mais lea relations de fermeture utilisdes doivent atre revues lorsqu'un
nouveau phdnom~ne (courbure de paroi, rotation ... ) doit Otre pris en compte.

Une m~thode intdgrale a 6t6 choisie A cause de son coOt faible pour une prdcision
ralsonnablo. Cetto ,sdthode, d'abord d~velopp~e en bidimensionnel /W. 1/ puis en tridi-
mensionnel /Rdf. 2/ pour lea ailes davions a 6t6 6tendue aux cas des compresseurs carac-
tdrisds par des taux de turbulence extdrieure glevds, des courbures de paroi importantes
et des effets de rotation.

Les principes de base des mdthodes int~grales de calcul de couche limite tridimension-
nelle sont bri~vement rappelds dans la premnibre partie de cet expos6. La prise en compte
des effets de la turbulence extdrieure, de is courbure de paroi et de la rotation eat
ftudidfe dans la dernibre partie. La troisi~me partie donne une description succincte des
possibilitds du code de calcul sinsi qua des examples de r~sultats.

Le cas des couches limites turbulentes sera plus particulibrement 6tudid dans cet
axposO. Les problbmes de couches limites leminaires sont abord~s dana la rdfdrence /3/.

PRESENTATION DE LA I4ETHODE INTEGRALE u

Un profil de vitesse de couche limits tridimensionnelle

pout Gtre d~composd, coinme is montre la figure ci-contre, ;~
en un profil de vitesse longitudinals U dana Ia directionw
de 116coulement extdrieur et un profil de vitesse tranaver-
sale W doe is direction perpendiculaire A l16coulement

Pour un fluids incompressible, sans tranafert de chalsur,
l'Ocoulement dane ls couche limits pout alora Gtre d~crit par trois #quationa 114quation
de continuit6 et lea fiqustiona do quantit6 de mouvement scion is. directions x at X.

L'int~gration de ces 6quetiona depuis la paroi jusqual la frontilre ext~rieure de la
couche limits donne un systme de trois *quations giobales dana lesquelles ls. nouvelles
inconnue. sont des grandeur* caractfristiques du prof 11 de couche limits telles que I.
coefficient do frottement ou lea fipaiuseurs int~grales de dflplacement at do quantitf do
mouvement. Cosn *quations s'Ecrivent, A titre d'exemple, pour use couche limits bidimension-
sells incompressible

(quantitf do mouveisent) ,4 . del 4 5+ 2 dU

Lora de l'int4gration, lisformation our la form* du prof il do vitesse a 6tG Perdue.
Cosu e mostre l'exemple simple ci-dessus, le sombre d'inconnues eat alors suplrieur au
sombre dl6quations.
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Pour fermer le systbme, on a donc besoin de relations auxiliaires entre leg diverges
inconnues, clest-A-dire quo l'information aur la forme dui profil de vitesse doit Gtre r6-
introduite.

One solution possible pour obtenir des relations de fermeture eat d'utiliser des for-
mes connues pour le prof il de vitesse coimme, par exemple, ia loi. de COLES ou encore des
lois expirimentales comme is relation de LUDWIEG-TILLMAN. Cependant, avec cette dimarche,
la price en compte de nouveaux ph~nombnes (turbulence ext~rieure, courbure de paroi,
rotation ... ) demande un grand nombre d'expiriences fines pour Gtablir de nouvelles for-
mes de profils et relations de fermeture.

L'originalitg de la methode proposie riside dane l'utilisation de families de profile
de vitesse de couches limites en similitude. Ces families de profils sont bien reprosen-
tatives des profils de vitesse rencontrds m~me pour lee couches livites hors dd6quilibro.
De plus, elies prdeentent l'avantage de pouvoir Atre giniralisies pour prendre en compte
de nouveaux effete teic que la turbulence extirieure, ia courbure de paroi, is rotation..

Les solutions de similitude pour le profil de vitesse sont analogues dane leur prin-
cipe aux solutions de FALKNER et SKAN obtenues en laminaire. Lhypothose de similitude
consiste A suppocer que lee profilg de vitesse longitudinale et traneversale qui sont a
priori fonction de x, y et z peuvent Atre exprimas sous forme raduite cocene fonction d'une
seule variable ni = y/8 oO 6 est une lonqueur caractfristique, par example l'dpaisseur de
couche limite. Dana le cac d'uno couche limite laminaire, llhypothbee do similitude porte
directement cur 1e profil do vitesse, soit U/Ue - f Wn. Dane le can dune couche limite
turbulente, seule is rigion extdrieure Oct en similitude. L'hypothLse de similitude porte
alors cur la vitecce dificitaire soit CUe - WUT - f (ii)

Avec cette hypothbce de similitude, lea 6qustione de quentit6 de mouvement qui 6taient
des 6quations aux dirivies partielles deviennent dec dquations difffrentielles ordinsires.
One hypothise de faible 6coulement transversal permet, de plus, de dicoupler l'icoulement
longitudinal de 1'6coulement transversal, &lest-&-dire qua Is profil longitudinal de vi-
tesse se comporte comme un prof ii bidimensionnel.

Le profil de vitesee longitudinale est slors obtenu comma solution d'une 6quation
diffirentielle ordinaire ; ii no dipend qua de ni at du gradient de preesion longitudinal
mis sous forme adimensionnelle. La prof il do vitesee transversal est ensuite obtenu A
l'aide du syatbme d'6quations diffirentielles ;ii dipend do ni, du profil de vitesse ion-
gitudinale at du gradient de pression transversal mis sous forme riduite, soit encore de
in courbure de la ligne do courant extirieure.

Dane le cas des couches limitos turbulentos, un modile de turbulence act nocessaire
pour reprisenter lee tensions de Reynolds dane lee 6qustions de quantit6 de mouvement. Un
schima de longuour do milange a 6t6 choisi pour en simplicit6 at s commodit6 de mice en
oeuvre. Ce achima. de longueur de milange pout 6tre modifiO pour prendre en compte lee
effeta de Is turbulence extirieure, do ia courbure de paroi ou do I& rotation Bur la tur-
bulence au coin do is couche limite.

Lee families de profile de vitesse longitudinsle at trsnsverssleasinai obtenues cousse
solutions des 6quations de similitude peuvent 8tre analysies pour obtenir lee relations
auxiliaires nicensaires A la fermeturo dui cystbme des trois fiqustions intigrales. Dana le
cac prisent6 pricidenusent d'une couche limits bidimensionnelle incompressible, le syat~me
eat ferm6 A l'aide do trois relations qui permettant Is calcul du coefficient do frotte-
mont Cf, du coefficient d'entrainement CE et du perambtro do forme 11* -(6 - 61/011 en
fonction dune grandeur caractfrictique do is forme du prof ii do viteege. Dana 1s caB in-
minaire oO l'hypothise do similitude porte cur 1e prof ii do vitesse UA'e, cetto grandeur

caractiristique sara le parambtro do forme H dafini par I - 0 U -__________

(1 (.- - UA10) d,
Dane 1e cam turbulent oO l'hypothiee do similitude porte cur 1e profil do vitesse difici-
taire, cette grandeur aera le paramitro de forme G difini par

f' C! tZ22) di

EXTENSION DE LA METlIODE INTEGRALE AUX CAS DR COI4PRISSEURS

Cette mithode intigrale a d'sbord 6t6 diveloppfie pour des applications do typo prof ii
d'aile. L'extension au cam dui compregmeur demande de prendre en compte trois nouveaux
phinombnes 16l fort taux do turbulence A l'extirieur do is couch. limite, lea effete do
courbure do paroi ot is rotation. Le problame des flux de chaleur A la paroi, plus speci-
fiquo aux turbines, n's pas 6t6 abord* ici.
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I - INFLUENCE DE LA TURBULENCE EXTERIEURE

Dans le cas d'une couche limits laminaire, la turbulence extirieure favoria. la tran-
sition. Dans le can d'une couche limite turbulente, la turbulence extdrieure apporte de
l'dnergie au mouvement turbulent par une augmentation de lleffet dlentratment de le6cou-
lement ext~rieur dans la couche limite. La zone proche de la paroi Otant sinsi mieux ali-
mentde en dnergie, Ie coefficient de frottement pariftal augments et iapparition du df-
collement est retard~e.

L'effet de la turbulence ext~rieure sur la couche limits turbulente a ddja Oto 6tu-
diC par ARNAL et al. /Rdf. 4/ dons le cas bidimensionnel. Ii a 6t6 montr6 que le scheima
ciassique de Iongueur de melange:

3y

X = 0,085 8 th (--f X- 0,41

pouvait Otre 6tendu sous la forme

- T-=t 0 085 6 3V Z
2 

(LU*~ 2 l 01

oQ 1/2 qe 2 eat l16nergie cindtique de la turbulence extdrieure.

L'analyse des families de profila de vitesse obtenues avec cette version modifide du
schdma de longueur de m~iange a montrd que la forms des profils de vitesse 6tait inchan-
gfe en pr~sence de turbulence ext~rieure. Seule i'Cvolution selon x de l'Cpaissaur 6 de
couche limits 6tait modifids. Lea relations de fermsture ne faisant intervenir que Is
forms du profil do vitesse (coefficient de frottement, parambtre de forme H*, ... ) restent
donc inchangdes. Soul i'entralnement de fluide sain par ia couche limits

CE ai 36

a Gt6 modifid. Lentrainsment augments avec ls taux de turbulence extdrieure.

Dana le cas tridimensionnel, ls prof il de vitesse longitudinais 6tant inchang6 en
pr~sence de turbulence extgrieure, le prof ii de viteasse tranaversale is sera aussi. on
n'observs alors pas de modification des relations de fermeture autre que Is modification
de 1' entratnement.

II - INFLUENCE DE LA COURBURE DE PARO!

11.1. Observations exp~rimentales stable

Qualitativement, lee eff eta de courbure de paroi sont souvent
expliques en utilisant ia notion de deplacement virtuel d'un 616ment
fluids. On suppose qu'un tel eleiment sst diplacd normaisment A Is
paroi en conservant son moment angulaire (ls fluids eat suppoaC
sans frottement). Danz ie cao do la paroi convexe, is gradient do
preasion existant tend A renvoyer l'Cldment & ma position initials
l'Ccoulement eat stable. Au contraire, dons 1. cam de ls paroi concave, l'Cl6ment tend
A sldioigner do plus en plus de s position initials :l'6coulement sat instable.

Pour une couche limits laminaire, lea effsts de courbure sont en 96ndral faibles et
n'sntratnsnt pas de modifications trbs importantes. Toutefois, on notera que dana ls cas
d'une paroi concave, is transition pout @tre favoriade par l'apparition ds tourbillons de
TAYLOR-GORTLER.

Pour une couche limits turbulente, ia stabilisation de l'Ccoulement sur paroi convexe
diminue lVagitation turbulente. Les r~gions prochem do ls psroi sont alors momns bien
alimentfiea en Anergie et plus sensible. A un gradient do presmion adverse. La couche limits
dicoile alora plus facilement. A i'oppoad, stir tins paroi concave, i'agitation turbuiente
eat augment~s et le d~collement eat retardG.

La courbure de psroi modif is peu l'evolution d'uno couche limits laminaire et n'influe
que our s transition. Par contre, le mouvement turbulent eat amplif iG ou smorti par 1a
courbure, si bien quo l'divolution d'une couch. limits turbulent. deped bosucoup pius de
la courbure de ia paroi.

11.2. Influence do is courbure do paroi our la turbulence

L16tude do l'influonce do la courburo do paroi our is turbulence a eta faite dams le
cam bidimenmionnel par COUSTIX et ROUDEVILLE /Rff. S/ et Otendue au cas tridimensionnel
par ACIPOZX et COUSTEIX /R~f. 3/.

La mithodo employ~e consist. A utiliser lee 6quations do transport Pour lea tensions
turbulent**. Cox Equationa *tant mod~lisdes dane un repbrs curviligno, uno hypoth~me
d'6quilibre permet do s ramener A un systime linisire pour les tensions turbulent... en
". plagant done an repbre IL& ax lignes do courant oxt~rieures ot en appolant Rx ot R,
lee rayons do courbure do la psroi done la direction do Is ligne do courant ext~rioure
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et de sa normale, les tensions turbulentes s'dcrivent sous Is forme

~j~~ 2 a2 (R)
- a t (R) T (R,, R,)- ay

U T y

DU= b et Rz - R sont des nombres de Richardson

ay 3-Y
caract~ristiques des effets de courbure et T une fonction voisine de l'unitf. La courbure

modfi srtut e apor 1/2-T ' T7Y-q- dans le cas d'un faible 6coulement transversal.

Cette modification peut Otre r~percutde au niveau d'un sch~ma de longueur de melange qui
devient, dans le cas d'un faible Ocoulement transversal

- = f t2(a
ay)

- = f E
2 2I! 3W

avec f -(I -a RX) a -10,25

00 RX est le nombre de Richardson form6 avec le rayon de courbure de
la paroi dans la direction des lignes de courant ext~rieures.

11.3. Application aux solutions de similitude

Les profils de vitesse de couche limite en similitude sur paroi courbe sont quasiment
identiques aux profils obtenus aur paroi plane. on observe une trbs l6gbre modification
de la relation de fermeture donnant le coefficient de frottement paridtal C .Comme dans
le cas de la turbulence ext6rieure, l'effet de stabilisation ou de d~stabilfsation de la
turbulence par la courbure se traduit par una modification du taux de croissance de 1l6-
paisseur de couche limite ou encore de 1'entratnement. Quand la turbulence est stabilis6e
par une paroi convexe, l'entralnement diminue ; quand la turbulence est d~stabilisfie par
une paroi concave, l'entrainement augments.

III - INFLUENCE DE LA ROTATION DE REPERE

111.1. Observations exp6rimentales

Pour qu'une couche limite bidimensionnelle soumise A une rotation
reste bidimensionnelle, il faut et il suffit que le vecteur rotation
soit normal au plan de l'4coulement.

La rotation a alors deux effets. La force dinertie centrifuge W1
correspond A une modification de la loi de vitesse extdrieure si le
rayon de giration eat grand devant l'6paisaeur de la couche limite.
La force de CORIOLIS joue un r8le analogue au gradient de pression normal dens le cas d'une
couche limite sur paroi courbe et atabilise (w 0) ou d~stabilise (w :- 0) l'6coulement.

Dana le cas d'une couche limits tridimensionnelle, lea effets de la rotation sont plus
compliqu~s car lea trois composantes du vacteur rotation sont A prendre en compte. On caa
simple int~sresaant eat celui o0 Ie vecteur rotation eat normal A _

la paroi. Lea forces de CORIOLIS jouent alora le r8le d'un gradient
de pression transversal qui incurve lea lignes de courant ext~rieurea
et induit des effets tridimensionnels dana Ia couche limite.

One certaine analogie paut Gtre faite entre lea effets de rotation
at de courbure. Dana le cas bidimensionnel, la rotation w eat analogue
A la courbure longitudinale de I& paroi qui stabilise ou d6atabiliae l'@coulement. Dana
le cas tridimansionnel, la rotationfwa eat analogue A la courbure des lignes de courant
extfrieures qui donna lieu A des effs t ridimansionnela.

111.2. Influence de la rotation de paroi sur Ia turbulence

Lea effete de Ia rotation mur la turbulence ont fite 6tudifia par COUSTEIX at AUPOIX
/WM. 6/, A l'aide des Oquations de transport pour lea tensions turbulentes.

En exprimant lea composantes du vecteur rotation sous la forms de nombres de Richardson:
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les tensions turbulentes s'Ccrivent, avec l1hypothae de faible 6coulement transversal%

- 12 C C R1/- uv - q1 UC - i 3 ~ all)

- 1w= q (C C R)/ .(1 + A R ) + B R -AR

OG Ct, = (2a,)2 , C 1l, A at B sont des constantes. 
B

Dana le cas d'une couche limite bidimensionnelle, l16coulement eat atabilis6 pour w23
negatif de fagon analogue A l'6coulement sur une paroi convexe et d~stabilis6 pour W3~
positif de fagon analogue A l'Ccoulement sur une paroi concave.

Dana le cas d'une couche limits tridimensionnelle, lea effets sont plus compliqufs
car lea differentes compoaants du vectaur rotation sont A prendre en compte. L'effet
stabilisant ou d~stabilisant de la composante du vecteur rotation normale A l'Ecoulement
longitudinal est identique au cas bidimensionnel. Dans le cas particulier oa Is vecteur
rotation est normal A ls paroi, lea relations

-uv- q2 C 1/
2

2 a_

q C M1/2 (B R2+ a-

indiquant qua lea "vecteurs" tension turbulente C-a- t cimaillement (0 U W
ay a)

mont plus align~s. Cet effet do non-alignement eat ddj& connu experimentalement dan. lea
couches limites tridimensionnelles aur paroi fixe /Rdf. 7/ et a dejA 6t6 pris en compte
dans des modbles de turbulence /R~f. 8, 9/ et des relations de fermeturs pour 116coule-
Dent transversal /Ref. 9/. Cet ef fat semble directement Ui6 A la courbure des lignes de
courant, courbure qui eat analogue A la rotation 02 et produit lea effets tridimension-
nela.

Pour lea applications aux: turbomachines, lea nombres de Richardson restent dordinaire
de 1Vordre du pour cent. En premi~re approximation, souls ces deux effeta sont ratenus:

- La composante du vecteur rotation normals A l'Ccoulement longitudinal stabilise ou
d~atabilise legcoulement. La modification resultants du scheima de longueur de
melange eat analogue A cells effectue dona le cam sur paroi courbe.

- La composante du vecteur rotation normals A la paroi produit des effets tridimen-
sionnels de fagon analogue A Ia courbure des lignes de courant exterieures. Ces
effeta tridimensionnels se caracterisent par un d~salignement entre Is tension tur-
bulente et ie cisaillement, effet qui a d~jA Etf prim en compte pr~c~deausent /R~f. 9/.

111.3. Application aux solutions de similitude

Lseffet stabilisant ou destabilisant de Is conposante du vecteur rotation normal A
ia paroi va, comma dans le cam de couches limitem sur paroi courbe, a traduire par une
legere modification de I& loi pour le coefficient de frottemant pariftal at murtout par
ia modification ds lentralnement.

La non-alignement entre tension turbuiente at ciaillement sntralne lVapparition de
nouvailes families de profile 8e vitease transvorsale et donc 8e nouvelles lois pour lea
grandaurs caracteriatiques de l'Ccoulemsnt transversal.

Rappelons enf in qua loreque Von consid~re lea Oquations 8e quantitE 8e mouvemant dana
un repbre tournant, des termes mupplementairam apparaissent due A is force de CORIOLrS.
On retrouvera cem termas aupplentairas dens la equations int~grales de quantit6 de mou-
vement qua lVon a A resoudre.

DESCRIFTION SUCCINCTE DU CODE DE CALCUL - EXEMPLES DE RESULTATS

I - DESCRIPTION SUCCINCTE DU CODE DR CALCUL

La progras calcula ie dlveloppoment do couches limites laminaires at turbulentes
compromaibles (nombre de Mach 4 5), sur paroi athertuane.

Les equations int~gralos do couche limits mont Ocritem dans un repre curviligne quel-
conque. La rep~re liS aux lignes do courant ext~rieures nWest utilise qua pour lVexploi-
tation des relations do fermeture tir~em des solutions de similitude.

Los profile initiaux do couch. limits peuvont Stre impos~s ou calculda par 10 programae
comeo solutions do similitude le long dune liqne do partago. La position du point do
d~but do transition eat caicul~e A I'aide du critire do GRA3WILLE modifif pranant on compte
l'hiatoire do I& couche limits at Is taux do turbulence extfrieure /R~f.lO/ pour i'Ecoulement
longitudinal ot du crit&ro do DRASLEY /Rff. 11/ pour 1'Ecoulement transversal. Au point do
transition, ou on prisonce d'un bulbs do d~colloment, le caicul of fectue tan. transition
brutal* at continueoen turbulent. Le ddiveloppouent do la coucho limits turbulent* oat alors
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sensible aux rayons de courbure pari~taux, A la turbulence extfrieure, a la rotation et

au non-alignement choisi entre Is tension turbulente et le cisaillement moyen.

II - EXAMPLES D'APPLICATION

Lea performances du programme de calcul ont 6tg6 valudes par des comparaisons A
lVexp6rience sur un ensemble de cas tests. Quelgues-una parmi lea plus significatifs sont
prfsent6s ci-dessous.

I1.1. Effet de ia turbulence exterieure (couche limite bidimensionnelle turbulente)

Le diffuseur de V6, tudi6 par POZZORINI /R~f. 12/ constitue un bon cas d'6tude des
effets de 1a turbulence extdrieure. Dans ce cas particulier, un programme a 6t6 r~crit
pour calculer A la fois l'6coulement de fluids samn au centre du diffuseur et les couches
limites parietales, en imposant la conservation du ddbit.

La comparaison porte sur les coefficients de preasion A la psroi et lea coefficients
de frottement pari~taux qui permettent de localiser le point de ddcollement. Deux cas
sont dtudi~s, l'un avec une faible turbulence ext~rieure, lautre avec une turbulence
extfrieure importante. Dans les deux cas, Ilaccord calcul/expfrience eat tr~s satisfai-
sant, sauf pour les faibles valeurs du Cf. Le diffuseur 6tant 1e m~me dans les deux cas,
le fait qus 15 turbulence extdrieurs augments llentrainement et retarde le d~coliement
est mis en 6vidence dana cet exemple (figures 1 et 2).

11.2. Effet de la courbure de paroi (couche limits bidimensionnelle turbulente)

a) Ex~enc d SO et.MnELOR /R6f. 13/

Ce premier exemple, 6tudid dans ia r6f~rence /6/, concerns une couche limits bidimen-
sionnelle turbulente se ddveloppant sur une paroi courbe. La couche limits se d~veloppe
d'abord aur une plague plane en gradient ds preasion nul, puis aur une paroi convexe en
gradient de preasion adverse. Au debut de is partie courbe, is rapport de l'dpaisseur de
Is couche limite au rayon de courbure de Is paroi dfpasse 10 %. A la fin de is partie
courbe, la couche limits st preagus ddcoll6e.

Deux calcula ont 6t6 effectuds :l'un prend en compte Ileffet de is courbure de paroi
sur ia turbulence ;l'autre non. La figure 3 compare les evolutions exp~rimentales et
calcul6s du facteur ds forme H, de 1V6paisseur de guantit6 de mouvement longitudinale el1
et du coefficient de frottement Pariftal Cf. La necessitd de prendre en compte Ileffet
de la courbure de, paroi sur is turbulence pour obtenir un bon accord calcul/exp~rience et
une bonne pr6vision du ddcollement st bien miss enl 6vidence sur is figure 3.

b) Cas-d'une-qrille d'aube transsonigue

Ce cas de grille d'aube tranesonigus a dtf 6tudi6 dana la rfrence /14/. 11Il aait
d'une grille d'aube de compresseurs, utilisant is profil "115". La grille d'aube eat pla-
ce comme indiqu6 sur Is figure 4 dana un montage bidimensionnel permettant de varier
l'angle d'attague et le nombre de Mach. Le prof ii d'aube "115" eat dessine pour donner
uns ddviation de 50* sans d~collement.

Parmi lPensemble des cas Otudids dana s lareference /14/, nous ne pr~senterons que lea
deux cas de 15 figure 5 montrant l apparition du decollement de is couche limits turbuients
.1 K - 0,7 quand 2a dfviation 0 augmente. on donna dans chaque cas l'Cvolution en fonction
ds l'abacisss curviligne de is vitsse exterieure, du param~tre de forms H et des 6pais-
sours longitudinales de deplacement 61 et (le quantite de mouvement ell.

On retrouve la n~cssit6 de prendre enl compte les effets de la courbure de is paroi
si V'on veut pr~dire correcteisent l'Gvolution de, la couche limits et le d~collement. Pour
une deviation de 531, le calcul prevoit ie decollemeit de Is couche limits un peu trop tot
1e d~collement eat observO expdrimentalement juste en amont de Ia deuxigme station de
mesure.

11.3. Couches limites turbulentes tridimensionnelles

a) Canal courbe superaonicue

L'@6coulement supersonique dans un canal courbe simulant 1s diatributeur d'un diffuseur
de compresasur centrifuge eat fitudi6 done ia r~fdence /15/. Des meaures do preasionk parie-
tale trbs resserrfiesaet de nombreux sondages do couche limits ont permis de connaltre
finesient 1'Ccoulement. Sur Is figure 6, lea resultats du caicul par la smCthode int~grale
sont compares A l1exp~rience. Les 6peisseurs do quantite do mouvoment longitudinale et
tramaversale sont predites avec ume bonns pr~cision. Il enl sat de memo pour la pr~diction
do Is direction des lignes de courant pari~tals.

Dane cot example th4orIque report# dana Is reference /16/, on alintereaae A la couchs

limit* our n diffusour tournant.
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Lorsque Ie diffuseur est fixe, la position de la ligne de d6collement depend de l'angle
d'entrde. Le d~collement se rapproche de l'entrge lorsque 1'angle d'entrde augments
(figure 7).

Pour un angle dlentr~e donng, Ia figure 8 montre lVeffet de la rotation du diffuseur.
La vitesse de rotation est rapport~e A la vitesse periphdrique de l'Ccoulement A llentr~e
du diffuseur. Loraque Is vitesse de rotation augmente, le d~collement ae produit plus loin
de l'entrfie puis la direction des lignes de courant s'inverse. Le dficollement continue a
a'dloigner de lentr~e. Aucun d~collement n'a 6te trouvd pour flt = A ro/Vto ~I

CONCLUSION

Une m4thode int~grale de calcul de couche limits permet de calculer avec pr~cision
et A un faible cost, l'Cvolution de Is couche limite tridimensionnelle dans un compresseur.

L'emploi de solutions de similitude cosine familles de profils de vitesse peziset de
prendre en compte facilement lee effets de la turbulence exterieure, Is rotation ou Ia
courbure de paroi.

L'utilisation d'un modlle de turbulence du type longueur de m~lange deduit d'une
6tude des 6quations de transport des tensions de Reynolds met en 6vidence l'effet stabili-
sant 00 destabilisant de Is courburs longitudinale et de la composante du vecteur rotation
normale A l'@coulement longitudinal. La composante du vecteur rotation norisale A la paroi
crfe d'autre part des effets tridimensionnels, tant par 1a modification des lois do vitesse
ext~rieure que par son effet sur la turbulence.

Dana les cas tests consid~rds, la methode int6grale donne des r~sultats corrects
cependant, on sianque de donn~es sur des cam proches de Is rfalit6 oil apparaissent A la
fois lea effets de courbure de paroi, de rotation, de turbulence extdrieure sur des cou-
ches limites tridimensionnelles. Des experiences de couche limits tridintensionnelle en
rotation fourniraient un d~fi int6ressant pour lea methodes de calcul.
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Figure 7 - Couche limite tridimen-
sionnelle sur un diffu-
seur tournant. Influence
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette, Fr
(1) Pourriez vous pr~ciser comment le mod :Ie de longueur de melange a Wt mod ifi6 pour prendre en compte

la turbulence ext~rieure?

(2) Pouvez-vous appliquer votre mod~Ie i des roues de compresseurs axiaux?

RMponse d'Auteur
(1) Le mod~le de Iongueur de m~Iange utilis6 dans le cas avec turbulence exterieure est donn6 dans les

rdferences 3 et 4 et dans le papier dcrit.

(2) N'6tant pas turbomnachiniste.je ne connais pas d'exp~nence de grille en rotation suffisamment document&e
pour fournir un cas test au code de calcul.



VISCOUS EFFECTS AND HEAT TRANSFER IN A CALCULATION METHOD FOR AXIALSYMMETRIC
0FLOW IN MULTISTAGE TURBOMACHINES USING THE STREAM FUNCTION

0W. Sandel
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!4 A method is described for including viscous effects and heat transfer in a through-flow
Scomputation procedure based on the stream function approach for steady axialsymmetric
flow. Viscous shear-stress and heat conduction relations are used within a coarse grid
resolution due to storage and computation time limitations in multistage applications.
Near the end walls an analytical function is used to model the dissipation rate. The
approach allows for energy transport across streamlines.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area

c velocity vector

cm velocity component within the meridional plane

cr radial velocity component
cu  circumferential velocity component

cz  axial velocity component

e stands for h or i
f u circumferential viscous force component per unit mass
ht  stagnation enthalpy per unit mass
i rothalpy per unit mass
L direction tangential to the streamlines
Ma Mach number
N direction normal to the stream surface or normal to cm

n direction normal to cm within the meridional plane

heat flux vector
heat delivered per unit volume

r radial direction
s entropy per unit mass
T temperature
V volume

mechanical work delivered per unit volume
z axial direction
X angle within meridional plane between z-axis and cm
4 coefficient of viscosity
A, coefficient of heat conduction
S density

stress tensor

l dissipation per unit volume
1 stream function
(0 rotor angular velocity

7 Nabla operator
t ) transposed matrix

Subscribts:

abs absolute

r radial

rel relative

u circumferential

z axial

A

° 1 _
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ISTRODUCTION

The internal flow in turbomachines is unsteady, three-dimensional, compressible, viscous
and nonadiabatic. It is guided through a sequence of rotating and stationary passages.
Since the numerical analysis in this generality is too complicated for available calcu-
lation methods, through-flow methods are built around simplified models of the turbo-
machine flow. Through-flow methods usually assume steady flow conditions and the three-
dimensional flow is approximated by iterative coupling of two two-dimensional computations
on the Si - blade-to-blade stream surface and the S2 - hub-to-shroud stream surface /I/.

This paper deals with the computation of the flow on the meridional plane with the further
assumption that the turbomachine flow be axialsymmetric. The S2-stream surface is used to
introduce the turning effect of the blading.

In the through-flow calculation on the meridional plane viscous effects are often accounted
for as total pressure loss, blockage and as change in blade turning. They are defined by
empirical correlations and/or by end-wall boundary-layer computation methods /2,3,4,5/.
Such an approach applies an entropy change on the streamline but usually assumes constant
stagnation enthalpy or rothalpy along the streamline /6,7/. Therefore notransfer of energy
is allowed across streamlines.

A different approach was investigated which is based on an attempt to couple viscous effects
to the local flow properties by introducing shear stress and heat conduction relations
into an existing computation procedure which employs the stream function in its mathematical
formulation. Energy transport effects due to shear stress and heat conduction are considered
by computing diffusive energy transport terms throughout the computational field. Losses
are derived by using a dissipation function. With respect to future multistage applications
with their high demand on computer storage only a rough computational grid resolution
in cross-stream direction is presupposed. Strong curvatures in the velocity profiles near
the end-walls are simulated by analytical velocity distributions which serve to model the
dissipation rate.

VISCOUS EFFECTS

For a realistic computation of viscous flows one would like to solve the Navier-Stokes-
equations together with a turbulence model. For the application in a through-flow method
intended for multistage machines this approach has some drawbacks:

- The numerical solution for the Navier-Stokes-equations with a finite-difference
method calls for high resolution in the discretized representation of the flow
region. On the other hand, the scale of the whole region to be covered for a
multistage computation is large in comparison to the scale of the necessary
resolution of the physical events and the resulting very high number of grid
points is uneconomical or even unfeasable with today's computers.

- The axialsymmetric model in itself introduces many simplifications; it would
be unreasonable to apply a costly Navier-Stokes procedure that could not
perform to its inherent capabilities because of the restrictions imposed on it
by the axialsymmetric assumption.

For these reasons one must compromise on the modelling of viscosity. common practise is
to concentrate on the dissipation effect and to apply corrections to the computation of
the predominantly inviscid flow by the introduction of total pressure losses and to
account for the effect of reduced boundary-layer mass flow on the main flow by diminishing
the passage cross-section area accordingly. Some of the losses, for example profile loss,
have their origin in the cascade flow and/or are dependent of three-dimensional flow
effects, for example secondary flow- and clearance flow-losses. These can be accounted for
in a two-dimensional through-flow method only in a general way, as is usually done in the
form of empirical loss correlations. The end-wall effects, although coupled with secondary
flows, are related to velocity profile shapes which can be represented in the meridional
plane and are therefore expected to be better suited for modelling. In addition to the
dissipation effect the transport of mechanical energy by viscous shear stress is another
aspect of viscosity in the wall region of the flow. In a compressor, for example, one
has to assume that the low energy fluid particles in the wall region move against the
increasing pressure through transfer of energy from the inner flow regions.

In the version of the through-flow method, which is described here, an attempt is made at
modelling the viscous effects arising from velocity gradients within the axialsymmetric
flow. These effects include dissipation as well as the cross-stream transport of mechanical
energy through accounting for work done by shear stresses on neighbouring fluid particles.
A model for the heat transfer arising from temperature gradients in the meridional plane
is included.

S6 l ..
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THE BASIC STREAM FUNCTION METHOD

The basic through-flow method used to implement the expansion is characterized by the
use of the stream function /8/. The mathematical formulation is a modification of Wu's
principal equation. Similar equations are derived for rotor, stator and annular duct
regions. A compressorfor example, is assembled by combining these subregions.
Due to the similar formulation the main computational variables , the stream function
the total energy term e and the entropy s can be solved in the same way for the different
regions. Stator and annular duct regions are formulated in the absolute reference frame,
the rotor region in a rotating system.

The stream function approach is in common use for through-flow computations. It ensures
the conservation of mass flow and an easy application of the necessary boundary conditions
for Y. Solved with a finite-difference relaxation method, it shows good convergence.

The circumferential velocity component in the annular duct region is derived from the
angular momentum equation. For the region influenced by stator or rotor it is given
through the S2-stream surface. The stream surfaces are currently assembled through radial
stacking of plane cascade turning correlations in connection with an assumed linear
deviation angle distribution for the streamline shape between leading and trailing edge
of the blading. The turning depends on the inflow conditions to the blade regions and
adjusts the stream surfaces with the ongoing iteration process.

EQUATIONS

If one derives the main equations starting with the shear stress relation in the momentum
equation and irtroducing Fourier's heat conduction relation in the energy equation one
obtains the following set of equations:

The principle equation for the stream function:

(1-Ma * 2 ) -2 - = right-hand side (RHS) (1)

JL
2  N2

The formulation is projected on the meridional plane (for the annular duct region) or on
the plane tangential to the stream surface (for the bladed region). L denotes the local
direction of the streamline and N the direction normal to L either in the meridional plane
(annular ducts) or in the plane tangential to the stream surface (bladed region).
See fig.l and fig.2.

The Mach number depends on the respective region:

annular duct: Ma is derived from meridional velocity
,

stator: Ma is derived from absolute velocity
,

rotor: Ma is derived from relative velocity

The right-hand side of the equation contains derivatives of stagnation enthalpy/rothalpy
and entropy and in addition for the annular duct region derivatives of angular momentum
or for the bladed region derivatives of the stream surface orientation and blockage
factors.

The angular momentum equation used in annular ducts:

Y E P 7(rCu,abs ) - rfu (2)

The transport equations:

yeove . + ; (3)

cTOVs a + (4)

The additional term can be identified as:
- source of heat through dissipation 0

- supply of energy through work done by viscous forces on the moving fluid

- supply of heat through heat conduction
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The terms - dissipation, mechanical work done and heat conduction - are related to the
computed flow and the end-wall boundary conditions through the shear stress definition
following Newton's relation together with Stoke's assumption

(V (v)t - 1 (5)

with

= L'"c (6)

--v.( r.c ) (7)

and Fourier's law of heat conduction

= -A.VT (8)

with

Q = -v. (9)

Further, it is assumed that one can neglect the streamwise diffusive energy transport
as opposed to the cross-stream transport. With the axialsymmetric model, diffusive
transport in the circumferential direction is already precluded. The only diffusive
energy transport direction taken into account is themefore the cross-stream direction.
This "parabolization" of diffusive transport simplifies the solution algorithm but still
contains the major effects.

Profile losses still must be introduced through correlations in the form of additions
to the dissipation term, since they cannot be related to the meridional flow directly.

SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The solution follows a relaxation procedure. The stream function equation and transport
equations are coupled through iterations. To linearize the set of nonlinear partial
differential equations, the ht / i and a values are assumed to be constant when computing
the stream function and the V- values are held constant while solving the transport
equations on each iterative step. The stream function equation is solved with the finite
difference method.

The range of applications for which this approach is intended can be described as a flow,
where the viscous and heat conduction effects can be considered as corrections to an
otherwise inviscid flow. It is not capable to provide solutions for strong viscous effects
as in the case of flow separation. The dominance of convective energy transport must be
ensured to get a stable iterative solution procedure.

Using less spatial resolution than the accurate describtion of the physical process
actually requires means limiting oneself to the description of the effect of this process
on a spatially averaged approximation of the real process. With the use of second order
polynomials in the central difference scheme for the derivatives the stream function
solution is not able to develop for example a thin boundary-layer velocity profile with
the given coarse computational grid. It provides a velocity distribution which represents
spatially averaged values for the mass flow. Therefore the values of ht / i and a,
which are used in the stream function equation and which the transport equations should
deliver, must fit this averaged conception.

The method for the solution of the transport equations is built around the concept of
energy and entropy fluxes. The convective component of the fluxes is described through
Sce and fcs , according to the computational variables e and a. These convective
fluxes are coupled to the averaged mass flow given by the stream function. The transport
equations relate the convective energy transport to the diffusive energy transport and the
dissipative energy sources. Diffusive transport is expressed through the derivatives of
the velocity and temperature field in the flow. Since derivatives are defined for points
in the field rather than for volumes it is difficult to express the proper averaged
values to be used to correct the transported mean amount of energy / entropy. This is
valid especially in the region close to the end-wall, where the velocity to be modelled

i



is rapidly changing in the direction normal to the wall.

A method working on control volumes (CV), the boundaries of which are defined through the
computational grid, was found to be suited for the computation of the transport equations.
Fluxes into the control volume as well as end-wall boundary conditions can be defined on
the control volume faces, whereas dissipation is described -hroughout the volume. By
adding these boundary energy / entropy fluxes to the mean energy flux, they are averaged
over the whole control volume. Local conditions can thus be introduced with their effect
on the mean convective energy flux. The use of a coarse grid, as a necessity for multi-
stage computation, avoids at the same time low velocity flows. The mean mass flow throuqh
the control volume can be controlled by adjusting the volume size to be greater than the
stability limit requires.

To apply the volume method, the transport equations must be recast via a conservative
formulation

v,( = -- V.( .c ) (lo)

V( s- (-r *EVs

in an integral formulation

if ce.dA = -i .d -J( t-c ).d. (12)

A A A
2s.dA - -- ( -.dA * ( "Vc )4V (13)

A A V

Under steady state conditions there cannot be any accumulation of energy / entropy inside
the control volume. This fact is used to solve the transport equations. In the volume
method the energy / entropy convection out of the control volume through the borderline
b) in figure 3 is determined from the balance over all in- and outflowing or generated
energy / entropy that contributes to the energy / entropy flows yce and ycs through
the volume. The sum of all energy / entropy fluxes disappears for steady flow conditions.

Considered fluxes are:
- Convective flux of total energy / entropy F'e , fcs (which must be the main

fluxes)
- Flux of mechanical energy over control volume faces through work done by viscous

shear stress

I c 2 -. ,c)+ cu L JU c u cuc ~ c' dc~
c z. ) .[ crc )( rjz +c uc -- - )2czc r- (_1 (14)

m Jr Jz u zuJr r r r Jr

- Flux of heat across control volume faces from heat conduction

S(-cr ) (15)" -C --;

- Heat source inside the control volume which represents the heat generation by
dissipation

M(r 'Lc c Jc r c r Cr -Esia-+sinakcoss r'
3 n Or an r an r an an in

R (cour-----i2 +sin. -c os4  - - sinq -)r (16)
a r Jn Jn in

AV



Important for the determination of energy / entropy fluxes and the dissipation are the
velocity derivatives normal to the flow. These are computed in the inner flow field by
central differencing. While fluxes must be determined only at the volume boundaries
without regard to the distribution throughout the volume, dissipation must be integrated
over the control volume domain. Therefore an assumption on the shape of the velocity
distribution over the control volume must be made. In the inner flow field constant
velocity gradients were assumed throughout the control volume. At the end-walls, however,
the no-slip wall condition must be observed, although it will not be reproduced in the
velocity profile of the solution because of the coarse grid computation. An analytical
velocity distribution function normal to the wall is established, which differs from the
computed velocity profile, but which contains the no-slip wall boundary condition and is
used only to model the dissipation rate near the wall. This velocity distibution function
is introduced in the dissipation function and integrated analytically over control volume.
The modelling of this velocity distribution is of great influence on the wall flow;
further work must be done to find an improved model.

The transfer of mechanical energy across the end walls is set at zero according to the
no-slip condition, as is the transfer of heat according to the condition of adiabatic
walls.

The volume approach for the solution of the transport equations has several advantages
over a finite difference procedure:

- Since the energy / entropy flux out of one control volume is identical to the
flux into the adjacent control volume over the same boundary, energy / entropy
fluxes are preserved.

- The equations are not formulated for a point in the field but over a small
area or volume. This in itself provides the necessary averaging of ht / i and
s over the control volume or mesh spacing.

- The control volume approach does not assume a priori a certain shape for the
distribution of the flow properties between its boundaries as the finite
difference approach does between its mesh points (e.g. second order polynomials).
Since the control volume approach uses only the integral of the dissipation
inside the control volume, any suitable analytic function may be used which
eases the way to model the wall boundary layers.

- It can be expected that, by adjusting the size of the control volume, the
average mass flow through the control volume will be large enough to fullfill
the stability condition of dominance of convective energy transport even in a
wall element with imposed no-slip condition.

COMPUTED EXAMPLE

The velocity distribution function used for modelling of the dissipation is of the form:
(see fig. 4) n -

cx  
c Cxl + (cx2  - Cxl)(e -1) / (e -1)

where cx . the modelled velocity component cz , cr , cu

gx . the function parameter for the velocity component

n . the coordinate normal to the meridional streamline

n = endpoint of function interval at wall

n2  . inner endpoint of function interval

Here 1o% of the channel hight were chosen for the interval distance. The function parameter
is defined by the velocity conditions at both ends of the analytical function interval.
At the wall the velocity component c is set at zero; at the inner c dpoint, the
velocity component c is equal to tA computed velocity. The function parameter gx is
derived for each comwnent through the condition that the slope of the analytical
velocity disatx.ution equals the slope of the velocity in the computed field at the inner
endpoint.

Figures 7, 8, 9 show an example for a computation of the flow through a 1-stage model
compressor to demonstrate the feasibility of the described method. Other losses than the
dissipation effect are not included.

Figures S, 6 compare the radial distribution of the axial velocity component behind the
stator and the stagnation pressure increase through the stage for the case of inviscid
computation and for the dissipation model turned on.
The amount of diffusive energy transport in this test case is very small compared to the

amount of dissipated energy at the wall, although the qualitative behaviour like supply
of mechanical energy to the wall volume and the outflow of heat from the wall volume was
shown in the printout. However, the test case is only a single stage compressor and the
radial temperature profile is relatively flat due to the even radial distribution of
energy supply through the rotor.

-4"
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CONCLUSION

The method described here includes energy transport in cross-stream direction from viscous
effects and heat conduction as well as a dissipation model in a through-flow computation
based on the stream function formulation for S2-surfaces. The main features of the method
can be summarized as follows:

- use of coarse computational grid
- diffusive transport terms and dissipation terms "corrective" to a mainly convective

flow situation (no recirculating flow effects)
- concept of energy / entropy fluxes
- spatially averaged derivation of energy / entropy values for the stream function
equation

- diffusive transport of energy as work done by viscous forces on neighbouring fluid
elements, and as heat conduction

- use of volume method and integral formulation of energy / entropy transport equations
- analytical integration to determine the dissipated energy in the wall control volume

and use of velocity profile function near wall.

It has been indicated that shear stress and heat conduction relations can be introduced
in the stream function approach as long as they can be considered as "corrections" to an
otherwise inviscid flow. However, in order to aquire an applicable dissioation rate at
the end-walls, it is necessary that further progress be made toward a more realistic
velocity distribution model at the wall.
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DISCUSSION

Hamed
(1) Have you considered stream surface warpage that would be encountered, particularly in the region of high

entropy production near the end wall?

(2) Is the drag force in the momentum equation consistent with the entropy production?

Author's Reply
(I) No.

(2) Yes, for the inner flow region; at the wall, however, where a sub-sonic velocity distribution is modelled and the
stream function equation is solved for the mean flow of the grid points, there might be a discrepancy.

Ph.Ramette, Fr
In Figure 6 of your paper giving the stagnation pressure increase in the stage versus relative channel height, the
inviscid solution shows an increase from 90 to 100%. Is this not surprising?

Author's Reply
No, the effect results from a bad stream surface layout for the rotor region. The outflow angle was given at three
radial positions and interpolated in between. Close to the casing, a small change in turning angle results in a large
change of supplied energy through the rotor, due to the relatively high blade speed at the tip.

F.Leboeuf, Fr
Did you make any comparison with a through-flow computation method which assumes a coupling with a secondary
flow computation by an introduction of mass flow at the walls? If yes, did you find any modification of the static
pressure field between the two methods?

Author's Reply
No.

-4_ _ _
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EFFECTS OF A SKEWED INLET END WALL BOUNDARY LAYER

ON THE 3-D FLOW FIELD IN AN ANNULAR TURBINE CASCADE

by

E. Boletis, C.H. Sieverding, W. Van Hove,
von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics,

Chaussie de Wterloo, 72

CB 
- 1640 Rhode Saint Gen~se, Belgium

SUMMARY . - *1 / - )

The paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on the effect of a
skewed inlet boundary layer on the flow field in a low speed, low aspect ratio, high turn-
ing annular turbine nozzle guide vane. Three test seriesdiffering by their degree of
inlet skewwere performed.

0The flow was explored by means of double head four hole pressure probes in five axial

~ planes from upstream to far downstream of the blade row. -Th-e >sults are presented in
the form of contour plots and spanwise pitch-averaged distributions.

The axial evolution of the measured pitch-averaged spanwise flow angle distribution
• is compared with a three dimensional, inviscid, rotational flow calculation..

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C chord

CP local total pressure coefficient, (Po0 ,MS-Po,1 )/(Po0 ,MS-Psz)

CPO total pressure loss, (PoI,MS-PO2)/(Po, MS-s,2)

CP local static pressure coefficient, (Po0 ,MS-Ps, )/(PO1,MS-Ps,2)

O diameter

g pitch

H blade height

H1 ,2 boundary layer form factor

O throat

N number of blades

P pressure

R radius
cV 1

Re Reynolds number, Re =

T temperature

Tu turbulence level, Tu
VMS

U peripheral speed of the rotating hub end wall

V velocity

v' velocity fluctuation

w velocity in the coordinate system rotating with the hub end wall

x,y coordinates (see Fig. 3)

Y radial distance from the hub end wall

a flow angle in blade-to-blade plane

B' blade angle (angle between tangent to camberline and axial direction)

y radial flow angle, y = arctgr

6 boundary layer thickness

6* boundary layer displacement thickness

a boundary layer momentum thickness

v kinematic viscosity

angular velocity of the rotating hub end wall

Subscripts

1 upstream conditions, defined in plane x/C ax - -0.70

2 downstream conditions, defined in plane X/Cax - 1.68

atm atmospheric conditions
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ax axial direction

H hub

I local

MS mid span

n cross flow

o total conditions

r radial direction

s static conditions, streamwise direction

T tip

Superscripts

pitchwise mass averaged value or time averaged value

pitch- and spanwise mass averaged values

INTROOUCTION

Due to the complexity of the flow in a multistage machine, the researchers A e-c
pelled to use simplified models to separate clearly the different effects of the numerous
geometric and aerodynamic parameters influencing the flow field. However, a continuous
effort has to be made to adapt the models step by step to the real flow field.

With respect to the subject matter "secondary flows in turbine bladings" we distin-

guish four different levels in approaching the real flow conditions in a multistage machine:

(1) Secondary flow in straight cascades.

(2) Flow in annular cascades reproducing correct radial pressure gradients.

(3) Flow in annular cascades with skewed inlet end wall boundary layer reproducing the
near end wall flow conditions which are due to the transition of the flow from a relative
(rotor) to a fixed frame (stator) and vice versa.

(4) Flow in annular cascades with inlet conditions generated by a preceding stage. Non
axisymmetric, unsteady inlet flow conditions are included automatically.

The present study is situated at the third level, with one restriction : the skewness
of the inlet flow is limited to the hub region and it can be expected that the effect of
a skewed tip end wall boundary layer might be not only quantitatively but also qualitatively
different from the effect of a skewed hub end wall boundary layer.

The occurrence of inlet skew at the entry of a stator is illustrated in figure 1. The
velocity flow field at the exit of a rotor blade row is transformed from the rotating
frame to the stationary coordinate system fixed with respect to the downstream stator.
This carry over of the velocities from the relative to the stationary frame causes signifi-
cant changes of the incidence angle to the next blade row. It is evident that the pressure
field in the stator passage is strongly influenced.

PREVIOUS WORK ON INLET SKEWNESS

A literature review shows that rather little work has been devoted so far to the
effect cf inlet skew. All investigations are experimental in nature and are carried out
at low speed.

Moore and Ricnardson (Ref. 1) studied the effect of inlet skew on the end wall boun-
dary layer evolution through a plane compressor cascade. The inlet skew was produced by
sucking off the end wall boundary layer far upstream of the cascade and injecting high
velocity air close to the end wall. The authors measured the flow field along the center
streamline to check the validity of different assumptions used in the solution of integ-
ral momentum equations applied to the flow in compressor blade passages.

It is important to notice that the natural inlet skew to compressor blades is opposite
to the skew which is experienced by the flow within the blade passage as a result of the
transverse pressure gradient, while for turbine cascades the inlet skew is reinforced by
the transverse pressure gradient inside the blade passage.

Carrick (Ref. 2) investigated the effect of inlet skew in a high turning plane tur-
bine cascade. The skewed inlet boundary layer was generated by moving a belt in front of
the cascade. The flow field was surveyed from upstream to downstream at a discrete number
of points. The results show an increase of secondary losses with skewness. The use of
three hole pressure probes did not allow the radial flow angle to be measured.

It seems that the first experiments in an annular turbine cascade are those reported
by Klein (Ref. 3). The experiments were carried out on a high turning steam turbine blade
with an aspect ratio of H/C - 1.45. The inlet skew was generated by a rotating hub end
wall with a rotational speed varying from zero to 2.7 times the free stream velocity. The

measurements included blade pressure distributions at various blade heights anda survey
of the inlet and outlet flow field with three dimensional pressure probes. The blade
pressure distributions are affected up to a depth corresponding to the physical inlet
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boundary layer thickness, while the radial extension of the effect of inlet skew on the
outlet flow field amounts to about twice the inlet boundary layer thickness. The losses
with respect to the losses at zero skew increase from 5% at U/VMS,1 = 1. to 20% at
U/VMSl : 2.

Bindon (Ref. 4) studied the effect of inlet skew in a low turning ( 45*), low aspect
ratio (H/C = 0.67) annular turbine cascade. Similar to Klein, Bindon generates the inlet
skew by rotating the hub end wall (U/VMS,1 = 0.0 and 1.0). The inlet and outlet flow
field is surveyed with three hole pressure probes, but the measurements do not cover the
whole blade span. This makes it difficult to evaluate the full impact of the inlet skew
on the outlet flow field. Nevertheless, the measurements indicate that its influence is
felt over a distance of more than three times the inlet boundary layer thickness. Accord-
ing to the author the overall losses with inlet skew are smaller than without skew.

It appears that real progress in the understanding of the evolution of secondary
flow in annular cascades, in the presence of a skewed inlet boundary layer, can only be
obtained by exploring the complete flow field through the cascade with probes which can
measure all three velocity components. This work has been undertaken in continuation of
the work reported in reference 6 which presented a thorough study in an annular cascade
with a collateral inlet boundary layer.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY - BLADE AND CASCADE GEOMETRY

The tests were carried out in the VKI open loop low speed turbine test rig. A full
description of the experimental facility and the experimental procedure are given in
reference 6. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the section.

The investigated guide vane has a constant profile over the blade height and is un-
twisted (Fig. 3). The blade coordinates are given in reference 6. The most important
geometrical characteristics of the nozzle row are summarized below :

- tip diameter, DT 0.71 m - pitch to chord ratio at 0.705; 0.795;

- hub diameter, DH 0.566 m hub, mid span and tip 0.885

- chord length, C 0.12 m - inlet blade angle, Bi -7-

- axial chord length, C ax 0.087 m - arc cos (0/g) at hub, 69.0; 67.8'

- aspect ratio, H/C 0.6 mid span and tip 66.80
' (measured values)

- number of blades, N 21

NOTE : angles are given with respect to axial direction. The blade is stacked radially
ab-out point M (Fig. 3). The blade is made from araldite. A tripping wire of 0.2 mm U is
placed on the blade suction side at X/C - 0.35 (measured in chordwise direction).

MEASURING ACCURACY

The experimental accuracies associated with the four hole probes are as follows

- radial position of probe ± 0.1 mm - static pressure coefficient, CPs  ± 0.02

- axial and tangential position ± 0.5 mm - flow angle in blade-to-blade ± 0.8*
of probe plane, B

- total pressure coefficient, CP ± 0.01 - radial flow angle in streamwise ± 1
direction

Note that the measuring accuracy for the radial flow angle deteriorates for wall distances
smaller than 2 mm.

TEST PROGRAM AND OVERALL TEST CONDITIONS

The test program consisted of three series of measurements characterized by different

degrees of inlet skewness :

(1) Zero skew serving as baseline.

(2) Moderate skew : the peripheral velocity U of the rotating hub is of the same order of
magnitude as the free stream velocity at mid span (U/VMSl - 0.90).

(3) Large skew : the peripheral velocity U of the rotating hub is chosen equal to the
peripheral speed of the rotor which is designed to form at a later date a complete stage
with the subject stator (U/VMSl ' 2.25).

Based on the results in reference 6, five characteristic.planes have been selected to
survey the flow field : one upstream, two inside the passage and two downstream (see Fig 3).

In each plane 15 to 18 radial traverses were made, each full traverse from hub to
tip containing 35 (from upstream to X/Cax = 0.86) or 50 points (downstream planes).

The test conditions, common for the three experiments, are summarized below

_r

'1
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Upstream : X/C ax -0.70, mid span

- total temperature, To, 2880 - radial flow angle, yj 0°

- total pressure, P~o Patm + 70 mm H20 - velocity, V1  12.5 m/s

- flow angle in blade- 0.7
°  - Reynolds number, Re 0.98.105

to-blade plane, a, - turbulence, Tu 0.8%

The rotating hub extends from X/Cax = -0.15 to X/Cax = -4.16. The distance X/Cax
-0.15 corresponds to about twice the distance of the end wall boundary layer saddle point
from the blade leading edge. The axial distance between the rotating and the fixed
stator hub is about 0.2 mm.

Downstream : X/Cax = 1.68

- static pressure at hub P -7 mm H20 - static pressure at tip P 16 mm H20
for zero skew, Ps2  atm (remains constant in all atm+

(this pressure changes cases)
slightly with inlet
skew)

The inlet end wall boundary layer characteristics measured at X/Cax = -0.70 are
presented in the following table

Hub end wall :

U/VMSl = 0 U/VMS,1 = 0.9 U/VMSI = 2.25

Ref. 6

6 ax/h 0.12 0.11 0.16 0.20

6 * /h 0.017 0.017 0.019 0.025ax

ax/h 0.010 0.010 0.015 0.020

H,2,ax 1.67 1.67 1.27 1.25

60/h 0. 0. 0.018 0.068

Sn/h 0.0 0. 0.004 0.033

CP o  0.005 0.008 0.005

Tip end wall :

U/VMS,1 = 0 U/VMsI = 0.9 U/VMsl = 2.25

Ref.6

6 ax/h 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

6* /h 0.022 0.025 0.021 0.022
ax

eax/h 0.017 0.019 0.017 0.017

H
1
2,ax 1.29 1.33 1.29 1.29

h 0. 0. 0. 0.

Sn/h 0. 0. 0. 0.

CPo 0.008 0.009 0.009

NOTE The above .. 0 values are averaged over the half span distance. Integrating over
--whole span. CPo would take the values 0.007, 0.009 and 0.007 respectively.

The upstream end wall boundary layer characteristics of reference 6 are included
for comparison. Small differences exist at the tip end wall between the present values
and those of reference 6.

The radial distribution of the mass-averaged inlet flow characteristics (velocit V,
angle in blade-to-blade plane 8, radial flow angle y and total pressure coefficient fo)
are presented in figure 4. The flow angle in the blade-to-blade plane is indicated posi-
tive when pointing from pressure side to suction side. The radial flow angle y is defined
as the ratio of radial to axial velocity component :

y arctg (Vr/Vax) It is positive when pointing from hub to tip.

Orr
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DISCUSSION OF INLET FLOW CONDITIONS

The rotation of the hub end wall leads to an important modification of the end wall
boundary layer characteristics. The increased flow path length of the boundary layer
combined with the centrifuging effect of the swirling flow cause a significant increase
of the radial extension of the boundary layer (Fig. 4), a tendency which was already
observed by other investigators (Refs. 2,4,7). Near the end wall the swirl angle B takes
values of ,26* and %52

° 
at U/VMS I = 0.90 and 2.25 respectively, while the maximum measured

radial flow angle amounts to y = '00 at U/VMSI = 2.25 (Fig 4). (Note that the first
recorded value of y is at 2 mm wall distance. Closer to the wall the accuracy of the
radial flow angle measurements diminishes considerably).

It is the usual practice to decompose skewed boundary layer profiles into a free
stream and a cross flow direction (corresponding to axial and circumferential direction
in the upstream measuring plane). The tests show (see table in preceding paragraph) that
the shape factor of the velocity profile at the free stream direction decreases with skew-
ness. The shape factor drops from H12.ax = 1.67 (typical for profiles in transitional
state) to H12,ax < 1.3 corresponding to a turbulent layer. The displacement and momentum
thicknesses in both axial and circumferential directions increase with skew. From the
point of view of losses, the kinetic energy supplied to the boundary layer leads gradually
to an increase of the total pressure near the wall such that the loss parameter CPO takes
negative values for U/VMS 1 = 2.25 (Fig 4). The pitch- and spanwise averaged value CP0
first increases with skew'before dropping to the same value as at U/VMSI = 0. Similar
tendencies are reported by Klein (Ref. 2).

The fact that the axial boundary layer thickness changes with skew could be consi-
dered as a drawback of the present study. However, tests in straight cascades carried
out on nozzle blades (Refs. 2,9) indicate that the amount of secondary losses generated
within the blading is largely independent of the inlet boundary layer thickness.

Attention must be drawn to the fact that the inlet measurement plane is situated at
a distance equal to 70% of the axial blade chord from the leading edge plane while the
rotating hub extends further downstream to a distance equal to 15% of the axial chord from
the leading edge. This implies that the inlet characteristics as described before will
still undergo some changes before entering the fixed frame of the stator.

The influence of the rotating motion of the hub end wall on the inlet flow field does
not exceed 20% of the blade height. The tip end wall boundary layer does not undergo any
changes. The velocity profile is turbulent with a shape factor H12 = 1.29.

EFFECT OF INLET SKEW ON CASCADE FLOW FIELD

Preliminary remarks

The generation and evolution of the secondary flow field in a turbine cascade depends
on two factors :

(a) The characteristics of the inlet boundary layer and

(b) the transverse pressure gradient across the blade passage.

In the case of zero inlet skew, the transverse pressure gradient depends on the inlet
boundary layer only to the extent to which the resulting passage vortex entails a local
blade force deficit near the end wall. This dependence is of secondary importance com-
pared to the direct effect exerted by the flow angle variation of a skewed inlet end wall
boundary layer on the transverse pressure gradient. It seems to be appropriate to evaluate
this incidence angle effect in a first approximation with a two dimensional blade flow
calculation method (Ref. 8).

Figure 5 compares the blade pressure distribution at the outer edge of the inlet end
wall boundary layer (Y = 16 mm, a = O°) with that at Y = 1 mm wall distance where the
inlet flow angle amounts to B = 45*. The effect of this incidence angle variation on the
blade pressure distribution is, of course, greatest on the front part of the blade where
a strong negative blade loading is observed. The incidence angle effect remains strong
up to 50% of the axial blade chord and then disappears rapidly further downstream. The
blade pressure distributions indicate that the incidence angle variation imposes not only
a negative transverse pressure gradient in the entrance of the blade passage, but intro-
duces also a radial pressure gradient (see Fig. 5). The latter counteracts the negative
transverse pressure gradient but it is not clear which of them has a greater influence on
the end wall cross flow.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF FLOW FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The effect of inlet skew on the cascade flow field is presented in figures 6,7,8
and 9. Each of these figures show a combination of contour plots of total pressure, static
pressure, flow angle B (angle in the blade-to-blade plane) and radial flow angle y.

The total and static pressure are shown in the form of pressure coefficients CP O and
CPs. Secondary velocity charts are not presented due to the difficulty of defining the
appropriate reference streamwlse direction at a given field point.

It should be mentioned that due to the high values of the flow anile B downstream of
the cascade, B 600 to 750, the absolute value of the radial flow angle y in the meridional
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plane is considerably larger than the flow inclination measured in the streamwlse direction.
Hence, an error of one degree in the radial angle in the streamwise direction amounts to
about 2* - 3

° 
error after projection into the meridional plane.

Flow inside the passage

The first measurement plane is positioned at X/Ca = 0.35. This choice was made on
the basis of previous measurements with a collateral inlet boundary layer which showed
that the hitherto moderate effect of the passage vortex on the end wall boundary layer
would start to become significant at this position. In the case of inlet skew the cascade
pressure field acts more rapidly on the incoming flow which already exhibits a strongly
modified flow structure in this plane (Fig. 6). The effect on the radial flow angle y is
particularly important for the case of large skew. The contour plots show an important
downwash in the pressure-side end wall corner with angles up to -8

° 
and a corresponding

upward motion at the suction side of the blade passage with y values up to 14
° 

(in the
upstream measurement plane, at large skew, y varied from 10o near the wall to zero in the
free stream).

To evaluate the significance of the contour plots for the flow angle B one has to
remember that the direction of the streamlines in the end wall region depends both on the
incidence angle variation within the incoming end wall boundary layer and on the trans-
verse pressure gradient across the blade passage which in turn depends on the inlet flow
angle. The incidence angle effect can be looked at as being irrotational in character,
while the effect of the transverse pressure gradient is rotational in character. The
contour plots show a maximum flow angle at the wall of about B, = 580 at U/VMSl = 0.90
and 2.25 compared to a, = 48

a 
at U/VMSl = 0.0.

As far as the total pressure contours are concerned, we observe a decrease of the
concentration at low momentum material in the pressure side end wall corner and some
radial migration towards mid span near the suction side. These features are, of course,
closely related to the y-angle and 8-angle distribution.

The measured static pressure distribution shows only a moderate effect of the inlet
skew. The blade pressure distribution in figure 5 shows in fact that the influence of
inlet skew has already largely diminished in this measurement plane. Furthermore, the
influence decreases naturally with increasing distance from the blade surface.

Proceeding further downstream to the measurement plane at X/Cax - 0.86 one observes
an impressive change in the distribution of the losses and the radial flow angle (Fig. 7).
These changes are already important for zero skew but they are even stronger for the cases
with inlet skew. At large skew, the low momentum material is concentrated along the suc-
tion side with the particularity that this region contains two loss cores : one in the end
wall suction side corner and the other at about 40% at the blade height.

The static pressure field is practically identical in all cases. The radial pressure
gradient, which was negligibly small in the preceding measurement plane, takes here consi-
derable proportions. Depending on the span and pitchwise position it reinforces or counter-
acts the radial migration of low momentum boundary layer material.

The contour plots for the B flow angle are very similar with and without inlet skew

except that the overturning at the hub is slightly more important with skew.

Outlet flow -ield

In the case of zero inlet skew the characteristic feature of the outlet flow field
is the radial transport of low momentum boundary layer material through the wake from tip
to hub (Figs. 8,9). This migration is confirmed by the radial flow angle distribution
which takes values up to -20

° 
in the wake at mid-blade height.

With increasing inlet skew one observes a second strong radial motion of fluid in
the opposite direction to that imposed by the radial pressure gradient at zero skew. The
driving force behind this upwards flow motion is the strong lower passage vortex. The
loss contour plots for moderate skew in plane X/Cax 1.11 (Fig. 8) show that the loss
core which was found right at the hub at zero skew has moved to about 30% of the blade
height. The outgrowth of the wake at this position is the direct continuation of the up-
stream end wall boundary layer material which has moved inside the cascade onto the rear
blade suction surface. The lifting of the loss core is underlined by a region with strong
positive radial flow angles in the wake-hub end wall corner.

A further increase of the inlet skew to U/VMS i - 2.25 reinforces the tendencies
observed before. The radial flow angle field is eAtirely dominated by two regions of
almost equal size but opposite flow direction. The positive radial flow angle field does
not only cause a further shift of the loss core to a higher radius but it contributes also
to a lateral diffusion of the losses on the wake suction side. Both the 0- and Y-angle
distribution illustrate the presence of a strong hub passage vortex. A noteworthy feature
is also the local decrease of the static pressure at the hub at mid distance between the
wakes.

Proceeding further downstream to the plane at X/Cax - 1.68 (Fig. 9) we observe
roughly the same tendencies as at the preceding plane. The radial position of the loss
core does not change with increasing downstream distance but the wake has spread out
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considerably in the circumferential direction. The intensity of the radial flow motions
has significantly diminished but it is noteworthy that the radial pressure gradient con-
tinues to impose a non-negligible inward flow in the wake region while the radial outward
flow is reduced to a very small amount. The isobeta curves are interesting since they
differ greatly at hub and tip, even in the case of zero skew : the flow conserves strong
circumferential flow angle variations at the tip but almost none at the hub end wall.

SPANWISE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PITCH-AVERAGED FLOW ANGLE AND LOSSES

The axial evolution of the pitchwise averaged flow angle is presented in figure 10.
The spanwise distribution at zero skew shows the characteristic over/underturning behaviour
of a flow under the influence of passage vortices. The axial evolution is, however, some-
what different at hub and tip which can be explained by a different strength of the vor-
tices due to differences in the blade loading over the blade height. The influence of
passage vortices is predominant, but there is also evidence of some other vortical motion.
The best evidence for this is given in plane X/Cax = 1.11 where the overturning tendency
near the wall is interrupted to give way to a significant decrease of the flow angle.
This points to the existence of a counter-rotating vortex, which possibly is the suction
side end wall corner vortex.

Inlet skew modifies entirely the radial evolution of the flow angle T. In the pre-
sent experiments, inlet skew affects the 8-angle up to a distance between 60% and 80% of
the blade height. Starting with an upstream skew angle of 260 and 53o respectively (cor-
responding to U/VMS11 = 0.90 and 2.25) the amount of overturning right next to the hub
end wall decreases in the downstream direction with respect to that for zero skew. This
evolution is accompanied by a progressive increase of a in the region of maximum under-
turning of the zero skew curve, which leads finally at X/C@x = 1.68 to an entire opposite
radial evolution of 8 between zero and maximum inlet skew in the lower half of the blade
passage. A strong suction side end wall corner vortex could explain for the case of in-
let skew the radical change of the slope of the 8-curve at the hub. Figure 10 demonstrates
also the influence of inlet skew on the spanwise position and extent of the characteristic
underturning region associated with a passage vortex. Inlet skew causes a shift of the
underturning region to a higher spanwise position, e.g., at X/Cax = 1.11 the maximum
underturning is situated respectively at Y/H = 0.17, 0.30, and 8.50 for U/VMSI = 0., 0.9
and 2.25.

Figure 11 presents the spanwise total pressure loss distribution for the plane
X/Cax = 1.68. The loss coefficient CFO refers the local (pitch-averaged) total pressure
loss in the measurement plane to the upstream total pressure at mid span. In the case of
a collateral inlet end wall boundary layer, Ul/VMS,I = 0, the total loss includes the
following individual loss contributions

(a) profile loss;

(b) inlet end wall loss;

(c) boundary layer growth on the end wall inside the blade passage;

(d) end wall suction side corner loss;

(e) interference of end wall crossflow with main flow along blade suction surface and;

(f) downstream annulus loss.

The downstream spanwise loss distribution can be divided into several characteristic
regions representing one or several of the above loss components. A major part of the
high losses in the immediate proximity of the end walls are annulus losses generated down-
stream of the trailing edge plane. Since these losses are continuously growing with in-
creasing downstream distance, it is difficult to define clearly the amount of secondary
losses of a cascade. Next to the near end wall region we observe at zero inlet skew a
high loss concentration between Y/H = 0.05 and 0.25 at the hub and between Y/H 0 0.95 to
0.80 at the tip. This loss core includes losses (d) and (e), the major part of losses (b)
and part of loss (c). If there were no radial pressure gradient, the loss between Y/H =
0.25 and 0.80 would present only profile losses. However, there exists a strong radial
pressure gradient, causing part of the tip secondary losses to migrate towards the hub.
Consequently, there does not exist a region of pure profile losses. The interpretation
of the spanwise loss distribution is further complicated by the S-shape of the wake. This
wake pattern is at least partially responsible for the local loss maximum at Y/H - 0.60.

Inlet skew affects the spanwise loss distribution in various ways :

(a) It causes additional losses due to the inlet angle variation within the inlet end wall
boundary layer (this loss can be calculated as a local profile loss, but since its occur-
rence depends on the end wall boundary layer characteristics, it seems to be logical to
consider it as part of the secondary losses);

(b) It strengthens the suction side end wall corner loss and;

(c) It contributes to an increased interference between end wall flow and main flow on
the blade suction side. The radial displacement of the hub loss core, composed mainly of
inlet loss, incidence angle loss, corner loss and interference loss, is particularly
clearly demonstrated.

There is an important rise of the overall losses with skewness. These are CF" - 7.2%
at the collateral case, 10.2: with moderate skewness and 10.4% with large skewness. These
values include the inlet end wall losses of 0.7%, 0.9% and 0.7% respectively. An increase
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of the overall losses has also been reported in references 2 and 3, contrary to an over-
all loss decrease reported by Bindon (Ref. 4).

COMPARISON WITH THREE DIMENSIONAL INVISCID, ROTATIONAL FLOW CALCULATION

The axial evolution of the pitch averaged spanwise flow angle distribution is com-
pared for the case of large inlet skew with a three dimensional, inviscid, rotational
flow calculation. The calculations were performed with a fully explicit time marching,
corrected viscosity, finite volume method by Van Hove (Ref. 10). The method solves the
Euler equations with respect to a cylindrical coordinate system fixed to the blade row.
On the inflow boundary radial gradients of the flow can be introduced allowing the calcu-
lation of rotational flow. On the outlet boundary a generalized radial equilibrium con-
dition is used. The back pressure is imposed only at one radius and the radial outlet
pressure distribution is part of the solution. The author demonstrated that his method
was able to calculate fairly accurately the flow angle and static pressure distribution
in an annular cascade with collateral inlet boundary layer (same cascade as in present
investigation). This result allows two interpretations : either the flow angle is indeed
little influenced by viscous effects or viscous effects were too small to show an impor-
tant influence on the flow angle. The present case with inlet skew is a much more severe
test case since viscous effects are much stronger than for zero inlet skew.

The computational domain (cascade plus upstream and downstream extension) is discre-
tized by 65 orthogonal, 31 streamwise and 21 bladewise surfaces. The discretization is
the same as in reference 10. The calculations were performed on a VAX 11/780 computer.
The computing time per point and time step is 0.0024 s. The results presented in figure 12
were obtained after 4000 iterations. Inside the blade passage the flow angle distribution
is very well predicted. However, the calculations are less satisfactory downstream of the
cascade. In particular, the program does not predict the effect of what we believe is a
corner vortex, which causes a reversal of the flow angle slope at the wall, as imposed by
the passage vortex. The strength of this vortex depends on the degree of inlet skew.

CONCLUSIONS

Inlet skew amplifies all characteristic features associated with the usual end wall
vortex system for a collateral inlet boundary layer. In particular it augments the con-
centration of low momentum fluid in the suction side end wall corner and generates an
important outward radial flow along the rear blade suction surface. Downstream of the
cascade this counteracts the effect of the radial pressure gradient on the migration of
low momentum boundary layer through the wake. The gradual shift of the maximum wake
losses from the hub towards mid span with increasing skew underlines this feature.

A corner vortex of significant strength counteracts the effect of the passage vortex
on the overturning near the end wall and at large skew the shape of the pitch averaged
8-flow angle distribution in this region is completely changed.

The prediction of the spanwise 8-angle distribution using a three dimensional, inviscid
rotational flow calculation method is quite good inside the blade passage but less satis-
factory downstream of the cascade due to the increasing influence of viscous effects with
increasing inlet skew.
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DISCUSSION

Gallus
A comment: Our measurements in a stage with an inlet Mach number around 0.2 to 0.4 with wall rotation U/VMS
up to approximately ±0.9 showed very little influence of skewed boundary layers on the secondary flow in and
behind the annular cascade. Measurements were done with hot wire and split film techniques.

Author's Reply
The influence of a skewed inlet end wall boundary layer on the 3-D field in a turbine cascade has been measured by
different investigators with different cascade configurations and with relatively low turning to high turning blade
geometries. This influence is also significant at UIVMSI 2 0.90 as it can be seen from measurements included in
References [2], [3] and [4].
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by
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SUMMARY

In the design process for-axial flow turbines,Athere is a need forktelatively simple
prediction techniques for the angle variations and losses produced by secondary flows.

W4 -aer qo improve the physical basis of such techniques, an inpqtigation~hs beeil1ade
of the fl~w in a cascade of large scale rotor blades of some ll6Of turning. The aspect
ratio (span/chord) was 1.77, and the inlet boundary layer on the end walls was varied
around 0.2 of the span. The flow was traversed in great detail on ten planes using cobra-'
type probes with a computerised data recording and analysis system.

The ;esults are presented graphicallkusing contour and vector plots on various
Ck4 planes th~ough the flow field. The horse~tsoe vortex and passage vortex development are

clearly seen, with the upstream boundary layer being shed downstream as a loss core.
Another region of high loss is related to a co 1 e vortex i the corner between the
suction surface and the end wall. '- >results 1%v( also boNi.' pitch averaged Iand com-
pared with predictions of angle and loss distribution.

Some traversing fi -also beer!carried out using~hot wire anemometry. Regions of
high turbulence intensity and sheaf stress have -een identified, associated with the
regions of high loss. Some indication is given of the mechanisms of loss production
within the cascade.

The results of this work will aid modelling of secondary flows, and provide detailed
data against which calculation methods may be tested.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the design process for axial flow turbines, the designer has to include estimates
of the losses and variation of flow angle caused by secondary flows. The secondary flows
arise from the turning of a sheared inlet flow, usually the end wall boundary layers on
the hub and casing of the machine. In the past, use has been made of various empirical
correlations for secondary loss such as those by Ainley and Mathieson (i) or Dunham (2)
who reviewed a wide range of correlations. However, such correlations tend to be
inaccurate and give no information on the radial distribution of the loss. More recently,
methods have become available for the calculation of the three-dimensional flow field in
a row of blades, for example the streamline curvature method of Stuart and Hetherington (3),
the time marching method of Denton (4) and methods including a loss model, Moore and
Moore (5) and Briley (6). However, these methods require considerable time and effort
in preparing data and analysing the results; they may not satisfactorily model the flow;
and they require a lot of computing time (a disadvantage which may be becoming less
important with advances in computer technology). These methods are thus not suitable for
use in the iterative process of design, and there is a need for relatively simple prediction
techniques, which will give fairly reliable results. Gregory-Smith (7) has proposed a
technique for predicting secondary flow angle and losses based on a physical appreciation
of the flow within a blade row.

The complex patterns within a blade row caused by secondary flows have been studied
by various workers. In the early days, Herzig et al (8) used flow visualisation to study
the three-dimensional flows; Armstrong (9) used a large scale cascade to study secondary
flows. A number of such studies are reviewed by Dunham (2). More recently, cascade
studies have been made, measuring the flow within the blade row to gain detailed
quantitative information, and some of these have been supplemented by flow visualisation
studies; these include the work of Langston et al (10), Marshal and Sieverding (11), and
Carrick (12). These and other workers have shown that a horse-shoe vortex forms around
the leading edge of a blade; one leg of the vortex curls round onto and up the suction,
surface of the blade. The pressure side leg crosses the passage and usually meets the
suction surface of the adjacent blade at about mid-chord. The sheared flow as it is
turned causes a vortex in the blade passage, with overturning near the end wall and
underturning further away. The pressure side leg of the horse-shoe vortex rotates in the
same direction as the passage vortex and combines with it. A new highly skewed boundary
layer forms on the end w,13l downstream of the pressure side leg of the horse-shoe vortex.
The old upstream boundary layer is swept up by the passage vortex into a loss core which
is shed downstream close to the suction surface and some distance from the end wall.

The method of Gregory-Smith (7) was based on this physical picture of the flow. The
exit flow angle variation caused by the passage vortex was modelled using "classical"
secondary flow theory, first suggested by Hawthorne (13). The loss was split into three
components; the upstream boundary layer which is shed as the loss core, the new boundary
layer formed on the end wall, and an *extra" secondary loss arising from the secondary
flow interacting with the blade boundary layer.

In oider to improve this relatively simple method, a detailed study of the flow in
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a cascade of large scale rotor blades has been made. The objectives of the study were

(a) To provide detailed information for improving the prediction technique,

(b) To study the processes of loss generation by investigating the details of the
turbulence as well as gaining mean velocity data,

(c) To increase the body of information on turbine secondary flows with data from a blade
necessarily different from those of other workers.

2. APPARATUS

2.1 The Cascade

The linear cascade consisted of six blades set at exit from a low speed wind tunnel.
The blades were cast from epoxy resin and fibre glass and set in a wooden frame. Table 1
gives relevant data for the blades, further information is given by Graves (18).

TABLE 1

Flow inlet angle 42.750
Blade exit angle -67.50
Axial chord 175.0 mm
Aspect ratio (span/chord) 1.77
Pitch 191.0 mm

In one end wall, slots were made for traversing at various axial positions, which are
shown in Figure 1. The slots were filled in when not in use. The opposite end wall was
made of perspex so that flow visualisation could be used. The traversing was done from
the perspex end wall to mid-span, so that the flow was measured near the end wall which
was not affected by the small discontinuities caused by the slots.

Upstream of the cascade there was some 2.5 metres of working section so that the
wall boundary layer entering the cascade was fairly thick, about 100 mm. The boundary
layer could be artificially thickened by inserting a triangular saw toothed fence half way
along the working section. It could also be made thinner by bleeding off some of the
flow about 0.7 m upstream of the blades.

2.2 Instrumentation : Pressure Probes

The flow was traversed with 3-hole and 5-hole cobra type pressure probes. The tips
of the probes were made from 0.9 mm outside diameter hypodermic tubing. The 5-hole probe
was used for most of the traversing and gave the flow direction in both yaw (the plane
parallel to the end wall) and pitch (the plane perpendicular to the end wall). The 3-hole
probe was used for traversing close to the end wall. The probe in use was mounted on a
traverse gear which gave movement in both the tangential (along the cascade) and radial
(perpendicular to the end wall) directions.

Both probes were calibrated for yaw angle and the 5-hole probe for pitch angle as
well. The traversing technique was to set the probe approximately aligned with the flow
for a given tangential position. The probe was then traversed radially and the difference
in pressure for the two yaw holes was used to deduce the flow angle from the calibration
map. For the 5-hole probe, the pitch angle was also deduced. The flow upstream of the
cascade was monitored with a pitot-static probe.

Because of the large number of readings to be taken, the measurements were recorded
by a data acquisition system. The pressures from the traverse probe and from the upstream
monitoring probe were recorded, along with the radial and tangential position of the
traverse gear. The system was controlled by a "Cifer" minicomputer which stored the
readings on a "floppy" disc. The readings were transferred at a later stage to a
mainframe computer for analysis.

2.3 Instrumentation : Blade Pressure Tappings

The two blades either side of the central passage were instrumented with pressure
tappings. The tappings were made by a technique reported by Gregory-Smith and Marsh (14),
whereby passages were cast under the blade surface, and sets of tappings at various
radial positions were drilled into them. When taking readings, all the sets other than
that required were sealed with thin tape. The passages were connected to an inclined
multitube manometer and the readings were recorded by hand.

2.4 Instrumentation : Hot Wire Anemometry

The flow at inlet and exit of the cascade was also traversed using hot wire anemometry
to gain turbulence information. Double traverses with two "X" hot wire probes were made,
with one probe having its sensing plane parallel to the end wall (in the x-y plane) and
the other with its sensing plane aligned with the flow direction and perpendicular to the
end wall (in the x-z plane). The output signals from the two anemometer channels were
linearised and the mean and root mean square of each signal obtained, together with the
mean product of the two signals. Thus from each probe five voltages were obtained, which
were fed into the data acquisition unit previously used for the pressure probes. From
the ten voltages obtained for each traverse point, eight quantities were deduced giving

_________ -________________- -
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some redundancy which could be used to test the self-consistency of the results. The
eight quantities were the three mean velocity components, the three Reynolds normal
turbulent stresses and the Reynolds shear stresses in the x-y and x-z planes. The missing
Reynolds shear stress is not so important when considering the mechanisms of loss
generation, and so the extra complexity (e.g. using a triple-wire probe) was not felt to
be justified.

2.5 Data Analysis and Presentation

In view of the complexity of the flow and the large amount of data to be collected,
the method of presentation was important so that significant qualitative and quantitative
features of the flow could be discerned. The minicomputer at the cascade ensured that
the tunnel was run at a constant Reynolds number, and corrections were made to allow for
variations in atmospheric temperature and pressure. For the pressure probes, the main-
frame computer produced values of velocity magnitude and direction and values of total
and static pressure. Similarly, from the hot wire probes, the mean velocity direction
and magnitude and the Reynolds shear stresses were obtained; the turbulent kinetic
energy was also calculated.

The traversing positions were arranged so that at each axial plane within the blade
row, twelve tangential positions were taken, equally spaced across the blade passage.
Upstream and downstream of the row, the tangential positions were extended to cover mo:e
than one blade pitch, with twelve spaced equally between lines drawn from the leading or
trailing edges. Thus data could be presented on either axial planes, or planes parallel
to the end wall or planes of constant fraction of passage width (quasi-streamline planes).
The various quantities (velocity magnitude, yaw angle, total pressure, etc.) were
presented as contour plots. The plotting routine used linear interpolation, and
occasionally this has to be borne in mind when looking at the results. Also, velocity
vector plots were presented on the various planes.

Some quantities (e.g. total pressure, flow angle, etc.) were mass meaned across the
blade passage, giving a radial variation of the meaned quantity. Total pressure was also
mass meaned over each axial plane.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Three sets of experiments were carried out.

(a) 5-hole and 3-hole pressure probe traverses of all 10 slots for the natural inlet
boundary layer. The blade pressure tapping readings were also recorded.

(b) Pressure probe traverses at the inlet and exit only with the inlet boundary layer
thickened. The traverses were repeated with the boundary layer made thinner.

(c) Hot wire anemometry traverses of the inlet and exit planes with the natural inlet
boundary layer.

In this presentation of the results, some selection has had to be made in order to
keep the number of diagrams to manageable proportions. For full details, see Graves (18).

4. RESULTS : PRESSURE PROBES, NATURAL BOUNDARY LAYER

4.1 Inlet Flow

The inlet boundary layer velocity profile is shown in Figure 2, which also shows the
thick and thin profiles. The natural profile agrees fairly well with a 0.12 power law
profile of thickness, 6 = 115 mm. The displacement thickness, 6* was 12.1 mm. Figure 3
shows the yaw angle at slot 1, just upstream of the blades. At mid-span, the variation
due to the upstream potential effect of the blades is clearly seen. The static pressure
and velocity magnitude plots indicate that the stagnation streamlines are at tangential
positions 115 mm and -75 mm. The rapid angle change around these positions indicates
the divergence of the flow. The effect of the horse-shoe vortex around the leading edge
can be seen with the high yaw values near the wall on the suction side of the leading
edge (decreasing tangential position value corresponds to moving across the blade passage
from pressure surface to suction surface, see Figure 1). The low yaw angles associated
with the pressure side leg of the horse-shoe vortex are not so clear because it is further
from the traverse plane. Near the end wall the vortex also causes a negative pitch angle
(flow towards the end wall) and a dip in total pressure contours, which are otherwise
nearly parallel to the end wall at slot 1.

4.2 Flow Development Through the Cascade

Figures 4 to 10 show some of the total pressure loss contours and the secondary
velocity vectors for the slots 2 to 7 through the cascade. The secondary velocity is
here calculated as the vector sum of the radial component of velocity and the difference
in tangential velocity from that given by the mid-,pan wngle and localaxial velocity. The
3-hole probe gives greater detail of the flow near the end wall, and its total pressure
contours are shown beneath those for the 5-hole probz. It can be seen that the matching
is fairly good, which is true for the other data not shown here.

At slot 2, Figure 4, the total pressure loss contours clearly show the two loss
cores due to the legs of the horse-shoe vortex, the suction side leg on the left and the
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pressure side leg from the adjacent blade on the right. Further away from the end wall,
the total pressure contours are relatively undisturbed and parallel to the end wall, as
they are at slot 1. The vector plot, Figure 5, shows the development of the passage
vortex centred near the pressure surface with strong downward flows on the pressure
surface and cross flows towards the suction surface. Even at this early stage the inlet
boundary layer is starting to migrate towards the suction surface.

At slot 3, the effect of this migration is seen on the total pressure loss contours,
Figure 6. The pressure side leg of the horse-shoe vortex has moved to about mid-pitch,
with new fluid being brought down near the pressure surface. The suction side leg of the
horse-shoe vortex does not show up, although there is a hint of it from the vector plots,
Figure 7, in the suction surface corner with the end wall. The passage vortex is fairly
centrally placed in the passage, although it does not coincide with the peak of the
developing loss core shown by the contour plots.

At slots 4 and 5, (not shown), the loss core is further established due to the inlet
boundary layer being swept towards the suction surface. Both the loss core and the passage
vortex centre move across the passage, with the loss core a bit closer to the wall than is
the vortex centre.

At slot 6, Figure 8, the loss core is seen to be detaching from the end wall, as the
passage vortex starts to sweep it up the suction surface of the passage, with higher energy
fluid being swept underneath it. A second loss peak is seen very close to the suction
surface. The velocity vector plots, Figure 9, show flow leaving the surface at about the
same distance from the end wall, about 30 mm. This may indicate the separation line
caused by the suction side leg of the horse-shoe vortex, which has moved up the suction
surface. This separation line has been observed by Langston et al (10), Marshal and
Sieverding (11) and others. Thus at this point the losses produced by shear action upstream
on the suction surface are being fed into the main passage flow. From the loss contours
on the previous planes, it appears the same effect is present about 20 mm from the end
wall at slot 5, about 10 mm at slot 4 and 5 mm at slot 3. Another significant point to
note from the vector plots is the evidence of a separation line and a counter vortex
which appear right in the corner of the suction surface and end wall. The 3-hole probe
loss contours show a high loss region there. Again it appears there is a feeding into
the main flow of loss produced upstream by the new boundary layer on the end wall.

These two new loss regions are more clearly seen at slot 7, Figure 10, while the
loss core from the inlet boundary layer has moved further from the end wall. The vector
plots show the separation line on the suction surface, now about 45 mm from the end
wall, corresponding to the loss peak there as further loss is fed into the main passage
flow. The counter vortex is also seen in the corner. The above description of the flow
processes is also confirmed by the other data not presented here. Figure 11 shows the
static pressure contours at slot 7, and it can be seen that there is a low static pressure
region and this corresponds closely to the centre of the vortex. The static pressures
recorded by the blade tappings are also shown, which tie up fairly well with the contours
obtained from the cobra probes.

4.3 Flow Development Downstream of the Cascade

Figure 12 clearly shows the blade wakes at slot 8, which is 6 mm axially downstream
of the trailing edge plane. However, it should be noted that the spacing of the tangential
traverse positions was 15 mm, so that only one or two traverses are in the wake at mid-
span. This explains why the left hand wake (one traverse) looks thinner than the right
hand wake (two traverses), the contour plotting routine giving a linear variation between
traverses, as seen by the even contour spacing. The loss core is clearly seen at about
55 mm from the end wall, and the second loss peak from the separation line on the suction
surface at about 75 mm from the end wall. This loss peak has received suction surface
boundary layer fluid which otherwise would have appeared in the wake beneath the loss
core position. The loss region from the suction surface corner with the end wall is also
seen, particularly on the 3-hole probe contours. The vector plots, Figure 13, show the
passage vortex, with the shear of the vertical component of velocity across the wakes,
which corresponds to the sheet of trailing shed and trailing filament vorticity of
classical secondary flow theory. The remnant of the counter vortex in the corner is seen
as an underturning cross flow with the separation line still evident at about -180 mm and
+10 mm tangential position (zero is the tangential position of the trailing edge).

At slot 9, the loss core has continued to move away from the end wall, Figure 14, due
to the flow field of the passage vortex. The two peaks are also clearly still visible.
The coarse traverse does not show diffusion of the wake from slot 8 and slot 9. The
continued feeding of loss from the new end wall boundary layer into the main flow is
evident.

The last traverse plane, slot 10 is 49 mm axially downstream of the trailing edge,
corresponding to 128 mm downstream in the direction of the mid-span flow angle. The
blade wake diffusion is now evident on the loss contour plots, Figure 15, with the loss
core centre some 80 mm from the end wall. The wake below the loss core is hardly
discernible, since most of its low energy has been fed into the second loss peak by the
separation line on the suction surface of the blade. The feeding of loss from the end
wall is now seen as a large loss region, which is moving to the left of the line of the
wake under the influence of the strong secondary flows. These are seen in the vector
plots, rigure 16, where the flow is beginning to look fairly uniform in the tangential
direction with most of the vertical components of velocity dissipated. However, the

I I
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separation line on the end wall still seems to persist (about -110 mm and -320 mm) with
very low or negative overturning present.

Thus it seems likely that the feeding of the end wall boundary layer into the main
flow will continue some distance downstream. The centre of the vortex (co-ordinates
-260, 75) does not coincide with the loss core peak originating from the upstream boundary
layer (co-ordinates -270, 80) and so the loss core will continue to be convected differently
relative to the vortex centre although the difference will be small.

Figure 17 shows the progression of the centre of the passage vortex as defined by the
intersection of tne zero pitch and zero cross flow lines, and the movement of the loss core
peak around the vortex centre. The distances tangentially are measured from the suction
surface or wake centre line, so that for slots 8, 9, 10 there is some uncertainty about
the tangential position. The progression of the loss core around the vortex centre is
very clearly illustrated, with an initial movenient rapidly from pressure to suction
surface and then convection out away from the end wall. The vortex is also convected by
its own flowfield; this may be appreciated by considering the effect of the virtual vortex
"reflected" in the end wall or suction surface.

4.4 Data on Planes Parallel to the End Wall

Presented here are only two of the vector plots of the velocity in a plane parallel
to the end wall. Figure 18 shows the flow 1 mm from the end wall. Across the end wall,
the separation line as indicated by a sudden change in velocity direction (and hence a
radial velocity) is sketched in. This separation line is caused by the pressure side leg
of the horse-shoe vortex. The counter vortex in the suction surface corner is clearly
seen with underturning there as compared with the overturning elsewhere. The suction
side leg of the horse-shoe vortex is not clearly seen except in its effects at slot I.
Behind the pressure side leg the very strong secondary flows are seen, with the flow
angle even exceeding 900 to the axial near the separation line at slot 3.

At 60 mm, Figure 19, the flow at the early slots looks much like the expected
potential flow, and the flow in the later slots can be seen to be underturning. However,
the large component of velocity along the passage tends to obscure the relatively small
underturning velocities.

4.5 Data on "Pseudo-Streamline" Planes

Figures 20 to 22 show velocity vector plots on the planes which are a constant
fraction across the blade passage, pseudo-streamlines for two-dimensional flow. Figure 20
shows the flow near the pressure surface, with the strong downwards motion of the flow
particularly early in the passage when the passage vortex is close to the pressure surface.
The pressure side leg of the horse-shoe vortex appears to be between slots 1 and 2. The
sudden upflow downstream of the trailing edge is caused by mixing with the strong upflow
from the suction surface of the adjacent blade passage.

Figure 21 shows the plane near mid-pitch. The most noticeable feature is the
horse-shoe vortex between slots 2 and 3, the upflow at slot 2 indicating the separation
line. At the later positions the flow is slightly downwards near the wall, with a
reduction in axial velocity.

Near the suction surface, Figure 22, the strong upward flow is seen, especially
later on in the passage where the passage vortex has moved across to near the suction
surface. The separation line from the suction side leg of the horse-shoe vortex is
sketched in, and seems to be similar to the flow visualisation results of other workers.

4.6 Averaged Data Across Blade Pitch

The total pressure loss mass averaged across the blade pitch is shown for slots 7
to 10 in Figure 23. At slot 7, there is the clear peak due mainly to the loss core from
the inlet boundary layer, and a rise close to the end wall. The outward convection of
the loss core by the passage vortex moves the peak away from the end wall, and it also
gets broader and less high. At the same time the loss near the end wall is seen to grow
and forms a second peak as the new boundary layer loss is fed into the main flow. For
slots 8 to 10, the wake loss is seen at mid-span.

The tangential velocity was similarly mass averaged to give the mean flow angle.
This is plotted in Figure 24 as the difference from the mid-span value, representing
the over- or under-turning of the mean flow. The position of maximum underturning moves
away from the end wall, and also the underturning increases. The overturning near the
end wall is moat marked for slot 7, but the reduced flow angle from the corner counter
vortex reduces the average overturning, leaving a peak at slot 10 some distance from
the end wall.

5. INLET BOUNDARY LAYER VARIATION

The profiles of the thickened and thinned boundary layer profiles are shown in
Figure 4 along with the natural profile. Table 2 compares the three boundary layers.
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TABLE 2
Boundary Displacement Total Pressure Loss Nominal

Layer Thickness-,6* CoefficientY Y Thickness, 8

Thick 27.9 mm 0.175 180 mm

Natural 12.1 mm 0.085 115 mm

Thin 9.7 mm 0.053 100 mm

It can be seen that the effect of thickening has been much greater than the effect
of thinning. Neither the thick nor thin profiles agree very well with a power law profile,
both exhibiting points of inflexion. However, it was felt that the main effects on the
flow in the cascade would not be greatly affected by having an unusual profile for the
inlet boundary layer.

5.1 Flow Downstream of the Cascade

Figure 25 shows the total pressure loss contours at slot 8 for the thick inlet
boundary layer. This may be compared with the corresponding diagrams for the thin
boundary layer, Figure 26, and for the natural boundary layer, Figure 12. The main
difference seen from the loss contours is the increasing size of the loss core as the
boundary layer thickness increases. Otherwise the contours look very similar,
and in particular the loss region associated with the corner counter vortex looks almost
identical for the three cases. The three vector plots again look similar with the centre
of the passage vortex nearly at the same place, with the radial extent of the vortex
being greater for the thicker boundary layer, and less for the thinner one. The corner
counter vortex and its separation line appear for all three cases.

The diagrams at slot 10 (not shown here) show the same comparisons with those at
slot 8. The loss core for the thicker boundary layer is larger, and the loss region near
the wall as the end wall loss is fed into the mainstream look very similar. The extent
of the secondary flows is greater for the thicker boundary layer.

Thus it would appear that for the range of boundary layer thickness investigated
here, the overall flow pattern is not much affected by the inlet boundary layer thickness
apart from the size of the loss core and extent of the vortex. In particular, the loss
from the new end wall boundary layer and its introduction into the main flow is not
affected by the inlet boundary layer thickness.

5.2 Averaged Data

Figure 27 shows the total pressure loss coefficient mass averaged across each of the
slot planes. The continuous line for the natural boundary layer shows a fairly steady
growth through the cascade, with a sudden jump at the trailing edge as the wake loss is
included. The drop from slot 8 to slot 9 may be due to the inaccuracy in measuring the
wake. The thick and thin boundary layers are shown at inlet and exit. It can be seen
that the net increase in loss across the blade row is very similar for the three boundary
layers.

6. TURBULENCE DATA

The flow at slot 1 was measured using the hot-wire anemometry. At mid-span, there
is quite a high level of turbulence, a root mean square value of about 3%. The turbulence
rises towards the wall steadily apart from a dip at 30 mm. The turbulence from 100 mm
inwards is fairly isotropic, but near mid-span there appears a strong degree of anisotropy,
with the component parallel to the end wall and perpendicular to the flow about twice the
other two. These rather unusual features may be mainly due to a honeycomb flow straightener
placed upstream of the working section. However, the low levels of turbulence usually
found in a wind tunnel are not typical of those found in turbines, and so the high values
here were felt to be acceptable.

The hot-wire anemometry gave mean velocity data which compared fairly well with that
given by the cobra probes. However, a lot of care had to be taken to get reasonable
results, especially by checking the calibration of the wires frequently because of dirt
contamination.

The contours of turbulent kinetic energy at slot 8 are shown in Figure 28. The
repeatability of the two wakes at mid-span is poor because of the relatively coarse
traversing positions compared with the wake thickness (see section 4.3). However, nearer
the wall, the repeatability is better. There is a region of high turbulent energy similar
in appearance to the total pressure loss core. However, its peak value is on the side of
the loss core and is nearly coincident with the passage vortex centre. There is also a
hint of increased turbulence associated with the counter vortex from the passage corner.
The values of the turbulent kinetic energy are very high when compared with the inlet
flow. The contour values are normalised with reference to upstream flow, but when
referenced to the local mean velocity, the peak turbulence intensity is about 30%. Thus
some of the total pressure loss through the cascade appears as an increase in turbulent
kinetic energy before being dissipated by viscous action.

The contours of shear stress (not shown here) give an indication of reversal of sign
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across the loss core. However, the high values of turbulence present cast some doubt on
the quantitative accuracy of the results.

7. LOSS AND ANGLE PREDICTIONS

The method proposed by Gregory-Smith (7) was used to predict the loss distribution
at the cascade exit, and also the angle variation, for the natural boundary layer at inlet.

Figure 29 shows the angle variation at slot 10 compared with the predicted angle
using the secondary flow theory. The underturning peak is not predicted well, and the
prediction gives very high overturning at the wall and does not follow the reduction in
overturning which is observed. This reduction cannot be predicted by the present theory,
since there is no allowance for the corner counter vortex which produces the reduction.
Usually an underturning peak is predicted by the theory (perhaps not in the correct place);
see for example, Gregory-Smith (7). However, here the inlet boundary layer is relatively
thick compared with the blade pitch, and the theory gives a much more spread out vortex
field. Hawthorne (13) illustrated this effect by comparing different boundary layer
thickness to pitch ratios for a 1/7th power law profile. The theory assumes no distortion
of Bernoulli surfaces (surfaces of constant total pressure) and this is clearly a very
poor assumption for this cascade.

The loss prediction is shown in Figure 30. The outer part with the loss core is
fairly well predicted, but there is an overprediction near the wall, although the overall
shape is about right. The loss core is underpredicted a little because the theory assumes
it to be made up only of the inlet boundary layer, whereas there is the additional loss
fed into it by the separation line on the suction surface. The main reason for the over-
prediction from the wall is the large over-estimate of the "extra" secondary loss, which
is related to the kinetic energy of the secondary flows as predicted by the theory. As
mentioned above, there is no allowance for the distortion of Bernoulli surfaces, and so
the secondary vorticity at exit is too high, giving a high value of secondary kinetic
energy.

8. DISCUSSION

The results presented here are for a cascade of high turning, of fairly low aspect
ratio and with relatively thick inlet boundary layer, which has been varied. The broad
features of the flow are similar to those found by other workers. The horse-shoe vortex
has been observed with its associated separation lines, one on the suction surface and
the other crossing the passage to the corner of the adjacent blade. The establishment
of the passage vortex and the sweeping up of the upstream boundary layer into a loss core
are clearly seen. The way in which the vortex convects the loss core and also convects
itself has been demonstrated, and it is clear that the losA core and vortex centre do not
coincide, a distinction which is often not made.

In the cascade one element of loss is generated by the new boundary layer or. the end
wall, which is highly skewed. Because the boundary layer is very thin, this process is
difficult to observe. The loss appears downstream as it is fed into the main flow
through the separation line from the pressure side leg of the horse-shoe vortex and the
counter vortex formed in the corner of the end wall and suction surface. This process
seems to continue some distance downstream of the cascade. The counter vortex also gives
rise to a region of low overturning which depresses the exit mean flow angle near the wall.

A similar mechanism is seen to produce loss on the suction surface of the blade. The
boundary layer flow on the suction surface near the end wall is convected upwards, until
the separation line causes it to be fed into the mainstream giving a second loss peak near
the main loss core.

Thus it would appear that the three loss components at blade exit as suggested by
Gregory-Smith (7) are identified in this cascade. However, his simple modelling needs
some revision, as illustrated by the results of the comparison of predictions and
observations (Figures 29 and 30). There is obviously a need for an allowance for
Bernoulli surface distortion. Gregory-Smith (7) has suggested this may be done by using
streamline tracing as done by Glynn (15).

The variation of inlet boundary layer has shown little change of net increase in loss
across the cascade. This has also been observed by other workers, and the loss prediction
technique gives a similar trend, since the predicted end wall loss and "extra" secondary
loss will not vary much with inlet boundary layer.

The detailed traverse at slot 8 with the hot wire anemometer gives a picture of the
turbulence present, apart from some uncertainty in the blade wakes where closer traverse
positions would have been desirable. Very high levels of turbulence are associated with
the loss core, although not coincident in position.

Some workers have investigated the turbulent flow in turbine cascades. For instance,
Bailey (16) measured the turbulent flow in a turbine nozzle row and concluded that large
regions of the passage vortex had low turbulence compared with the inlet boundary layer.
The results here seem at variance with that conclusion, though it is possible the lower
acceleration and higher turning of this rotor blade compared with Bailey's nozzles are a
cause of the difference. Bailey measured the flow within the row, but at only three
positions across the passage. The turbulence here was fairly isotropic, which does not
agree with the observations of Taylor et al (17) who measured the secondary flows and
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turbulence in a curved duct and found a degree of anisotropy at exit. However, the absence
of a leading edge horse-shoe vortex in duct flows makes for cautious comparison with
cascade flows. Further traversing within and downstream of the cascade will help to
improve the picture of the flow with respect to turbulence quantities.

The mean flow data and the turbulence quantities at exit should provide an interesting
test case for some of the fully three-dimensional calculation methods available. However,
it is clear that the complex nature of the flow, and especially the effect of the horse-
shoe vortex and its associated separation lines will be difficult to predict in detail.

9. CONCLUSIONS

(i) The secondary flows in a cascade of high turning rotor blades has been measured
in great detail for mean flow quantities, with measurements at inlet and exit of the
turbulence quantities.

(ii) The main features of the flow are the passage vortex and the loss core formed from
the inlet boundary layer. The vortex convects itself and the loss core across the
passage from pressure to suction surface, and then up the suction surface away from the
end wall.

(iii) The horse-shoe vortex gives rise to two separation lines, one rising up the suction
surface, and one which crosses the passage on the end wall and becomes associated with a
counter vortex in the suction surface and end wall corner.

(iv) The surface separation lines are the means whereby loss formed by shear action
close to the suction surface and end wall are fed into the main flow.

(v) The effect of varying inlet boundary layer thickness is small on the net increase
in loss across the blade row.

(vi) Very high turbulence levels are associated with the regions of high loss,
particularly with the loss core.

(vii) The data provide a test case for a single loss and angle prediction method, and
indicate areas for development of the method. It will also provide data for other
calculation methods, which will need to be fairly sophisticated if the complex details
of the flow are to be predicted.

Further turbulence data from within the blade row are an objective for future work.
Flow visualisation will also be performed to supplement the quantitative data. In a
real turbine, a number of other factors may modify the flow, such as tip clearance and
wall geometry, radial pressure gradients and blade row interference effects. Some of
these may be investigated in cascade, but others can only be measured in real turbines.
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DISCUSSION

K.Papailiou, Gr
When calculating the exit flow angle you used Hawthorne's theory to get the transverse velocity profile. What kind
of longitudinal profile did you use?

Author's Reply
We used the mainstream longitudinal velocity, so we didn't reduce the longitudinal velocity to allow for the
boundary layer. If we had done that, the overturning would have been even higher.

K.Papailiou, Gr
Many times in various comparisons it seems that the transverse velocity is well predicted by Hawthorne's calculation
method, and my experience tends to give the same answer. Did you also plot transverse velocity rather than angle
for comparison?

Author's Reply
I haven't done that, and it would be interesting to see whether the agreement is any better. I personally don't
think it will be very much better. For this case, I think our problem is that we have such high turning, and the
Hawthorne theory, as you know, assumes no distortion of the Bernoulli surfaces and, of course, here we have
enormous distortion.

K.Papailiou, Gr
We have made this comparison on a similar cascade and got rather reasonable results. A second question: Did you
mix out the losses from your exit plane to see how much more you get?

Author's Reply
No, we haven't done that.

B.Lakshminarayana
Do you have any detailed measurement upstream of the cascade? I am specifically looking for the presence of any
flow separation upstream of the cascade near the leading edge. If you have detailed measurements, it would be
useful to include them in this discussion, so that the data would be useful to computors. Please provide detailed
velocity profiles and turbulence profiles (if you have them).

Author's Reply
We have measurements at the slot I position, i.e. 14% of axial chord upstream of the blades (see Figure I). Figure 3
shows the yaw angle contours at slot 1, which show high turning of the flow around the leading edge near the end
wall. This is also seen in Figure 18. Clearly close to the leading edge where the horseshoe vortex forms there is a
separation line, and slot I appears to confirm that. However, we have no evidence of anything other than normal
behaviour further upstream, although we have not traversed in detail.

Ph.Ramette, Fr
In Figure 8, which gives the losses in slot 6, we can see the passage vortex losses and the losses due to the horseshoe
suction surface leg. In Figure 9, which gives the velocities in slot 6, we can see the passage vortex but not the horse-
shoe vortex. Could you comment about this?

Author's Reply
The vector plot of the secondary velocities is a good means of visualizing the general flow field, but small detail
tends to get obscured. The suction surface leg of the horseshoe vortex is confined close to the suction surface, and it
is also quite weak at slot 6 since its roiation is opposite to the strong passage vortex. Thus it is not visible in Figure
9, although its effect is shown on the loss contours of Figure 8, and its separation line can be picked out on the
through-passage plot, Figure 22.

C.H.SieverdinS, Be
Your results are much in line with the results of our experiments in straight cascades. In particular, I am glad to see
that you also find that the center of the high loss core doesn't coincide with the center of the passage vortex. I
would also like to comment on two points: (a) where, do you think, does the corner vortex start and (b) what are
the main contributions to the high loss core?
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Author's Reply
Answering the two points:

(a) Looking at Figure 18, it appears that the counter vortex starts when the separation line from the pressure side
leg of the horseshoe vortex reaches the suction surface of the next blade, i.e. about slot S. It is then that the
high cross flow leaves the end wall close to the suction surface and the corner vortex is formed on the other
side of the separation line.

(b) The high loss core is mainly composed of the original inlet boundary layer, which is convected around the
passage forming the loss core, as our series of results show. However, there is also a smaller but significant
contribution of loss which is formed by the shear action on the blade surface and which is then fed into the
main flow by the separation line from the suction side leg of the horseshoe vortex.

ISO.
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O Abstract

gqPhere are many practical cases in turbomachines/ where the behavio~r of the three
dimensional axisymetric rotating boundary layers must be known.

In this work the authors analyse existing experimental data concerning such rota-
ting viscous flows. It is demonstrated how one may describe such cases in the rotatio-
nal frame of reference, using simple boundary layer notions.

Boundary layer calculations are then performed in order to predict these flows.
The theoretical and experimental results are found to be in a very good agreement.

List of Symbols Subscripts N

n distance in the normal to the e external flow componentwall direction n normal to the wall direction
N distance in the transverse direction component

R radius N transverse direction component

s distance in the longitudinal di- s longitudinal direction component
rection w wall component

U=wR peripheral velocity

V absolute velocity Superscripts

W relative velocity (%) reduced component

8 boundary layer thickness

61 displacement thickness of the re-
duced velocity profile

6 2  momentum thickness of the reduced
velocity profile

U angular velocity

Introduction

The general approximation, which consists in decomposing the flow into an inviscid
and a viscous part (two zone model), along with Prandtl's approximation, has greatly
helped the developiwnt of modern engineering calculations, which take into account the
effects of viscosity.

Classical two or three-dimensional viscous calculations are based on the assumption
that the external velocity, which results from an inviscid calculation, can be consi-
dered constant in magnitude and direction inside the viscous region. In addition, the
viscous problem is formulated in deficit form in respect to the external inviscid flow.

Although not mentionned explicitly, most times, the separation of the flow field
in two zones (inviscid and viscous) implies the existence of a reference direction and
modulus in respect to which, knowing the deficit quantity, the reconstruction of the
real flow field is possible. In the case of a turbulent flow, the external inviscid
velocity vector is usually taken as reference for the mean velocity flow field and
the direction of the external velocity is used to express the semi-empirical laws valid
for the turbulent quantities.

In this sen we are talking about a privileged direction, while the above mention-
ned semi-empiricarinformation is used to obtain closure for our formulation.

If the two zone model is adopted, the external flow is supposed to be described
by the inviscid equations of Euler with boundary conditions such, that the viscous re-
gion manifests its presence through the blockage effects it produces. Such a description
is valid in extreme cases such that of a shock/turbulent boundary layer interaction,
which results into a severe boundary layer separation (see ref.(1)).

Several attractive simplifications result when adopting the two-zone model. The
most important one is that, whether the nature of the flow is elliptic, hyperbolic or
mixed, this will be considered only by the inviscid part of the solution. The viscous
flow equations will be generally parabolic or, at the most, hyperbolic.

Looking at the two zone model from a different angle, we may see that it implies
as well that the real flow is reconstructed by superposing two solutions, the inviscid
and the viscous one. We may perform this superposition in a different wjy, as we do in
practice. Following an established external flow, we may calculate step by step along
each streamline the destruction of the mean kinetic energy (and the corresponding des-
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truction of the total pressure) through the action of the viscous forces. This implies
that the static pressure field is left untouched, if the flow is two-dimensional. This
conclusion is not altered whether the calculation we perform constitutes an intermedia-
te step in a number of iterations necessary to treat the viscous/inviscid interaction
problem.

When the flow is three-dimensional, then the development of secondary vorticity
is associated with the transformation of static pressure into kinetic energy and this
must be taken into account for reconstracting the real static pressure flow field from
the inviscid one.

Application of the two zone model in the case of shear flows, for which the Pran-
dtl's approximation is not valid, necessitates certain precautions. For these flows
the viscous layer extends so much in the normal to the wall direction, that the invis-
cid external velocity vector cannot be considered constant neither in magnitude nor in
direction inside it. Such an application has been realized by necessity in the field
of secondary flows. Mellor and Wood(

2
), were the first to consider the case of exter-

nal flow field variations in the normal to the wall direction and give the notion of
the reduced v~gcity profile. This notion, particularly useful, is explained in figure
(1). Hawthorne '

" 
and Horlock

(
41, among others, contributed, indirectly, in clarifying

the physical situation in the case of internal flows, where such a model was applied,
by their work concerning the behaviour of the secondary vorticity and the associated
velocity field.

n n

AW4
W_ *_f /-_.

,&W

Wse Wse

Fig.1 Schematic presentation of the way the reduced
velocity profile is deduced. In the above figure:
W (n) is the external velocity distribution

e
Ws(n) is the real velocity distribution coinciding

with the external one for n>6 (6 is the shear
layer thickness)

n is the normal to the solid wall
IWs  is the value of Wa at the wall

ew e
w

AW = Ws -W is the velocity deficit inside the shear
e ~layer

W (n)= W s  -AW is the reduced velocity profile
w

Work that has been done in Lyon (refs(5) to (12)) has also supported the validity
of the two-zone model in such cases. On the other hand, considerable information has
been gathered for the rules of application of this model and a postulate has been put
forth, which resumes these rules. This postulate may be expressed in the following way:

"We can decompose a flow region into an inviscid part and various viscous parts.
The inviscid part, which may be rotational, can be described by Euler's equations,
coupled with boundary conditions, where the blockage effects due to the various viscous
layers have been taken into account. Each viscous layer must be considered and calcula-
ted separatelly along with the secondary vorticity that it itself creates. As reference
for its calculation the external absolute or relative (according to the situation) ve-
locity vector must be considered.

The work of the viscous forces destroys, with a good approximation, part of the
mean kinetic energy".

Of course, inside the considered viscous shear layer for external flows with large
.i velocity gradients this postulate must brake down. The limits of validity are not known,

however, to-day, as it has been applied to cases for which only crude approximations
were possible.

We have been mentionning the secondary flow field, for which calculations are per-
formed assuming that this postulate is valid. The good results obtained in this way,
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suggest that maybe more refined shear flow calculations may be based on the same as-
sumptions. This general idea along with the fact the one basic assumption cannot be
verified in the case of a secondary flow calculation is found at the origin of the
present work. This particular assumption concerns the reference system in respect to
which a developing shear layer must be considered and the reasons for which it may not
be tested using secondary flow experiments performed on stationary and rotating blade
rows are explained in references (6) and (7).

This question will be examined below for cases not so complicated as the ones
mentionned above. At the same time an important problem will be discussed, namely the
calculation of axisymmetric shear layers developing along rotating bodies of revolution,
as the one presented schematically in figure (2).

n %

U

R..

wwR

Fig.2 Schematic representation of the three-dimensional
shear layer developing along a rotating body of
revolution. The velocity vectors are presented in
the absolute reference system.

These shear layers may be found in many turbomachinery applications as, for exam-
ple, along the rotating nacelles leading to the first rotating row of an axial or ra-
dial type turbomachine.

The analysis will be based on already existing experimental results and it will
be tried to apply the notions developed above. The present analysis will exclude the
case of the sudden shear applied to a layer developing along a stationary and then,
abruptly, on a rotating solid axisymmetric surface.

2. Analysis of Cases of Rotating Viscous Layers

The experiments used in the present work are described mainly in references (13)
and (14). References (15),(16) and (17) were also considered. They concern essentially
two cases, which are presented schematically in figures (3a) and (3b). The first one
is cylindrical and the second one is conical. The internal solid boundary is rotating
around the axis of symmetry and we consider the three-dimensional boundary layer deve-
loping on it.

n

FLOW meaSuring
DIRECTION station

Fig.3a First experimental case: Cylindrical body rotating
in a channel.

n

measuring
FLOW ==C> station

DIRECTION-- -_ __ __

Fig.3b Second experimental case:Conical body rotating
in a channel.

1.

_ __ __ _
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After analysing the experiments, we came to the conclusion that, for a first ap-
proximation analysis, one could consider that the annulus height was large enough, so
that secondary vorticity induced velocities outside of the wall boundary layer could
be neglected. It was also possible to conclude that velocity profiles could be analy-
sed taking into account that the external velocity in the absolute frame was axial and
uniform for the cylindrical case.

The analysis of the experimental results, presented below, is based on the above
mentionned two simplifying assumptions. only the mean velocity field will be analysed
in agreement with the measurements that were performed.

Typical velocity profiles described in the absolute system of reference for the
cylindrical case, which will be considered first, are presented in figure (4). It can

30
0

n 0

o Experimental oints (mxlO&) 0

0 20
0 0
0 0

0
0 0

o 
o

0 0

0 0

00 
0  O

O
0

15 10 5 0 5 10 15

tangential velocity v (m/S) axial velocity u (m/s)
Fig.4- Velocity profiles in the absolute frame of reference

Cylindrical case (ref.(13)).

be easily seen that the transverse velocity profile cannot be represented by any of the
velocity profile families, which are known from boundary layer theory. Attempts to re-
present the longitudinal velocity profile by Coles' velocity profile family did not gi-
ve acceptable results.

An attempt was, then, made to describe the velocity profile in the relative (rota-
ting) frame of reference, in agreement with the assumptions used for secondary flow cal-
culations. This reference system seems more natural to consider in our case, in view of
the no slip condition at the solid wall upon the behaviour of a boundary layer. In the
relative reference system, the reference velocity is the external relative one and it
changes its magnitude and direction as we move away from the solid wall along a normal
to it. A typical set of longitudinal and transverse velocity profiles in the new refe-
rence system is presented in figure (5). A first remark that can be made is that the

_6. 1 i- - - -

_3 n (mxlO")
5.

04. -
IL.
W

Z 2.

0

2. 4. 6. 8. 10. 12. 14. 16. 18. 20. 22.
M/s

Fig.5 The longitudinal and transverse velocity profiles in the
relative frame of reference. Case of cylindrical rotating
body of revolution from ref.(13). Streamlined nose body.

o Relative longitudinal profile. Experiment

* Relative transverse profile. Experiment

Inviscid external velocity profile.

- Analytical representation of the longitudinal
experimental velocity profile using Coles' ve-
locity profile family.

......-.. .. mmm. mmmm
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transverse velocity profile is non-existant. A second remark is that the reduced pro-
file resulting from the longitudinal one can be very well described by the Coles' ve-
locity profile family. The particular analytical velocity profile was specified from
the experimental values of the displacement and momentum thicknesses 6 and 6 of the
reduced velocity profile. The resulting analytical velocity profile hal been iransposed
in the physical system and is presented, along with the experimental results, in figu-
re (5).

This analysis suggests that the relative external velocity is the reference velo-
city for the rotating boundary layer. At the same time, the absence of a transverse
velocity profile is easy to explain. Assuming that the rotating boundary layer has
been essentially developed on the cylindrical part, we can remark that the external
relative velocity doesn't change its direction along streamlines of the relative flow.
The corresponding trajectories are spiral with constant angle. It is, thus, impossible
to develop from primary vorticity a secondary vorticity and a transverse velocity pro-
file associated to it.

Of course, this argument is not exact, especially near the wall where the effects
of the boundary layer development along the initial rotating spherical part are felt.
Observed deviations from a strictly nul transverse velocity profile near the solid wall
in the analysis of the experimental results may be attributed to this cause as well as
to the simplifying assumptions used for the reconstruction of the inviscid external
flow.

We arrive, thus, at the conclusion that, not only our viscous shear layer must be
considered in a relative reference system, but also that, for the cylindrical case, it
may be considered as two dimensional.

In order to concretize this last statement, we have performed a two-dimensional
boundary layer calculation along the spiral streamlines in the relative system, using
the corresponding relative external velocity distribution at the wall as input. The
calculations were performed using the integral boundary layer calculation method which
was presented in reference (19). The comparison of the calculated integral quantities
with the experimental ones, which correspond to the reduced velocity profile are pre-
sented in figure (6). The agreement is very good.

3.mxi0 3.0 -mx10-

51 52 82

f 10
2. 2.0 dZtr

00

1.0

0.5 SW 1.0 (in) 1.5 0Q5 SW 1.0 (mn) 1.5

Fig.6a Comparison between theory Fig.6b Comparison between theory
and experiment. Cylindri- and experiment. Cylindrical
cal rotating body with he- rotating body with streamli-
misphere. Experimental re- ned nose. Experimental results
sults from ref.(13). from ref.(13).

0 Experimental values of momentum thickness 62
A Experimental values of displacement thickness 6

- Theoretical calculation results using method
of ref.(13).

We may turn now to the case of the rotating cone. The same analysis in the relati-
ve system results in a longitudinal velocity profile, which can be accurately reprodu-
ced, as before, using Coles' velocity profile family. An example of this analysis is
presented in figure (7). In this same figure the transverse velocity profile has been
presented, which in non-zero for this case. This fact may be explained by the radius
variation along relative streamlines. The relative external velocity changes, thus,
not only in magnitude but also in direction. The corresponding turning of the primary
vorticity creates, consequently, secondary vorticity or, in other words, a transverse
velocity profile.

4 _
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VELOCITY
Fig.7 ongitudinal and transverse velocity profiles in the

relative frame of references. Case of conical rotating
body. Measurements from ref.(13).

O Relative longitudinal profile. Experiment

O Relative transverse profile. Experiment

Inviscid external velocity profile.

- Analytical representation of the longitudinal
experimental velocity profile using Coles' velo-
city profile family.

Figure (8) presents such a profile in the same coordinate system that Johnston
(18 )

uses in order to obtain his triangular form. It can be seen that here, also, in spite of
the various approximations used in the present analysis concerning the external velo-
city field, the triangular form is evident.

Not having the possibility to perform a three-dimensional calculations, the present
analysis was stopped at this point.

Fig.8 Triangular representat)Sn of the 'rans-
verse velocity profile.

3. Conclusions

Ananalysis of the behaviour of the mean velocity field was performed for boundary
layer developing on rotatimg bodies of revolution. Experimental results from cylindri-
cal and conical rotating bodis were examined.

I It was concluded that the analysis ought to be performd in the rotating frame of
referenc and that, as reference for this viscous flow analysis, the relative external
velocity vector should be used.

If this was done, then, for the cases considered, the viscous velocity flow field
behved in th sam way as a classical two or three-dimensional boudary layer. O
course, it is expected that Coriolis force effects will be present as far as the turbu-
flence behaviour is concerned.

4.0
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previously developed theory for the calculation of a three-dimensional boundary layer
along any curved axisymmetric wall surface is summarized. In addition, new defect force
correlations take into account the interactions between blades and end-wall boundary
layer flows, in particular tip clearance effects, relative motion and secondary losses
are included. Velocity profiles are reconstructed from the integral boundary layer
thicknesses by use of velocity profile models defined in the meridional and angular
directions.

The different aspects of the theory are tested systematically on various configurations.
It is shown that the overall behaviour of axial compressor boundary layers can be
simulated with the present method and that the defect force correlations are able to
simulate all the secondary flow effects.

SYMBOLS

b boundary layer parameter a flow angle
c absolute velocity component, chord I stagger angle
E entrainment rate 6 physical boundary layer thickness
F force defect thickness 6* displacement thickness
f blade force ew  wall skewing angle
H shape factor m efficiency
H* Head's shape factor nb1 boundary layer efficiency
h annulus height 9 momentum thickness
m meridional coordinate v defect force thickness
n coordinate normal to the wall P density
P power a solidity
p pressure r shear stress
Q volume flow 0 mass flow coefficient cm/U
r radius w angular speed
s streamwise coordinate, pitch
T temperature subscripts
T* Eckert reference temperature
t transverse coordinate k kinematic
t tip clearance w at the wall
U wheel speed m,n,u in meridional coordinates
u pitchwise coordinate s,y,t in streamline coordinates
W velocity in the blade reference system
w relative velocity component
y coordinate normal to the wall

INTRODUCTION

Three main components can be distinguished in the flow passing through a blade row. A
main component 'far' from blades and end-walls is in general considered as an inviscid
part of the flow. The flows 'close' to the blade surfaces and to the end-walls are
subject to viscous effects since the presence of the blades and the end-walls both give
rise to boundary layers which moreover present a high three-dimensional character. A
direct consequence of the presence of boundary layers is a blockage effect which can rise
to 10 or even 20 % of the passage area. The three-dimensional character of the end-wall
boundary layers (EWBL) is moreover shown to have an influence on the energy exchange and

efficiency of the machine [1].

A current approach to solve for these three distinct parts of the flow consists in the
splitting of the complete flow into blade-to-blade flow and meridional through flow. The
meridional through flow Is obtained by considering an averaged blade-to-blade flow in the
meridional plane. In this plane radial equilibrium is to be expressed and the EWBL are
to be taken into account. Because of the averaging of the blade-to-blade flow, the
through flow approach consists in an axisymmetric approach of the turbomachine flow.

The present paper illustrates a method for the determination of the EWBL effects. This
is done through a three-dimensional integral boundary layer approach, where a special
attention is given to the blade-to-blade averaging procedure. Blade force variations
inside the EWBL are shown to have important effects and ar taken into account in a

i
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semi-empirical way. Since the present method is based on an integral boundary layer
approach, it delivers integral boundary layer thicknesses only. Spanwise velocity
profiles are however reconstructed from these integral parameters through the intro-
duction of velocity profile models, allowing a complete through flow prediction,
including the EWBL regions.

SUMMARY OF THE EWBL THEORY

The present method originates in Mellor and Wood's approach (2] where rigorous integral
boundary layer equations were written for the end-wall boundary layers, including force
defect thicknesses. In this work, simplified assumptions such as constant shape factor
or skin friction were made and the equations were integrated from inlet to outlet of a
blade row. This approach was extended by Hirsch [3] to include simple velocity profile
models and further developed by the introduction of more sophisticated velocity profile
models and improved correlations for the defect forces by De Ruyck and Hirsch [43.
Although the results presented in these papers were predicting correctly most of the
phenomena associated with secondary flow and EWBL effects, detailed comparisons with
experimental velocity profiles indicated some discrepancies, in particular in presence of
tip clearances. An improved correlation for the force defect thicknesses has been
introduced and discussed in the Ph. D. thesis of De Ruyck [5], where a detailed
description of the whole theory is presented.

In the present section a summary is given of the equations which are used for all the
applications., These equations are written in the meridional coordinate system m,n,u (fig
1). 'c' denotes an absolute velocity and 'w' a relative velocity component.

The boundary layer momentum and entrainment equations are

d prc26 + p rc, i
dm minc din

(I)
2 drm m 

( 
itga + 

Ouu) r r + rF m

2 d c

prc p rcm
d rm um M

(2)

+ .dr ({ tm u) = rru rF~duun u u

I dP c, E(Hk)(3
prc, dm cosa

Eqs 1 to 3 are written in the absolute reference system. All the variables are
pitch-averaged. The boundary layer thicknesses in these equations are defined as

f.( - - p y(4)$ij
= FJ

ip wail

Figure I s Naridioal coordinate syetem inu
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f'. - w - pw 1 (5)
1 0 VW - dy-0

These thicknesses are defined in the wall reference system. The velocities with an
overhead carat (') denote the 'out'r-or "inviscid' reference velocities. Corrections
for variations of Ct with r are not considered in eqs 1 and 2. The velocity ratios are
modelled through

wM -n b( 1 (6)

w u - wVtga . (I-b)tge'( 1 - )n(7)

where

b - exp(-I0n C*
5 

cosa
- '  ) 8)

f(8

tge' tg( e+ a) - tga (9)
W V

The density ratio is given by

P - 1 - 2a(l - ) + (a+4a 2)( - 2- (0)

a .89 1 M
2  

(l1)

The entrainment rate E is given by

(H* 0.653 (12)
E(H k) 0.0306 ( k - 3.) 12

6
H W mk (13)

The mainstream and cross flow shear stresses are obtained from

po 2
- Cf a (14)

rt . tge W  (15)

where

Cf - 0.246 e-0.268 R ) .p .S6,H (16)

mm

mnk
I Ii(17)

T4 - I + 0.72 a
T

The 'kinematic' thicknesses and e are defined as
s. m

, a

dy (18)
kU
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0 W WOmmk 0 0°( - m m dy (19)

Eqs 4 to 19 are written in the wall reference system. The thicknesses omi , i *m and
6% and the parameters b and n h9vtne same values in both absolute and relative systems
whereas the wall skewing angles and Ouu are related by the jump relations

(tg , )abs. (tge,) rel , (tg
a r e -  tgaabs

(20)
oa~u=rel + U*/c

abs= a e .U *

The blade mainstream defect force is found from

F 2
= L s o

2  (21)
2cosl 1.

L .01 (22)

The tranverse lift defect is found from

Ft k 2k 2 (23)
p s tm

in absence of a tip clearance and from

F t dw
t c u k'w2 i (24)p co sa w m Tm - s s tto

in presence of a tip clearance. The constants k and k' are given by

k 13.
(25)

k' .5

The cross flow thickness is defined through

0 o- - COsa .ot W T dy
tm 0OV W

(26)

St-i (9um- mmtgn) cos2a

Eqs 21 to 26 are written in the blade reference system.

The basic eqs 1, 2 and 3 are integrated in the meridional direction using a fourth order
Runge-Kutta method (Merson) with as complementary relations eqs 4 to 26. The values for
k, k' and L are obtained as the best overall values from a fit to the large number of
applications discussed in the following.

EWBL EFFECTS ON THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE

The important impact of the end-wall boundary layers on the overall machine efficiency
has been demonstrated in the early papers of Smith [1] and Mellor and Wood [2].
According to De Ruyck [5]. the stage efficiency can be approached by

I - ' 'bl (27)

where

.-
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- -- t

I **/

1 - (1b- 8)Ih (28)
h~t

where Q - 2arcmh

- 2 -hf~
P - 2ffwr 2hi. A.

The thicknesses 6*, 6** and P are respectively the meridional displacement thickness, the
absolute energy loss thickness and the angular defect force and they are defined as

rcm6* - fo(c m - cm)rdr (29)

A-trEm ** f (Pt- Pt)Cm
r d r  

(30)

u = F. =f (fu- fu)dr (31)

Apt and P denote respectively the overall pressure increase and the input shaft power
which would be found in absence of the EWBL. The energy thickness was in general not
considered in efficiency corrections in the past, but in the authors opinion, the
variation A6** may not be neglected since an important reenergizing of the EWBL can occur
in a rotor and the absolute value of 6** may vary in an important way. It was found that
A** may be of the same order of magnitude as v- 8*

m
It is important to observe that v and 8*m have the same value in both absolute and
relative reference systems, but the energy thickness 6** not. In an incompressible
approach the absolute and relative energy thicknesses are related as follows

Ecm8**re - ECmS** Ib.- U pC
2
Oum (32)

Hence, if the energy exchange oceurs without extra loss in the EWBL, giving no increase
in the energy loss thickness in the steady relative reference system, a variation in
absolute energy thickness is found through eq 32. It was found that the three
contributions 8**, 8* and v are not independent and the efficiency decrease due to the
EWBL directly depends on the energy loss only. The defect force thickness however has an
important indirect effect on the efficiency, since non-zero defect forces can increase or
even decrease the energy loss thickness, through the boundary layer momentum equations.
It can be shown that in the absolute system

,,Aunderturned S ** collateral **overturned (33)

It should finally be observed that the efficiency eq 27 is an approximation. A correct
way to estimate the total efficiency is discussed in (5].

APPLICATIONS

The theory has been tested in its different aspects. The base boundary layer models were
first tested through simple 20 boundary layers along flat plates and conical diffusers
where strong adverse pressure gradients are present. Three-dimensional boundary layers
are next considered In a radial angular diffuser. The force defect correlations are
tested in cascades and single stage compressors where the tp clearance effects are
emphasized. The details of all these tests can be found In [5) and the most interesting
results are reported in the present paper. The theory is finally applied to a NASA two
stage compressor E123.

The following test cases are considered

20 boundary layers with given pressure gradient

The boundary layer development in 2D flows is predicted using experimental pressure
gradients as input. The theory is tested In presence of positive and negative pressure
gradients. Two conical diffuser tests are considered where the flow is close to

I 1
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separation, which can be considered as a severe test for the used model equations.

3D boundary layers in a radial vaneless diffuser

A radial diffuser with a 3D boundary layer at inlet is considered. A simple
viscous-inviscid interaction algoritm is introduced in order to predict the diffuser
blockage level as well as the meridional pressure gradient. The overall angular velocity
is determined through radial equilibrium. 3D profiles, boundary layer thicknesses and
external velocities are compared with experimental data.

Cascades of blade rows

The behaviour of the EWBL in a single compressor blade row is analysed. These tests
allow the analysis of the defect force correlations in absence of a tip clearance.
External pressure gradients are based on experimental data at inlet and outlet of the
considered cascades.

Single stage compressors with variable tip clearance

Two test cases are considered in order to analyse the defect force assumptions in
presence of a tip clearance. These tests are performed in experimental turbomachines,
since such cascade data are not available. Even in the case of turbomachine flows,
detailed data about the tip clearance flows are not profuse.

NASA two stage compressor

The method is finally applied to a low aspect ratio two-stage fan where detailed
experiments are available.

STANFORD TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER TEST CASES [6]

The first elements which are tested are the 2D momentum conservation eq 1, complementary
equations eqs 3, 12, 16 and the profile model equations 6 and 8. All the test flows are
incompressible. Test flows with negative, constant and positive external pressure
gradient are considered. For the experiments where the momentum balance is not satisfied
in an experimental way, no good agreement can be expected between calculation and
experiment. The input pressure gradients have therefore been determined from the
experimental momentum thickness, shape factor and skin friction in such a way that the
momentum balance is satisfied.

On figures 2 and 3 some results obtained with the Stanford Turbulent Boundary layer data
are shown. Most of the Stanford data were analysed and the results obtained at the most
downstream position are summarized on fig 2 and in table 1. The different markers in fig
2 discern the zero-pressure gradient, the negative and positive gradient and the diffuser
tests. According to fig 2 the momentum thicknesses are correctly predicted for Reynolds
numbers based on the momentum thickness from 1000 to 100,000. The shape factor presents
some scatter. The friction coefficient is correctly predicted except for test case 3600
where an abrupt positive gradient is present. On fig 3 velocity profiles are compared at
exit of two conical diffuser test cases. The experimental profiles are quite well
predicted, although these profiles are close to separation.

RADIAL VANELESS DIFFUSER [7]

In the present application three-dimensional effects are introduced. The second momentum
equation eq 2 and the cross flow velocity profile model eq 7 are verified.

Since the present method is based on an axisymmetric approach of a turbomachine flow
simple 3D channel flows are not suited as test cases. Axisymmetric flows such as pipe
flows or diffuser flows are to be considered. In the present section, the flow through a
radial vaneless diffuser has been selected (Gardow [73). The test diffuser is drafted on
fig 4. A rotating screen was used at inlet of the diffuser in order to obtain a flow
angle of about 45 degrees. Experimental data are available for all the boundary layer
thicknesses, skewing angle, friction coefficient, external velocity and detailed 30
velocity profiles at several radii.

The experimental external velocities are not used as input for the boundary layer
calculation but are predicted through radial equilibrium and continuity. The radial
velocity is given as function of blockage through

7 1 (34)

where B denotes the blockage. The pitchwise velocity is given by radial equilibrium
through

rc - ctc (35)u

An iterative procedure is to be used since eq 34 depends on the blockage which is still
unknown. The boundary layers are assumed to be identical at both walls of the radial
diffuser.

: .. L ._L ._, ..... ... . ....... . . . .. " ... . . I'.
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The results are reported on figs 5 and 6. On fig 5 four momentum and two displacement
thicknesses, the skin friction coefficient and the wall skewing angle are compared with
the experimental data. A fair agreement is in general found. This figure illustrates
the possibility to predict all the integral boundary layer thicknesses through the use of
an integral boundary layer m-ethod with profile models. The reconstruction of all these
thicknesses would not be possible without the use of velocity profile model equations.

Less agreement is found between the prediction and the experimental streamwise and
displacement thicknesses for the most downstream data points. This is probably due to
the confluence of the boundary layers, as reported by Gardow. The mainstream displace-
ment thickness (and hence the shape factor) is somewhat underestimated. This is in
contradiction with the good result for the radial velocity since both values contain the
same information through eq 35. The experimental data are therefore not fully compatible
which may be due to an asymmetry in both end-wall boundary layers (only one has been
measured).

Calculated and experimental profiles at different radial positions are compared on fig 6.
On this figure, the radius increases from the left to the right. The overestimation of
the exit thickness appears on fig 6. The power of the profile shape is about one, which
corresponds quite well with the quasi-linear shape of the outer profiles, in particular
for the cross flow profiles.

The present test gives a fair result which is moreover obtained without any experimental
input, since blockage level, cross flow intensity and externaT-Y-eTo"cities are otained
EF-I-ugh calculation. The calculation approaches the procedure which is used in real
turbomachines where the radial equilibrium is performed in a less straightforward way.

SALVAGE CASCADE DATA [8]

In the previous applications the basic equations and velocity profile models have been
tested in flows where no blade interactions and defect forces are present. These
interaction terms are introduced in the present application where single cascades of
compressor blades are considered.

A large amount of experimental cascade data have been compiled by Salvage and presented
in a VKI report [8]. In these test cases, several solidities, blade camber, stagger and
Reynolds numbers were considered. All inlet boundary layers can be considered as quite
collateral. Experimental data are available at inlet and outlet of the cascades along
the center streamline. It is to be accepted that these local data are representative for
the pitch averaged data.

Results are summarised in table 2 and are shown on figures 7 to 9. Much scatter is
present on these results which is to be explained by measurement incertainty and errors
due to the poor knowledge of the experimental pressure gradient. Quite similar test
cases sometimes give strongly different experimental results.

On fig 7 results are shown where zero defect forces were assumed. Although much scatter
is present, the calculated data show a clear tendency to an underestimation of the exit
boundary layer thickness. This underestimation is the most pronounced at the high
thickness over chord ratios. The defect force equations 21 and 23 were used for figure 8
where the agreement between experiments and calculated data is improved when compared
with figure 7. The increase in the predicted thicknesses is mainly due to the secondary
loss, through the drag defect force eq 21.

On fig 9 calculated flow angle profiles are shown for some of the considered test cases.
The outlet cross flows are overestimated in all cases when no defect forces are
considered. A fair agreement is found for all the outlet flow profiles when eqs 21 and
23 are used for drag and lift defect forces. From fig 9 it appears how the cross flow
intensity is restricted by the lift defect force through equation 23.

Although much scatter is present on the results, the importance of the defect force and
the validity of the used assumptions is well illustrated In the present test cases.

CASCADE WITH 3D INLET BOUNDARY LAYER [9]

The inlet boundary layers in the Salvage cascade data can in general be considered as
collateral. In the present application, a cascade is considered where a three-
dimensional upstream boundary layer is present (Moore & Richardson [9]). Experimental
thicknesses and velocity profiles are available at several chordwlse positions along the
centerline of the cascade flow. These data are not pitch averaged data and it is to be
accepted that they are representative for the pitch averaged flow. On figure 10
experimental and calculated thicknesses and velocity profiles are compared. The blade
leading and trailing edges are Indicated by a mixed line.

Results with and without defect forces are shown. The cross flow profiles are well
approached when using the defect force assumptions and the behaviour of the other
thicknesses is improved when compared with the zero defect force assumption. In
particular, the qualitative behaviour of the axial momentum thickness which first
decreases and next increases is correctly predicted. This evolution is due mainly to the
influence of the lift defect force eq 23.
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SINGLE STAGE COMPRESSORS WITH VARIABLE TIP CLEARANCE

The last important topic which has not been analysed yet is the force defect assumption
in presence of a tip clearance. The tip clearance force defect eq 24 is applied in the
EWBL of two experimental single stage compressors.

Hunter and Cumpsty single rotor [10]

A single rotor tip boundary layer flow is considered. Two mass flow rates (C - .55 and 0
= .7) and four values of tip clearance are considered (tc= 1, 3.1, 5.1 and 9.4 % chord).
The external pressure gradient used as input is determined from the experimental
velocities at inlet and outlet of the rotor tip.

On figure 11 calculated axial momentum, axial displacement and force defect thicknesses
are compared with experiments. Since the absolute inlet cross flow is collateral. the
force defect thickness gives an idea of the cross flow thickness aum since eq 31 for v
reduces to

+um (36)
M tga outlet

On figure 12, comparisons are made between calculated and experimental profiles of axial
velocity, tangential force and relative flow angle.

A strong increase in thickness is found as the tip clearance is increased. A fair
agreement is in general found for the calculated thicknesses. Less detailed agreement is
found for the profile shapes, in particular at the highest mass flow rate (figure 12
lower figure). For these test cases, the more complex flow patterns can no more be
approached by simple profile model equations such as those used in the present method.

The present test shows the important blade force variations in presence of a tip
clearance. This effect is shown to be approached by the defect force equation eq 24.
Less detailed agreement is however found for the detailed velocity profiles inside the
EWBL. The present test has been used as a calibration for the value k' .5.

Bettner and Elrod single stage compressor [11)

In the present test the EWBL through a single stage compressor has been measured at rotor
tip. The stage consists of a rotor where the upstream boundary layer is two dimensional
in the absolute reference system and a stator which restores the rotor outlet flow into
the meridional direction. The results are reported on figures 13 and 14.

Two values of the tip clearance are considered at the design mass flow rate. The tip
clearances are as large as the observed displacement thicknesses and the present test is
therefore to be considered as severe.

On figure 13 calculated and experimental values of 8m, 0*, 6*9 and 6*t are compared.
All the thicknesses are strongly underestimated at the exit of the rotor when no defect
forces are assumed. When the lift and drag defect forces are added, a better agreement
is found. At the high tip clearance value an overestimation in boundary layer thickness
is found, indicating less reliability at such high clearance values, which are unprobable
in practice however.

On figure 14 a comparison is made between calculated and experimental velocity profiles.
No agreement is found for the angular velocity at exit of the rotor, but the agreement is
improved as soon as the stator is entered. The agreement at stator exit is fair for this
test configuration where the tip clearance has a small value (1.13 % span).

Although the qualitative behaviour of the EWBL is improved through the defect force
assumptions, less agreement is found In the present test case. A better agreement can be
found when the values of the coefficients k, k', and L are modified (eqs 22 and 25).
These values were however obtained as the best overall values and are kept constant for
all the present applications.

TWO STAGE COMPRESSOR [122

Detailed experimental flow and pressure gradient distributions in all the stages of a
multistage compressor are practically inexistant at the present time. Past applications
of the EWBL theory in multi-stage compressors were therefore performed in connection with
the prediction of the complete meridional compressor flow. Results of such applications
were presented in the past [4]. The quality of the results obtained in these
applications depends not only on the accuracy of the EWBL method, but also on the
accuracy of the profile loss and the wall velocity field estimations.

Detailed experimental data in a two stage compressor were recently presented [12] and the
present theory can be applied In this multistage machine without interference of other
calculations. This NASA compressor is a highly loaded machine with a low aspect ratio in
the first rotor.
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The predicted boundary layer profiles are compared with the experimental data on figure
15. A good agreement is in general observed for the cross flow profiles, in particular
at the rotor exits, whereas less agreement is observed in the mainstream direction. In
reality, the disagreement is mainly present in the angular direction, as can be observed
from figure 16 where the same results are projected in the meridional and angular
directions. On this figure it can be seen how the angular velocity is overestimated in
the neighbourhood of the rotor tip clearances.

As in the previous test cases, a finer agreement can be obtained when changing the values
of k, k' and L, whereas the overall values given by eqs 22 and 25 were used in the
present applications.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work a detailed axial compressor end-wall boundary layer calculation
method has been summarised. This theory is defined in a general meridional coordinate
system. Boundary layer velocity profile models are used in order to predict detailed
spanwise flow profiles in a compressor, including the end-wall regions. All the
interaction effects between blades and end-wall boundary layers are taken into account
through some relatively simple defect force assumptions.

The method has been applied to several types of boundary layer flows which range from
simple two dimensional boundary layers to boundary layers in high speed and highly
loaded turbomachines. The different aspects of the theory have been tested separately.
All the boundary'layer thicknesses, detailed velocity, blade force and flow angle
profiles have been predicted and compared with experimental data. A fair agreement has
in general been found and the used defect force assumptions improve the quality of the
results, when compared with a zero-defect force approach. The defect force is shown to
be a key element which can play a dominant role in the secondary flow and tip clearance
effects.

The present work shows that it is possible to approach the complex turbomachine end-wall
boundary layer flows through an integral boundary layer technique. Detailed data can be
reconstructed through the modelling of the boundary layer profiles. Although all the
details of the flow cannot be predicted accurately, the quality of the results can be
sufficient for engineering purposes and the computer requirements for such an approach
are small.
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STANFORD TUJRKLT &0 NW LAVER DMA
Stanford turbulent boundary layer dt EXPERIMNTAL AND CALCULATED DATA AT EXIT
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Table 1 Stanford Turbulent Boundary Layer data
Calculated and experimental data at the most downstream position , - r"
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Table 2: Salvage Cascade data calculated and exper ntal results BIT eoITT

".mrd Turbulent Bound. Layer Data
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BETTNER & ELRO SINGLE STAGE COMPRESSOR

CONFIGURATION 5

ROTOR EXIT STATOR I STATER 11 STATOR I II STATOR EXIT

I I i
I I 2.W

.i .,V ... . • , . ,. .. ..
. 2U.S 4.2 L UL. 41,6 L 21L9 4.$ L 2.S 4.6 L 21.S 4L.@

AXIAL AND ANGULAR VELOCITY (P.,i )

Figure 14 Bettner & Elrod single stage compressor (ref 11)
Solid lines : calculated, symbols experiment

NASA TWO STAGE AXIAL COMPRESSOR

TIP BOIJNARY LAYER PROFILES

INLET EXIT ROTOR I EXIT STATO I EXIT ROTOR 2 EXIT STATOR 2-
. .,
. q 

LU

L 0iL 20L L 2L L ]oNL 210L L 21L at IlL 2L

MAINSTREAM AND CROSS FLOW VELOCITY (M/S)

Figure 15: NASA Two Stage Compressor (ref 12)
Mainstream and cross flow velocity profiles
Solid lines : calculated, symbols experiment

NASA TVO STAGE Ar,!AL COMPRESSOR
TIP WUNDARY LAYER PROFILES

INLET EXIT ROTE I EXIT STATER I EX IT ROTOR 2 EXIT STATOR 2
. , 

4.00

U.

PERIDIONAL AND ANGULAR VELOCITY O4/S)

Figure 16 NASA two stage sompressor (ref 12)
eridional and angular velocity profiles

Solid lines : calculated, symbols : experiment
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DISCUSSION

J.Dunham, UK
When you calculate a force, a defect force, you need the inlet angle and velocity and outlet angle and velocity to do
that. When you have a multistage calculation or a calculation with more than one blade row, what inlet angle and
velocity do you use for the blade rows after the first? Because obviously, if you've done the calculations through
the first blade row you then have a velocity profile near the wall with rapidly changing inlet angle and velocity.
Now, what values do you actually use to get the force defect?

Author's Reply
The reference we use is an estimation of the inviscid velocity profile near the wall.

Comment by K.Papailiou, Gr
A similar calculation method has been presented in the references cited below. In Reference (5), comparisons are
made of two theoretical methods, the one we mention and Sockol's method (6) with experimental results coming
from a highly compressor cascade (presented in Reference (2)). These results include defect force term measure-
ments. It would be interesting to see how your prediction method compares with these experimental results, which
are available from the Laboratoire de M~canique des Fluides, Ecole Centrale de Lyon.
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ETUDES EXPERIMENTALES ET THEORIQUES DES COUCHES VISQUEUSES
PARIETALES DANS UN COMPRESSEUR MONO-ETAGE TRANSSONIQUE
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RESUME

Les objectifs de ce papier sont A deux niveaux :tout d'abord nous pr6sentons
des r6sultats exp6rimentaux obtenus sur un compresseur mono-6tag6 tranasonique repr6sen-
tatif d'un 6tage de moteur adronautique ; l'accent sera mis particuliarement sur les vec-
teurs vus par les aubages, en amont et en aval de ceux-ci, dans lea zones du moyeu et du
Carter.

En parall~le une 6tude th6orique de ces 6coulements est pr6sent6e. Les princi-
pales caract6ristiques de la m~thode utilis6e sont d'assurer un transfert coh6rent de
linformation lors des changements de rep~re, et une trbs bonne stabilit6 du calcul. Pour
cela, les 6quations de transport de deux composantes de la vorticit6 secondaire sont uti-
lis~es simultandment avec les dquations d6crivant dans une forme int~grale une couche vis-
queuse tridimensionnelle, et avec une 6quation d6crivant 1'6coulement sain a la paroi. Une
comparaison entre les r6sultats exp~rimentaux et th6oriques permet d'appr6cier la validit6
de la m6thode.

SUMMARY

The objectives of this paper are two fold : first, we present experimental
results obtained in a one-stage transonic axial flow compressor, which is a typical stage
of an aeronautical motor ; we shall particularly point out the velocity vector in front
of and downstream of the blades, near the hub and the tip of the machine.

A theoretical study of these flows will be also presented. The main characte-
ristics of the method are that the transfer of information is properly realized while
changing a frame of reference. Also a very good computational stability is obtained. In
this method, two equations for the transport of two vorticity components are used in
parallel with the equations which describe, in an integral form, the 3D viscous layer,
and with an equation which describes the inviscid flow at the wall. A comparison between
the experimental and theoretical results allows to appreciate the validity of the method.

LISTE DES SYMBOLES

b Fraction du pas dana une direction 8, laiss6e libre A l'4coulement.
H12 Facteur de forme : Gpaisseur de d6placement/6paisseur de quantitf de mouvement.

h Envergure

I Vecteur de base du repre

Pa Pression statique

R Rayon

(N,S,B) Syatbme d9 coordonn6es curvilignes associ6 A l'6coulement sain
(S selon W, B normale A la paroi)

(8,mB) Syst~me de coordonn~es curvilignes li A la machine
(m m6ridien, e circonf6rentiel)

T Temp6rature
V Vitesse absolue

W Vitesse relative

a tan-t(Vs/Vm)
B tan 'Wo/V )

6 Epaisseur de couche limite

p Densit6

OVorticit6

wVecteur rotation de la machine

VisComitO
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Indices Inf~rieurs

a Condition relative A un rep~re absolu ou fixe

0 Condition d'arr~t

R Condition relative A un rep~re tournant

S Condition statique oti selon la direction S

V Visqueux

H Caract6rise tine fraction de Q (associG aux conditions amont essentiellement,

Indices Sup~rieurs

Ecoulement samn

* Ecoulement secondaire

- Valour moyenno scion 6

1. INTRODUCTION

Le d~veloppement do machines de plus en plus pouss~es n~cessite, A l'Avidence,
une connaissanco accrue de l16coulement dans coo machines ainsi quo des moyens de pr~dic-
tions de plus en plus perfornants. Nous nous intdressons particuli~rement dans cet article
au ddveloppement des 6coulements visqueux: dens les zones proches du moyeu et diu carter d'un
compresseur axial nono-6tagfi transsonique.

Dens ce domaine des compresseurs axiaux, diffdrents auteurs ont pr6sent4 des
r6sultats exp~rimentaux d~taill~s en particulier Lakshininareyana et son groupe, pour lea
zones proches des parois et pour tin compresseur fonctionnant A de foibles nombres de Mach
[1, 2, 3]. Un effort cch6rent a 6t6 entrepris depuis plusleurs ann~es a 1PEcole Centrale
de Lyon sous l'6gide de la DRET et de Is SNECMA, pour 124tude exp~rimentole et theorique
les ph~noin~nes secondaires dens les turbomachines, et en particulior dens les compresseurs.
14, 5, 6, 71.

Dens un pr~cddent papier (4], nous avons pr~sent6 des r~sultets expirimentaux
ddtaill~s obtenus sur in compresseur axial tranasonique. L'int~r6t d'utiliser une machine
fonctionnrit dens ce domaine de nombre de Mach eat dvidemment dVdtudler des phdnomanes
plus r~alistes pour certaiis industrialsa mais aussi do permettre tine meilloure informa-
tion stir lea m~canismos assurant lea transferts 6nerg~tiques entre lea pAles et Is fluide.
En perticulier, lVanalyse do nos r~sultats A lVaval de la roue mobile a montrA quo led
ph~nom~nes secondairos, qui ont une origine visqueuse, avajent, par le blais des change-
ments dui repbre mobile au rep~re fixe, contribiA A lVeugmentation de 1V6nergie utile dens
la r~gion du moyeu, sous l'effet des tourbillons secondaires engendr6s. Alors quo dana la
r~gion dii carter, les effets de jeti conduisent en g~n~ral A une diminution de 1Venergie
fournie aui fluide.

Dana le pr~sent papior, et stir 1e plan exp~rimental, noun noun interesserons
plus particuli~rement A lVaspect cin~matique des phdnomrnes secondaires dans ce compres-
sour, dens lea r~gions dui bord d'attaquo et du bord de fuite des aubages.

Sur 1e plan th~orique, 1e traitement des 6coulements secondaires s&appuie
souvent our tine hypothise de type couche limite so ddvoloppant noun lea influences coniti-
gudes dun 6coulement main, et d'une vorticitd secondaire, dont l'6volution pout Stre
d~crite principalement par le biais de m~canisme non visqueux. Cetto notion do vorticitG
secondaire intervient plus ou momns implicitomont doe les m~thodes de calcul, telles
cellos de Mellor et Wood [121 ou do Hirsh [11]. Ella ot utilis~e explicitement done la
m~thode do Comte, Ohayon ot Papailioi (9]. Notre d~marche a'appuieoustr Is mdthode d~velop-
p~e dana [9], et dont lea Equations sont d~velopp~es doe 1e cam d'une machine centrifuge
par Vouillarmet [61. Nous en rdsumone brilvomrit ici lee iddes do base. Noun supposons
l'existonce dune direction privilegile not~e S, g&neralement d~finie par Vlcoulenent main
local, selon laquelle lea propri~t~a do 1V6coulement cisaill6 seront exprim~es A laide do
lois do similitude au nivoau do la composante Vg dui profil do vitesse. Dane lea directions
tranaversales (not~E N et 8), nous supposerona quo les composantes do vitesses VN et V9
sont asaoci~ea principalement avec: le diveloppemont dune vorticitA longitudinale a.. En
pratique la m~thode do calcul eat batie our tine moyenne des 6qua tiona solon la direction
circonf~rentielle B, cc qui cr60 des termca dits do "fluctuations" qui traduiment la non-
uniformit6 azimuthal.. Puis une formulation ddficitairo par rapport A l'Ccoulomont main
local eot utilis~c avant dlintroduire tine int~gration solon la normals A la paroi B do
lV6quation do conservation do ia meass et do la composante de 1'6quation do quantite do
imouvesiont solon la ligne de courburo zzoyenne do 1 'aubago Wa). Dan* lam m~thodes d~critos
en [61 et [9], ot utilialeoen [41 ceoo dciii dquation. sont risoluea simultanftent avec tine
6quation do transport do la vorticitG flu.
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Le deuxi~me objectif du pr~sent papier est de prisenter une niouvelle in~thode
qui permet de corriger llhypoth~se trop restrictive d'un 6coulement de type couche limite
selon s, ddcrite plus haut. Ceci assurera un traitoment plus correct des transferte d'in-
formations lore des changements de rep~re. Dane ce but une nouvelle formulation des 6qua-
tions de transports de la vorticit6 secondaire sera prisentie. Enf in, une comparaison
entre lee rdeultats expdrimentaux et thdoriques sera donnde.

2. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DES PHENOMENES SECONDAIRES

Les exp~riences ont 6t6 r~alisaes our le compreeceur qui eat donn* schdmati-
qucxnent figure 1. Le compresseur a 6t6 test6 cur le banc d'essai de compresseur haute-
vitesse de l'Ecole Centrale de Lyon. Une description d~taill~e du banc et des moyens de
mesures (sondes de preesion stationnaires directionnelles) utilis~s sont donn~a en [14].
Dans la m~ine rdf~rence, on trouvera des indications cur la m~thode suivie af in dlaesurer
une bonne cohdrence dee mecuree.

Le compresseur utilied ect leg~rement diff~rent de celui dont lee r~sultats
ont 6t6 pr~cent~s en [4]. La forme de Ia veine au niveau du moyeu du redreeseur a en
effet 6t6 modifi~e afin de diminuer la charge cur la coupe de pied de cot aubage ; ceci
a de l6g~ree conedguencee cur 1l6coulement dans la roue mobile.

Dane cc gui suit nous allone pr~senter lee r~sultate expdrimentaux obtenuc
dane lee plans not~s 3, 4 Ct 6 cur la figure 1. Dane lee plane 3 et 6, lee mesures moyen-
n~es en azimuth sont le r~sultat de lexploration cur plus d'un pae en aval de llaubage
fixe qui prdcAde. Notre propos est de d~finir lee conditions cin~matiques en ainont et en
aval de la roue mobile et du redresseur. L'objectif ect aussi d- vdrifier Ia validit6
d'une hypoth~se de type couche limite dane la direction de I'6coulement cain, et dane la
rdgion du bord dlattaque dee aubages.

Dane cc but, nous pr~sentons figures 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 6a, la compocante de la
vitesse moyenn~e selon e et projetde selon Ia direction donnge par Il'coulement cain local
pour la vitesee dane un repbre fixe Vs (2a, 5a, 6a) et dane un rep~re mobile We (3a, 4a).
Le vecteur vitecee complet pout 8tre obtenu en utilisant lee distributions dangles moyen
pour le vecteur vitesee absolu V : (figures 2b, 5b, 6b) et pour le vecteur vitesse rela-
tive W : (figures 3b, 4b), dane lea positions axiales correspondantes. Sur ces figures
lee cymboles (, * ) correspondent A des mesurec r~alis~es respectivement avec une sonde
cobra au moyeu, et cylindrique au carter, dons lee mines positions aziinuthales. Le trait
pointill6 d~crit l'Acoulement cain de r~f~rence. Le trait continu correspond aux r~sultate
des calculs que nous d~crirons dons Ia suite du texte.

L1Acoulement entrant dans la roue directrice dlentr~e (plan 1, figure 1) ect
du type couche limits bidiinensionnelle au moyeu et au carter. Nous constatons que cc
caractbre seinble effectivement conserV6 dane le plan 3 (figure 2a), si nous considerons
Va. A cette couche limite, il cc superpose un effet tourbillonnaire (figure 2b) gui eat
issu au carter d'un tourbillon de passage gap et au moyeu des effete conjugu~c de Qepot
d'un tourbillon de jeu aj (LMe d tai de ccc mesures peut fitre trouvi en r~f~rence [Mi.
En changeant de rep~re, (fgures 3a et 3b), llaspect de type "couche limite" nest pas
fondamentalement modifiA au carter. Au moyeu, on pourrait consid~rer que 10 facteur de
forme H12R a fortement diminuG par rapport A H12 f done le repAre absolu ; cleat cette
remarque que nous avions utiliede en [4], avec 1 hypoth~se que 116passeur de couche li-
mite 6 6tait concerv~e dane lee deux repbres.

La repartition dWangle relatif 8 (figure 3b) done le plan 3 pout donner lieu
A doux interpr~tations diff~rentes, quoique compl~mentairec. Nous pouvons considirer quo
l'aubage de la roue mobile receent un Acoulement sous une forte incidence aux paroic ; cc
qui interpr~tA en utilisant un mod~le d'6coulement cain cc traduirait par des portes Aic-
v~es aux parois. Rappelone cepondant que dane notre modAl., is Acoulement cain cut respon-
sable de la majour partie du champ de pression statiquc Ps (effet dlAquilibre radial)
pour lee compresceurs cette hypothbee eat asez bien v~rifi~c ainsi quo le montre la, r~par-
tition de Ps dana Ie plan 3 (figure 8) ; notons quo la valapr do Ps de 1l6couloment samn
donn~e figure 8, correspond au trait pointill6 donn6 figure 3b. Solon une autre hypothbse,
Ilauginentation do 03 aux parois traduit des conditions aux limites particulibres cur Is
vorticitA socondaire an pour la roue mobile ;cleat cette deuxibme idhc quo nous utilise-
rons dane Ia suite.

En aval do la roue mobile, W8 (figure 4a), a toujours un aspect do type couche
limite au carter, ainsi qu'au moyou. On notera cependant au moyou, pour 0 < h < 0.15, une
croissance do I& valour exp~rimentale do W5 , qui r~sulte diregtoinent d'uno augmentation do
la tem~p~rature dlarr~t relative TOR, par rapport A s valour TOR dans i'Acoulement cain.
14). Ccci indique pout Atro des transforts parasites au travore do ls paroi Moyeu do la
roue mobile. La rdpartition do 04 montre de nouveau un 6coulement tourbillonnaire qui s
superpose donc A ls couch. limit. (effet do tourbillon do passage en pied Qsp, effet do
jeu flgj + gap en t~te).
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Dana le rep~re obaolu, si l'approche do type couche limits au carter no somble
pas introduire d'erreur remarquable a-priori, il eat clair quo cette situation eat boule-
verale au moyeu (figure 5a). La r~partition observ~e pour Ve met donc en ddfaut l2approche
classique de typo couche limite qui eat sonsdo d~crire inj~ggineent la cozuposanto V, pour
l'6coulement entrant dana le redreaseur. En outro ii sole qu ai r~partition de Vs A l's-
val (plan 6) flu redroaseur aoit fortomont influencie par l'6tat de non couche lunite A
l'amont (figure 6a). Il auffit d'obsorver quo is zone de fort gradient aVs/ah au moyeu,
que Von serait tent6 d'aaaimiler A uno 6paisseur 6o do Is nouvelle couche visqueuse, eat
do lordre do 6a -0.07 h alors quo dana Is rep~re relatif 6R '- 0.15 h au plan 4. Afin do
mieux appr~cier l'origino des portes de preasion d'arr~t dans ls plan 6, on donne figure 7
ls r~partition do Is pression d'arrlt Po, dana Is plan azimuthal (R,B) sur plus dun ps
inter-aubage flu redreasseur. Noua observona une forte concentration do portes dana ls Oil-
loge do l'aube flu rodreaseur, sinai qu'A proicimit6 do l'extradoa au moyeu.

En conclusion, noua devona donc romarquer quo ls composonte V. ou Ws do ls
vitosse, dana 1a direction do l'6coulement sain no pout pas 6tre uniquemont d~crite par
uno fermeturs de type couche limits bidimensionnello pour 1a zone flu moyeu. Pour la zone
dlu carter, cola route quaiitativomsnt vrai, bion qu'il soit asaoz focils d'imaginsr qu'une
partie do l'information soit oublide par i'utilisation unique duno hypoth~ss do typo
couche limits solon a, 6galemont dons cette zons.

L16cart do Vs (ou Ws) par rapport A un prof ii do type coucho limits, dana un
nouveau ropire, r6sulte directemont do l'offet do Is vorticit6 R. exiatanto dons Ie repbre
pr~c6dent, au trovors flu changemont do ropbro.

CominG il eat clair quo 12 phGnom~nesaecondaire sat principalement caractaris6
par un off et flu vectour rotationnel 0' au travere do corn dewc composantes ON (pour VS) ou
do AS (pour a), ot quo co mgne vectour a'no ae modif is pas ora flu changoinent do roparo,
ii oat donc nicessaire do privoir dana la mithodo do colcul, on plus flu calcul do Ila et de
l'aspoct coucho limits do Vs, un traitsment particulior do Is vorticit6 ON gui n'est pas
directement touchie par leffet visquoux: do typo couche limito. Nous avona choisi do trai-
ter cot "oxcis" do AN en supposant quo Is champ do Ps nWest toujours pos perturb6 directe-
mont dons 11fcoulement. Cleat-&-dire quo ls phinombne socondaire n'interviont au niveau
do 1'6coulement main quo par ie biais d'uno modification do Is veins aux porois. Ceci cons-
titus une approximation font is degrG d'importanco rests copendont A priciser.

3. ETUDE THEORIQUE DES PHENOHENES SECONDAIRES

a) Nous allons dans ce qui suit ditailler uno mithode permettant d'asauror un
transfert afliquat do 32 information, associio aux phinombnes secondoires, lora d'un change-
ment do ropiro dons uns machine, et cola pour uns mithods do colcul integrals flu typo do
cello fluorite dons l1introduction do ce popier. Pula, nous donnerona doux 6qustions do
transport do las vorticitG pour As puis ON Enf in ian. comparoison sera 6tablie avec les
rhoultats expdrimontaux pr~c~dents. Solt~i to D lea vorticit~a rapports A den ropbes
absolu It re4atif jespectivsment ; et soit w, i. voctour rotation do la machine. Nous
avons Q a R -2 w'(

Soit A st i'les voctours rotationnels associE. A l'Ecoulement gain, at secondairo rospoc-
tivemont.
Nous posans + ~ 2

Dons ce qui suit soul s' era conaid~r6. Nous aupposorona quo, dons un ropire curvilii..,
li6 A l'6coulement sain, noun aurons

~'=(' +0 ) 1 +0' +ot(3a)
% V +ONIIa NMoL b o +a aa

%~v + A NH )R 1 NR + Qi SR + ~ s (3b)

OA,, roprdsente is fraction fit ls composanto flj qui pout Stre ddcrito par ian prof ii do typo
couche limits uniquemont.
QNH repr~sents dana Is compldment do QOV done Q*. 11 eat cl~ir quo 0~v d~pend directemont
do la fermoture utilisde pour 1e phdnambne visquoux. Coendant, si on dispose d'uno *qua-
tion d~crivant l'Evolution do ONH (ou AN) -t l'amont vere l'aval do la grille, on dispo-
sera, alarm d'une description plus r~alists do l16aoulement dans Is machine.

At in do d~finir 0V ot 0 dana be nouveau rop~r., ii nous eat ndceasaire do
formuler nine hypothise puisq u in. re ation manque. Munapoeoaqo(~~ asI
nouveau ropbe nest lid qu'A (ANv)a- cotta hypoth~se sous-entend qua lleffet turbulent
dana le nouveau ropbe no pout provenir, sau bord d'attaque d'un aubage, quo do let tot
turbulent dans l'ancien repbre. Ce qui pout as justifier, au mains partiellement, an motant
quo 1. ph~noasane turbulent so caractdrise d'ume part par ian mdcani Ae a mmoir., et d'au-
tre port par ian temps de r~ponae non ndgligeable face A des solliciations iqzos~es, dams le.1 nouveau rope, par Ie champ do vitesse moanne ft ; ce dernler cianiame dolt cepondant
Atre mod~rG I proximitS i=mdiate de la parol, ot on pout aginor uno r~ponse quasi-

Anatantandet.
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A lVaide de cette hypothase, nous aurone alors, A partir de (3a - b)

(%v R co (av a c) (4a)

NHR = %l1 a -cos( -8 (Q-). Sin (-8)(4b)

(U') 
21v + a4 14a - (sin 8 + (' )a co' (^ - ') (c

(";R= T (4d)

Les relations (4a - 4d) constituent donc un moyen de transf~rer l1information du repore
abeolu au rep~re relatif. L'Gtape suivante, dans le cae d'une m~thode Int~grale, consiete
A ajueter (au Sens des moindres carr6s par exemple), lea param~tres intervenant dens la
loi analytique donnant w5 (6, UT) af in de d6crire au mieux: le prof ii de viteese aeeoci4 A
(1')R (UT eat une vitesse de frottement) ; cette 6tape ne pose pas en g~n6ral de diffi-
cuI i o note que~dlafr~s lhypoth~se pr~c6dente on a : Sa = S
Malgr6 tout, ei cos (a - 8) < 0, alors (014v) change de signe dane le nouveau repare ;ccci
signifie qu'un prof ii de couche limite associ6 A (Olv) peut engendrer un maximum de vitese
A la paroi dans le nouveau rep~re. Dans cc cae particulier, nous eupposone alore que la
zone de paroi, identifi6e par l16tendue maximum de la zone log. dans VS, cat le siage d'une
couche limite, pour laquelle la valeur du facteur de forme 1412 est fix# arbitraircment 3
1.4.

b) Nous allons maintenant donner lee 6quatione permettant de d~crire le d6ve-
loppement de aN et QS. L'6quation du vecteur tourbillon (6quation de Navier-Stokes Sur la-
queule eat appliqu~e l'op~rateur (VA) rotationnel) e'6crit dans un rep~re tournant A Ia
vitesee w

at ' R R' p-~(0

2 2(iW.V) + 2 V ( 1) -V)A V P58 + P- V2n R(6

Nous avone uniquement ndgligd lee effete des variations de V et p dane le terme viequcux.

Cette quati n et tout d'abord projet~e dane le rep4re curviligne (Is, Tb, IN4)
orthonorn&, selon 1IN et YS . Puis nous appliquone une moyeane selon e, la direction circon-
f~rentiellc. Il vient alors en n~gligeant lee termee d'aubagee, et lee termee de fluctua-
tions Solon 6, et en notant W4 une viteese moyenne en 8

IM- (h UN.) + Pba(b~ EN)

- BbW
- Coal -- N) (-a, + 2 w" (%'1RN145  b am SR

+ ("Kb-U 5 (abR + 2 b)

in abe 4(w X. + WbKNb T am N) (NNR + 2 w.)

W21  a b Wb ab 2 6 ~41e-51

+ 2 w~ (V 1 ) (P) + k V2 (7a)
'b(WNK.b -WbKN)+ V AV a P R N

Le term-= visqueux cat d6termin6 en eupposant qulil et cr46 par (12NV) et en posant

a bi - +v b a9~ tv p~

Enf in le ters de pression eat nhqliq6. I ai
Les termes de courburea il sont donnha on fonction des m~triquee hi par Rij __

oa1 Yi eat la coordonn~e selon la direction J. =13 as
Do aime ume Oquation Pour 52CR peut Gtre obtemue em projettant (6) selon I

ram b -R + Pb 3 '0 *

0 0 *~b abU

+s iF K Wb +K Ro V) (?I +2 w)

+( K -~ I a~s O + 
2
w

Lb b =B b
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ab-w
+(W K + Bn sm -5 +2 N

__ 2k W N _Zb"2 w a tp a UE-sin6 am

+2wb(W ax -w WSb. + SN W N WN K Ns)

P P R a 8

De mme nous n~gligeons l.effet du terme de pression. Lleffet du terme de dis-
s ipation est mod~lis6 par un raccordement du prof ii transversal de vitesse W A zdro a la
paroi, sur l'6tendue de la zone log. de W8 . Il eat int~reaaant de comparer (Aavec 116qua-
tion habituellement utilisee pour le transport de Dou, (references [4], [53, 16], [8]), et
qui eat d~duite des travaux de Lakahminarayana et llorlock [10] pour un ropbre de Freanet.
Dana ce cas, si ie rep~re de Fresnet eat assiznil4 au reptre liA A l1coulement sain, et
en no conservant que lea termes essentiela, il vient

..(-) =2 RdB(9)
a 5

Dans le6quation (8), le transport de QsR eat assuX6 par les 2 premiers termes.
L'allongement de 2s s0u leftd 5 etcnsudn abIWa ; ceci d~crit donc le
premier membre de (9). _a i a
Nous avons en outre :K 5 = s

et =a - 8~ d sina DO
bR bR am 5 -T-- 18

ba

ce qui montre que le aecond membre de (9) peut 6tre d~crit par
1abW K 8- ~ '

FE) -B- bR +Ws asN NR I-25NR' saas

sous c *as hypotheses. Ainsi (8) est A pr~f6rer A (9) puisque la prodcine au
Joeffet de aw5 est asaociee en realite pour une part A la d~flexion de lMcoulement 11in
d /ds et asT pour une autre part A Ia variation de RVe selon m, et non peas A 2 dA/da. La
diff~rence entre (8) et (9) pourrait Atre plus sensible dans la veines centrifuges.

c) L'application pratique d'une tells m6thode consiste A resoudre simultanement
lea equations (7a - b), (8) et lea deux 6quations integrales d~crivant la couche viequeuse
sous une forme intdgrale. Af in d'assurer Ia stabilit6 du calcul, nous avons trouv6 n~ces-
saire de joindre au syst~me precedent une equation supplementaire qui d~crit le comporte-
ment do le6coulement samn A Ia paroi sous l'influence des phenomenes se-jndaires. Cette
6quation traduit particuli~rement l'effet des courbures engendr~es par 116volution du blo-
cage pari~tal associ6 A la couche visqueuse au niveau de l'6coulement samn ; en outre el
assure une conservation du debit global dana un plan de calcul. Nous ne decrirons pas cette
equation ici, mais on pourra en avoir une id~e A partir des travaux de Leballeur [13].

d) Pour appliquer cette m~thode A notre cas exprimental, nous avons utilis6
lea valeurs experimentales issues du plan 3 dana ie rep~re absolu (figure 2a, 2b). Lea
resultata des calcuis sont port~s sur lea figurs 3 A 6 en traits continus. Noua consta-
tons en g~n6ral un accord assez satisfaisant, en particulier en aval du redresseur (fi-
gure 6).

4. CONCLUSION

Lee resultats exp~rimentaux, decrita dans ce texts, montrent A le6vidence
qu'une hypoth~Ae de type couche limite nest pas toujours applicable af in de mod~liser
dane Ia totalit6 la composanto Vs du vectour vitesse Bocondaire prbs des parois d un
compreaseur. L'C6cart do Vs par rapport A un prof ii do type couche limits sat associe aoit
A un offot do changement de ropesaimplement, soit A lef Cot du changoment do reparo Bur
lea composantes de Ia vorticit6 Dos at 9Ndu ropbe precedent.

Af in do permettre une description plus adequate do l'Ccoulement dons une ma-
chine, nouc avona s~parC la composante QN en une partie dont lVorigine eat associ~e uni-
quemont au ph~nombno visqueux at turbulent, (a~v) et uno autro W~NH)' qui traduit plus
cpicifiquement l'influonce do conditions amont au travors do l'action des aubages. Cette
dsiarche c'inscrit condant dana le cadre d'une approche do type couche limits puisque
nous cuppocorona quo los Gcoulements cain ot secondairo inter-agiacent par Is biain d'une
modification do Ia forms dec paroic sous lleffet du d4ficit de maso ascoci6 a 1l6coule-
mont vicquoux. Aucci le champ do preccion Ps oat identifiC A celui crG4 par l'ecouiement
cain.
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NOUS avons 6galement donn6 deux 6quations de transport de la vorticit6 N et
is , qui s'avarent plus ganarales que celles utilisaes habituellement dans ce type dem~thode. Enf in, la comparaison des rasultats du calcul et des experiences montre en gan -
ral un accord assez satisfaisant qui pourra sans doute Atre amalior6 grace A une descrip-
tion plus fine du phanomane turbulent.
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DISCUSSION

J.Chauvin, Fr
One could be a bit surprised to note that the zone of influence on angles is relatively small - it seems confined to I
the thickness of boundary layers. Now in your basic calculation for the through flow, have you used correlations
taking into account the effects of secondary flow?

Author's Reply
No, in our calculation of through flow we only take into account the effects associated with the viscous flow. The
scales on my plates may be a little bit misleading. There is an influence of the secondary phenomenon, an influence
on the angle. It's not clearly illustrated here, I must admit. Nevertheless, in certain cases you can obtain one or two
degrees. Generally speaking, we have observed that the secondary phenomena go up to possibly 25 to 30% of the
vane height.

ip

I -
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ANNULUS WALL BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPHENT III A COMPR SSOR STAGE,
INCLUDING THE EFFECTS 

OF TIP CLEARANCE

B. Lakshminarayana, K. N. S. Murthy

and

M. Pouagare, and T. R. Govindan,

153 Hammond Building
Department of Aerospace Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University

0University 
Park, PA 16802 U.S.A.

SUMMARY:

0 -4The end-wall boundary layer development in a compressor stage, including the inlet
guide vane (IGV) passage and the rotor passage, was measured. -Thiepeasurements upstream

0 of the rotor and inside the IGV passage were carried out with a fiv ?hole probe. The
data (blade-to-blade) inside the rotor passage were measured using a three-sensor rotating

4 hot-wire below the tip clearance region and a 'V' configuration probe inside the clear-
ance region. "Therotor exit measurements (blade-to-blade) were acquired with a laser
doppler velocimeter. 'Thevelocity profiles and the integral properties are presented and
interpreted,-thi pap ->The boundary layer is comparatively well behaved up to the
leading edge of the rotor, beyond which complex interactions result in very unconventional
profiles. The momentum thicknesses decrease in the leakage flow region of the rotor.
The momentum thicknesses and the limiting streamline angles predicted from a momentum
integral technique agree well with the data up to the leading edge of the rotor.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CI  axial chord of the IGV blade at the tip

Cpw wall pressure coefficient 1p - pA2/ PVL

CR axial chord of the rotor at the tip

p static pressure

R r/rw

rw annulus wall radius

r, 0, x radial, tangential and axial coordinates (see Fig. 3)

S blade spacing

s, n, r streamwise, normal and radial coordinates (see Fig. 3)

t tip clearance height

T, Te axial and tangential turbulent intensities normalized by the
local total velocity (relative velocity in the case of rotor).

Vs , Vn streamwise and normal component of absolute velocities (Fig. 3)
normalized by the free stream axial velocity at the ICV inlet

Vx, Ve axial and tangential absolute velocities normalized by the
free stream axial velocity at the IGV inlet

Wx , We axial and relative tangential velocities (see Fig. 3) normalized
by the free stream axial velocity at the IGV inlet

X distance from ICV leading edge normalized by CI

XR distance from rotor leading edge normalized by C

Y tangential distance measured from the suction surface normalized
by the blade spacing (r9/S, S-O on the auction surface)

a w  limiting (wall) streamline angle of the absolute flow

a, n' as'5 boundary layer integral parameters - thickness normalized by

Onrf ean ' SHa blade span (see equations 1 to 3)

boundary layer thickness (distance from wall to the location
where the maximum velocity ovcurs) normalized by r. - see Fig. 12a

* loading coefficient

This is the revised version of the preprint. Figs. 12, 13, 18 end 19 and the corres-
ponding text have been revised.
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VT' x tangential and axial force defect thickness (eqs. 4 and 5)
normalized by the blade span

p density

E Ct -a
e w

Subscripts

A, max ambient and maximum value

e edge of the boundary layer

, upstream of IGV (free stream) and leading edge of the rotor

h, t hub and tip

Superscript

passage-averaged values

INTRODUCTION

The boundary layers that develop on casing and hub walls of compressor stages limit
the pressure rise, efficiency, mechanical reliability and mass flow through the stage.
In addition, they introduce considerable three-dimensionality and unsteadiness in the
flow, and affect the stall and surge characteristics of the compressor. They have also
been recognized as a source of noise in recent years. Previous attempts to analyze this
flow were based on simplified flow models and momentum integral techniques (refs. 1-4)
that neglect the complex interactions in the end-wall region of blade rows. The compari-
son between the measured and the predicted annulus-wall boundary layer (AWBL) growth are
poor, or only qualitative in nature for the rotor end-wall boundary layer, but are quite
good for the stator or IGV blade rows. The methods have not been tested for the AWBL
inside a rotor passage. One of the objectives of this paper is to provide such data for
the validity of these analyses as well as computer codes now under development.

The AWBL that develops on the casing of a turbomachinery stage (including through the
inlet guide vane, rotor and stator) is three-dimensional and turbulent in nature. Further-
more, the complex interaction of the tip leakage flow and the blade boundary layer, and
its transport towards the blade tip, in the AWBL near the rotor end-wall region produces
an extremely complex flow field in the region. This region of the AWBL remains largely
unexplored exnerimentallv, it is beyond the scope of analytical methods, and is very
difficult for computational methods. The measurements inside the rotor are complicated,
since the measuring probe has to be rotated with the rotor. The measurement technique
for the clearance region, which is small, is also complex and miniature probes combined
with elaborate data processing procedures have to be employed in acquiring the data in
this region. There is no data available at present for the AWBL growth inside the rotor
blade and in the immediate vicinity of the trailing edge of the rotor in the downstream
region.

A comprehensive program was started at The Pennsylvania State University to acquire
such data in the end-wall region, using a rotating three-sensor hot-wire probe, laser
doppler velocimeter, a five-hole pitot probe and a stationary "V" type hot-wire sensor.
Most of the data presented in this paper is new, but some of the earlier data (refs. 5-7)
has been reprocessed, replotted, or reinterpreted to provide a comprehensive and systematic
presentation of the AWBL growth in a compressor stage. A tabulation of the new data and
the earlier data used in this paper is given in the next section.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE AND PROGRAM

The AWBL measurements are carried out in a single stage axial flow compressor facility
in the Department of Aerospace Engineering, The Penn State University. A general descrip-
tion of the compressor stage is given by Smith (8], and a detailed discussion of the
facility is given by Lakshminarayana [9). Overall performance, radial distributions of
flow properties at various axial locations of the stage (upstream and downstream of ICV,
rotor, and stator) are presented in ref. 10. Good peak efficiencies are exhibited by the
rotor. The hub/annulus wall diameter ratio of the facility is 0.5, with the diameter of
the annulus wall equal to 0.9377 m. The inlet guide vane row, made up of 43 blades, is
followed b7 the 21-bladed rotor. The rotor is driven by a 37 kv variable-speeu motor
through a belt and pulley system. The rotor is followed by a stator vane rw of 25 blades.
hDownstream of the stator there is an axial i fooan with variable-blade setting for control

of the pressure rise and mass flow of the facility. A schematic of the measurement loca-
tions is shown in Fig 1 Operating conditions and rotor specifications are as follows:
inlet velocity, Vx., of 29 a/s; flow coefficient based on tip speed of 0.56; stage loading
coefficient based on tip speed of 0.4864; rotor speed of 1066 rpm; tip clearance between
2 sm at the leading edge to 1.5 m at the trailing edge. Blade element data at the tip
of the rotor are NASA 65 series; chord of 15.41 cm; spacing of 14.12 cm; maximm thickness
of 5.10 percent of the chord; stagger angle of 45.0 deg; and maximum camber height of 8
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rcent of the chord. The blade element details of the IGV and rotor are given in Table
of ref. 10.

The inlet guide vane has ?qACA 65-010 circular arc blades, with the following tip
section soecification; camber angle of 42.9 °, stagger angle of 21°, chord of 10.91 cm;
spacing of 6.82 cm, maximum thickness of 8.29 percent of the chord, the inlet flow is
axial.

A tabulation of the measurement stations, the technique employed in the various regions
and the type of data acquired, is shown in Table 1.

Table I

Measurement Stations, Techniques and Data Summary
(Ref. to Fig. 1)

Data Available

Measurement Mean or Remarks
X/CI Technique Blade to Blade Axisyrnetric

1 -0.25 Upstream of IGV

- 2 0.25 Vx, Ve, 'r' aw' Vx' Ve' Vr'
3 0.52 Five-Hole Probe

4 0.81 PW w pw

5 0.98 (IGV E, X/YI. 0)

6 1.14 ~minstream of ICV

7 1.25 Vx, Ve, aw"
8 1.44

9 2.00 Five-Hole Probe CPw

10 2.312

11 2.625
12 2.752

13 3.250 Rotating Three-Sensor Hot- V, vn . V, w, T of
14 3.780 Wire Probe Inside the V/ C' X' -3.25

Passage. In the clearance TOI a n r Data in refs. 6, 7
15 4.054 region '"V' type of hot-wire Reynolds Stress 11 & 12 reproces-
6 4.3107 Probe. Blade Static sed to derive AWEL

Pressure daracteristics0 Rotor TE, XIC -
4.323

17 4.3855 IDV Measurement 2.5 m way Hot-wire Data fran
18 4.5105 from the wall; hot-wire Vs, Vn tWe , 'W' refs. 7 & 12 for

measuremnts very close to ' the wall region
19 5.0105 the wall WX e
20 5.8230

A miniature five-hole probe (1.65 mm diameter), described in refs. 5 and 10 was used
for the AWBL measurement upstream of IGV, inside the IGV passage, and upstream of the
rotor. A rotating three-sensor hot-wire probe was traversed across the passage of the
rotor, at radii up to 4 percent of the blade span from the tip at the following radial
locations; R - 0.976, 0.968, 0.954, 0.940, 0.914 and 0.886, and axial stations; XR = 0
(leading edge), 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.979 (trailing edge). Details of the measurement
technique and data are given in ref. 6. The flow in the rotor tip clearance region was
measured, up to about 1 mm (half way into the clearance) from the annulus wall, using a
"V" type hot-wire sensor. These measurements were carried out from 6 to 11 radial loca-
tions inside the tip clearance region; at XR - -0.012, 0.003, 0.50, 0.75, 0.979, inside
the rotor passage; and at XR - 1.055, 1.179, 1.44, 1.593, 1.731, at the exit of the
passage. Details of the measurement technique used inside the tip clearance region and
some of the processed data are given in refs. 7 and 12. The measurements down-stream of
the rotor were acquired from a laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) at XR - 1.058, 1.174, 1.640,
2.397. These measurements were combined with the measurements close to the wall (ref. 7)
to provide composite profiles of velocity at the exit.

A single channel, dual-beam laser anemometer with on-axis backscatter light collection
(TSI Model 9100-6) was used to make measurements in the end-wall region behind the rotor
blade. The system operated with a Lexel 4W argon-ion laser tuned for the green line
(514.5 am). The transmitting optics consisted of a beamsplitter, a 3.75X beam expander,

It should be noted that the radii in ref. 6 is normalized by the radius of the blade
tip. These radii correspond to R - 0.980, 0.973, 0.959, 0.945, 0.918, and 0.819,
respectively, of ref. 6.
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and a 152 mm diameter front lens with a focal length of 762 mm. The half-angle of the
intersecting beams was measured to be 3.12 ° and provided a probq volume diameter of
0.133 mm and a probe volume length of 2.50 mm, based on the I/e' intensity points. The
receiving optics consisted of the 152 mm front lens, a field-stop unit, and a receiving
assembly with a photomultiplier tube. The entire system moved on a three axes traverse
table which also had facility to tilt the assembly so that the beams are projected
radially to the rotor. A counter type signal processer (TSI Model 1995) interfaced with
a HP 2100S computer provided an on-line data processing capability. An ensemble-averag-
ing technique similar to that described by Powell, et al. [131 was used to average the
velocity information. The flow was seeded with an atomized spray of mineral oil, and was
injected into the flow 200 mm upstream of the rotor.

END-WALL SURFACE MEASUREMENTS

The wall static pressure and the limiting (wall) streamline angles were measured in
the end-wall region. The former has a major influence on the development of the AWBL
inside the I(V and the rotor blade passages. The limiting (wall) streamline angles and
its deviation from the freestream flow angle denote the extent of three-dimensionality
in the AWBL profiles. The limiting (wall) streamline angle was derived by the ammonia
streak technique. In this technique, ammonia gas is injected into the boundary layer
through static pressure holes in the casing, and a trace of the wall flow is obtained by
the reaction of the ammonia on an ozalid paper pasted on the wall.

The limiting (wall) streamline angle (measured from the axial direction) at various
axial locations is shown plotted in Fig. 2. Inside the IrV passages, the measured angles
at mid-passage were chosen and are compared with the mean blade angle distribution.
Between IGV and the rotor, the angle of the free stream is assumed to be the same as the
IGV blade outlet angle. For most locations, the maximum, minimum and the average angles
derived from the ammonia traces are shown. The deviation of the flow from the blade
angle is considerable (10 to 20*) inside the IGV passage, and at the exit, but vanishes
rapidly downstream. At X - 3, the differences are very small.

As the rotor is approached, the difference between the absolute flow angle (design -
in the absence of tip clearance) and the limiting (wall) streamline angle increase con-
siderably. Inside the passage, the difference between these two angles is as high as 70'.
Since the "fan angle" of the ammonia traces was very large and the boundaries of the fan
were faint, only the mean values are plotted at these locations. The data inside the
passage should be interpreted as qualitative in nature. The boundary layers at these
locations are highly three-dimensional, unsteady and have large skew angles. The mid-
chord location inside the rotor has the maximum deviation of the limiting (wall) stream-
line angle from the absolute flow angle, this is caused by the leakage flow. At X = 4
(which is at 0.75 rotor chord from the leading edge) and X = 4.3 (trailing edge), the
deviations are still large (about 30'), further downstream the flow near the wall tends
to align itself with the flow in the freestream (to within 100), indicating that the
three-dimensionality of the wall boundary layer has reduced substantially, beyond about
half-a-chord downstream of the rotor trailing edge.

The wall static pressure distribution is also shown in Fig. 2. Inside the IGV
passage, the wall static pressure along the mean streamline (mid-passage) is shown.
Inside the rotor passage, the wall static pressures plotted are the average values
derived from measurements using the static pressure tans and a Validyne pressure trans-
ducer. The wall static pressure inside the passage should be viewed as qualitative, as
no attempt was made to measure it using a high-frequency response probe. The streamwise
pressure gradient is large both inside the IGV passage (favorable) and the rotor passage
(adverse). This should have a substantial effect on the boundary layer growth. The wall
static pressures become nearly uniform at about one-third chord length downstream of the
trailing edge of the rotor and the IGV.

ANNULUS WALL BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT INSIDE AND AT THE EXIT OF THE ROTOR PASSAGE

The AWBL inside the blade passages is non-axisymmetric and highly complex, and
develops under streamwise and crosswise pressure gradients. The qualitative nature of
the AWBL inside the rotor passage is shown in Fig. 3. A complex profile (Pig. 3)
results from the interaction of the leakage flow with the AWDL. The profile consists of
a wall layer, leakage jet layer, the free shear layer, and the inviscid region. The
characterization of the profile is extremely difficult. The momentum thickness and the
displacement thickness is based on the edge velocity (such as A) discerned from the axial
velocity profile derived from inviscid flow measurements.

The AWBL developing inside the IGV passage is presented in ref. 5 and will not be
repeated here.

AWBL Velocity Profiles

The AWBL inside the rotor passage is presented at five axial stations inside the rotor
(X - 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.979) and at five tangential locations (1 - 0.05, 0.25,
0.1, 0.75 and 0.95), where Y is the tangential distance from the suction surface norma-
lized by the blade spacing. The data up to R - 0.976Gae from a three sensor rotating hot
wire (refs. 6 and 11) and those beyond this radius, inside the tip clearance region, are
from a stationary "V" configuration hot-wire sensor (refs. 7 and 12). The velocity
profiles are presented in a boundar layer coordinate system (s, n, r) for the absolute
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velocity and in the cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, x) for the relative velocity.
This enables a better understanding and interpretation of the AWBL growth through the
rotor. In the s-n-r system (absolute flow), the "s" direction is aligned with the
absolute freestream, away from the wall and blades, at R - 0.886. It should be noted
that this is an arbitrary choice and does not imply that the boundary layer edge (which
is very difficult to discern in view of the radially varying inviscid flow) is at
R - 0.886. There is no "freestream" in the conventional sense (Fig. 3). The coordinate
n is normal to s, and r is in the radial direction. The nature of streamlines, both
relative and absolute, in the freestream as well as inside the AWBL in the blade clear-
ance region is shown in Fig. 3. All velocity components are normalized by the axial
velocity at the inlet to the guide vane (VxM ), of 29.68 m/sec.

As mentioned earlier, the measurements of the rotor exit flow were carried out with
an LDV (with ensemble-averaging procedure to derive the blade-to-blade flow properties)
up to the wall region (n-2.5 mm), beyond which the measurement was carried out with a "V"
configuration hot-wire probe traversed from the wall. The data was taken at XR = l:058,
1.174, 1.640 and 2.397. The blade location was identified from the rotor wake profile.

The streamwise (V,), axial (Wx), and relative tangential (We) velocity profile at
various tangential locations and chotdwise locations, XR = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5. 0.75, 0.979,
inside the passave are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. At the leading
edge location (XR = 0), the profiles at all tangential stations inside the blade passage
are almost identical. A small discontinuity exists in the Vs and Wx profiles between the
last point inside the tip clearance (R - 0.995) and the first point inside the passage
(R = 0.976). This is because the fluid in the tip clearance region is not subjected to
the same blade force as the fluid inside the passage. The magnitude of the normal
velocity V (not shown) is found to be high in the annulus wall region, indicating three-
dimensionality 6f the AWBL.

At the axial location XR = 0.25 (Fig. 5), the measurements inside the tip clearance
are not available. At this location, the AWBL growth differs in the tangential direction,
with maximum growth occuring near the suction surface. The presence of a "wall jet" type
of profile, with peak values close to the wall and higher than that in the freestream,
appears at Y - 0.75 and 0.95 in the Vs and Wx profiles. This is caused by the "leakage
jet" originating from the pressure side and has the same effect as that of "blowing" by
a wall jet. The interaction between this leakage jet and the AWBL produces the effect
mentioned. The peaks in the Vs and Wx profiles noticed at XR = 0.25 near R - 0.976 at
Y = 0.75 and 0.95 have increased and the effect has spread to most of the tangential
locations at XR = 0.5 (Fig. 6). As indicated in refs. 6 and 7, maximum leakage flow occurs
in the mid-chord region. This effect is clearly seen at these locations. The normal
velocities (Vn) are found to be high in this region. There is also considerable varia-
tion in Vn in the radial direction, resulting in large gradients of the normal velocity
(aVn/dr) in the end-wall region. Data onthe passage-averaged values of Vn are given in
a later section.

The velocity profiles (Vs and Wx) are very unconventional inside the rotor passage,
and it is clear that none of the assumptions (for profiles of crossflow and main flow
components of velocity) made in most AWBL analysis are valid in this region. No
appreciable growth in the boundary layer is observed between YR = 0.25 and 0.5; but the
AWBL is highly three-dimensional, with unconventional velocity profiles, and with sub-
stantial variation along the blade tangential direction. This seems to indicate that the
analyses based on passage-averaged values or conventional velocity profiles are not valid
in the prediction of rotor AWBL growth. The axial (Wx) velocity profile is similar to
the V profiles, but the We profiles show very sharp gradients near the wall. The AWBL
velocity profiles at XR - 8.75 are shown in Fig. 7. The AWBL has grown from XR - 0.5 to
X - 0.75. The severe velocity gradients (Vg, Wx) in the radial direction observed near
the tip (R - 0.976) at X - 0.5 have now spread over a larger radial extent. This indi-
cates that the leakage flow (and the Jet) has now spread over a larger spanwise height.
The peaks in the velocity profile have also moved downward along the blade span, and are
present over the entire passage. The normal velocities (Vn) are found to be highest near
the suction surface at this axial location, dropping to almost zero values as the pressure
surface is approached. This would indicate that the effect observed may not have been
caused entirely by the leakage flow at XR - 0.75, but by the leakage flow occuring up-
stream as well. The relative velocity vector over the blade tip is inclined to the chord-
wise direction as shown in Fig. 3. Hence the leakage jet originating, for example, at
XR - 0.5 on the pressure surface will produce its effect further downstream on the
suction side.

The velocity profiles at XR - 0.979 (Fig. 8), near the trailing edge, show extremely
complex profiles, never observed or measured before. At this location, the interaction
of the leakage flow with the AWBL and the transport of the blade boundary layer to AWBL
regions results in an extremely complicated profile and that is very difficult to interpret.
The boundary layer growth is not substantial.

At all axial locations inside the rotor passage, the behavior of Vs and WX profiles
is similar; the only difference is that the gradients and defect in V. near the wall are
somewhat greater than those observed in the Wx profile. This can be explained on the
basis that the magnitude of Vs includes a part of the absolute tangential velocity (ye)
which has a much higher defect near the wall, as revealed by the We profiles plotted.

The relative tangential velocity profiles near the leading edge locations, XR - 0
(Fig. 4), XR - 0.25 (Fig. 5), have the conventional shape, with the velocity near the......._ __ _
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wall approaching the rotational speed of the rotor. Beyond XR = 0.25 (Figs. 6-8) the
profiles are distorted, especially near the pressure side. At XR - 0.5 (Fig. 6) and at
the location nearest to the pressure side (Y = 0.95), the flow is significantly over-
turned at R U 0.976 (inside the blade passage). The flow in the clearance region is
underturned substantially. The flow underturning is caused by the leakage flow. The
presence of overturning indicates that other phenomena influence the flow inside the
passage. One possible explanation of the overturning at R - 0.976 is that the tip
leakage flow (jet) has descended into the passage and started to roll. Another possible
reason for the overturning is the presence of secondary flow.

The velocity profiles at X = 1.058 and 1.640 are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
It is clear from Fit. 9 that t~e boundary layer is still asymmetric, with substantial
blade-to-blade variation at XR = 1.058. Comparing the profiles of Vs at XR = 0.979
(Fig. 8) and at XR = 1.058, it is evident that the boundary layer has a much smoother
profile at X = 1.058. The leakage jet, which had substantial effect up to XR = 0.979,
seems to hay1 diffused and moved away from the tip. A distinct freestream can now be
recognized at XR - 1.058. The normal (Vn) velocity is found to have decreased substan-
ially and is confined to a small region between R = 1.0 and 0.96. The velocity profiles
at XR = 1.179 and 1.640 are similar, hence only the data at the latter station are
presented. The effect of leakage flow in the region R = 0.975 still persists at this
location, but the boundary layer does not grow very rapidly. The crossflows are also
found to be substantial in this region. The boundary layer profiles still vary across
the passage, but the differences are small. The data at XR = 2.397 indicate that the
profiles are identical at all passage locations. The flow has become axisymmetric at
this location. In view of this fact, only the average data are relevant and these are
presented in the next section.

Vectorial Plot of Velocity

The absolute and relative velocity vectors at three typical locations inside the AWBL
(R = 0.968, 0.976, 0.997, the last station being inside the clearance region) are shown
in Fig. 11. At the leading edge (X = 0), the flow is collateral and the boundary layer
is nearly two dimensional. As the flow proceeds downstream, its three-dimensionality
increases. At all axial locations, the flow angle deviation between R = 0.970 and 0.976
is not large, but the absolute velocity vectors show substantial deviation in the
clearance region, especially near the pressure surface. The absolute flow angles
decrease dramatically (the flow is underturned) in the clearance region. The relative
velocity vectors are closer to the tangential direction, also indicating the underturning
of the flow. Inside the passage at X = 0.75 and 0.979, the flow is overturned at
R = 0.976 (compared to that at R - 0.170 This effect is more prounounced near the
suction side. This may be caused by the secondary flow, by the roll up of the leakage
jet, or by the formation of a leakage vortex. The skewness of the AWBL decreases
drastically as the flow leaves the trailing edge. Such drastic changes in the flow
angles between R - 0.976 and 0.997 make the analysis of this flow and prediction of
the AWBL in the rotor passage extremely complicated.

Integral Properties (Blade-to-Blade Variation)

The integral properties of the annulus wall boundary layer at all the axial locations
inside and at the exit of the rotor passage and at nine tangential locations (y - 0.05,
0.15, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95) have been calculated. The method used
is illustrated in Fig. 12a. The inviscid velocity Vx derived from the five-hole probe
(Ref. 13) and the AWBL profile dcrived from the present measurement are shown plotted
together in Fig. 12a. There is an overlapping region between the two measurements.
These composite profiles are used to locate the edge of the boundary layer for integra-
tion purposes. At XR - 0 and 0.5 it is clear that the edge is located at E. At other
locations, (Xu - 0.75 & 0.979), distinction is not clear as the two profiles did not
match well. Lence the edge was taken to be that obtained from the inviscid flow
measurements (shown as E). For conventional boundary layers (outside the blade rows)
the integration is carried out to the location where the velocity reaches 99% of the
free-stream value (Fig. 3).

The integral properties are defined as follows
1-6 s 1-6

a - y-!x)dR, 8s " : (1 - 7--) dR (1, 2)

1-6

e tl 6 VV_ (3)Oxx " h I (1 - v  x V

All the thickness&s are normalized by the blade span.

The blade-to-blade variation of 0 at various axial locations is shown in Fig. 12b.
As the flow proceeds from Xp - 0.0 to P - 0.5, 0 diminishes near the pressure side of
the blade surface and increases at all other lcca-T!ons with a large increase occuring
near the aid-passage. The decrease of Oxx near the pressure surface is due to the tip
leak e, which has a "blowing" effect on the wall boundary layer previously mentioned.
As the flow proceeds towarde the three-quarter chord point (XP - 0.73), *xx decreases
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from the mid-passage to the pressure surfaces, a beneficial effect caused by the leakage
flow. As the flow proceeds towards the trailing edge, the momentum thickness reaches a
negative value very near the oressure surface (caused by the leakage flow), while there
is a general increase in exx at all other locations. It is interesting to note that exx
increases near the mid-passage from XR = 0 to 0.5, and decreases from XR = 0.5 to 0.75.
This again may have been caused by the leakage jet, which moves towards the center of
the passage due to the blade motion. This high velocity jet would presumably mix out in
the blade passage beyond XR - 0.75, giving rise to an increase in exx at most of the
passage locations.

The blade-to-blade distribution of exx downstream of the trailing edge is also
shown in Fig. 12b. Appreciable decrease in the value of Ox is observed in the
immediate vicinity of the trailing edge, as the flow leaves the passage. Beyond the
trailing edge, the blade-to-blade distribution becomes more uniform with a
general increase in the magnitude of exx at the far downstream station.

The axial and tangential force defects are derived from the passage-averaged velocity
profiles. The tangential force defect is defined as,

1-l [ (V xVe) - (Vx V 8) 14
VT R t-h 1L (VV:) - (VxV:)iejd 4

The axial force defect is defined as (ref. 15),

= - [v2e - VPe r + (Vx - Vxl)Vx~xj5xLxxx x xxl - 6xe(5

where
- Vx V v
(1 _----) V dR, T 1 (1 - --x)dR (6,7)

Rxx VXe VXe 1 Vxe

In the derivation of vT and v x value of 6 was derived as illustrated in Fig. 12a. The
subscript 1 denotes inlet local values (XR - 0), e denotes the local value at the edge
of the AWBL and le the value at the rotor inlet at the edge of the AWBL. The tangential
force defect thickness is normalized by the blade span, as in all other thickness
distributions. The axial variation of VT and vx is given in Fig. 13. The value of VT
increases from the leading edge to X - 0.75. This is caused by the overall increase in
the AWBL growth inside the passage. From XR = 0.75 to 0.979, vT decreases slightly, this
may have been caused by the leakage which has a tendency to decrease the growth of the
AWBL through the "blowing" effect. The value of v remains nearly constant beyond the
blade trailing edge. Downstream values of vT (-0.02) are shown plotted in Fig. 13 and
compared with the earlier data due to Smith T16] and Hunter [15]. The authors' data
agree well with the earlier data taken downstream of single stage and multi-stage
compressors.

The axial force defect thickness, Vx, shown plotted in Fig. 13, indicates that it
increases from z - 0.5 to z - 0.979 and then decreases to almost zero value at the
trailing edge,

Turbulence Intensities

The hub-to-tip variation of the turbulence intensities upstream of the IGV and up-
stream of the rotor (XR - -0.35) is shown in Fig. 14. Upstream of the ICV the turbulence
is found to be nearly isotropic and hence, only a plot of T is shown, its value is
approximately 17 in the freestream. Upstream of the rotor (XR - -0.35), the freestream
values of TX and To are still close to 17 but in the endwall regions, a large increase in
Tx and To can be seen.

The turbulence intensities T, and T8 , inside the rotor at mid-passage location
(Y - 0.5) are shown in Fig. 15: Xt XR - 0.0, Tx and Te values are approximately 3 t6 4
at the lowest radius, R - 0.866. A significant increase in free-stream turbulence occurs
when the flow enters the rotor passage. The maximum value of Tx has increased appreciably
from its value upstream, while the increase in the maximum values of Te (near the annulus
wall) is dramatic. This is mostly caused by the blade scraping effect. At the mid-chord
location (XR - 0.5), the maximum value of Tx and To have more than doubled from their
value at the leading edge. There is a substantial increase in the intensities away from
the blade tip (inside the passage), with sigificant increase in the Te value. Beyond
the mid-chord location (XR - 0.75, 0.979), both intensities decrease in the AWBL region.
This may have been caused-by the diffusion of the leakage jet. The turbulence level
increases again as the flow proceeds from XR - 0.979 to XR - 1.058. This is caused by
the intense mixing of the various flows and the diffusion of the wake in this region.

.I
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ANNULUS WALL BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT IN THE STAGE

The AWBL development in the entire stage, starting from upstream of IGV to downstream
of the rotor is presented in this section. The absolute system (s,n) is chosen to present
this data. The data inside the blade passages (IGV and rotor) and immediately downstream
of the blade trailing edges are passage-averaged values. The streamwise velocity (Vs)
profile is shown in Fig. 16, from stations I through 20 whose locations are tabulated in
Table 1. The AWBL development is rapid and profiles are well-behaved up to the IGV
trailing edge (station 5), beyond which the growth rate decreases. As the rotor is
approached (station 13), dramatic changes in the AWBL occur. The shear layer in the
outer region remains unchanged, but the flow in the tip region undergoes a large change
due to the scraping effect of the blade. The inner region is modified by this scraping
effect. The effect of the leakage flow is evident from the dip in velocity profiles at
stations 15 (XR - 0.75) and 16 (XR - 0.979). The transition into a well-behaved turbulent
boundary layer occurs at station 19 and beyond. Comparing the velocity profile at inlet
(station 12) with those at the exit (station 20), it becomes clear that the leakage flow
effects are just as important as those due to the pressure gradient in the AWBL growth
and shear gradients in the outer layer.

The normal velocity profiles inside the AWBL at various axial locations are shown
in Fig. 17. It should be noted here that the choice of the location where Vn is zero is
arbitrary and is located at R - 0.886. The distribution shows some unusual features.
The normal velocity at station 1 (upstream of IGV) is zero everywhere indicating that the
boundary layer is two-dimensional. The three-dimensionality in the AWBL increases as
the flow goes through IGV, the normal velocity reaching very high values near the exit
of the IGV. Beyond this station, the normal velocity profiles remain nearly unchanged
till the rotor leading edge, even though the deviation between a and aw decreases
between the IGV exit and the rotor leading edge (Fig. 2). The plot in ig. 2 does not
allow for the variation in the value of ae between IGV and rotor blade row. This seems
to indicate that the three dimensionality in the AWBL is either frozen or decreases.
The negative values of Vn (Fig. 17) indicate that the flow inside the AWBL is turned more
than the freestream, commonly referred to as "overturning." Near the rotor (station 12),
the boundary layer still retains its three-dimensional character.

The boundary layer becomes highly three ,iiiensional. as the flow enters the
rotor (station 13). The overturning at the rotor leading edge is large away from the
wall, but is reduced considerably as the wall is approached. The overturning is due to
the secondary flow, but the large reduction in Vn near the tip is brought about by the
leakage flow. Inside the passage (stations 14 and 15), overturning (or negative values
of Vn) is observed for R < 0.98, but near the wall the normal velocity reverses its
direction, resulting in an underturning. This is caused by the leakage flow. Large
6verturning away from the tip can be attributed to the inviscid effects (design) and the
secondary flow. It may also be caused by the roll up of the leakage jet, and its move-
ment towards the suction surface as explained in ref. 6. The magnitude of the crossflow
decreases as the flow procedds downstream of the rotor (stations 17 and 18), and the
flow is overturned at all locations. Immediately downstream of the rotor (between
stations 17 and 18), the flow tends to become more three-dimensional, and this is caused
by the mixing of the rotor wake leakage flow and the radial transport of the blade
boundary layer. The three-dimensionality decreases again as the flow progresses down-
stream.

Integral Properties (Passage-Averaged Values)

The integral properties of the boundary layer were computed from expressions similar
to eqs. (1 - 3, 6 and 7), but the velocities used were the passage-averaged values given
by: 1

fi V i Vdy.

0

The integration of eqs. (1 - 3, 6 and 7) is carried up to the edge of the AWBL. The
procedure used in locating the edge of the AWBL has been described earlier and is
illustrated in Fig. 12a. The boundary layer thickness is derived from the axial velocity
profile and is used for computing 03M, ax.

The boundary layer growth for the most part of the IGV passage is gradual (Fig. 18).
There is a decrease in their values downstream of the IGV trailing edge. Downstream of
the IGV, the boundary layer growth is small up to X - 2.8. The sudden increase in the
values of T near the leading edge of the rotor is probably caused by the scraping
effects of xe blade. The values of Txx and Tx increase as the flow progresses through
the rotor up to mid-chord, then decrease from XR - 0.5 to 0.75. There is a drastic
decrease in their values near the blade trailing edge. This may be attributed to the
presence of leakage flow and its "blowing" effect in reducing the growth of the AWBL. The
values of e. and Wx remain nearly constant downstream of the rotor.

The AWBL data from a multi-stage ompress- (ref. 16) and a single-stae compressor
(ref. 15) are shown plotted with the , h.s' ata on Fig. 18. The authors data is
much lower than the multi-stage compressor wnch Is as expected. But Hunter r151 has
measured larger boundary layer growth t0 -, the authors, this is caused by the larger
displacement thickness coming into Hunter's rotbr due to longer than usual inlet in his
facility. The values of T. at the rotor entry of ref. 15 for thin boundary layer and at
t/c - 1.0% is about 5 = compared to a corresponding value of 2.30 mm in the authors'
facility.
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PREDICTION OF THE AWBL GROWTH

A momentum integral technique developed to predict the growth of the three-dimensional
boundary layer on rotor blades (17] was modified to predict the growth of the AWBL from
the inlet of the guide vane to the inlet of the rotor. The crossflow ditection (n), in
this case, was taken to be normal to the absolute freestream as shown in Fig. 3. In the
case of the rotor boundary layer, for which the technique was originally developed, the
crossflow direction was radial. The geometry of the IGV section was approximated by
circular-arc camber lines for the guide vane, and a trailing straight section was used
between the guide vane and the rotor inlet. Appropriate curvature terms were used in
the momentum-integral eouations. The measured wall pressure distribution (Fig. 2) was
input to the calculation procedure. The computation was started with the measured
value of the momentum thickness (Fig. 18) and a shape factor of 1.286. The predicted
values of the momentum thickness are compared with the measured data in Fig. 19. The
growth of the boundary laver is predicted reasonably well within the guide vane. The
rapid growth of the boundary layer in the region of the trailing edge of the guide vane
is not captured. The predictions of the growth of the boundary layer upstream of the
leading edge of the rotor are satisfactory. The predictions are poor beyond the leading
edge of the rotor. A more detailed definition of the pressure field in these regions and
modelling of the blade scraping effect and leaksge flow would be required. The predic-
tions of the deviation (E) between the limiting (wall) streamline angle (aw ) and the •
freestream angle (ae) for the absolute flow. is compared with the measured data in Fig.
20. While the overall magnitudes of E are predicted, the distribution is not. This
is most probably due to approximating the guide vane shape by circular arcs. In this
case, the maximum crossflow would be expected, and is predicted, at the trailing edge
of the blade.

It is beyond the capability of most analysis (refs. 1-4) and the authors' technique
to predict the AWBL growth in a rotor as the flow field associated with blade motion and
leakage flow is extremely complex.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is evident from the data presented in this paper that the annulus wall boundary
layer growth inside a rotor passage is complex, modified greatly by the leakage flow and
the pressure gradient. The growth of the AWBL, as well as its velocity profiles are very
unconventional with considerable three-dimensionality and skewness in the profile. Any
attempt to model this flow as a simple superposition of leakage flow over the AWBL
would be inadequate to capture all of the AWBL characteristics. The perturbations caused
by the rotor, both mechanical (scraping) and aerodynamic, are highly complex and affect
the growth of the AWBL substantially. The boundary layer profiles inside the rotor have the
features of "wall layer," "wall jet," and "wake." A fresh approach is needed to adequately
describe and analyze this flow. The momentum integral technique developed by the authors
providesgood predictions inside the IGV passage and up to the rotor leading edge, beyond
which the deviations are large and the technique fails.

7. ooundary layer inside the passage is highly asymmetric with substantial variation
in the blade-to-blade direction. The AWBL in between the blade rows tends towards two-
dimensional, axisymmetric boundary layers.
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DISCUSSION

J.G.Moore, US
Considering the large changes in static pressure and flow direction in the rotor tip region the streamwise momentum
thickness (Fig. 12) is an appropriate parameter for understanding the losses in annulus wall boundary layers. A more
appropriate integral parameter might be based on total pressure or entropy.

Author's Reply
The message we were trying to convey in this paper is simply the growth of the annulus wall boundary layer in the
tip region of a compressor. We did not seek to analyze the losses, and we do agree with the discusser that for the
evaluation of the losses one needs to look at the total pressure or entropy. The momentum thickness as plotted in
this paper was meant to study the development of the boundary layer growth which is expressed in terms of either
the displacement or the momentum thickness. We are planning to measure the total pressure also and derive the
losses in this region.

F.Leboeuf, Fr
I just want to make a comment on the use of a proper frame of reference in order to derive integral thicknesses, like
for the momentum thickness. For instance, when using the axial or meridional direction, we have found in our
compressor shown in page 20, and for particular operating point, that the axial momentum thickness could be
negative. And this could create some problems if one searches to analyze such experimental results in terms of
'boundary layer' concepts, such as to try fitting the axial velocity with analytical profile.

Author's Reply
We do agree with the fact that in some cases the momentum thickness may become negative, and this has been
noticed in our experimental data, especially near the blade surfaces (Figure 12b of the revised version). This is
again closely tied in with the location of the edge of the boundary layer. If the edge of the boundary layer is not
properly located by either analysis or the inviscid flow data, one could envision taking the edge far into the stream
which will then include the contribution to the momentum thickness from the inviscid flow as well as the viscous
flow, and that could show a negative thickness. We feel that the negative values of momentum thickness 0xx
observed results from the beneficial or blowing effect of the leakage flow on the annulus wall boundary layer.

K.Papailiou, Gr
(1) The results you have presented in integral form are given in the absolute system. It would be, maybe,

instructive to give them for the rotor in the rotating frame.

(2) How have you analyzed the flow into two parts in order to calculate these integral quantities?

(3) Have you compared the three types of measurements (laser, hot wire and pneumatic) in order to see if they
agree? Did you observe any non-stationary influence on the pneumatic probe measurements?

Author's Reply
Since this paper deals with the boundary layer development in the entire stage including the upstream of the IGV
passage, exit of the IGV, exit of the rotor, inside the rotor, we thought it would be appropriate to stay with one
convention, namely, the absolute system for the entire stage. The momentum thickness, Oxx is common to both
the coordinate systems. In the revised paper (present version), the emphasis is placed only on the behaviour of Ox,.

The flow was analyzed by utilizing the inviscid data available from Reference 13. This inviscid data was matched
with the anulus wall boundary layer data presented in the paper, as shown in Figure 12 a, and utilizing this, the
inviscid region was recognized, and thus, locating the edge of the annulus wall boundary layer. There are some
disadvantages in doing this, but in an extremely complicated flow such as this one, this is as good a method as we
could devise.

Coming to the last point, we did measure the flow field far downstream of the rotor using the LDV, hot-wire as well
as pneumatic probes. Since the flow was measured far downstream where it is steady, no non-stationary influences
were felt, and all the three measurements agreed quite well in most of the regions.

4
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END-WALL BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS IN A TWO-STAGE FAN

Calvin L. Ball, Lonnie Reid, and James F. Schmidt
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44135
tU.S.A.

O SUMMARY

p -Detailed flow measurements inade4 the casing boundary layer of a two-stage tran-
sonic fan " -. merized----These measruaentowere taken at stations upstream of the
fan, between all blade rows, and downstream of the last blade row. At the design tip
speed of 429 m/sec the fan achieved a peak efficiency of 0.846 at a pressure ratio of
2.471. cT{ e ]_oundary layer data were obtained at three weight flows at the design speed:
one near choke flow, one near peak efficiency, and one near stall. Conventional bound-
a.rylayer parameters were calculated fr-om the datameasured at each measuring station
for each of the three flows. A classical tw-i1minsional casing boundary layer was
measured at the fan inlet and extended inward to approximately lOeenof span.
A highly three-dimensional boundary layer was measured at the exit of each blade row and

Sextended inward to approximately 10, zcient)of span. The steep radial gradient of axial
velocity noted at the exit of the rotors was reduced substantially as the flow passed
through the stators. This reduced gradient is attributed to flow mixing. The amount of
flow mixing was reflected in the radial redistribution of total temperature as the flow
passed through the stators. The data also show overturning of the tip flow at the
stator.exits that is consistent with the expected effect of the secondary flow field.
The blockage factors calculated from the measured data show an increase in blockage
across the rotors and a decrease across the stators. For this fan the calculated block-
ages for the second stage were essentially the same as those for the first stage.

SYMBOLS

Cf skin friction coefficient, eq. (B6)

Cp specific heat at constant pressure, 1004 J/kg K

D diffusion factor, eq. (AI)

H, axial compressible form factor, eq. (B4)

Hi  axial incompressible form factor, eq. (B5)

K blockage allowance, 1 - Kb

Kb blockage factor, eq. (All)

Kdes design blockage allowance, K2 + K3

Kmeas calculated blockage from measured data, K1 + K2

K1  equivalent blockage allowance associated with design end-wall loss

K2  design blockage to account for tempering of design end-wall loss gradient
relative to actual (measured gradient)

K3  blockage resulting from nonaxisymmetric flows, eq. (A12)

M Mach number

N rotative speed, rpm

P total pressure, N/cm
2

p static pressure, N/cm
2

Pr Prandtl number, 0.71

R universal gas constant

r radius, cm

T total temperature, K

t static temperature, K

U wheel speed, m/secj boundary layer air velocity, m/sec



V air velocity, m/sec

W weight flow, kg/sec

W(y/6) eq. (B12)

y boundary layer distance from wall

Z axial distance referenced from rotor-blade-hub leading edge, cm

relative air angle (angle between air velocity and axial direction), deg

Y ratio of specific heats

6 ratio of rotor-inlet total pressure to standard pressure of 10.13 N/cm
2
;

edge of boundary layer distance

6* displacement thickness, eq. (B3)

n efficiency

8 ratio of rotor-inlet total temperature to standard temperature of 288.2 K;
momentum thickness, eq. (B2)

Idynamic viscosity

p density

11 eq. (810)

a solidity; ratio -f chord to spacing

Tflow coefficient, eq. (A7)

*p head-rise coefficient, eq. (A6)

*T temperature-rise coefficient, eq. (A9)

Subscripts:

ad adiabatic (temperature rise)

aw adiabatic wall condition

b boundary layer

des design

e edge-of-boundary-layer condition

h hub

inv inviscid flow

LE blade leading edge

meas measured quantity

p polytropic

ref reference temperature condition

TE blade trailing edge

t tip

w wall condition

x boundary layer axial direction

z boundary layer tangential direction

o fflow tangential irection

shear

0 plenum condition
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Superscripts:

relative to blade

average quantity

INTRODUCTION

The strong influence of end-wall flows on compressor performance is well rec-
ognized. The potential benefit of being able to model these flows in multistage axial-
flow compressors is evident by the large number of researchers who have treated various
aspects of the subject over the years. The results of some of this research are pre-
sented in references 1 to 13 and summarized by Hirsch and Denton in reference 14. This
modeling effort has treated, in addition to what might be considered the more classical
annulus end-wall boundary layer approach, the influence of the various secondary flows
on both the through-flow and tangential-flow radial gradients. The secondary-flow
effects that have been considered include the passage vortex, flows due to secondary
stresses, corner vortices, leakage flows, and the migration of the blade surface bound-
ary layers, which tend to accumulate in the end-wall regions. Koch and Smith in refer-
ence 15 present a method for calculating the design-point efficiency potential of a
multistage compressor that is based to a large extent on modeling the end-wall flows.
Adkins and Smith in reference 16 present an approximate method to account for spanwise
mixing in design through-flow calculation procedure. The spanwise mixing that occurs
in a multistage axial-flow compressor is recognized to have a strong influence on the
extent of the apparent end-wall boundary layer and thus on energy addition and losses.
The Adkins and Smith procedure takes into account main-stream non-free-vortex flows,
end-wall boundary layers, blade-end clearances, blade-end shrouding, and blade-surface
boundary layer and wake centrifugation on flow mixing.

The success of the various modeling efforts is highly dependent on adequate experi-
mental data for developing, extending, and validating the various features of the end-
wall flow models. The NASA Lewis Research Center has a strong interest in the modeling
of the end-wall flows in turbomachinery and in the validation of these models. The
objective of this study was to obtain detailed flow measurements in the casing boundary
layer of a two-stage transonic fan in order to expand on the somewhat limited experi-
mental data base available from high-speed, high-pressure-ratio multistage fans and
compressors for use in modeling and code verification.

The aerodynamic design along with the overall and blade-element performance of this
fan is presented in reference 17. Data from this fan were used as a test case by the
AGARD Propulsion and Energetics Panel, Working Group 12, for through-flow calculations
in axial turbomachines. The results of that effort are presented in reference 14.

The flow measurements made in the casing boundary layer of this fan are presented in
detail in reference 18 in both tabular and graphical forms. The data presented herein
include the radial distributions of various flow parameters along with calculated bound-
ary layer parameters based on the flow measurements. Data are presented for stations
upstream of the fan, between all blade rows, and downstream of the last blade row for
three weight flows at design speed: one near choke flow, one near peak efficiency, and
one near stall.

DeRuyck and Hirsch of the Department of Fluid Mechanics, Vrije Universiteit-Brussel,
Brussels, Belgium, calculated the boundary layer parameters for this fan by using their
end-wall boundary layer prediction method for multistage axial-flow compressors (ref.
13). Their calculations used as input the aerodynamic design for the two-stage fan to
include the running clearance for the blading and the flow points at which data were
obtained. Comparisons between measured and predicted velocities in the end-wall region
are presented by deRuyck and Hirsch in reference 19.

The experimental data were obtained from tests conaucted in the multistage com-
pressor test facility at the Lewis Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Two-Stage Fan

The overall design parameters for the two-stage fan are presented in table I. Flow
blockage allowances are presented in table II. The flow path and axial locations of the
measuring stations are shown in figure 1. The two-stage fan assembly is shown in fig-
ure 2. One obvious feature of this fan is the unusually large axial spacing between
blade rows. It was configured this way to provide a fan representative of one designed
to minimize blade-row interaction noise. Figure 2 shows the fan with casing treatment
over the rotors. However, when taking the boundary layer data, solid inserts were
installed over the rotor tips.

The fan was originally designed with a first-stage rotor having an aspect ratio of
2.9 and incorporated a part-span damper to eliminate potential aeroelastic problems.
A number of damper configurations were tested in an attempt to maximize aerodynamic per-
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formance and to maintain structural integrity. The results are reported in references
20 to 22. None of these configurations achieved the desired efficiency levels.

The first stage was redesigned to accommodate a rotor having an aspect ratio of 1.5,
which eliminated the need for the dampers. The design and performance of the fan
incorporating the low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor are presented in reference 17.
This modification resulted in a fan having excellent performance.

The fan with the low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor was judged to be hub critical in
terms of the blade elements that were controlling the stall line at the higher speeds.
This judgment was in part based on the insensitivity (lack of movement) of the stall
line to casing treatment. In addition the blade-element data indicated that the stall
line was most likely being controlled by the flow in the hub region of the second stage
(ref. 17).

The end-wall boundary layer measurements were obtained in the two-stage fan having
the low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor. Contrary to statements in reference 18, as
noted earlier in this paper, circumferentially grooved casing treatment was not in-
stalled over both rotors during the boundary layer surveys. The rotor-tip running
clearances were estimated to be 0.04 cm at design speed. The stator design incorporated
a full chordwise platform at the tip, therefore eliminating the clearances.

The design of the low-aspect-ratio first-stage rotor considered an inlet-tip bound-
ary layer total pressure based on unreported boundary layer survey data obtained with
the configuration reported in reference 21. This resulted in the first-stage-rotor
blading having leading-edge end-wall bends. The computer program used in the design and
described in reference 23 was unable to handle the measured steep total-pressure gradi-
ent through the outer-wall boundary layer region. To alleviate this problem, the total-
pressure distribution was tempered and combined with an end-wall blockage allowance of
0.01. It was expected that this modified accounting of the boundary layer would more
closely aline the blade with the flow entering the rotor at the tip and result in
reduced losses. At the other stations in the two-stage fan, the hub and casing boundary
layers were accounted for by increasing the flow loss in the end-wall regions and adding
a blockage allowance. The blockage allowances at the tip were 0.013 at the first-stage
rotor exit, 0.018 at the first-stage stator inlet, and 0.020 at all other leading- and
trailing-edge locations. Blockage allowances at the hub were the same as those at the
tip. The combined hub and tip blockage allowance is given in table II.

The general level of blade loading is indicated by the design diffusion factors at
the tip of the first- and second-stage rotors of 0.451 and 0.410, respectively, and the
first- and second-stage stators of 0.472 and 0.464, respectively. The definition used
in calculating the diffusion factors is given in appendix A.

Compressor Test Facility

The two-stage fan was tested in the multistage compressor facility, which is de-
scribed in detail in reference 20. A schematic diagram of the facility is shown in fig-
ure 3. Atmospheric air enters the test facility at an inlet located on the roof of the
building and flows through the flow-measuring orifice, through the inlet butterfly
throttle valves, and into the plenum chamber upstream of the test fan. The air then
passes through the test fan into the collector and is exhausted either to the atmosphere
or to an altitude exhaust system. Mass flow iz controlled with a sleeve valve in the
collector. For this series of tests the large inlet butterfly valve was positioned
fully open to provide near atmospheric pressure at the inlet to the fan. The air was
exhausted to the atmosphere.

Instrumentation

Radial surveys of the flow conditions between 1 and 30 percent of passage height
from the casing were made at the fan inlet, behind each rotor, and behind the two
stator-blade rows (fig. 1). Indicated values of total pressure, static pressure, total
temperature, and flow angle were measured with combination probes (fig. 4). Wall static
pressures were also recorded at each survey station. Each probe was alined in the
streamwise direction with a null-balancing control system. The thermocouple material
was Chromel-constantan. All pressures were measured with calibrated transducers. Two
combination probes were used at the compressor inlet, behind each rotor, and behind the
first-stage stator; four combination probes were used behind the second-stage atator.
The circumferential locations of the probes and wall static taps at each measuring
station are shown in figure 5. The probes behind the stators were circumferentially
traversed one stator-blade passage clockwise from the nominal values shown. The fan
mass flow was determined with a calibrated thin-plate orifice located in the inlet
line. An electronic speed counter, in conjunction with a magnetic pickup, was used to
measure rotative speed (rpm).

The validity of using the combination probe for obtaining boundary layer measure-
menta was established by comparison with the survey probe and boundary layer rakes mea-
surements reported in reference 24. These boundary layer rakes were used in conjunction
with the combination probes when obtaining the unpublished inlet-casing boundary layer
measurements used in the design of the low-aspect-ratio first stage and discussed
earlier. Excellent agreement was obtained between the survey probe and the boundary
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layer rakes to within 1 percent of span. This in part is attributed to the accuracy to
which the probe can be positioned in the radial direction.

The errors in the data estimated from the inherent accuracy of the instrumentation
and the recording systems are as follows:

Mass flow, kg/sec .............. ................................ .. ±0.3

Rotative speed, rpm ............. ............................... ... ±30

Flow angle, deg ............... .................................. ±1

Temperature, K .............. .................................. .±0.6

Total pressure (stations 1 and 2), N/cm
2 . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..

±0.07

Total pressure (station 3), N/cm
2 . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 

±0.10

Total pressure (stations 4 and 5), N/cm
2 . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 

±0.17

Indicated static pressure (stations 1, 2, and 3), N/cm
2 . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

±0.07

Indicated static pressure (stations 4 and 5), N/cm
2 . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..

±0.17

Radial position, cm ............. .............................. .±0.003

Test Procedure

The data for the boundary layer surveys were taken at three mass flows ranging from
maximum flow to near stall at design equivalent rotative speed. At each flow condition,
data were recorded at 10 radial positions at each of the five measuring stations. At
the fan-inlet and rotor-exit stations (stations 1, 2, and 4), radial distributions of
total pressure, static pressure, total temperature, and flow angle were recorded. At
each radial position behind the stators (stations 3 and 5) the combination probes were
circumferentially traversed to 10 equally spaced locations across a stator-blade gap.
Values of total pressure, static pressure, total temperature, and flow angle were re-
corded at each circumferential position.

Data Reduction

Redundant measurements at each measuring station were arithmetically averaged.
Indicated total pressures and static pressures were corrected for streamline slope, and
total temperatures were corrected for recovery based on Mach number, streamline slope,
and pressure environment (ref. 25). The measured temperature was then adjusted to the
streamline (radial position) of the pressure measurement. All data were corrected to
standard-day conditions based on values at 30 percent of the passage height at the
first-stage rotor inlet. At the stator exits, radial distributions of gap-averaged
(axisymmetric) parameters were obtained as follows: the circumferential distributions
of total temperature were mass averaged, total pressure was energy averaged, and flow
angle was arithmetically averaged. Circumferential distributions of parameters were
obtained as follows: the Mach number at each radial and circumferential position behind
a stator was calculated from the measured total pressure at each radial and circumferen-
tial position and an arithmetically averaged static pressure at each radial position,
absolute velocity was calculated from the Mach number and measured total temperature.
and absolute velocity and measured flow angle were used to calculate axial and tangen-
tial velocity components.

Selection of Static Pressure

Total-pressure, total-temperature, and flow angle measurements were taken at 10
radial positions between 1 and 30 percent of passage height from the casing. To acquire
static pressures for the boundary layer surveys, the side balancing holes on the com-
bination probes (fig. 4) were manifolded to read an indicated static pressure. Figure 6
is a comparison of the measured static pressures at station 1 from the boundary layer
surveys at a mass flow of 34.23 kg/sec and calculated static pressures from full-
passage-height surveys at 34.27 kg/sec (ref. 17). At 30 percent of passage height the
measured static pressure was lower than the calculated static pressure.

The calculated static pressures were determined by using design end-wall blockage
values. It would appear that, if the blockage value were adjusted until the calculated
value at 5 percent of passage height matched the wall static value, the calculated value
at 30 percent of passage height would nearly equal the measured value as well.

Since the accuracy of the static-pressure measurement was uncertain near the casing,
it was assumed that a linear distribution of static pressure between the wall static
and the measu ement at 30 percent of passage height could be used to reduce the
boundary-layez survey data. However, all measured static pressures are available from
reference 18.
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Boundary Layer Calculation Procedure

The procedure used in calculating the end-wall boundary layer parameters from
measured data was based on a concept originally presented by van Dyke (ref. 26) and
referred to as "matched asymptotic expansion." It was extended to turbomachinery flows
by Mellor and Wood (ref. 6) as a means of separating the core flow from the end-wall
boundary layer flow and establishing the boundary layer edge. Ludwieg and Tillman's
empirical relationship (ref. 27) was used to calculate a skin friction coefficient.
A similar approach is used by deRuyck and Hirsch in their axial compressor end-wall
boundary layer prediction method (ref. 13). Schmidt in evaluating the performance of a
sonic inlet (ref. 24) also uses this basic procedure. A detailed description of the
procedure is given in appendix B. A graphical description of the inviscid velocity pro-
file and the boundary layer profile obtained from the measured velocity profile when
applying this procedure is given in figure 7.

RESULTS AN:) DISCUSSION

The overall and stage performance of the two-stage fan is presented in figures 8
and 9. Figures 10 to 14 show the radial distributions of various flow parameters
between 1 and 30 percent of passage height at each measuring station. Figure 15 pre-
sents radial and circumferential distributions of axial velocity at the stator exits.
The data in these figures are presented in tabular form in reference 18. The calculated
boundary layer parameters are presented in table III. The calculated blockage factors
based on measured data are compared with design values in table IV.

Overall and Stage Performance

The overall performance of the two-stage fan with the low-aspect-ratio first-stage
rotor is presented in figure 8. At the design tip speed of 429 m/sec the fan achieved a
peak efficiency of 0.846 at a pressure ratio of 2.471. Arrows pointing to the design
speed line indicate the locations where the boundary layer data were obtained. The
stage performance is given in figure 9. The first stage achieved a peak efficiency of
0.870 at a pressure coefficient of 0.257 (pressure ratio = 1.655). The second stage
achieved a peak efficiency of 0.842 at a pressure coefficient of 0.260 (pressure ratio =
1.494).

A detailed examination of the blade-element data for the fan indicates that the
stall line near design flow was most likely controlled by the flow in the hub region of
the second stage. Unreported test results obtained on the first stage operating as a
single stage indicate a stall flow of 30.8 kg/sec, which was appreciably below that for
the two stages. This is further evidence that the stall line was being controlled by
the second stage.

Radial Distributions at Measuring Stations

The results presented in figures 10 to 14 are for design speed at three equivalent
mass flows: 34.63 kg/sec (near choke), 34.23 kg/sec (near peak efficiency), and
34.01 kg/sec (near stall). The solid lines in the figures are design values and the
symbols are measured values. The boundary layer edges calculated by the previously
described procedure are noted in the figures.

First-stage rotor inlet (station 1). - The wall boundary layer at the fan inlet was
the most clearly identifiable and is reflected in the defect in total pressure near the
wall and the associated relatively steep gradient in axial velocity (fig. 10). Since
the fan did not employ an inlet guide vane, the end-wall boundary layer flow at this
location was collateral, and thus a classical two-dimensional boundary layer existed.
The outer casing curvature at the fan Inlet (fig. 1) tended to induce an axial velocity
gradient over a greater portion of the blade span than that caused by the defect in
total pressure.

Note that the calculated boundary-layer-edge location determined by applying the
van Dyke-Mellor-Wood approach (appendix B) was at approximately 15 percent of span from
the tip (fig. 10). Even through the plots show a nearly constant total pressure beyond
10 percent of span, the tabular data presented in reference 18 show that the total pres-
sure decreased slightly from approximately the 15 percent spanwise location. This
somewhat validates the procedure for separating the inviscid effects (in this case
streamline curvature) from the viscous end-wall boundary layer effect in establishing a
boundary-layer-edge location. This application provides some confidence for generally
applying this procedure. However, it is recognized that validation of the procedure
with the two-dimensional collateral boundary layer flow at the fan inlet does not re-
present a complete validation of the procedure with the three-dimensional skewed bound-
ary layer flows at the other blade-row stations.

The axial velocity-was higher than design over most of the outer 30 percent of the
passage height (fig. 10). This velocity difference was due at least in part to the mass
flow being higher than design. The measured velocity decreased rapidly from 5 percent
of span to the outer wall, and this was consistent with the decrease in total pressure.
The tempered total-pressure gradient used in the design at the rotor inlet resulted in a
radial mismatch in relative flow angle and thus in incidence angle from design, as would
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be expected. The comparison of design and measured total-pressure distributions through
the end-wall region illustrates a design problem. The measured total-pressure profile
reflects the real flow loss gradient, but the design total-pressure profile reflects the
the approximate loss gradients that can be accommodated in typical axisymmetric design
calculations. The differences resulted in the need for an end-wall flow blockage
correction and an unavoidable mismatch in relative flow angle and incidence angle from
the design intent. This same reasoning, of course, applies at all blade-row inlet and
outlet stations. A slight increase in total temperature was detected that is difficult
to explain but often observed.

First- and second-stage rotor exits (stations 2 and 4). - Similar trends in the
radial distribution of flow parameters existed at the first- and second-stage rotor
exits (figs. 11 and 13). From approximately 10 percent of span to the outer wall the
parameters deviated appreciably from free-stream values, reflecting the impact of the
end-wall boundary layer on these parameters. The calculated boundary layer edge was in
close proximity to the rapid falloff in velocity. For both rotor rows the penetration
of the high-loss region (composed of end-wall boundary layer and associated secondary
flows) into the free stream was approximately one-half that of the staggered spacing,
a penetration parameter suggested by Smith (ref. 4).

As shown by the radial distributions of flow angles in figures 11 and 13, the bound-
ary layer flow behind the rotors was a highly skewed, three-dimensional flow, in con-
trast to the two-dimensional end-wall boundary layer that existed at the first-stage
rotor inlet. The data show axial velocities in the high-shear end-wall region that are
appreciably lower than free-stream values and are consistent with the decay in total
pressure near the wall. The lower axial velocities resulted in higher end-wall energy
additions, as reflected in the tangential velocities and the temperature. This higher
energy addition existed even though the relative flow angles reflected higher deviation
angles and lower relative flow turning than free-stream values. The lower end-wall
total pressure coupled with the high temperature reflected a low tip-region efficiency
for the first stage. It was not as obvious for the second stage because of the radial
gradients in flow parameters at both the rotor inlet and exit. However, close examina-
tion revealed the same to be true for the second stage. The much higher than design
absolute flow angles in the end-wall region at the rotor exits reflected a higher than
design incidence coming into the stators.

First- and second-stage stator exits (stations 3 and 5). - The trends in flow
parameters behind the stators (figs. 12 and 14) were similar to those observed behind
the rotors (figs. 11 and 13). However, the magnitude of the gradients was greatly
reduced. The tempering of the end-wall gradients as the flow passed through the stator
was particularly evident when comparing the axial velocity profiles between stations.
The graaient in axial velocity near the wall at the stator-exit measuring stations
(figs. 12 and 14) was much less than that at the rotor-exit measuring stations (figs.
11 and 13). From figures 12 and 13 it can be seen that the total-temperature profile
leaving the first-stage rotor was redistributed as it passed through the following
stator. Measured total temperatures near the wall at the stator exit were lower than
the corresponding temperatures at the rotor exit. Conversely, total temperatures in the
free-stream region were higher at the first-stage stator exit than at the first-stage
rotor exit. This redistribution of total temperature is considered to be a result of
mixing. It is reasoned that the mixing would increase with larger axial spacing between
blades and thus could be greater for this fan than for fans with closely coupled blade
rows. Note that the calculated boundary-layer-edge location was far inboard of the more
noted falloff in axial velocity. This could also be a result of flow mixing. The plots
of absolute flow angle show a 60 overturning of the flow near the casing (past the 00
design outlet flow angle) at the first-stage stator exit and a 40 overturning of the
flow at the second-stage stator exit. This reflects the strength in the crossflow com-
ponent from the pressure surface to the suction surface within the stator passage.

Circumferential Distributions at Stator Exit Stations

The radial and circumferential distributions of axial velocity behind the first- and
second-stage stators (stations 3 and 5) are plotted in figure 16 for a mass flow of
34.23 kg/sec. For clarity, only 5 of the 10 radial positions at each station are
plotted. The wakes behind both stators were less pronounced at 30 percent of the pass-
age height than at 3 or 4 percent of the passage height. This reflects an increase in
flow blockage caused by the nonaxisymmetric flow field near the walls. The wake also
appeared to shift circumferentlally toward the pressure side of the blade near the tip
of both stators. This reflects the crossflow component from the pressure surface to the
suction surface, which results in the overturning noted earlier. The axial velocity at
the edge of the wake on the suction side of the blade was significantly lower than the
corresponding velocity at the tip on the pressure side. This velocity imbalance existed
at 1 and 2 percent of passage height and was nearly gone at 3 or 4 percent of passage
height. The data indicate that the gap-average profile used in the boundary layer cal-
culations did contain secondary flow effects and that the classical boundary layer para-
meters calculated from the measured data reflect the presence of this secondary flow
field.

I
I
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Boundary Layer Calculations

The boundary layer parameters calculated from the measured data are presented in
table III. Only small differences are noted between the different flow points. This
might be expected because of the relative closeness of the points, coupled with the fact
that the fan did not appear to be tip critical, as discussed earlier. It is reasoned
that only when the tip is critical would an increase in displacement thickness and flow
blockage be expected for the tip when near stall. It is interesting that an incompres-
sible form factor of 1.5 or less for all axial stations and flow points was calculated
since it is generally accepted that an incompressible form factor in the range of 1.8
to 2.2 signals separation of a two-dimensional collateral boundary layer. This would
appear to be additional evidence that the tip flow across the fan did not initiate stall.

The easiest parameter to examine in order to get a physical insight and appreciation
for the boundary layer calculation is the blockage factor. With the blockage being one
minus the blockage factor the conversion was made to compare measured blockages with
design values in table IV. Before discussing the comparisons one must consider what
constitutes the blockage calculated from the measured data and what the design blockage
allowance represents. The radial distribution of axial velocity used to calculate an
end-wall boundary layer is influenced by a number of factors. Two of these factors
(fig. 16) are inviscid: streamline curvature in the meridional plane and varying energy
levels of the streamlines along the blade span. The latter factor generally results
from a radially varying work input from the rotor rows. Both of these factors can
either increase or decrease the level of axial velocity in the end-wall region. Factors
that are viscous are the radial distribution of flow losses and a blockage type of
effect due to a nonaxisymmetric flow field. The radial distribution of losses includes
the blade profile loss, shock loss, end-wall boundary layer loss, and secondary flow
losses. The latter two loss sources are strongest in the end-wall flow region. The
blockage effect due to nonaxisymmetric flows must be applied whenever circumferentially
mass-averaged parameters, in particular total pressure, are used to compute the gap-
averaged flow velocities. This accounts for the mass flow differences when flow, which
is an area-averaged quantity, is computed from mass-averaged parameters. Hence the need
to consider such a blockage when applying design procedures, through-flow analyses,
some data analyses, etc., where pressures, temperatures, and angles used to compute the
velocity field are, or are assumed to be, mass-averaged quantities. The nonaxisymmetric
flow field and associated blockages are discussed in detail by Dring in references 28
and 29.

The difference between measured and design blockage allowances is shown in figure
17. Typically the design procedures partially account for the higher loss levels in the
end-wall regions but cannot accommodate the very severe gradients through the end-wall
boundary layer flows. Hence the need for an end-wall blockage exists. In most cases
the spanwise blockages associated with nonaxisymmetric flows are unknown and are added
to the end-wall blockage. As figure 17 shows, the measured blockage is the sum of the
equivalent blockage associated with the design end-wall loss gradient K1 and the
design end-wall blockage allowance K2 . The design blockage allowance includes the
design end-wall blockage allowance K2 and the blockage associated with the non-
axisymmetric flow field K3.

The foregoing discussion delineates some of the flow physics in the compressor 'nd-
wall flcw regions that necessitates the use of blockage factors in design and analysis
procedures and points to the difficulty of extracting the needed parameters from mea-
sured data. Hence a comparison of the design and measured blockages is a subjective one
at present. The comparisons for this fan are presented in table IV.

In general, the level of measured blockage agreed reasonably well with the design
values. For the first-stage rotor the measured blockage was somewhat higher than
design, and for the exit of the second stator it was somewhat lower than design. The
measured blockages did reflect an increase through the rotors and a decrease through the
stators. Also the measured blockage for the second stage was essentially the same as
that for the first stage. This could be due in part to the flow mixing noted earlier.

It was recognized that meaningful blockage factors can be obtained from compressor
end-wall experimental measurements oply if the selection of the boundary layer thickness
(edge) effectively accounts for all of the viscous flow effects and ignores the inviscid
flow effects. The van Dyke procedure described in appendix B was selected for this
study since it had these capabilities. Some judgment on the worthiness of the
van Dyke-Mellor-Wood procedure can be made by applying it to the fan inlet flow. At the
fan inlet the total-pressure distribution indicates the spanwise extent of the viscous
effects, and the axial velocity distribution indicates that local streamline curvature
effects are also present.

As noted previously the calculated boundary-layer-edge location determined by apply-
ing the van Dyke-Mellor-Wood approach (appendix B) is at approximately 15 percent of
span from the tip (fig. 10). Even though the plots show a nearly constant total pres-
sure beyond 10 percent of span, the tabular data presented in reference 18 show the
total pressure to decrease, starting at approximately 15 percent of span. This somewhat
validates the procedure for separating the inviscid effects (in this case streamline
curvature) from the viscous end-wall boundary layer effect in establishing a boundary-
layer-edge location. This application provides some confidence for generally applying
this procedure. However, it is recognized that validation of the procedure with the
two-dimensional, collateral boundary layer flow at the fan inlet does not represent a
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complete validation of the procedure with the three-dimensional, skewed boundary layer
flows at the other blade-row stations.

To provide an indication of the sensitivity of the boundary layer parameters to the
selected boundary layer thickness (edge), the boundary layer parameters were calculated
from the measured profiles by arbitrarily selecting the boundary layer edge at various
spanwise locations along the measured velocity profile. This standard boundary layer
procedure is illustrated in graphical form in figure 18 and the results of the calcula-
tions are shown in figure 19. The data presented in figure 19 are for the near-peak-
efficiency flow point. Plots of axial and tangential momentum thickness and axial dis-
placement thickness are presented as a function of spanwise location of the assumed
boundary layer edge for each of the five axial locations. As can be noted from the
figure, the magnitude of the calculated boundary layer parameters is a relatively strong
function of the assumed boundary-layer-edge location. At stations behind the rotors the
calculated boundary layer parameters tend to level off in the region where one might
assume the boundary layer edge to be (figs. 11 and 13) and the edge value determined by
the procedure presented in appendix B. However, at the first-stage rotor inlet and at
the exits of each stator the boundary layer parameters continue to increase as the
assumed boundary-layer-edge location is moved to larger percentages of the span. This
is particularly true at station 1 and can be attributed to stronger streamline curvature
effects at this station. In any case the data presented in figure 19 reflect the need
for a sound procedure for establishing the boundary-layer-edge location in a flow field
that includes both inviscid and viscous effects in terms of the governing factors con-
trolling the velocity profiles. Although the van Dyke-Mellor-Wood procedure for select-
ing the end-wall boundary layer edge downstream of rotors and stators cannot be firmly
established as valid from the data, it represents the consistent procedure needed to
carry out an extended correlation of end-wall boundary layer parameters.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The detailed boundary layer measurements obtained in the high-tip-speed, high-
pressure-ratio two-stage fan extend the experimental data base for end-wall boundary
layer modeling and code verification. Various factors that contribute to the flow
blockage through a compressor were discussed. The blockage based on measured data was
related to the blockage used in the design and analysis procedures.

Because specific design and performance features of this fan probably influenced the
data, some care should be exercised in applying these results in general. These fea-
tures included

1. Wide axial spacing between blade rows (to alleviate noise generation). This pro-
vided an unusually long flow path for enhanced flow mixing, which appeared to have a
significant effect on end-wall gradients and blockage values.

2. High reaction stages (large static pressure rise across the rotors and low static
pressure rise across the stators). This may have a significant influence on the trend
of an increase in blockage across the rotors and a decrease across the stators.

3. Fan stall initiated in hub region of second stage. This probably was responsible
for the nearly constant tip blockage over the flow range covered.

A need therefore exists to provide data to permit generalizing and quantifying the
influence of the various design and performance features on the end-wall flows.

Two recent methods to calculate the factors directly or indirectly affecting flow
blockages have recently been introduced. One is the method proposed by Adkins and Smith
in reference 16 for calculating the spanwise mixing of the flow as it passes through a
multistage compressor. This method can be applied directly to a design or analysis
procedure. The second is an approach to calculating the spanwise distribution of
blockage due to nonaxisymmetric flows proposed by Dring in references 28 and 29. This
approach requires detailed gapwise measurements at the rotor-exit stations and at the
stator-exit stations to obtain the pertinent data. Both of these methods must be sup-
ported by relevant experimental data.

Finally, the data presented reflect the need for improved design approaches
(methods) to more accurately account for the significant departures in the flow para-
meters in the end-wall boundary layer region in relation to free-stream values. The
results of a program conducted on a large low-speed compressor to address this need are
summarized by Wisler in reference 30. Various designs incorporating end-wall bends into
the stator blade rows to accommodate the highly skewed end-wall profiles were studied.
The effects of these design concepts on efficiency and stall margins as well as on the
local blade-surface velocity distributions were presented.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

This report presents detailed measurements of the casing boundary layer in a
429-m/sec-tip-speed, two-stage fan. The fan achieved a peak adiabatic efficiency of
0.851 at a pressure ratio of 2.433 at design speed. The principal results from the mea-
sured data were as follows:

I
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1. The measured radial distributions of flow parameters obtained in the casing
boundary layer showed sharp departures from the free-stream values at all survey
stations near the casing wall.

2. In this high-shear end-wall flow region at the rotor exit the following combina-
tion of flow conditions existed: low axial velocity, high energy addition, low pres-
sure, low efficiency, high relative flow angles, and large deviation angles. The low
absolute velocity measured at the rotor exits near the casing reflected a high incidence
on the stator.

3. In the end-wall flow regions downstream of the stators, decreased gradients and
increased spanwise penetration of the end-wall boundary layer (as compared with the
rotor exit) indicated that some mixing occurred in the flow across stator rows.
Significant overturning of flow close to the outer wall was evident.

4. Over the complete flow range at 100 percent of design speed the calculated casing
boundary layer parameters showed only small variations with operating conditions. No
indication of boundary layer separation was apparent during near-stall operation.

5. For this fan the tip annulus boundary layer and associated flow blockage in-
creased across the rotors and decreased across the stators. The calculated blockages
for the second stage based on measured data were essentially the same as those for the
first stage.

APPENDIX A

EQUATIONS
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Polytropic efficiency
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Blockage from nonaxisymmetric flows

K3 Z) based on area average (A12)

Z) based on mass-averaged properties

APPENDIX B

BOUNDARY LAYER REDUCTION PROCEDURE

Devising a method for separating the inviscid rotational core flow from the end-
wall boundary layer flow is complicated by the fact that the free stream (edge of the
boundary layer) velocity is unknown. By using an approximate engineering approach, the
following turbulent boundary layer data reduction program was developed.

From van Dyke's original concept (ref. 26) and as suggested for internal flows by
Mellor and Wood (ref. 6), the measured velocity across an annular passage with total-
pressure variation is given by

Umeas ' Ub + Uinv - Ue  (Bl)

where Umeas is the measured velocity profile, Ub is the boundary layer velocity pro-
file, U nv is the curve-fitted inviscid velocity profile, and U is the free-stream
(edge of the boundary layer) velocity. A graphical description o? the inviscid, mea-
sured, and calculated boundary layer velocity profiles is given in figure 7.

Assuming an initial value for Ue , the outer values of the inviscid velocity profile
Uinv were curve fitted to the wall value Ue. With the measured velocity profile Umeas
and an initially assumed Ue, the boundary layer velocity profile Ub was calculated
from equation (Bl). The boundary layer integrations were then performed to obtain the
following momentum and displacement thicknesses:

f I U U

6" - - -_ dy (B3)

U 

me
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where 0 is the momentum thickness, 6* is the displacement thickness, y is the bound-
ary layer distance from the wall, 6 is the edge of the boundary layer distance, and p
is the density.

The compressible form factor Hc and the incompressible form factor H i are

He = 6- (B4)

i = (Hc - Prl/3 y )/ 1  2 e (B5)

where Pr is the Prandtl number set at 0.71, y is the ratio of specific heats, and
Me  is the Mach number at the edge of the boundary layer.

With Ue, H-, and e already calculated, the skin friction coefficient Cc was
calculated by using Ludwieg and Tillman's relationship from reference 27

Cf =-I.561 H) ( ref N(te(
-= 0.123 (e i eearef ) (B

t/\PeUee t--re f I B6

where Pref is the dynamic viscosity based on reference temperature and the reference
temperature tref is

t te (1.0 - 0.72 Pr 1 /3 j M 2) (B7)

where te is the static temperature at the edge of the boundary layer.

From the already determined boundary layer parameters and Cole's law of the wake
the shear velocity can be calculated. Cole's law of the wake is

U -In + Cl + 1-x) (---=+ K1 W(X (BS)

where K1 = 0.40, C1 = 5.1, UT  is the local air velocity at each point in the boundary
layer, H (x) is a parameter describing the velocity defect law, and W(y/6) is a wavelike
function describing the outer wake region of the boundary layer.

At the boundary layer edge U = Ue, and equation (B8) becomes

e /I n (U16 + 1 + 21 (Bg)
UT (C f/2) 1/ K1  / 1e

Solving for 21(x)/K 1  in equation (B9) gives

2(x) . I __ _n
e U

_ (BI0)

K1  (Cf /2)1/2 C1 K1  i\e--

Solving for Ut in equation (B8) gives

Un
U - n UryI2I)1 n Cl +w

where

W 2 1,n2 (ii1~ (B12)

and n is the measured boundary layer point for evaluating U, y, p, and V. Initially,
the shear velocity U, was estimated from the shear stress equation as

1/2

U.t= U (C-) (B13)
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Then equation (Bil) was iterated for the correct UT. The iterated U. was obtained for

n = 1 (first measured point)
n = 2 (second measured point)

The UT' s calculated by using the first and second points were then averaged to obtain
the new UT . From this U. and equation (B13) a new Ue  can be obtained

U
Ue  T 1cfi2/2 (B14)

e (C f/2)

With this new Ue  the complete iteration loop was repeated until the new Ue  had neg-
ligible change from the old Ue .
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TABLE I. - OVERALL DESIGN PARAMETERS

(a) TNo-stage fan

Fan total-pressure ratio .............. .2.399
Fan total-temperature ratio .. ........ . 1.334
Fan adiabatic efficiency .............. .0.849
Fan polytropic efficiency ... ......... .0.866

Weight flow,. kg/sec ... ........... ... 33.248
Weight flow per unit frontal area,
kg/sec 

2  
1............... 162.381

Weight flow per unit annulus area.
kg/sec N

2 
..... ............... .189.016

Rotative speed, rpm ... .......... .16042.800
Tip speed, m/sec .... ............. .428.896

TABLE II. - FAN DESIGN

(b) First stage BLOCKAGE ALLOWANCES

Rotor total-pressure ratio .... ......... 1.629
Stage total-pressure ratio ... ......... .1.590 Inlet Outlet

Rotor total-temperature ratio . ....... . 1.167

Stage total-temperature ratio ........ .1.167 Blockage. percent

Rotor adiabatic efficiency ... ......... .0.896
Stage adiabatic efficiency ... ......... .0.848
Rotor polytropic efficiency .. ........ .0.903 Rotor 1 2.0 2.6
Stage polytropic efficiency .... ........ 0.857 Stator 1 3.6 4.0
Rotor head-rise coefficient .. ........ .0.236 Rotor 2 4.0 4.0
Stage head-rise coefficient .. ........ . 0.223 Stator 2 4.0 4.0
Flow coefficient ....... .............. 0.429

(C) Second stage

Rotor total-pressure ratio .. ......... .. 1.537
Stage total-pressure ratio ........... .. 1.509
Rotor total-temperature ratio . ....... . 1.143
Stage total-temperature ratio ........ .1.143
Rotor adiabatic efficiency ........... .. 0.911
Stage adiabatic efficiency ... ......... .0.670
Rotor polytropic efficiency .. ........ .0.917
Stage polytropic efficiency .... ........ 0.877
Rotor head-rise coefficient .. ........ .0.269
Stage head-rice coefficient. ........ 0.2S6
flow coefficient .. .............. 0.464
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TABLE III. - MEASURED BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS

Sta- Edge Mach Boundary Axial Axial Tangential Blockage Axial Skin Shear
tion velocity, number, layer momentum displace- momentum factor, incom- friction velocity,

U, Me edge, thickness, ment thickness, Rb pressible coefficient, U ,

m/sec 6, ex_ thickness, oz. form Cf/2 m/se

cm cm f cm factor,
cm Hi

Mass flow - 34.63 kg/sec (near choke)

1 194.7 0.591 2.326 0.1375 0.2009 ------ 0.982 1.309 [0.00246 9.66
2 204.0 .570 1.545 .1838 .3103 -0.0567 .967 1.530 .00147 7.815
3 182.7 .503 1.213 .1228 .1722 .0185 .980 1.290 .00259 9.296
4 178.8 .460 0.830 .1305 .2042 .02423 .972 1.460 .00183 7.650
5 176.1 .452 0.846 .0716 .0792 .02536 .986 1.300 .00299 9.638

Mass flow - 34.23 kg/sec (near peak efficiency)

1 193.6 0.586 2.362 0.1481 0.2164 .----- 0.980 1.31 0.00240 9.48
2 195.1 .540 1.219 .1585 .2524 -0.0460 .973 1.46 .00175 8.15
3 186.4 .509 j 1.515 .1049 .1484 .0093 .983 1.31 .00263 9.56
4 167.7 .424 0.671 .1067 .1631 .00393 .978 1.44 .00206 7.61
5 175.8 .444 1.073 .0607 .0856 .0257 .988 1.32 .00299 9.62

Mass flow - 34.01 kg/sec (near stall)

1 191.10. 0.579 2.131 0.1399 0.2036 - 0.982 1.31 0.00247 9.49
2 196.6 .547 2.042 .1750 .2886 -0.0472 .969 1.50 .00158 7.82

3 189.5 .518 1.853 .1085 .1539 -. 00012 .982 1.30 .00258 9.63
4 177.8 .451 0.838 .1198 .1850 -. 00005 .975 1.45 .00191 7.76
5 173.1 .437 0.844 .0604 .0826 .0295 .988 1.29 .00321 9.81

TABLE IV. - COMPARISON BETWEEN

DESIGN AND MEASURED BLOCKAGES

(Tip values at measuring station,
near peak efficiency.)

fKmeas - K
1 

+ K2; Kdes - K
2 

+ K
3
.1

Design IMeasured

Blockage, percent

Rotor 1 inlet 1.0 2.0
Rotor 1 outlet 1.5 2.7
Stator 1 outlet 2.0 1.7
Rotor 2 outlet 2.0 2.2
Stator 2 outlet 2.0 1.2

Flow path coordinates

Axial Radius, r. cm

distance, Oue nner
Z.

cm

-13.093 25.654 8.994
-8.016 25.654 8.903
-2.936 25.654 9.093
3-.203 25.651 9.543

2.144 25.570 10.160
4.684 25.128 10.973
7.224 24.681 11.565

STATION1 2 39.764 24.460 11.90
STA_ ON! 2 ___4__ 1 5__ r' 12. 34 24.384 12.139

114.844 1 12.4311
E 2 - 17.384i 12.822

19.924 13.025""4M S'O 13. 036

t 25. 04 23. 993 13.627
1 ....... . 27.544 23.655 14.371

'30.04 23. 622 14.699

32.177 i 14.849
0I I I I 36.754 I15.237

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 A3850 M 15. W0
AXIAL DISTANCE (FROM ROTOR-ILADE-HUI LEADING EDGE). z, cm 42.784 15. 0

Figure 1. - Fl path a bto-stap o-asect-raic fan. ainstrument survy plan
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Csee-88

Figure 2. - Two-stage fan with low-aspect- ratio first-stage rotor.
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Figure 10. - Radial distributions at measuring station 1. first-stage rotor Inlet.
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Figure 11. - Radial distributions at measuring station 2. first-stage rotor exit.
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Figure 12. - Radial dlstrlbutlons at measuring station 3, first-stage stator exit.
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Figure 13. - Radial distributions at measuring station 4, second-stage rotor exit.
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DISCUSSION

Gallus
I wonder why the wakes measured close to the wall (1% span) are larger than those at greater distances from the
wall. This is contrary to our experience. Reasons are high turbulence and mixing out close to the walls.

Author's Reply
I feel that the most likely reasons for the wakes being larger near the walls than in the mainstream are due to:
(1) the fact that the incidence in the tip region of the stators near the wall is higher than for the mainstream and
therefore one would expect larger wakes near the wall than for the mainstream, (2) the fact that the stator tends to
separate out the high momentum flow coming from the rotor (rotor wake flow). This low momentum flow tends to
accumulate near the pressure surface and thus show up in the wake region of the stator. This fact may also affect
the apparent size of the wake as a function of span, and (3) it is not clear where the rotor tip vortex shows up down-
stream of the stators, although there is some evidence that in some cases the tip vortex is showing up in the 'free-
stream" mid gap region.

E.E.Covert, US
The discussion by Fottner and Lakshminarayana is interesting and helpful in clarifying the basic physical processes
near the hub. Nevertheless, my experience suggests the wake characteristics are dependent upon a number of
details such as gap-chord ratio, blade trailing edge thickness, local momentum thickness, etc. Hence one may not
want to discuss details too closely until one has also compared geometrical details as well.

Author's Reply
I agree with Professor Covert's comment. One must go cautiously when attempting to generalize results obtained
from specific cases on such complex and detailed flow phenomena as that which exists within the end wall boundary
layer of multistage compressors; specially questionning the existence and strength of the non-axisymmetric flow
field noted within the end wall boundary layer behind the stators of the two-stage fan based on the fact that none was
observed in any other machine. Detailed geometry and operating conditions must be compared before attempting to
generalize results. Some reasons why one might expect to see the existence of the non-axisymmetric flow field
behind the stators of the subject fan are given in the address to Prof. Fottner's question.

K.Papailiou, Gr
(1) Did you find any marked differences in the circumferential distributions for the near-design and near-stall

points?

(2) The blockage distributions that you have shown are different from those usually produced by the Mellor and
Wood method to which you referred. Could you comment on this point?

Author's Reply
(I) We did not see significant differences in the circumferential distributions of flow parameters behind the stators

between the near-peak-efficiency point and the near-stall point. We attribute this to the fact that the tip
elements for this fan do not seem to be controlling the stall line. Rather, the hub flow in the second stage
appears to trigger stall. Therefore we would not expect a thickening of the tip boundary layer to the near-
stall point. Also, the points are, in reality, relatively close.

(2) We feel that the reason that the blockage of the second stage is about the same as that of the first stage may be
due to the large axial spacing and significant mixing of the flow. The trend from rotor to stator may be
imparted by the high reaction design with most of the static pressure rise occurring in the rotor.

i. de Ruyck, Be
(1) In calculating the tangential momentum thickness how was the boundary layer location established, and

(2) How was the measured boundary layer profile extrapolated from the one percent span measuring location to
the physical wall?

Author's Reply
In answer to the first question, the boundary layer edge location in the tangential direction was assumed to be the
same as that established for the axial direction. The boundary layer edge location in the axial direction was
established following the procedure presented in Appendix B. In calculating the tangential boundary layer
parameters, no attempt was made to establish an inviscid profile based on the measured data as was done in
establishing the axial boundary layer profile.

In answer to the second question, a spline fit of the data was used in conjunction with assuming the velocity to be
zero at the physical wall. The resulting curve was examined to assure smoothness. It was noted that, in particular,
the tangential boundary layer parameters were sensitive to the fairing between one percent of span and the wall.
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Abstract-

,he time-dependent three-dimensional viscous flow downstream of the rotor in a single-stage
transonic axial-flow compressor without inlet guide vanes was measured and analysed at de-
sign and off-design operating conditions. Measurements were made between the blade rows and
within the stator row which had been recently redesigned using a controlled diffusion blade
design method.

Detailed measurements of the blade surface pressure distributions were performed in order
to investigate whether the favourable behaviour of controlled diffusion blades can be ob-
tained under the real flow conditions within a turbomachine, and not only under those con-
ditions in a cascade. These data, as well as laser-veloclmetry data, indicate blade bound-
ary layer separation under some operating conditions.
The optical measurements were taken at different Instantaneous rotor positions relative to
the stator. These results give some Insight into the unsteady flow within the stator, e.g.
the development of the fluctuating velocity vectors, of the tur ulence intensity, of the
rotor blade wakes, and of the stator blade boundary layers.

Nomenclature

c absolute velocity

c chord length

Ma, M Mach number

t blade pitch

Tnorm turbulence Intensity, normal to mean flow direction, Tnorm= vl-1-/c

Tpar turbulence Intensity, parallel to mean flow direction, Tpar= v/CL'/c

Utip circumferential velocity at rotor tip

6relative flow angle

Wtotal pressure loss coefficient
W = (p01 - P0 2 )/(P 0 1 - Pl)

Introduction

Future aircraft engines must be smaller and lighter, and must operate with lower fuel con-
sumption than those of the present-generation.

Improvements in axial-flow compressor performance are necessary to meet this need. New
compressor designs will require:

- higher pressure ratios with at least no Increase In the number of stages, and preferably
with the same airflow as today's compressors but with fewer stages and a lower frontal
area,

- and refined aerodynamics to Improve the compressor efficiency.
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The broad message apparent from these requirements is the necessity of a basic understand-
Ing of the flow phenomena Involved. In particular, a detailed understanding of the flows
within and between the blade rows Is essential for further technological gains In axial-flow
compressor aerodynamics. A deep insight Into the fundamental aerodynamics Involved makes
possible the development of reliable flow models for analytical use and the successful appli-
cation of new design concepts.

Within such R & D acitivitles the stntor blade row of an existing transonic axial compressor
stage has been redesigned by applying a controlled diffusion blade design concept. This
method, originating In single airfoil aerodynamics, Is based on prescribed blade pressure
or velocity distributions which are optimized with respect to blade boundary layer develop-
ment. Cascade test results reveal a favourable flow behaviour with these new profiles, as
well as a great potential for future application of the controlled diffusion concept.

The purpose of the present work Is to Investigate and analyze the flow phenomena In detail,
and to determine the capabilities of the redesigned stator blade row under the real flow
conditions within a turbomachine, i.e. unsteady three-dimensional viscous inlet flow to the
stator as produced by a high-speed transonic rotor and associated with high positive and
negative Incidence angles.

In order to provide data for a somewhat qualitative comparison, detailed measurements of
the stator blade surface pressure distributions were also performed in an equivalent linear
cascade. It should be considered, however, that the measured static pressures on the blade
surface represent mean values which could be significantly affected by an unsteady through-
flow.

In recent years many experimental Investigations concerning linear cascades and time-aver-
aged compressor flows have been performed In order to gain more Insight into the physical
processes involved. Also some experience, although limited, has been gained with the unsteady
effects of flows resulting from and within rotating blade rows, e.g. using high response
pressure probes, rotating probes and hot wire anemometry.

A laser-two-focus-velocimeter (L2F) was used as a first step in measuring the unsteady flow-
field downstream of the rotor within one stator blade passage. This nonintrusive measurement
technique allows measurement of local flow velocity, direction, and turbulence components
within or adjacent to rotating blade rows. The determination of density and pressure (static
or total) is still rather difficult in this context and Is therefore omitted In the present
work.

In this presentation special emphasis Is placed on the determination of the detailed inter-
nal stator aerodynamics and the stator rotor blade Interaction. This has required the omis-
sion of many details of the measurement technique, with the attempt being made to present
and discuss the more significant results which have been obtained so far.
However, before going into the details, a brief description is given of the transonic stage,
Its redesign , and some main test features.

Single-Stage Axial-Flow Compressor

The original machine was a single-stage axial-flow transonic compressor without Inlet guide
vanes, and was designed for a total pressure ratio of 1.51, a mass flow rate of 17.3 kg/s,
and a rotational speed of 20,260 rpm.
The rotor inlet outside diameter Is 400 mm with a hub-to-tip ratio of 0.5. Thus, the design
rotor tip speed Is 425 m/s with a maximum Inlet relative Mach number of 1.37. All data are
corrected so as to be representative of standard sea-level conditions at the rotor Inlet.

The rotor consists of 28 MCA-profile blades, each with a tip chord length of 60 mm. The
resulting blade solidities between 1.34 and 2.0 are considered typical. The original stator
had 60 blades with NACA-65 profiles and circular arc camberlines.

The main aspects of the aerodynamic design and various ;nvestigations of the original stage
using time-averaging measuring techniques are discussed In detail In References 1 through 4.
Detailed optical measurements of the flow field within the transonic rotor have been per-
formed by means of the L2F-anemometer and are documented In References 2 through 4.
In Reference 4 additional measurements of the unsteady total pressure downstream of the
rotor between the blade rows using high response pressure probes are reported and combined
with laser-velocimeter measurements.

the main features of the redesigned stator can be described as follows:
The number of blades was reduced from 60 to 31. The blade chord length was enlarged from
30 to 40 mm, resulting in a thicker blade profile to allow the installation of surface
pressure taps. The positions of the blade leading edges were unchanged. The flowpath of the
redesigned stage Is shown In Fig. 1. The stator blades were designed using five sections
parallel to the compressor axis. These sections at 10, 30, 50, 70,and 90 percent span are
Indicated In Fig. 1 by circled numbers. Basic design considerations, design flow parameters,
geometric data, and blade element parameters are described In detail In a paper recently
published [5]. In that report the Inverse calculation method, test results from a linear
cascade with equivalent stetor blade sections (at 10, 50, and 90 percent span), and investi-
gations concerning the overall performance of the new stage are discussed.
Therefore, only a short Introductory selection Is presented here.
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In Fig. 2 are presented cascade test results for the stator mid-section at the design point
condition with a comparison of the experimentally determined Mach number distribution and
the design distribution.
The Inverse calculation method requires the velocity triangle and the blade surface pressure
distribution as input data for each blade section. The blade surface pressure distributions
were prescribed on the basis of experience gained with former supercritical cascade designs.
In Fig. 2 is shown the equivalent prescribed blade surface Mach number distribution for the
stator mid-section (termed UKG 30.3) and some geometric and aerodynamic parameters. This
figure illustrates the corresponding cascade airfoil shape resulting from the inverse cal-
culation method.
The blade suction surface leading-edge region maintains a continous acceleration up to the
peak Mach number at approximately 30 percent chord. This is in order to provide a favourable
pressure gradient for keeping the boundary layer laminar. Diffusion from the peak Mach num-
ber is controlled on the rear portion of the airfoil so as to keep the boundary layer shape-
factor within the range of that for an unseparated turbulent boundary layer. The agreement
between the experimentally determined Mach number distribution and the design distribution
Is quite satisfactory In spite of some deviation in the leading-edge region. Full details
of the cascade test results are given In Reference 6.

In Fig. 3 Is shown an example of the stator blade element performance within a turbomachine
at 50 percent span. The total-pressure loss coefficient Is plotted versus Inlet flow angle
for the redesigned airfoil at 85, 92.5, and 100 percent speed (triangles, rectangles and
crosses, respectively). These data are compared with the results of the original NACA-65
blade section at 100 percent speed (open circles) and with the results for the correspond-
ing cascade (dashed line with full dots). The cascade loss coefficient was interpolated to
meet the Inlet Mach number and AVDR values of the stage at design speed.

The comparison of the results for the original and redesigned blade profiles demonstrates a
substantial reduction of the blade total-pressure loss between choke and design Incidence
for the redesigned (controlled diffusion) blade. In addition, the choke line Is slightly
shifted to higher Incidence. Beyond the design Incidence the flow losses Increase consider-
ably exceeding even the NACA-65 blade losses and resulting in a reduced stall margin.

The cascade results show a sharp increase In the flow losses near stall incidence, and thus
resulting in a reduced stall margin as compared with the compressor results. 3-D and unstea-
dy flow effects are believed to cause the more gradual Increase In the losses near stall
In the compressor cases. The unsteady effects can be shown using the results obtained from
the laser-anemometer data. This will be discussed In a later section.

Examples of mid-span blade surface pressure distributions and laser-velocimetry data for
the stator will be presented and discussed for 100 percent speed and some different mass
flow rates:

- 17.58 kg/s, I.e. blade choking at high negative Incidence with a time-averaged inlet

flow angle of about 116 deg. (see Fig. 3).

- 17.3 kg/s, i.e. near the minimum loss conditions at an Inlet flow angle of 121 deg..

- 15.35 kg/s, i.e. blade stall at high positive incidence at an inlet flow angle of 136 deg..

Blade Surface Pressure Distributions

The measurements of the blade surface pressure distributions were performed at design and
off-design operating conditions for all five blade sections involved In the redesign pro-
cess, I.e. 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent span. In order to Install as many surface press-
ure taps as possible, the blade thickness and the blade chord length were enlarged. The re-
sulting stator blades contained up to 14 taps on a given side from the leading edge to 60
percent chord.

In Figs. 4 through 7 related blade surface pressures versus percent chord are shown. The
absolute values of the static pressures depend on the blade inlet total conditions which
are essentially different for both the cascade and stage tests. Therefore, the absolute sta-
tic -pressure at 45 percent chord on the blade pressure side was selected as the reference
value for comparing the distributions. Fig. 4 Illustrates the pressure distribution for
the stator mid-section with the compressor mass flow adjusted to the design value. The
stage results (open circles) are compared to the cascade test results (triangles). The
comparison Is quite good except for the increased acceleration of the compressor stator
flow near the leading edge on the suction surface. It is believed that due to unexpected
changes In rotor throttling the actual stator inlet parameter values, particularly the in-
let flow angle, might be different than the design values (based on the rotor performance
In conjunction with the original stator). The data obtained using conventional time-avera-
ging probes revealed a stator Inlet flow angle change of about 4 deg. at the mid-section,
I.e. In going from the original to the new stator. The design flow angle is 128.5 deg.,

whereas the actual flow angle value corresponding to design mass-flow Is about 124.5 deg.
(see Fig. 3).

In Fig. 5 Is shown the pressure distribution corresponding to higher negative Incidence
(mass flow rate = 17.3 kg/s). These results are compared to the cascade results for the
design condition. Here, too, no boundary layer separation can be noticed along the chord
as far as the pressure taps are Installed. Separation is not expected since this operating
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point is associated with the near minimum loss condition for the mid-section (see Fig. 3).

In Fig. 6 are presented data for the stage near choking (mass flow rate = 17.58 kg/s).
Clearly, a typical distribution for high negative-incidence flow can be Identified.

The pressure distribution corresponding to the near blade-stall condition at high positive
incidence (mass flow rate = 15.35 kg/s) Is shown In Fig. 7. Here boundary layer separation
Is indicated by the subsiding suction surface pressures at about 45 percent chord. Since
the measured static pressures within the stator row represent mean values, which are
undoubtedly affected by the unsteady through-flow, it Is remarkable that this effect Is
so clearly apparent. In additon, the laser-velocimetry data will prove the boundary layer
separation at this operating point.

Laser Measurements

The experimental work on the modified transonic compressor was extended by using a L2F-ane-
mometer to make nonintrusive measurements. These detailed measurements were performed down-
stream of the high speed rotor at locations between the blade rows, within the stator row
and behind the stator row. These locations were near to and within one single stator blade
passage which had been selected for the measurements.

The periodically varying absolute flow velocity vectors within the stator row were studied
at design speed for different operating conditions. These investigations were used to de-
termine the three-dimensional periodically unsteady flow field downstream of the rotor both
qualitatively and quantitatively. It should be emphasized that these flow processes occur
very rapidly due to the rotor passing frequency of approximately 10 KHz (rotor design speed
20,260 rpm).

The operating principles of the L2F-anemometer used Is well documented In the literature
[7]. Only some special features are mentioned here concerning the application of the ane-
mometer to the study of rotor stator interactions.
An important point worth noting Is that laser-velocimeter measurements are always performed
In the absolute system, even within rotating components.
The flow field within a distinct stator blade passage varies periodically at the rotor blade
passing frequency. The measurements downstream of the rotor were therefore made for differ-
ent rotor blade positions determined by equally dividing one rotor blade pitch into 16 Inter-
vals. The data were obtained as each rotor blade passed the measurement region, and not on-
ly as the same rotor blade passed.
in order to cover a complete stator blade passage the window in the casing was staggered.
Each spatial location can be reached by displacing the velocimeter In a cartesian coordi-
nate system. The flow velocity and direction are evaluated only in a plane normal to the
laser-beams' axis. The flow component parallel to the laser axis cannot be determined with
this anemometer.

Examples of axial and circumferential measurement point locations for the stator mid-span
(open circles) are shown In Figs. 8 and 9. The relative position of the rotor blades with
respect to the stator measurement passage Is also shown in these figures, with the rotor
in the first position. In order to simplify the displacement of the anemometer, the mea-
surement plane was made parallel to the compressor axis.
In Fig. 8 are shown the measurement locations for the case of near-stall operation (mass
flow rate = 15.35 kg/s). The region without measurement locations near the rear portion
of the suction surface Is of particular Interest. Here, no measurements were made because
of an excessive data acquisition time coupled with a relatively high uncertainty In the
results. For this operating condition blade boundary layer separation Is Indicated (see
Fig. 7).
In Fig. 9 is shown the distribution of measurement locations for measurements made near
the stage choke margin (mass flow rate = 17.58 kg/s).
Analog measurments as Illustrated In Figs. 8 and 9 were made near hub and casing at 10 and
90 percent span, respectively, too.

It can now be appreciated that stator investigations of this kind pose a special problem.
Namely, the flows involved are three-dimensional and transient, I.e. the problem Is actually
four-dimensional. A complex test procedure as well as special computer programs were re-
quired to achive compatible results, which were then combined to give a meaningful and
conclusive Idea of the stator through-flow.
Only a brief selection of the many results obtained from this research effort can be pre-
sented In this paper. These results concern only the stator mid-span flow, but It is be-
lieved that some essential flow phenomena can be shown.

Some distributions of the turbulence Intensity at mid-span are illustrated in Figs. 10
through 12. The data were obtained for a mass flow rate of 17.3 kg/s at design speed and
are presented for three rotor blade positions which differ by approximately one third of
the rotor blade pitch.
As mentioned before this operating point Is associated with near minimum loss condition
for the mid-section.
Also, In the course of analysing the results It appeared that the turbulence Intensity,
both parallel as well as normal to the temporary local main flow direction, was most appro-
priate for exhibiting the movement of rotor blade wakes through the stator blade passage.
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A picture of the Instantaneous stator through-flow at a particular rotor blade position Is
shown In Fig. 10. The rotor blade wakes are visible as areas of Increased turbulence inten-
sity. Between the wakes the turbulence Intensity (Tpar) goes below 3 percent.
By viewing all three figures (Figs. 10, 11, and 12) In sequence It can be seen, that the
rotor blade wakes move downstream through the stator blade passage with the progressive
movement of the corresponding rotor blades. Simultaneously these "wake segments" become
wider due to mixing and are rotated due to the mean velocity difference between the stator
blade suction and pressure sides. In these examples there appears to be no shifting of rotor
wake fluid towards the stator blade pressure side as the wakes move through the passage.

Similar "instantaneous" pictures for different stage operating conditions (same rotor posi-
tion as In Fig. 11) are shown In Figs. 13 through 15, here again by means of the turbulence
Intensity parallel to the temporary local main flow direction.
The data presented In Fig. 13 were obtained at the near choke condition of the stage, where
for the stator mid-section this corresponds to a high negative incidence angle (see Fig. 3).
The data shown In Figs. 14 and 15 are for operating points with high positive-stator-incl-
dence angles. Of particular Interest are Figs. 13 and 15 in conjunction with the correspond-
Ing Figs. 7 and 8. The resulting blade turbulent boundary layer separation from increasing
blade loading (Figs. 8 and 15) can be Identified by the Increase In turbulence intensity
in both magnitude and extent near the suction surface from about 50 to 100 percent chord
(compare Figs. 13 and 15). This boundary layer separation can also be clearly seen from
Fig. 14.

Further remarkable phenomena are apparent in Figs. 10 through 15. In particular, the figures
show well-defined regions of higher turbulence Intensity within each rotor blade wake.
The regularity of these regions might Indicate vortex like structures, possibly being shed
periodically from the rotor blade or forming within the wake itself. A more detailed fre-
quency analysis of this process, taking into account the applied measurement technique and
procedure, Indicates that the formation of these structures is possibly triggered from
rotor stator blade Interaction, I.e. the frequency of vortex shedding Is "in-phase" with
the stator blade passing frequency with respect to the rotor. A periodic unsteady flow can
be viewed from either a relative or absolute frame of reference. For example, an observer
on the (upstream) rotor feels a periodic Influence from the (downstream) stator blades (if
the axial flow velocity component is subsonic), whereas an observer within the stator feels
the periodic unsteadiness from the rotor (upstream) blades. The former case (rotor frame of
reference) can be only a potential flow effect, while the latter Includes both potential
and viscous flow effects.

Lastly, In Figs. 16 through 18 are Illustrated the blade-to-blade distributions of the
instantaneous absolute flow velocity (non-dlmenslonalized using the rotor tip speed) at
three rotor positions (same positions as In Figs. 10 through 12). These experimental results
pertain again to the stator mid-section and the near minimum-loss condition. No unusual flow
behaviour can be observed In these figures. One can clearly identify the stagnation region
ahead of the stator blades, the area of flow acceleration near the suction surface, the well
known velocity decrease towards the pressure side, and the flow diffusion between the Inlet

and outlet of the stator hlade row.

By examining Figs. 16 through 18 In sequence the variations In stator through-flow at pro-
gressive rotor positions can be seen. They can be particularly identified within the vici-
nity of the blade suction surface. The high frequency of these flow variations (approxi-
mately 10 KHz) does not produce an unregularly disturbed flow. It appears that the entire
stator passage flow Is dominated In a quasi-steady manner by the potential flow field
induced by the stator blades.

An analogy to unsteady single airfoil aerodynamics seems to be appropriate. This can be
proved by further analysis of the results. This analysis, however, is to be presented in
another publication.

Summary

The stator row of an existing single-stage transonic axial-flow compressor was modified by
applying a design method typically used for subsonic controlled diffusion blades. In order
to verify the design concept both cascade and compressor stage tests were performed using
conventional time-averaging probes.
Blade surface pressure distributions were measured at the five design sections of the stator
for comparison with corresponding cascade results.

The test data show that the modified stator airfoils operated efficiently, over a wide range
of aerodynamic conditions resulting In low losses, and that an attached suction surface
boundary layer could be obtained. At high positive stator Incidence angles a turbulent
boundary layer separation could be observed.

Leser-veloclmetry (L2F) measurements were performed in order to Investigate rotor stator
Interaction effects and the flow diffusion within the stator row. The results for differ-
ent operating conditions at design speed gave some Insight Into the unsteady stator through-
flow behaviour, and In particular allowed, identification of the rotor blade wakes. These
data might possibly form a reliable basis for a better empirical understanding of unsteady
flow effects In turbomachines, e.g. the Influence on stage efficiency of the number of
blades and the axial spacing between blade rows.
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DISCUSSION

R.I.Lewis, UK
Needless to say, the vortex patterns in the last few figures can't be left without comments from me. It's very
interesting to see these pictures that you described as pictures of turbulence intensity. I wonder whether they
are that or whether they are, as you say, possibly vortex streets. Looking at them there are two points one could
make: first of all, I think you could actually calculate the frequency of these little islands of turbulence, get a
Strouhal number from it and compare that with the blade passing frequency. I don't know whether you have tried
to do that. And then, secondly, from most of the figures you can see that the diffusion effect of the stator seems
to diminish the intensity of these is!ands of vorticity, if that's what they are, as they pass through. I think that
probably is what one would expect. If they were vortices there would be viscous diffusion going on and if the flow
is decelerating, I think that probably would augment the spread of the vortex. If in fact it is a vortex shedding and it
is not connected with the blade passing frequency, then it looks as if there's something there that should be
investigated in a bit more detail. Maybe there is some other problem to do with trailing edge flows in your transonic
rotor that really should be taken care of.

Author's Reply
I've been a little bit cautious. I said in my presentation "vortex-like structures". I'm not totally sure about that, if
they are vorticities or vortexes. But, at the time, we thought a lot about that problem and at first we didn't believe
those things when we made the measurement series or when we had such a lot of different operating conditions and
always we saw these particular regions. Then we tried to understand why that happens and at first we asked our
measurement technique, is it correct? And we came to the conclusion that it must be correct. If there is not some-
thing like a vortex, then there would be a random signal or a noise signal in our velocity distributions.
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SUMMARY

O-Although the numerical sophistication of multi-stage turbomachinery through-flow cal-
culations has evolved to a very high level, the aerodynamic inputs of total pressure lossp
deviation and blockage are subject to a high degree of empiricism. There is4>need for

O detailed flow field data in a multi-stage environment in order to bring some discipline to
this important aspect of turbomachinery design. This paper presents a survey of some of
the initial results of an in-depth investigation of the aerodynamics of the seco1p stage
of a large scale two-stage axial compressor. The second stage rotor data will compared

Swith data obtained on an isolated rotor with very thin and then very thick inlet hub and
; tip boundary layers. The single and multi-stage rotor data presented 4T&include surface

flow visualization and rotating frame radial/circumferential traverse measurements presented
in the form of fullspan contour plots of rotary total pressure. Also presented are the
spanwise distributions of loss, deviation and blockage. Some implications of these results
for through-flow analyses are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The "through-flow" analysis in compressor (and turbine) design is a two-dimensional,
axisymmetric calculation describing the spanwise variation of the flow at streamwise loca-
tions both within and between blade rows from the inlet of the compressor to its discharge.
The analysis is used both to determine rotor and stator metal angles for optimum design
point performance (based on various criteria for optimum incidence and deviation) and to
predict off-design performance and the approach to stall or choking. It is a fairly well
recognized fact that the limiting feature in the accuracy of a through-flow analysis is
not so much in the numerics but rather in the aerodynamic data that the analysis requires

as input. This observation has also been made in at least two prior AGARD reports (Refs.
1 and 2). Specifically, it was observed that there "was a lack of reliable and publicly
available data especially for multi-stage compressors".

In recognition of this state of affairs, since 1977 the UTRC Large Scale Rotating Rig
(LSRR) has been engaged in obtaining detailed data of high quality in the flows over iso-
lated compressor rotors and in a multi-stage compressor environment. The objectives of
this program include (1) gaining a better physical understanding and providing a basis for
improved analytical models for the complex three-dimensional flows present in compressor
blade rows, and (2) conducting detailed comparisons between measured and computed results
both on a blade-to-blade basis and on a through-flow basis. To date this combined experi-
mertal and analytical program has included: (1) an isolated rotor with thin inlet boun-
dary layers (6 z 5 to 10% span) on the hub and casing (Refs. 3 and 4), (2) the same rotor
with thick inlet boundary layers (6 : 37% span) on the hub and casing (Ref. 5). and (3) a
two stage compressor. Each one of these test programs includes a large amount of detailed,
high quality data taken on the airfoils and in the flows downstream of the airfoils.

This paper presents a survey of some of the results obtained in these three test pro-
grams. The data to be presented for each of the three rotor tests includes: surface flow
visualization on the airfoil and on the endwall, rotating frame radial-circumferential
traverse measurements presented in the form of fullspan contour plots of rotary total pres-
sure, and spanwise distributions of mass averaged total pressure loss, inlet and exit flow
angle and blockage. The results for the three rotors will be compared and their implica-
tions so far as through-flow analyses are concerned will be discussed.

Of particular significance in this regard is the concept of blockage. Considering its
pivotal role in compressor through-flow analysis, blockage has been the subject of remark-
ably little discussion in the literature. The concept of blockage is an empirical attempt
on the part of the compressor analyst to account for the difference in a through-flow ana-
lysis between mass averaged quantities (such as work) and area averaged quantities (such as
mass flow). Historically, blockage has been based on rough estimates reflecting past ex-
perience and little or no direct physical measurement. It has been deduced analytically
from previous compressor test results. Errors in estimated blockage are one of the primary
reasons for compressors initially not achieving their design goals of flow, pressure rise
and efficiency.

Because of the highly detailed nature of the results that can be obtained in both the
rotating and stationary frames of reference in the UTRC LSRR blockage can be calculated
directly from the data. The results clearly indicate the sites and magnitudes of the major

1. ,
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contributions to blockage (i.e., corner stall and casing boundary layer flow) and, as such,
they provide a unique basis for an analytical explanation and representation of this pheno-
mena.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION

The United Technologies Research Center Large Scale Rotating Rig (LSRR) is 5-ft (1.52
m) in diameter and can run at speeds up to 900 rpm. The inlet flow is from ambient room
air and the flow through the facility is essentially incompressible. More detailed descrip-
tions of the rig and its data acquisition system are available in Refs. 4 and 6.

The airfoil geometry and the aerodynamic test conditions for both the isolated com-
pressor rotor and the two stage compressor rotor are summarized in Table I. The isolated
rotor had a 6 inch (0.152 m) chord (B) and was tested both with thin inlet hub and casing
boundary layers (6hub = 5% span and 6tin = 10% span) and with thick inlet hub and casing
boundary layers (6hub = 

6tip = 37% span). The results of these two test programs are pre-
sented in detail in Refs. 3 and 4 for the thin case and in Ref. 5 for the thick case. The
absolute inlet flow in both cases was axial. The second stage rotor tested in the two
stage compressor had a 4 inch (0.102 m) chord and its inlet conditions were determined by
the flow leaving the first stage stator.

The present discussion is limited to the data taken when both rotors were being ope-
rated at their nominal design flow coefficients (4). These are 0.85 for the isolated rotor
and 0.51 for the two stage rotor. These flow coefficients are based on the area averaged
Cx and the wheel speed at midspan (Um). The flow coefficients that will be quoted for the
isolated rotor with the thin inlet boundary layer will be based on midspan Cx at the inlet
which is 2 percent greater than the area average. This is done in order to be consistent
with all of the results presented in Refs. 3 and 4 where the inlet midspan Cx was used.

The major differences between the isolated and two stage rotors are in their nominal
design flow coefficients (0.85 and 0.51), their stalling flow coefficients (approximately
0.6 and 0.44), their aspect ratios (1.0 and 1.5) and their tip clearance to chord ratios
(0.016 and 0.039).

The technique used to obtain the airfoil and endwall surface flow visualization has
been discussed and demonstrated previously in Refs. 3, 4. 5 and 6. In brief, it consisted
of seeping a small amount of ammonia out of one of the airfoil surface static pressure taps.
The ammonia caused a dark blue streak line to form on Ozalid paper attached to the surface
downstream of the pressure tap. The technique is particularly well suited to the rotating
frame of reference.

The rotating frame radial-circumferential traverse system has also been described
earlier in Refs. 4 and 6 and is shown in some detail in Ref. 3. The device can traverse
circumferentially over two blade pitches and radially from hub to tip. In the present pro-
grams data was acquired from 5 percent span to 97 percent span. The traverse can be located

at various positions (AX/Bx) downstream of the rotor (as in Ref. 4). For the present pro-
gram, however, at midapan the traverse was 30 percent of the rotor axial chord axially
downstream of the isolated rotor. For the two stage rotor it was located 25 percent down-
stream, midway between the rotor trailing edge and the second stator leading edge. These
locations were chosen based on mechanical constraints (i.e., the two stage rotor-stator
axial gap) and on aerodynamic constraints. Aerodynamically it was desirable to have the
traverse close to the trailing edge to show detail in the flow and not so close as to be
in any locally stalled region as occurred for the isolated rotor at a traverse location
only 10 percent downstream (Ref. 4).

The traverse probe used was a United Sensor five hole probe (USC-F-152) modified to
include a cobra probe for traversing very close to the hub. The probe tip was small rela-
tive to the flow field (Dia. = 0.093 inches, 2.4 mm). The probe was operated in a computer
controlled yaw nulling mode. Data was acquired at approximately 20 radial locations and at
typically 50 circumferential locations for 1000 measurement sites per plane. Measurement
locations were concentrated in the hub and tip endwall regions and in the airfoil wake.

FLOW VISUALIZATION

The results of the surface flow visualization will be discussed first, before any of
the detailed traverse data, in order to provide some physical insight into the nature of
the flows in the three rotor tests. Generally speaking there were many very similar fea-
tures in the three flow visualization results (Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The suction surfaces
were very nearly two-dimensional in nature over much of their area. The major departure
from two-dimensionality is the corner stall region present in all three tests.

The corner stall region for the two isolated rotor tests (thin and thick inlet boun-
dary layers) are very similar in size and shape. The flow in the stalled region is gene-
rally outward (toward the tip) and there is a region of reversed flow out to about 25 per-
cent span. The corner stall region begins slightly downstream of midchord and it displaces
the profile boundary layer outward (toward the tip) to about midspan (a distance of about
50% chord from the endwall). The corner stall region on the two stage rotor was slightly
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smaller, starting slightly aft of midchord, but it displaced the profile boundary layer
outward a distance somewhat larger than half the chord. Note that these comparisons of the
nature of the corner stall region are at the nominal design flow coefficients and that
their spanwise and chordwise extent will be a strong function of loading (Ref. 4). The
spanwise extent of the corner stall region will depend on the relative "health" of the
suction surface boundary layer above it. The spanwise extent will increase as boundary

layer separation is approached. Low momentum fluid in the hub stall regions tends to be
centrifuged toward the tip and can eventually reach the tip (Ref. 4).

The tip region of the suction surface has a weak outflow due to the leakage flow over
the tip entraining the suction surface flow. There is, however, no evidence of a strong
suction surface corner stall at the tip. This is consistent with the results of Ref. 7
(Plate 5) where it was observed that the tip clearance flow tends to "wash away" the
corner stall. It was observed in Ref. 7 that a clearance to chord ratio of 0.04 was opti-
mum in terms of minimizing the extent of the corner stall region. This is very close to
the relatively large clearance to chord ratio of the two stage rotor (Table I).

The pressure surfaces of the three rotors were very nearly two dimensional (collate-
ral) over most of the airfoil. The radial component of surface flow was small except in
the immediate vicinity of the tip. Here there was a weak radial outflow due to leakage
and no indication of a scraping vortex (i.e., flow toward the hub).

On the hub the effects of secondary flow in the endwall boundary layer were minimal.
The endwall flows were nearly collateral with a trajectory close to the airfoil mean cam-
ber line. The corner stall region had no significant impact on the hub endwall boundary
layer.

In conclusion, the flow visualization results indicate that the major departures from
what would be otherwise highly two-dimensional boundary layer flow, are due to the corner
stall region at the hub and to the leakage flow at the tip.

CONTOURS OF ROTARY TOTAL PRESSURE

Contour plots of rotary total pressure measured in the flow downstream of the three
rotors are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The data for the isolated rotor with the thin inlet
boundary layers covers 1.32 pitches. The data for the thick inlet boundary layer and for
the two stage rotor covers two pitches. Recall that for the two isolated rotor tests the
traverse plane was 30 percent aft of the rotor and that for the two stage test it was 25
percent aft. In all cases the suction surface side of the wake is to the left and the
pressure surface side of the wake is to the right.

Rotary total pressure is defined as follows:

PT,rot 
p 

+ p(W
2 -
U2) = PT,abs - 0UCe (1)

where W, U and Ce are the relative flow speed, the wheel speed and the absolute swirl velo-
city, respectively. Rotary total pressure was chosen for the present discussions since
(unlike relative total pressure) for inviscid flow it is invariant with radius change along

a stream line in the rotating frame of reference. It is also desirable to look at rotary
total pressure from the point of view of secondary flow. For flow with uniform density,
gradients in rotary total pressure are the driving potential for secondary flow in the
rotating frame of reference in the same manner as gradients in absolute total pressure are
the driving potential for secondary flow in the stationary frame of reference (Ref. 8).
The increment between the values of the rotary total pressure on the various contours has
been normalized by a dynamic pressure based on wheel speed at midspan.

For the isolated rotor with the thin inlet boundary layer (Fig. 4) there is a large
"free stream" region of constant rotary total pressure between the wakes and the endwalls.
This is present due to the thinness of the inlet boundary layers (6 = 5 and 10% span) and
the constant absolute total pressure in the inlet core flow region. The contours for the
isolated rotor with the thick inlet boundary layers (Fig. 5) are quite different. The cir-
cumferential contours in the free stream region between the wakes and the endwalls are due
to the radial gradients in absolute total pressure in the thick boundary layers (6 = 37%
span) in the fluid entering the rotor. For the two stage rotor (Fig. 6) the contours in
the free stream region are due to the upstream inlet guide vane, rotor and stator. Com-
paratively speaking, however, the flow in the free stream region has a relatively uniform
rotary total pressure. In general, many of the same features can be seen in varying magni-
tude in all three rotor exit flow fields.

At the hub, the data for both isolated rotor tests (Figs. 4 and 5) show little evidence
of Bernoulli surface rotation due to secondary flow. The streamwise component of vorti-
city generated by turning the flow is insufficient to overcome the initial inlet streamwise
vorticity. The former would move endwall fluid from the pressure to the suction surface
side of the channel while the latter (due to inlet skewing) tends to drive the endwall boun-
dary layer fluid toward the pressure surface (Ref. 9). There is some indication of flow
toward the hub on the pressure surface side of the passage. Finally, for both isolated
rotor cases there is a thickening of the blade wake in the hub region due to the corner
stall. The thickening for the thin and thick cases is very similar. This observation is
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consistent with those of Ref. 10 where it was demonstrated that the severity of the corner
stall was insensitive to the thickness of the inlet boundary layer.

The data for the two stage rotor (Fig. 6) indicated that the flow in the hub region
was relatively clean, that is, similar to the isolated rotor with the thin inlet boundary
layer in that no strong shear regions were evident. There is some evidence of Bernoulli
surface rotation due to secondary flow near the suction surface. The corner stall region
is very thin relative to those of the two isolated rotor cases and appears as little more
than a thickening of the blade wake. The corner stall begins to deepen and thicken the
wake at about midspan.

From the hub region the following conclusions can be drawn. The corner stall is the

major source of hub loss and blockage. The corner stall behaves more like a thickened
blade wake rather than a thickening of the hub endwall boundary layer. Finally, for the
two isolated rotor cases, the effects of secondary flow were minimized due to the skewing
and energizing of the hub boundary layer as it comes onto the rotating hub.

When comparing the flows in the tip region recall that the clearance for the two iso-
lated rotor tests was 1.6 percent of chord while for the two stage test it was 3.9 percent
of chord. The flow in the tip regions is influenced by tip leakage, wall motion (toward
the pressure surface) and the inlet boundary layer. For the two isolated rotor cases (Fig.
4 and 5) the low total pressure region is nearly midway between adjacent airfoil wakes.
This is similar to results presented for tip leakage in a stationary cascade without an
endwall present and with a clearance to chord ratio of 4 percent (Ref. 7, experiments A
and B).

The tip region of the two stage rotor was considerably different in that the low total
pressure region was very close to the pressure surface. For this case the center of the
low total pressure region was located 30 percent further from the tip endwall, inspite of
the shorter chord. These difference- must in some measure be due to the much larger tip
clearance of the two stage rotor.

ROTOR TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS

One of the more significant pieces of information to be derived from the traverse data
presented above is the spanwise distribution of the rotor total pressure loss. In the pre-
sent discussion the total pressure loss coefficient (CpT,rel) is defined as the difference
between the mass averaged inlet and exit relative (or rotary) total pressures at a fixed
radius, normalized with a dynamic pressure based on the wheel speed at midspan. Strictly
speaking the totdl pressure difference should be taken along a fixed (axisymmetric) stream
surface. For all three rotors the maximum radial displacement of a stream surface was
about I percent span (near midspan). Finally, the mass averaging of the total pressures
was based on the measured circumferential distributions of flow speed, yaw and pitch from
which the local Cx could be calculated.

The data for the thin and thick inlet boundary layer tests on the isolated rotor are
shown in Fig. 7. For the thin case, since the rotary total pressure is constant over the
core flow at inlet radial shifting of the stream surfaces is of no consequence in computing
the net loss. In fact, for this case the inlet boundary layer only affected the loss at the
two or three data points closest to the endwalls. The corner stall region (Fig. 1) and the
low rotary total pressure region associated with it (Fig. 4) have caused a loss level which

is very high relative to two-dimensional (profile) loss levels and which penetrates out
to 40 percent span. The high loss region at the tip is felt from 75 percent span outward.

The loss in the midspan region is representative of two-dimensional cascade levels (Ref.

4, Fig. 6).
For the isolated rotor with the thick inlet boundary layers (Fig. 7) there is a region

of very low loss out to 10 percent span due to the weak radial redistribution of the inlet

rotary total pressure profile. As mentioned above, high total pressure fluid moved toward

the hub near the pressure surface side of the wake (Fig. 5) causing an increase in rotary

total pressure in the region and hence a local reduction to the mass averaged loss. Simi-
lar effects can be seen in the cascade results of Ref. 7 (Fig. 21) and in the rotating rig

data of Ref. 11 (Fig. 6) where spanwise redistribution of high and low total pressure fluid

caused a negative mass averaged total pressure loss near the endwalls. These observations

regarding endwall flow in compressor airfoil passages and the dominant contributions of

corner stall relative to endwall secondary flow are consistent with similar observations
made in Ref. 10.

The thick inlet boundary layer isolated rotor test indicated no well defined low loss

region at midspan as occurred for the thin case. Both the hub and tip high loss regions
occupied a larger portion of the span than in the thin case. The reason for this difference
is not evident in the flow visualizations (Figs. 1 and 2) but it is somewhat suggested by
the rotary total pressure contours (Figs. 4 and 5).

The loss data for the two stage rotor is presented in Fig. 8. The radial distribution
of the rotor inlet relative total pressure was computed by mass averaging the circumferen-
tial distributions of relative total pressure computed from the absolute frame traverse
data taken at the first stator exit. The nature of the loss distribution near the hub is
similar to that of the thick inlet boundary layer isolated rotor tests, with a low (nega-
tive) loss region close to the endwall. Here, as above, the low and negative loss region
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at the hub is due to the high total pressure fluid moving toward the hub near the pressure
surface side of the blade wake (Fig. 6).

In the midspan region the loss level is slightly negative (l.3% at midspan). There
are a number of possible explanations for this result, any one or all of which may be con-
tributing to the negative loss. (i) It may be a result of experimental error. An error
of 0.5 percent in the measured total pressure at the rotor inlet and at the rotor exit
could account for the negative loss. (2) The negative loss could actually be present due
to a radial redistribution of high and low total pressure fluid such as occurred near the
hub. (3) The negative loss is in part due to a radial shift of the axisymmetric stream
surfaces between the rotor inlet and exit measurement planes. This is possible due to the
relatively large radial gradient in rotary total pressure in the midspan region of the flow.

The radial shift of slightly more than I percent span between rotor inlet and exit is suf-
ficient to explain half of the negative loss at the 40 percent span location where it is
maximum.

FLOW ANGLES

The rotor inlet and exit metal angles (6*) and the inlet and exit flow angles (8) are
presented in Figs. 9 and 10. For the two isolated rotor cases the inlet flow angles were
calculated from wheel speed and the measured radial variation of C.. The inlet flow angle
for the two stage rotor is based on mass averaged relative flow angles calculated from the
stationary frame measurements made at the first stator exit. The rotor exit flow angles
were measured in the rotating frame of reference and mass averaged based on the circumfe-
rential distributions of flow angle and Cx. Mass averaging reduces the impact of the
nearly axial flow in the low velocity region immediately downstream of the corner stall.

Since both isolated rotor tests (thin and thick inlet boundary layers) were run at
the same flow coefficient based on area averaged Cx the thin case was running closer to
the stall from 20 percent span to 80 percent span. In the endwall regions the thick case
was running closer to stall, causing the hub and tip boundary layers at the rotor inlet to
be more heavily skewed in the direction opposing secondary flow due to turning. Aside
from a shift in level (of approximately 20) the exit angle profile was relatively insensi-
tive to inlet boundary layer thickness. The 20 drop in deviation for the thick inlet
boundary layer case is in part due to its lower inlet angle over the midspan region.

The large under turning in the tip region of both isolated rotor cases is due to at
least three mechanisms. (1) Tip leakage contributes to the under turning. This was shown
in Ref. 7 for a cascade and in Ref. 11 (Fig. 3) for a large scale multistage rotor. (2)
Wall motion also contributes to the under turning. As the wall is approached the flow
angle must approach 900. Finally (3) the inlet boundary is skewed toward the rotor pres-
sure surface due to the rotor motion, leading to under turning.

The flow angle data for the two stage rotor in Fig. 10 are similar in many ways to
the isolated rotor data. There is over turning at the hub due to corner stall and under
turning at the tip due to leakage and wall motion. The results are also very similar to
those of Ref. 11 (Fig. 3).

BLOCKAGE

Through-flow analyses are axisynmmetric calculations of the radial distributions of
mass averaged quantities. Mass flow (M), however, is related to the area average of PCx.
The mass averaged quantities are related to this area average in the continuity equation
by the blockage factor (jZ).

M = 21 fr t RpCT rdr (2)

According to this expression R is the ratio of the area averaged axial velocity (or C ) to
exP T , the axial velocity based on the mass averaged total and static pressures and the
mass averaged yaw (8) and pitch (*) angles. This relationship may be expressed as follows.

where (for incompressible flow)

x T(4)

In this notation (-a) indicates an area average and (-m) indicates a mass average. The
description of blockage as a function of radius is consistent with what is referred to as
"tangential" blockage in Ref. 2 (p. 329). It reflects all departures from axisymmetry from
hub to tip including profile wakes, corner stall, tip leakage and so on. "Endwall" block-

_ _
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age does not reflect a departure from axisymmetry but rather the inability of a small number
of computational stream tubes to accurately account for the endwall boundary layers. End-
wall blockage reflects the computational approach of coupling a through-flow calculation
to an endwall boundary layer calculation. For example, endwall blockage would not be re-
quired in the single pass axisymmetric analysis of Ref. 12 which simultaneously solves
both the viscous and inviscid regions of the flow. For this approach endwall blockage is
unnecessary and only tangential blockage would be required.

Blockage distributions have been calculated from the measured data according to the
above definition. They reflect the departure from axisymmetry from the hub to the tip,
i.e., the fullspan distribution of tangential blockage. The major contribution to block-
age for these three rotor test cases came from the total pressure. The area and mass
averages of the static pressure and the yaw and pitch angles were generally very close to
one another.

Recall that the traverse planes for the isolated rotor and for the two stage compres-
sor are 30 percent and 25 percent respectively aft of the rotors. This is significant
since blockage will be a strong function of distance downstream due to wake mixing.

The blockage distributions for the two isolated rotor tests are shown in Fig. 11.
The spanwise variations are very similar to the spanwise variation of total pressure loss
(Fig. 7). The similarity in blockage profiles is particularly interesting in view of the
factor of 4 difference in the inlet boundary layer thickness for the two cases. The block-
age data also points to the dominant role of corner stall relative to secondary flow and
to the insensitivity of corner stall to inlet boundary layer thickness. The blockage pro-
file for the two stage rotor is generally lower in the endwall regions than either of the
two isolated rotor cases, even with the much larger relative tip clearance.

In conclusion, the blockage profiles bear a qualitative similarity to the loss pro-
files with the major contributions being due to hub corner stall and tip endwall and leak-
age flow. The midspan blockage for all three cases (at their nominal design flow coeffi-
cients) is very small.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a comparison of several types of data acquired on three com-
pressor rotor configurations: an isolated rotor with very thin inlet hub and tip boundary
layers, the same rotor with thick inlet boundary layers, and a two stage compressor second
stage rotor, each running at its nominal design flow coefficient. The data examined for
each configuration consisted of surface flow visualization, a radial-circumferential dis-
tribution of rotary total pressure in the flow aft of the rotor, and the spanwise distri-
bution of loss, flow angle and blockage.

There were many strong similarities in the main features of the flow over the three
rotors. The most striking was the strong influence of hub corner stall (as opposed to the
hub endwall boundary layer) on the loss, deviation and blockage and its insensitivity to
inlet boundary layer thickness. The tip boundary layer and leakage flow were also seen to
have a strong impact. Although secondary flow was generally seen to be rather weak, as
evidenced by the slight rotation of the Bernoulli surfaces and the lack of cross flow in
the hub boundary layers, radial redistribution of high and low total pressure fluid through
the rotor passage and in the downstream flow was observed to produce spanwise distributions
of the total pressure loss which were locally negative. This radial redistribution could
have been due to mechanisms other than the weak secondary flow, e.g., it could have been
a result of the radial outflow in the corner stall region.

The present two stage compressor program is being continued with particular emphasis
in the areas of tip clearance effects, off-design performance and the stator. As a result
of these and the earlier experimental studies and companion analytical work it is expected
that a more complete and detailed understanding of multi-stage compressor aerodynamics
will emerge.
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TABLE I - ROTOR GEOMETRY & TEST CONDITIONS

Isolated Rotor Two-Stace Rotor

Number of Airfoils 28 44
-Um/B 1.01 0.97
Span/B 1.00 1.50
Clrnc/B 0.016 0.039
as 35.50 47.10
Camber 490 350
Hub/Tip 0.8 0.8
N (rpm) 510 650
?x (f/a) 102 78
Re (W1 ,B) 4.9 x 105 3.0 x 105
0 0.85 0.51
(AX/B) 0.30 0.25
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Figure I isolated Rotor, Thin inlet Bounidary Layers, Suction Surface, ~'=0.85
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Figure 2 Isolated Rotor, Thick Inlet Boundary Layers, f 0.85
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Figure 3 Two Stage Compressor, Second Stage Rotor, 0.51
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Figure 4 Isolated Rotor, Thin Inlet Boundary Layers,
Rotary Total Pressure, 0 0.85, 30% aft,
1.32 Pitches. ACPT 0.1
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Figure 5 Isolated Rotor, Thick Inlet Boundary Layers,
Rotary Total Pressure, 4 0.85, 30% aft,
2.0 pitches, ICPT 0.1
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Figure 6 Two Stage Compressor, Second Stage Rotor,
Rotary Total Pressure, * 0.51, 25% aft,
2.0 pitches, &CPT -0.025
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DISCUSSION

Ph.Ramette, Fr
In Figure 8, which gives the total pressure losses for the second stage rotor of the two-stage compressor, the total
pressure loss is close to zero near the hub, because of the high total pressure fluid moving towards the hub near the
pressure surface side of the blade wake, as you said. In the midspan region, the negative loss could be due to the
large tip clearance, which is 4%, so that the flow near the tip of the blades is moving toward midspan at the exit of
the rotor, redistributing the radial total pressure profile. Could you comment about this?

Author's Reply
As mentioned in the paper, aside from small measurement errors, the two prime candidates for explaining the
negative loss at the midspan of the second stage rotor are radial redistribution of high and low total pressure fluid.
and radial displacement of the axisymmetric stream surface. Both of these possibilities could be accentuated by the
very large tip clearance. This question may become clearer as we examine additional data.

B.Lakshminarayana
(1) 1 would like to congratulate you on a large amount of fine data.

(2) The thick boundary layer case had very small velocity gradients near the wall and had almost a linear profile
from hub to mid-radius. Since the secondary flow is very sensitive to the velocity gradients, rather than the
thickness, it is not surprising that the thick boundary layer case did not have severe secondary flow. It would
be useful to generate a thick boundary layer with steep velocity gradients near the wall.

Author's Reply
The thin and thick inlet Cx profiles in the isolated rotor tests were very similar in terms of their shape factors
(H = 1.3 and 1.5 respectively). Since to a first approximation the secondary flow process varies linearly with the
initial streamwise and normal components of vorticity the factor of 4 variation in inlet boundary layer thickness
was felt to be a fairly significant variation. Finally, the two-stage test lends strong evidence that secondary flow will
in general be relatively weak, particularly in comparison with the effects of corner stall.

C.L.Ball, US
My comment is not made in terms of trying to generalize between your results and that which we noted in the two-
stage fan, but it is interesting to note that the circumferential blockage near the walls behind the low speed rotor is
higher than in the core flow region, which is further evidence of the highly non-axisymmetric flows in the endwall
boundary layer region as compared to free stream, as we observed behind the stators in the two-stage fan.

Author's Reply
I agree. Our data on these and other tests have indicated that the flow in the endwall regions is in general far more
non-axisymmetric than the flow in the midspan region.

Ch.Hirsch, Be
I would like, first of all, to congratulate the authors for their continuous effort in the production of such high
quality data.

I am very pleased by the importance given to the concept of tangential blockage distinct from the end-wall blockage.
We are using this distinction in our through-flow calculation method and connect the blockage K to the local loss
coefficient through the momentum thickness of the wake. Therefore it is not surprising that the variation of K is
similar to the variation of the total pressure loss. Actually we think that the variation could be deduced from the
other. Have you tried to derive the variation of K from the radial variation of wake thickness?

Author's Reply
As we noted in the paper, "the blockage profiles bear a qualitative similarity to the loss profiles". To date, however,
we have not attempted to quantify this relationship. This will definitely be something to look into as we evaluate
the rest of our data.

J.Moore, US
(1) Is the ammonia neutrally buoyant in these flows?

(2) Is there enough shear work at the shroud, combined with secondary flow from the shroud to cause the local
increases in rotary total pressure which you observe?
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Author's Reply

Strictly speaking, the ammonia used in the flow visualization is not neutrally buoyant but we believe that it does
accurately follow the surface streamlines. This belief is based on numerous previous tests where density ratio and
blowing rate effects were demonstrated to have no noticeable impact on the indicated surface streamline direction.

The increase in rotary total pressure was observed primarily on the two-stage compressor second stage rotor in the
midspan region and very close to the hub (Fig.8). From Figure 6 it is difficult to see how shear work and secondary
flow at the shroud could influence the rotary total pressure of the midspan and hub fluid other than by radial
displacement of the axisymmetric stream surfaces due to blockage at the tip. The flow visualization (Fig.3) also
suggests that it is unlikely that fluid originating at the rotor shroud could find its way radially into the midspan
region.
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EXPERIMFWTAL VERIFICATION OF AN ENDWALL BOUNDARY LAYER PREDICTION METHOD

Charles W. Elrod James L. Bettner
AFWAL/POTX Detroit Diesel Allison Div.

Wright-Patterson AFB General Motors Corporation

0
,An endwall boundary layer code was verified in a low speed compressor facility and

used to compute casing blockage and efficiency penalty in a full-scale engine. Detailed
endwall boundary layer measurements and overall compressor performance measurements were
obtained for various conditions of surface roughness, porosity and tip clearance in the
low speed compressor facility. Stage pressure ratio and stall margin were determinedO for the single-stage compressor at three corrected speeds. Shroud roughness did not
markedly reduce overall compressor performance at design conditions, but did result in

Ssome loss of stall margin. Shroud wall porosity, on the other hand, did reduce design
point performance, but also substantially increased stall margin. The shroud endwall
boundary layer code exhibited overall satisfactory agreement with solid smooth/rough
endwall experimental results, but was not as effective for the T56-A-100 experimental
results. The code was effective in predicting tip clearance effects.

INTRODUCTION

Losses in the gas turbine engine compressors are receiving increasing attention as
efficiency becomes a critical design parameter. Escalating fuel costs have prompted the
turbine engine research community to intensify their efforts to understand the loss
mechanisms and reduce their overall effect. One of the major loss mechanisms in the gas
turbine engine is leakage over the tips of both compressor and turbine rotors. A large
portion of the decrement in performance attributed to tip losses is due to clearance
increases during the first few hundred on wing hours, after the engine break-in. The
increase in clearance results from tip wear when the rotor rubs into the case.

Through the years, attempts have been made to develop an abradable coating for the
case to prevent or minimize blade tip wear. The attempts have been marginally success-
ful, with wear ratios of 1:1 (blade tip to case coating ratio) being typical. The
search for rub tolerant coatings has resulted in a wide variety of material character-
istics and configurations. The purpose of these variations has been primarily to pro-
vide a rub strip on the compressor case which will tolerate interference from the rotor
without wearing the blade tip. The rub strip material must also be configured to resist
erosion, oxidation and thermal fatigue.

The payoff for this material development and design effort is enormous. A change
in engine performance (specifically fuel consumption) of 1% can result in savings of
millions of dollars in fuel costs. This magnitude of fiscal savings is leading engine
designers to consider other factors (factors involving aerodynamic considerations rather
than mechanical parameters), as well as blade tip wear. Two such factors are rub strip
roughness and porosity.

Intuitively, one would suspect that both factors would influence stage and overall
engine performance; however, only limited evidence of an empirical basis for this con-
clusion was available. A program was, therefore, initiated by the Air Force, through
the Detroit Diesel Allison Division of General Motors Corporation, to study the effects
of surface roughness and porosity on stage and overall compressor performance in a
controlled environment (Reference 1). This paper will summarize the results of the
experimental program and, in particular, the porosity effects. The analytical portion
of this program will not be described in this report. A detailed summary of the endwall
boundary layer code can be found in Reference 1.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The experimental program involved the use of two facilities. The first was a low-
speed compressor (LSC) rig, and the second was a full-scale engine test (FSET) facility.
The LSC rig was used to provide detailed endwall boundary layer measurements for various
conditions of endwall roughness, endwall porosity, and tip clearance at several differ-
ent operating conditions. The FSET facility was used to correlate and verify the use of
the three-dimensional, turbulent, compressible endwall boundary layer flow prediction
method for full-scale engine applications (Reference 1).

LOW SPEED COMPRESSOR RIG

The LSC rig layout is shown in Figure I and consists of a single-stage, zero inlet
swirl, low-speed (184 ft/sec) compressor which was designed to reflect realistic aero-
dynamic values of blockage, blade loading and loss levels for typical aft stages of
modern compression systems. The compressor design parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The major modification to the rig for this program was the installation of differ-
ent shroud endwall geometries. Four different configurations were employed in the test
program. Three different size roughness elements and one porous endwall were tested, as
shown in Table 2.
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The roughness elements were uniform glass spheres whose diameters (K ) were 0.020,
0.030, 0.080 inch. These spheres produced roughness Reynolds number values of 100 to
400 from

UKK+ = s
V (1)

where UT is the friction velocity, K is the roughness element height, and v is the
kinematic viscosity. Therefore, rouahness experiments were conducted in the fully rough
zones. Porosity, on the other hand, was provided by a material configuration which per-
mitted airflow radially into or out of the shroud and circumferentially around the
shroud. Figure 2 illustrates the test section, including the shroud insert and refer-
ence planes.

INSTRUMENTATION

Multi-element total pressure rakes distributed circumferentially around the annulus
at the stage inlet and exit, boundary layer rakes on the hub and tip walls located at
the rotor inlet ard stator exit, total temperature rakes at the stator exit, and various
static pressure taps on the hub and tip walls make up the bulk of the steady state
instrumentation. Vane tip static pressure distribution was mapped through the use of 45
static pressure taps on the outer wall of one stator passage.

Hot wire anemometry was employed in the exit planes of the rotor and stator, as
well as three axial locations inside the stator passage (Figure 3). DISA constant
temperature anemometry equipment was used to obtain the streamwise velocity and air
angle.

A Dynamic Data Capacitance gage provided blade tip clearances. Individual vari-
ances in tip clearances are measured and used to determine an average running clearance.
The output of the probe is nearly linear in the range of interest, namely 0.070 - 0.140
inch. Most blades were found to be within ±0.005 of the nominal clearance of 0.071 inch
for Configuration I.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The effects of tip clearance, shroud roughness, and shroud porosity on stage flow
versus pressure ratio can be observed in Figures 4 through 11 at three different cor-
rected speeds. Figure 4 presents the effect of varying clearance for the smooth wall
configuration. The design pressure ratio is reduced slightly at the design point, while
the stall margin (SM), defined by

SM 1 j -- (2)

ccwhere R - total pressure ratio
c - corrected flow rate
N c , corrected speed

is significantly affected, reduced by over 12%. This overall performance decrement is
typical when tip clearances are increased in this magnitude.

The effects of roughness on performance are presented in Figures 5 through 8. Com-
pared to the smooth wall, the stage pressure ratio remains relatively unchanged at the
near design point as roughness is increased from a smooth wall to progressively rougher
surfaces. (For close clearances, see Figure 5.) The stall margin defined by Eq.(1)
decreases by 6-70, transitioning from smooth to rough wall. At partial speeds, the
pressure ratio decreases as surface roughness is increased.

When the clearances were doubled, the pressure ratio decreased slightly at the near
design point for rough shrouds versus the smooth configuration (Figure 6). Stall mar-
gin, on the other hand, was seen to increase for rough walls, and, in fact, the largest
increase occurred with the .030 inch diameter element. The reason for this apparent
anomaly is not altogether clear at this time.

The relative effect of clearance when the roughness was held constant is presented
in Figures 7 and 8. For the .030 inch elements, the stall margin is relativeJy unaf-
fected, but the pressure ratio is less as clearance is increased. The .080 inch ele-
wents have no apparent effect on pressure ratio at the near design point, while the
stall margin is reduced 3% as the clearance is increased.

A more dramatic effect is observed in Figure 9. The use of a porous shroud
resulted in both a measurable decrease in pressure ratio and a significant increase in
stall margin. This latter effect also holds when the clearance is doubled (Figure 10).
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Flow pressure ratio was slightly affected, but not as severely as seen in Figure 9.
Even more interesting, however, is the comparison of porous shrouds when the clearance
is increased (Figure 11). The stall margin is approximately 26% higher at the clear-
ance/span of 1.56, compared to the clearance/span of 2.92. Although the magnitude of
the difference is somewhat unexpected, the trend is not. Examining the pressure ratio,
however, the clearance/span effect is quite unexpected. The larger clearance produces
measurably higher flow pressure ratio.

Another way to look at these effects is to examine the hub and tip wall static
pressure distributions, particularly the static pressure ratio for the hub and tip
sections at the design operating point. Figure 12 illustrates the axial hub and tip
static pressure distributions for Configuration T. The other configurations produced
very similar static pressure distributions and would serve no purpose if presented. The
data listed in Table 3, however, does present the effect of porosity. The pressure
ratio at the hub was noticeably consistent, while the porous configuration static pres-
sure rise was higher than any of the other configurations. The boundary layer growth on
the casing wall at the rotor and through the stator was found to be significantly less
for the porous wall than the solid or rough walls. The reduction in boundary layer
produces a larger flow area, lower wall velocities and, hence, larger static pressures.

FULL-SCALE TEST

The full-scale test was conducted in a T56 engine, modified to permit testing with
different roughness levels in the last four staqes of the compressor. The T56 com-
pressor is basically a constant tip, fixed geometry, 14-stage machine with an inlet
hub/tip radius of 0.49 (Figure 13).

Fixed, total temperature and pressure rakes in the compressor upstream plenum and
in the compressor exit plane were used to measure overall performance. Total tempera-
ture and pressure elements were also positioned at several locations around the circum-
ference and on the leading edge of each of the 14 stator rows. Rub pins were included
in the last four stages to indicate clearance.

Performance tests were conducted with three different shroud configurations for
stages 11 through 14.

1. Configuration I - Wire sprayed aluminum machine surface finished to 70 microinches.
This is the as-delivered T56 baseline compressor.

2. Configuration II - The sprayed aluminum coating is grit blasted to a 500 microinch
surface condition.

3. Configuration III - The sprayed aluminum coating is further grit blasted to an 800
microinch surface condition.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The compressor inlet Reynolds number was established to be the same for each of the
three shroud roughness configurations, and the test points were presurge operating
points. In particular, performance was examined at altitude (100% speed) and sea level
takeoff (96.3% speed). The data point serial numbers are shown in Table 4.

The interstage performance maps for Configurations II and III at altitude (100%
speed), from open throttle to past design, short of surge, are depicted in Figures 14
through 18. Inlet flow was measured, while pressure ratio and efficiency were calcu-
lated from the averaged total temperatures and pressures. Configuration I was not
included because performance analysis indicated the results were in error.

Examination of the performance maps for the two shroud roughness levels reveals a
performance loss as flow proceeds through the compressor. The effect of roughness on
efficiency was negligible, although the rougher shroud did result in a lower overall
value. Similar results for pressure ratio are noted.

The sea level (96.3% speed) performance maps are presented in Figures 19 through
23. Efficiency levels were seen to decrease as flow continued through the compressor in
a manner similar to the 100% speed results. More significantly, however, is the
decrease in performance with shroud roughness levels from 70 microinches to 500 micro-
inches. Further increases in roughness produced only slightly deteriorated performance.

One speculation on the differences between the 100% speed (altitude) and the 96.3%
speed (sea level conditions) is due to Reynolds number effects. Some surface finish
effects correlation with the work of Shaffler, Reference 3, might suggest that the
shroud flow could be superimposed on the efficiency versus Reynolds number plot (Figure
24). The depressed inlet conditions of the altitude test place these test points in the
intermediate zone, where Reynolds number has a significant effect, while roughness has
little influence. The third region, characterized by a critical Reynolds number above
which efficiency is constant for increasing Reynolds numbers, is a hydrodynamically
rough region where roughness does reduce efficiency.

. . . .... . .. . . .. . .. ... . . .
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COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The comparisons of predicted and measured boundary layer growth characteristics are
presented in Figures 25 through 30. Examining Figures 25 and 26, one observcz a predic-
tion that agrees relatively well with experimental or measured data and indicates the
effects of clearance on the smooth wall boundary layer development.

Figures 27 and 28 depict the agreement between predicted and measured data relating
axial displacement thickness and axial shape factor with the axial location in the LSC
rig for roughened endwalls. The agreement is once again fairly good; however, the
prediction capability appears to favor the larger roughness element size. Part of the
problem may be due to the type of roughness elements chosen and the buried configura-
tion. This design probably precluded the elements from penetrating the laminar sublayer
and producing a realistic aerodynamically rough surface. Furthermore, the LSC rig is a
single-stage facility and may be of insufficient length for the flow to react to
roughness.

The prediction capability of the endwall code for the porous configuration is seen
to be ineffective (Figures 29 and 30). The code assumption for porosity was to presume
the flow entered the endwall material and moved axially, resulting in an effective tip
clearance larger than the actual mechanical clearance. The effective tip clearance then
is the sum of the mechanical clearance and the clearance addition due to porosity. Had
the code been modified to account for flows normal to the endwall, the predictions would
probably have been more accurate.

Streamwise boundary layer development was also predicted, with results similar to
the axial displacement thickness (Figures 31 through 33). Although streamwise displace-
ment thickness was calculated for each configuration, the figures presented are included
to illustrate the general code prediction capability.

The T56 smooth and rough wall boundary layer computations are presented in Figure
34. The axial displacement thickness and shape factor are shown throughout the 14
compressor stages and are seen to vary in a saw-tooth fashion. When shroud roughness
was varied in the last four stages, no apparent change in displacement thickness was
found for stage 11, whereas the 14th stage thickness was seen to increase by approxi-
mately .002 inch for 500 microinch roughness and .004 inch for the 800 microinch
roughness.

CONCLUSIONS

The program was conducted to quantify the effects of roughness and porosity on
compressor performance as the primary goal. In addition, a boundary layer prediction
code was to be developed for prediction capability in future enqine design tasks. The
program, for the most part, was successful. A pitch averaged, three-dimensional, com-
pressible, turbulent, integral boundary code for compressor endwalls was developed and
does agree relatively well with experimental results for smooth and solid/rough end-
walls. In particular, the effects of clearance on boundary layer development were well
demonstrated.

Performance of both the LSC rig compressor and the T56 compressor were found to be
affected by clearance and roughness. As clearance increased, efficiency and stall mar-
gin were both reduced. Roughness had a minor effect on LSC efficiency, but did measur-
ably reduce stall margin.

Porosity was noted to produce significant effects in stall margin and lesser
effects on pressure ratio. Stall margin increased by 25-30%, whereas pressure ratio was
reduced slightly. The code was found, however, to be inadequate for the porous shroud
configuration. Part of the code's inability could be traced to the assumption that the
effect of porosity was merely an increase in clearance and neglected the potential axial
recirculation within the wall boundary layer leading to radial inflow and outflow.

For the most part, a code has been developed which models boundary layer develop-
ment for solid endwal~s with variable roughness. Some modifications of the model will
be required for porosity effects.
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TABLE 1

AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS - PEAN SECTION DESIGN VALUES

Blade Stator

Type of Airfoil 65 series 65 series
Chord, C-in (m) 4.489 5.089
Solidity, a = C/S 1.435 1.516
Camber, f - deg. 20.42 48.57
Aspect Ratio, AR - L/C 1.046 0.943
Leading Edge Radius/C 0.0044 0.0049
Trailing Edge Radius/C 0.0028 0.0030
Inlet Angle, a - deg. 59.38 37.84
Exit Angle, 82 - deg. 42.41 0.00
Loss Coefficient, a 0.043 0.056
Diffusion Factor, Df 0.449 0.410

TABLE 2

Blade Tip Type of Surface Condition

Test Clearance Shroud Wall Roughness - Element

Configuration % Span Surface Size (in.)/Porosity

I 1.48 Solid/Smooth
II 1.56 Porous/Smooth 30% Oper

III 1.A4 Solid/Rough 0.080

IV 1.30 f Solid/Rouah 0.030

V 1.13 Solid/Rough 0.020

VI 2.96 Solid/Smooth -

VII 2.92 Porous/Smooth 30% Open

VIII 2.83 Solid/Rough 0.080

IX 2.77 Solid/Rough 0.030

TABLE 3

ROTOR HUB AND TIP SECTION STATIC PRESSURE RATIO NEAR DESIGN OPERATING POIBt

Configuration

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Wall Solid/ Porous/ Solid/ Solid/ Solid/ Solid/ Porous/ Solid/ Solid/

Condition Smooth Smooth Rough 1 Rough 2 Rough 3 Smooth Smooth Rough 1 Rough 2

Tip
Clearance 1.48 1.56 1.44 1.30 1.13 2.96 2.92 2.81 2.77

R 1.00604 1.00598 1.00609 1.00614 1.00599 1.00594 1.00613 1.00602 1.00678
CS
sh

R 1.0089 1.0091 1.0089 1.0089 1.0089 1.0087 1.0095 1.0086 1.0085

TABLE 4

T56-A-100 COMPARATIVE DATA POINTS

Shroud Wall Comparative Data Comparative Data
T56-A-100 Roughness-- Points (S/N) Points (S/N)

Configuration Microinches 96.3% N/ 100% NI

I 70 43

II 500 199 190

III 800 200 211

I
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Figure 31. Comparison of Measured and Predicted Streamwise
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Configuration I
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Displacement Thickness and Shape Factor for
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DISCUSSION

D.K.Hennecke, Ge
You state in your paper that the porous surface was smooth. Could you please tell us what kind of porous material
you used, what its surface roughness was, and how thick the layer was.

Author's Reply
The material was alternating layers of metal sheet with multi-holes to provide inflow and axial flow. The surface was
smooth and somewhat untypical of compressor shroud porous material.

The thickness was approximately 30 mils and the roughness was unmeasured but probably on the order of about
70 microinch.

Ph.Ramette, Fr
For Figure 29, giving the comparison between experimental results and calculation, you said that the tip clearance
was taken as the sum of the mechanical clearance and the clearance addition due to porosity. The code has been
modified to account for axial but not normal flow. I think that the difference of velocities has also to be taken into
account between the flow in the tip clearance and the flow going through the porous material. Could you comment
about this?

Author's Reply
Your observation is correct and that type of correction is under way. The fact of the matter is that both inflow
and outflow through the porous media will have their effects on the boundary layer. This is evidenced by the
significantly thinner layer seen with the porous media compared to those seen with the rough and smooth walls.
The assumption of an additive clearance effect for the porous shroud was an initial assumption for simplification
and is obviously erroneous.

II
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